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Abstract 

The textual problems of the Pauline epistles have rarely received systematic study 

since the work of Günther Zuntz in 1953. This thesis is a study of the text of 1 Corinthians 

using a different methodology, called "thoroughgoing eclecticism. " The textual data was 

gathered from collations of manuscripts and critical editions, and is provided as an appendix 

to the thesis. 

The discussion of the textual problems in 1 Corinthians comprises most of the thesis. 

In them, effort was made to determine whether a given type of variation is typical of any 

single manuscript or of manuscripts in general. The focus is placed on determining the cause 

of corruption in each place. This required study of the history of the development of the 

Greek language and comparison with theological and ethical discussions among early 

Christians. Detailed discussions are necessary for many problems, including 6: 5, where a 

conjecture is found to be necessary; 7: 33-34 and 9: 5, where issues of marriage and sexuality 

led to corruption; 13: 3, where transcriptional and structural issues become prominent, and 

14: 34-35, where a complicated displacement of text involved issues of manuscript attestation, 

interpolation, and anti-feminism. 

The manuscripts that most frequently attest to early readings and unique forms of the 

text are then assessed. The most unique witnesses to the text of 1 Corinthians are the Greco- 

Latin bilinguals DFG. Their relationship and unique causes of corruption are described, 

with the result that FG are shown to frequently preserve the earliest reading. cp46 NAB are 

also discussed. These witnesses attest many excellent readings, but have undergone their own 

types of corruptions. The "Byzantine" witnesses are summarized, demonstrating that they 

carry only a late form of the text. 
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Introduction 

The study of the text of the Corpus Paulinum as a body of literature with a history 

and manuscript tradition distinct from that of the Gospels has rarely been undertaken. 

Bernhard Weiss, ' more than a century ago, focused his work on the text of Codex Vaticanus. 

Hans Lietzmann2 provided a few brief yet insightful observations in the introduction to his 

commentary on Romans. The most significant textual study, however, remains Günther 

Zuntz's 1953 The Text of the Epistles. ' Interaction with his work will be evident throughout 

this study. Smaller studies have since appeared on individual books, the most important of 

which is by Michael Holmes 4 However, apart from scattered journal articles and particular 

attention paid to the Latin tradition, ' relatively little notice has been paid to the unique 

challenges and gains that a careful study of the Corpus Paulinum would repay. 

This thesis investigates the textual problems of this body of literature through a 

detailed study of one letter: 1 Corinthians. This letter is particularly suited such a study for 

several reasons. First, its length (16 chapters) yields a sufficient amount a material for 

analysis. Second, in contrast to writings like Ephesians, there is strong consensus regarding 

'B. Weiss, Textkritik der paulinischen Briefe, Texte und Untersuchungen zur 
Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur 14,3 (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1896). 

2H. Lietzmann, "Einführung in die Textgeschichte der Paulusbriefe, " in An die Römer 
(Tübingen: Mohr, 1933). 

3G. Zuntz, The Text of the Epistles. A Disquisition upon the Corpus Paulinum 
(London: Published for the British Academy by Oxford University Press, 1953). Unless 
otherwise noted, all citations referenced as "Zuntz" will be from this source. 

4M. Holmes, "Reasoned Eclecticism and the Text of Romans, " in Romans and the 
People of God, eds. S. K. Soderlund, and N. T. Wright, pp. 187-202 (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1999). 

'Esp. H. J. Frede, Altlateinische Paulus-Handschriften, Aus der Geschichte der 
lateinischen Bibel 4 (Freiburg: Herder, 1964), pp. 88-101. 
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its authorship, so that stylistic comparisons can be made to other writings by the same author. 

Third, in contrast to other letters, such as 2 Corinthians, there is little dispute regarding the 

sources and integrity of the letter, again allowing for comparison to other Pauline writings. ' 

Fourth, in contrast to Romans, which fits the previous three criteria, there is no textual 

uncertainty such as is found at the end of that book (particularly chapters 15-16). ' Finally, 1 

Corinthians was one of the two letters examined by Zuntz, so assessment of and comparison 

to his work is possible. 

The Corpus Paulinum 

The process by which the letters of the Corpus Paulinum were collected and 

preserved is still uncertain! The collection has likely undergone some enlargement and 

'Previous commentators had regarded both 1 and 2 Corinthians as composite 
documents, in particular J. Weiss, Der Erste Korintherbrief, Neudruck der völlig 
neubearbeiteten Auflage 1910 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1970), pp. XL-XLIII 
and, specifically on the most questioned section, 1 Cor. 8-10, pp. 210-213. Instructive, 
however, is the recent Festschrift volume presented to Margaret Thrall (T. J. Burke and J. K. 
Elliott, eds. Paul and the Corinthians. Studies on A Community in Conflict, SNT 109 
(Leiden: Brill, 2003)), in which there was no consensus among the various contributors 
regarding the integrity of 2 Corinthians, but complete agreement regarding the unity and 
integrity of 1 Corinthians, including the previously disputed 1 Cor. 8-10. See further on this 
passage W. Schrage, Der Erste Brief an die Korinther, 1. Teilband 1 Kor 1,1-6,11, 
Evangelisch-Katholisch Kommentar zum Neuen Testament (Zürich: Benzinger, 1991) 
[hereafter Schrage I], pp. 66-68 and A. Thiselton, The First Epistle to the Corinthians New 
International Greek Testament Commentary (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), pp. 608-609: 
"The coherence of these chapters and of Paul's argument may seem vulnerable only if the 
passages are removed from their context, or if the varied circumstantial differences between 

specific cases under review are neglected. " (emphasis original). 

'The most thorough study is H. J. Gamble, The Textual History of the Letter to the 
Romans, Studies and Documents 42 (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1977). See also, with slightly 
different conclusions, P. Lampe, "Zur Textgeschichte des Römerbriefes, " Novum 
Testamentum 27 (1985), pp. 273-7. 

8The most recent summary of the discussion is S. E. Porter, "When and How was the 
Pauline Canon Compiled? An Assessment of Theories, " in The Pauline Canon, ed. S. E. 
Porter, Pauline Studies (Past) 1 (Leiden: Brill, 2004), pp. 95-127. 
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rearrangement, ' and there may have been some earlier "pre-collections. " Pauline 

manuscripts from prior to the period of the "great uncials" are typically fragmentary; only 

pah is relatively complete, and of the twenty-three surviving papyrus manuscripts containing 

any of the Pauline writings, only X13 ýp3O g334 ýp61 contain more than one letter. " However, 

the basic content and sequence of the surviving manuscripts - including 1 Corinthians - is 

traceable to a single collection. " Furthermore, the shared corruptions - Leitfehler, in Zuntz's 

terminology - point to a single source for the extant manuscripts. This is most clearly seen in 

the shared corruption at 1 Cor. 6: 5 as well as several others posited, for example, at 1: 2; 2: 4; 

14: 25,33; and 16: 9 (see discussions ad loc. ). Extant evidence furthermore suggests that the 

letters were not copied in the same manuscript with gospel writings until the 4' century, and 

right up to the beginning of the age of printing they continued to circulate independent of 

other NT writings. 12 This has several implications for the manner in which the textual 

tradition is evaluated. For example, is it possible to reconstruct only the text of that 

collection, or can one reconstruct the text of the author? Can one discuss and evaluate only 

'For example, the addition of Hebrews in the east, as seen in its shifting position in 
346 and the capitula of B. Furthermore, the sequence of letters is consistent in the 

manuscripts, apart from Marcion's shift of Galatians and a minor difference in D and parts of 
the Latin tradition. 

10For a review of the content of the papyrus manuscripts of the Pauline letters, see D. 
Trobisch, Die Entstehung der Paulusbriefsammlung, Novum Testamentum et Orbis Antiquus 
10 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1989), pp. 23-29. 

"See H. Y. Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church. (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1995), pp. 58-63; and E. H. Lovering, Jr., "The Collection, Redaction, and 
Early Circulation of the Corpus Paulinum" (Ph. D. diss, Southern Methodist University, 
1988), who argues that a single collection was in existence already in the second half of the 
first century. D. Trobisch (Die Entstehung der Paulusbriefsammlung) posits two first- 
century "pre-collections. " Zuntz (p. 14) claimed that "the ten ̀ Pauline' Epistles, including 
Ephesians, in manuscripts, versions, and references represent one established entity" and 
dates this collection to "about 100. " 

12J. K. Elliott, "Manuscripts, the Codex and the Canon, " Journal for the Study of the 
New Testament 63 (1996), pp. 105-23. 
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the style of the compiler of the corpus, or can one discuss and evaluate the style of the author, 

thereby reaching back behind the collection? Zuntz, for example, thought it possible for the 

usual tools of textual criticism to reach back only to this single collection13 and that it is 

possible to discuss pre-collection readings only as emendatio. He concludes: "Thus +/- 100 is 

a probable date for the collection and publication of the Corpus Paulinum; that is, forty or 

fifty years after the letters were written. Here then, as in the tradition of all ancient authors, 

`archetype' and ̀ original' are not identical. "14 However, Zuntz. is working with what is 

essentially a documentary approach (as outlined below), and believes that the only attainable 

text can be found in the manuscripts. 15 Other methods, such as thoroughgoing eclecticism, 

and the use of patristic and versional evidence, allows one to reach further back, even in 

some cases beyond the collection of the Corpus Paulinum, wherever and whenever that may 

have been compiled. As W. Petersen notes, greater use of the patristic evidence creates new 

possibilities: "The question facing textual critics today is not `How far back can we go' ... 

Rather, the question is "How far back do we wish to go? '16 

In this study, the term "archetypical" is used to refer to the earliest attainable form of 

the text, the text from which subsequent copies were made. This would have been the text 

used by the compiler of the corpus, but alterations may have been made to this text prior to, 

and in the process of, its adoption in the corpus. 

13A suggestion made already by Lietzmann, An die Römer, pp. 1-4. 

14Zuntz, p. 14. His helpful "stream" analogy of the textual tradition (described below), 
assumes the transmission of manuscripts, not readings. 

"This limitation in Zuntz is pointed out by R. V. G Tasker, "The Text of the `Corpus 
Paulinum', " New Testament Studies 1 (1955), pp. 180-91. 

16W. L. Petersen, "What Text Can New Testament Textual Criticism Ultimately 
Reach? " in B. Aland and J. Delobel, eds., New Testament Textual Criticism, Exegesis, and 
Early Church History (Kampen: Kok Pharos, 1994), pp. 136-52; quote from p. 151. 
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The Defining Work on the Text of the Epistles: Günther Zuntz 

Trained as a classical philologist, Zuntz adopts Maas'" outline of recensio, 

examinatio, emendatio. 18 He acknowledges that the transmission history of the text of the 

Epistles is too complex for recensio alone: 

Faced with a tradition of this kind, the strictly genealogical method of textual 
criticism becomes inapplicable. It presupposes the existence of a definite archetype 
recoverable from extant copies through unambiguous lines of descent 

... 
It cannot do 

justice to such wider aspects of the tradition as are implied by the terms `Alexandrian' 
or `Caesarean'; for it presupposes a rationality and fixedness contrary to the very 
character of this tradition. " 

Nevertheless, Zuntz works from within a documentary framework by comparing the earliest 

extant copy of the Corpus Paulinum (cp46) with other witnesses. He first evaluates individual 

readings (examinatio), from which a clearer picture of the recensio emerges, which then 

further serves to clarify difficult passages. 

Zuntz reaches five major conclusions. First, the Corpus was compiled right at, or just 

before A. D. 100. This collection may have been based on earlier, smaller collections (though 

not a previous full collection) and was most likely produced in Alexandria. Second, a popular 

or "wild" text prevailed in the second century, apparently derived from a common source or 

even "early revision? ° No tradition is completely free of the readings (corruptions) created 

during this period of the lack of a controlled tradition. No suggestions are given as to the 

"Zuntz acknowledges his debt to Maas in the preface, x. He does so similarly in other 
writings; cf. M. Hengel, "Günther Zuntz. "Lukian Von Antiochien Und Der Text Der 
Evangelien, hrsg. B. Aland and K. Wachtel (Heidelberg: Universitätsverlag C. Winter, 1995), 
p. 65. 

"For the third step, Maas uses the term "divinatio" = "conjecture"; Paul Maas, 
Textual Criticism (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958), §§2,15. 

19Zuntz, p. 155. 

20Zuntz, p. 266. 
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reasons an interest in philology would have existed only among a small group of those using 

the epistles, only that contact by Christians with Alexandrian philology led to an attempt to 

control and preserve the wording of the text per se. 

The third conclusion is significant because, for Zuntz, it forms the basis for his 

limited attempt at recensio and often impacts his evaluation of individual readings. For 

Zuntz, the text represented by J 46 B 1739 is representative of the efforts of scholars 

influenced by Alexandrian philology to purify the text: 

The ̀ tendency' which we have noticed over and over again is to substitute the original 
reading for corruptions of every description which dominated the popular second- 
century texts. This could be done only by the competent selection of manuscripts with 
a pure text to serve as a standard for correction. Such manuscripts must have been 
rare at the time: otherwise we ought to find evidence of their use by the earliest 
Fathers, who actually without exception all quote from the current, ̀ wild' text. In the 
decades around A. D. 150 this was the form which manuscripts in all parts of the 
Christian world propagated, with a wide margin of individual variation yet basically 
identical. In this massa confusa to seek, and to find, manuscripts of a purer quality; to 
use them for the correction of the current text; and to persist, in spite of the impact of 
the generally accepted, and corrupt, tradition, in the propagation of improved texts-all 
this bespeaks something very much like expert philological criticism. " 

Zuntz does note that this "restoration" was a process, which occurred over a long period of 

time. There was not a single attempt to restore the text, from which later manuscripts are 

corruptions; rather, he argues that the text found in the later "Alexandrians" were simply less 

successful and more prone to interference from the "wild" text. 

Two conclusions deal with what has commonly been called "text types" (a term 

which he finds inappropriate). The "Western Text" is not exclusively "western, " and very 

rarely is there a reading that is found only in "western" witnesses. Rather, the "Western Text" 

is a representation of the second century "wild" text. 22 Frequently, when it agrees with later 

2'Zuntz, pp. 251-52. 

22This seems to parallel closely the view expressed in K. W. Clark, "Textual Criticism 
and Doctrine, " in Studia Paulina in Honorem Johannis De Zwaan Septuagenarii, ed. J. N. 
Sevenster, and W. C. van Unnik (Haarlem: Erven F. Bohn, 1953), pp. 59-64, where 
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manuscripts of the Alexandrian or even Byzantine text, it witnesses to the original text; when 

only Western witnesses attest to a reading, according to Zuntz, they are always wrong. The 

Byzantine text is seen as a later development of the Alexandrian tradition. In places it 

preserves the original wording which was unavailable to or lost by the Alexandrian editors. 

Finally, Zuntz concludes that the division of the tradition into "text-types, " as the term had 

been used in textual criticism, does not explain the evidence. There was never an 

"Alexandrian" text, as distinct from a "Western" text, and finally a "Byzantine" text, each of 

which with their own transmission history and set of corruptions. Instead, Zuntz prefers the 

image of a stream, 23 with one branch, the Western, splitting off early and, on the other side, 

the Alexandrian and Byzantine branch. Occasionally one branch affected the other, most 

notably in the case of the Vulgate. However, because the same variants appear in different 

branches and in different individual witnesses, Zuntz believed that most variation took place 

early. Even late manuscripts may preserve early and even original readings. This is the result 

of his basic understanding of the way the text was handled in the second century. He 

concludes that already by the end of the second century the vast majority of variants had 

manuscripts exhibiting a "free text, " a "normal text, " or in the case of the "Western Text" a 
"periphrastic text" (though apparently only for the Gospels and Acts) existed alongside a 
"strict text, " which would apparently be equated with the efforts ascribed to philologists 
influenced by the Alexandrian school. This sounds remarkably similar the categories 
employed in K. Aland and B. Aland, The Text of the New Testament, 2nd, rev. and enl. ed. 
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans and Leiden: Brill, 1989). Later, in Zuntz, Lukian Von Antiochien 
Und Der Text Der Evangelien, hrsg. B. Aland and K. Wachtel, Abhandlungen der 
Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-Historische Klasse, Jahrg. 1995, 
2 Abhandlung (Heidelberg: C. Winter, 1995), p. 36 n. 102, Zuntz himself strongly criticized 
the Alands' categories, particularly on the circularity of the argument that the current edition 
of Nestle-Aland is the "original text" and that manuscripts can be judged as to their value on 
the basis of their level agreement with that edition. 

23A comparable use of imagery is found in Maas, Textual Criticism, §21: "The 
following simile perhaps corresponds more precisely: A river comes from an inaccessible 
source under the peak of a high mountain. It divides underground, its branches divide further, 
and some of these branches then come to the surface on the mountain side as springs... " 
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come into being. 24 Indeed his table of Byzantine readings supported by cp46 demonstrates that 

readings previously denigrated as "late" and "Byzantine" are neither. 

Reactions to Zuntz 

The lengthiest notice of The Text of the Epistles was written by R. V. G. Tasker, 

whose purpose is more informative than evaluative 25 Interspersed in the summary, however, 

are some pertinent criticisms. For example, while lauding the philological skill which Zuntz 

demonstrates, Tasker at the same time remarks at the failure to take into consideration a 

"theological understanding" of the text . 
2' He also provides helpful discussions of several 

variants in which he argues for a reading other than that adopted by Zuntz 27 

One test of the value of an original work of research is to see if its conclusions are 

still accepted one or two generations later. On this basis, The Text of the Epistles may be one 

of the more influential text-critical studies of the second half of the twentieth century, 

particularly as one rarely finds any criticism of his main conclusions. Surveys of the 

discipline approvingly cite Zuntz's reconstruction of the rise of the Alexandrian text: "It is 

widely agreed that the Alexandrian text was prepared by skillful editors, trained in the 

"Similar conclusions are reached in H. J. Vogels, Handbuch Der Textkritik Des 
Neuen Testaments, 2. Aufl. (Bonn, P: Hanstein, 1955); G. D. Kilpatrick, "Atticism and the 
Text of the Greek New Testament, " in Neutestamentliche Aufstäze. Festschrift für Prof. Josef 
Schmid zum 70. Geburtstag, hrsg. J. Blinzler, 0. Kuss, and F. Mussner, 125-37 (Regensburg: 
Verlag Friedrich Pustet, 1963); L. Vaganay, C. -B. Amphoux, and J. Heimerdinger, An 
Introduction to New Testament Textual Criticism, 2nd ed. rev. and updated (Cambridge, New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1991). 

25Tasker, pp. 180-91. Other contemporary reviews also tended to summarize, e. g., 
Dom C. Butler, review of The Text of the Epistles, by Günther Zuntz, The Downside Review 
72 (1954), pp. 108-11; C. S. C. Williams, review of The Text of the Epistles, by Günther 
Zuntz, Journal of Theological Studies n. s. 5 (1954), pp. 89-91. 

26Tasker, "The Text of the ̀ Corpus Paulinum', " pp. 180-81. 

27E. g., Rom. 7: 25 on page 182-83 and 1 Cor. 10: 11 on p. 183. 
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scholarly tradition of Alexandria. "28 Indeed, one surveyor of the state of the study of the text 

of the New Testament sees this study as the foundation for all subsequent research: "In many 

respects one may construe the rest of the period under review as efforts to carry out the 

implications and live up to the model of Zuntz's work. s29 

Zuntz's conclusion regarding the relative purity of the "Alexandrian" text has 

received particular attention. For example, J. N. Birdsall writes, 

The most striking original hypothesis proposed by Zuntz is his notion of Alexandrian 
philological `know-how' being appropriated by Christians in their Biblical production 
so early as the end of the first century of the Christian era. His arguments, though 
circumstantial, are plausible. They have, however, received little comment or 
support30 

Elsewhere, Birdsall sees this argument as "cogent"3' and further claims that the methodology 

developed by Zuntz becomes a "pattern" for his own studies. 32 

However, not all subsequent researchers have accepted the conclusion that the 

Alexandrian text is the result of a process of revision. G. Fee argued, on the basis of what he 

28B. Metzger, The Text of the New Testament: Its Transmission, Corruption, and 
Restoration, 3rd ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 215; the footnote reference 
in Metzger is to The Text of the Epistles, pp. 272-76. 

29M. Holmes, "Reasoned Eclecticism in New Testament Textual Criticism. "The Text 

of the New Testament in Contemporary Research, Essays on the Status Quaestionis, a 
Volume in Honor of Bruce M Metzger, ed. B. Ehrman and M. Holmes (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1995), p. 339. 

30J N. Birdsall, "The Recent History of New Testament Textual Criticism (From 
Westcott and Hort, 1881, to the Present), "Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt, hrsg. 
W. Haase (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1992), p. 169. 

31J. Neville Birdsall, "The Western Text in the Second Century, "Gospel Traditions in 
the Second Century: Origins, Recensions, Text, and Transmission, ed. W. Petersen (Notre 
Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 1989), p. 14. 

32J. N. Birdsall, "Rational Eclecticism and the Oldest Manuscripts: A Comparative 
Study of the Bodmer and Chester Beatty Papyri of the Gospel of Luke, " Studies in New 
Testament Language and Text. Essays in Honour of George D. Kilpatrick on the Occasion of 
His Sixty-Fifth Birthday, ed. J. K. Elliott (Leiden: Brill, 1976), p. 39, n. 1. 
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saw as essentially the same methodology as that used by Zuntz, that "the concept of a 

scholarly recension of the NT text in Alexandria either in the fourth century or the second 

century, either as a created or a carefully edited text, is a myth. 9W Rather, for Fee, the 

Alexandrian text is not a recensional text, but a "`relatively pure' form of preservation of a 

`relatively pure' line of descent from the original text. " Also, the conclusion that there is an 

"early" or "proto" Alexandrian text and a later one, which admitted more corruptions, is 

argued against by B. Ehrman. Since Didymus and K are contemporaries, one cannot call the 

former "late Alexandrian" and the latter "early Alexandrian, " even though l seems to be a 

"purer" witness for the Alexandrian text. Thus, Ehrman concludes, the amount of corruption 

is probably unrelated to the age of the witness. 34 While both Fee's and Ehrman's criticisms 

are based on study of the text of the gospels, Zuntz himself sees the same process of 

Alexandrian scholarship at work both in the gospels and Pauline epistles (see note 21 above). 

Many other surveys and studies which cite Zuntz could be listed; indeed, finding a 

book on the text of the New Testament without Zuntz's name at the end of the index or listed 

in the bibliography is a difficult task. It suffices to note, however, that the most significant 

aspect singled for discussion and approval is not his painstaking work in evaluating scores of 

variants but his view of the rise of the Alexandrian text. One may legitimately ask if this 

conclusion of Zuntz is highlighted because subsequent scholars have traced through his 

discussion of individual variants, accepted them, and then accepted the conclusion; or if the 

33G. D. Fee, "P75, P66, and Origen: The Myth of Early Textual Recension in 
Alexandria, " in Studies in the Theory and Method of New Testament Textual Criticism, ed. E. 
J. Epp and G. Fee (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993), p. 272. Zuntz is specifically singled out 
for criticism on pp. 258-59; Fee cites Zuntz's method as a model for his own on p. 268. 

34B D. Ehrman, Didymus the Blind and the Text of the Gospels. The New Testament 
in the Greek Fathers 1 (Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1986). 
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conclusion matched what researchers had already concluded to be true: That the 

"Alexandrian" text is the best witness for the text of the New Testament. 35 

This conclusion is born out by a survey of subsequent studies on the text of the 

epistles which interact with Zuntz at individual places of variation. A contrast with Zuntz's 

discussion of variants may be found in an article by K. W. Clark, published in the same year 

as The Text of the Epistles. Clark was among the first to make the argument, now well 

established, that: "The freedom men assumed in altering [the NT] text was inspired by their 

understanding of Christian doctrine, and by their purpose to make it plain to others. s36 Clark 

goes on to discuss several places of variation in 1 Corinthians which have been influenced by 

doctrinal considerations. Of these, Zuntz often handles the issues quite differently. 2: 1 and 

11: 29 are not discussed by Zuntz at all; 10: 19 and 15: 51 are discussed, but no mention is 

made of the theological issues involved; 14: 38 discusses the context, but the decision is based 

on other grounds; of these, only at 6: 20 and 13: 3 does Zuntz see theological motivation as a 

cause of corruption. 

"Consider the comments of Petersen regarding another form of support for the text of 
Codex Vaticanus: "the papyri are important to some textual critics because they extend the 
manuscript evidence for a particular textual family - the ̀ Alexandrian' or `neutral' family, 
the family upon which the text of modem editions of the New Testament is built - back from 
the fourth century (the age of the great uncials B and k) to the third century (the epoch from 
which most of the papyri date). This is apparent from Metzger's breathless (and perhaps too 
revealing) description of why he thinks X75 is important: `The textual significance of this 
newly acquired witness is hard to overestimate, presenting, as it does, a form of text very 
similar to that of Vaticanus. ' In short, the reason the papyri are accorded ̀a significance ... [which] is hard to overestimate' is because they confirm the status quo - in other words, they 
confirm our biases. " From "What Text Can New Testament Textual Criticism Ultimately 
Reach? " pp. 138-39. Italics by original author. In this quotation, substitute "Zuntz's 
conclusions" for "papyri" and "first century" for "third century, " and the same conclusion 
seems to hold: Zuntz is foundational not because the individual pieces of his work have been 
tested and verified, but because his conclusion supports the idea that the Alexandrian text is 
the "best" text. 

"Clark, "Textual Criticism and Doctrine, " p. 55. 
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The details of Zuntz's arguments have been criticized on a grammatical basis as well. 

In particular, G. Kilpatrick has pointed out examples of efforts to improve the style of the 

text of the epistles witnessed by X46 B, for example: 

Rom. 16: 17 iTapaKaAw p46 cet ]E WTw D* pc37 
1 Cor. 10: 11 KaTTjVTIIKEV J 46 B al ] KaTTjVT1 CFEV i aP8 

Eph. 3: 19 TE c46 ] omit DF G39 

Finally, the thorough study of the scribal habits of 346 by Royse shows that Zuntz 

has, at times, misread or misinterpreted the evidence of ßa6 ao Also, while Royse's goal is not 

a textual commentary per se, he does comment that, on the basis of the typical habits of the 

scribe of p46, he disagrees with Zuntz's choice of the original reading at 1 Cor. 7: 13; 1 Cor. 

8: 3; and Heb. 2: 8 a' 

Methodology of This Study 

The goal of this study is to describe the types of alterations that were made to the text 

of 1 Corinthians, with a focus on the earliest periods of transmission. With this information, 

description of the types and patterns of alterations of individual manuscripts becomes 

possible. In order to describe the alteration, one must frequently first determine the 

37G. D. Kilpatrick, "The Text of the Epistles: The Contribution of the Western 
Witnesses" in The Principles and Practice of New Testament Textual Criticism. Collected 
Essays of G. D. Kilpatrick, ed. J. K. Elliott, Bibliotheca Ephemeridium Theologicarum 
Lovaniensium 96 (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1990), p. 141. 

38G. D. Kilpatrick, "The Greek New Testament Text of Today and the Textus 
Receptus, " The Principles and Practice of New Testament Textual Criticism. Collected 
Essays of G. D. Kilpatrick, ed. J. K. Elliott, Bibliotheca Ephemeridium Theologicarum 
Lovaniensium 96 (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1990), p. 48. 

"Kilpatrick, "The Text of the Epistles, " p. 149. 

40J. R. Royse, "Scribal Habits in Early Greek New Testament Papyri, " Graduate 
Theological Union, 1981. Cf. Heb. 10: 1 (Zuntz, pp. 22-23, Royse, p. 277); 1 Cor. 15: 2 
(Zuntz, p. 230; Royse, p. 311). 

41Royse, pp. 254,312; 316; and 314-15, respectively. 
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archetypical reading. A thoroughgoing eclectic methodology, as described below, was used 

to determine the archetypical reading. Therefore, while the production of a nearly complete 

"original text" of 1 Corinthians would be a possible use of this material, in itself this is not 

the goal. 

Because a thoroughgoing eclectic methodology does not favor one manuscript or 

groups of manuscripts over others, a comprehensive apparatus of readings was compiled. The 

Greek manuscript evidence was gathered in several different ways. Primary sources are the 

manuscripts themselves, as well as various types of photographic reproductions and critical 

editions 

Collated from manuscript: F 876 
Collated from published photographs or facsimile: s P` 42 M43 A44 B45 G and VL 7746 
Questionable or uncertain reading verified by examination of microfilm: 'Y 056 
Collated from photographs: D5 88 614 629 915 AMst(A) VL 75 
Collated from microfilm: HKL 088 0289 6 256 263 424 489 1739 VL 78 

42F. G. Kenyon, The Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri. Descriptions and Texts of Twelve 
Manuscripts on Papyrus of the Greek Bible, 3 vols. (London: E. Walker, 1933-37). 

43K. Lake, and H. C. F. Lake, Codex Sinaiticus Petropolitanus (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1911). 

"E. M. Thompson, ed. The Codex Alexandrinus, 4 volumes (London: British 
Museum, 1879-83). 

45Exemplum quam simillimephototypice expressum codicis vaticani B (Vat. Gr. 1209) 
praestantis humanitatis operis reipublicae italicae officina typographica et argentaria 
sumptibus sui comparavit. Rome: Bibliotheca Apostolica Vaticana, 1999. 

46A microfilm of G was acquired, but the manuscript had been heavily damaged 
subsequent to the photographic edition produced by Alexander Reichardt, hrsg. Codex 
Boernerianus. Der Briefe des Apostels Paulus (Msc. Dresd A 145b) (Leipzig: Karl W. 
Hiersemann, 1909). Therefore, the photographic edition was used. 
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Collated from published transcriptions: C47 148 pa9 020150 027051 

In addition to the manuscripts, versional, patristic and additional manuscript evidence was 

included from the standard critical editions of Tischendorf and von Soden, 52 the Nestle-Aland 

edition, " the Pauline epistles volume from the series, Das Neue Testament auf Papyrus, 54 and 

the 1 Corinthians volume in the Text und Textwert series. 55 The consultation of printed 

47C. Tischendorf, Codex Ephraemi Syri rescriptus sivefragmenta Novi Testamenti 
(Leipzig: Giesecke & Devrient, 1843). This was compared with R. W. Lyon, "A Re- 
examination of Codex Ephraemi Rescriptus, " New Testament Studies 5 (1958-1959), pp. 260- 
272. 

48H. A. Sanders, The New Testament manuscripts in the Freer collection. Part II: The 
Washington Manuscript of the Epistles of Paul. University of Michigan Studies, Humanist 
Series 9 (New York and London: Macmillan, 1918). 

49C. Tischendorf, Monumenta sacra inedita, vols. 5 and 6 (Leipzing: Giesecke & 
Devrient, 1865-69). 

50W E. Crum, and H. I. Bell, eds., Wadi Sarga. Coptic and Greek Texts from the 
Excavations undertaken by the Byzantine Research Account, Coptica, 3 (Hauniae: 
Gyldenalske Boghandel-Nordisk, 1922); E. Güting, "Neuedition der Pergamentfragmente 
London Brit. Libr. Pap. 2240 aus dem Wadi Sarga mit neutestamentlichen Text, " Zeitschrift 
für Papyrologie and Epigraphik 75 (1988), pp. 97-114. 

51J. Smit Sibinga, "A Fragment of Paul at Amsterdam (0270), " in T. Baarda, A. F. J. 
Klijn, and W. C. van Unnik, eds., Miscellenea Neotestamentica (Leiden: Brill, 1978), pp. 23- 
44. 

52C. Tischendorf, Novum Testamentum Graece ad antiquissimos testes, Editio octava 
critica maior (Leipzig: Giesecke & Devrient, 1869-1872); Hermann von Soden, Die Schriften 
des Neuen Testaments in ihrer ältesten erreichbaren Textgestalt (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1911-13). 

53K. Aland, B. Aland, J. Karavidopoulos, C. Martini, and B. Metzger, eds., Novum 
Testamentum Graece, 27th edition, 8th corrected printing (Stuttgart: Deutsche 
Bibelgesellschaft, 2001). 

54K. Junack, E. Güting, U. Nimtz, und K. Witte, Das Neue Testament auf Papyrus, 
Vol. II. Die paulinischen Briefe, Teil 1: Röm., 1. Kor., 2. Kor., Arbeiten zur 
neutestamentlichen Textforschung 12 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1989). 

55K. Aland, G. Mink, A. Benduhn-Mertz, and H. Bachmann, hrsg., Text und Textwert 
der griechischen Handschriften des Neuen Testaments, Vol. II: Die Paulinischen Briefe. 
Band 2: Der 1. und der 2. Korintherbrief. Arbeiten zur neutestamenthichen Textforschung 17 
(Berlin: de Gruyter, 1991). 
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editions made it possible to discover of the errors of each, 56 as well as to make certain that a 

complete range of readings and witnesses were available for study. " If my collation differed 

from a printed edition, the reading was checked again - and, unfortunately it is not possible 

to report that this collator has been any more free from error than his predecessors. Indeed, 

such a detailed process gives a new appreciation for the work of Tischendorf, 58 who worked 

without the aid of computers, and the editions produced by the Institut für neutestamentliche 

Textforschung. The helpful edition of readings produced by R. Swanson was published 

shortly after the apparatus was complete. Since this should be available to most readers, the 

incorporation of his data into the apparatus was deemed to be an unecessary duplication, 

though his volume was used constantly for reference as the project progressed. 59 Errors found 

in the editions are footnoted in the apparatus. 

56Von Soden's apparatus is notoriously inaccurate. See most recently J. Royse, "Von 
Soden's Accuracy. " The Journal of Theological Studies 30 (1979), pp. 166-71, who notes that 
many of the "errors" are due to the format and manuscript designation system used in this 
edition. Nevertheless, numerous errors have been noticed in von Soden's apparatus of 1 
Corinthians. These are footnoted in this study's apparatus. 

"This was suggested by T. Baarda, "What Kind of Critical Apparatus for the New 
Testament Do We Need? The Case of Luke 23: 48, " in New Testament Textual Criticism, 
Exegesis, and Early Church History, ed. B. Aland, and J. Delobel, pp. 37-97 (Kampen: Kok 
Pharos, 1994). See also J. K. Elliott, "The Purpose and Construction of a Critical Apparatus 
to a Greek New Testament, " in Studien zum Text und zur Ethik des Neuen Testaments zum 
80. Geburtstag Heinrich Greeven, hrsg. W. Schrage, pp. 125-43 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1986). 

"In his Editio critica maior at 7: 2, Tischendorf even notes a typographical error in his 
own edition of C: read 8E instead of TE. 

59R. Swanson, New Testament Greek Manuscripts Arranged in Horizontal Lines 
against Codex Vaticanus: 1 Corinthians (Wheaton, IL: Tyndale House and Pasadena, CA: 
William Carey, 2003). 
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The patristic evidence60 was supplemented by using various electronic resources. 61 

Exhaustive searches were not made merely for the sake of adding to the apparatus, but were 

made in order to verify and extend references when they were deemed to make a contribution 

to the resolution of a textual problem. In addition, the important evidence of Marcion's 

citations was added from recent studies. 62 The evidence of the versions was supplemented 

significantly. It became apparent in the course of this investigation that the Latin tradition 

was extremely important for reconstructing the early transmission of the epistles. The 

evidence from Wordsworth and White's edition of the Vulgate (which also included the 

known Old Latin witnesses) was included in the apparatus, 63 and the evidence of VL 89 and 

"Patristic evidence is cited using the following reference guides. For the Greek: L. 
Berkowitz, K. A. Squitier, and W. A. Johnson. Thesaurus Lingua Graece. Canon of Greek 
Authors and Works, Third edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 1990). For the Latin, 
H. J. Frede, and R Gryson. Kirchenschriftsteller Verzeichnis und Sigel. Vetus Latina 1. 
Freiburg: Herder, 1999. Unless otherwise noted, editions from these works were used; also, 
unless otherwise noted, all translations of patristic writings are my own. 

61 Computer textual databases consulted include Thesaurus Lingua Graece, CD ROM 
#E (1999); CETEDOC; The primary print index of patristic references to the text is: Centre 
d'analyse et de documentation patristiques, Bibliapatristica. Index des citations et allusions 
bibliques dans la litterature patristique (Paris: Editions du Centre national de la recherche 
scientifique, 1975-). The card index file of citations collected by the Vetus Latina project, 
which are housed in Beuron, has, through the kindness of Prof. R. Gryson, been made 
available to me via CD-ROM images. 

62The most significant is U. Schmid, Marcion und sein Apostolos. Rekonstruktion und 
historische Einordnung der marcionitischen Paulusbriefausgabe, Arbeiten zur 
neutestamentlichen Textforschung 25 (Berlin, New York: de Gruyter, 1995). In numerous 
places Schmid corrects Harnack's influential reconstruction of Marcion's text - which was 
used by Zuntz. Also consulted was J. Clabeaux, A Lost Edition of the Letters of Paul. A 
Reassessment of the Text of the Pauline Corpus Attested by Marcion, Catholic Biblical 
Quarterly Monograph series, 21 (Washington, D. C: Catholic Biblical Association of 
America, 1989). 

63J Wordsworth, and H. J. White, eds., Novum Testamentum Domini Nostri Iesu 
Christi Latine Secundum Editionem Sancti (Oxford: Clarendon, 1889-1949). 
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the Ambrosiaster tradition was consistently added. 64 A recent critical edition of the Syriac 

tradition was also consulted. 65 

The basis for the presentation of readings is 1873 Oxford edition of the Textus 

Receptus. This was chosen because it had been the edition used in the International Greek 

New Testament Project. 66 The Textus Receptus, of course, has served as a collation base for 

generations. Because manuscripts are cited when they agree with the Textus Receptus as well 

as when they disagree, the danger of forming an incomplete picture of a witness based only 

on disagreements with the TR is removed. 

For the purposes of this study, itacisms, vowel interchanges, and spelling variations 

were generally ignored, unless the alternate spelling could represent a truly different 

reading 67 In some cases, issues such as crasis, the use of -Tr- for -au-, and the 8/0 

interchange revealed something of the proclivities of witnesses. Further details are provided 

in the preface to the apparatus about the selection of which types of spelling variations were 

cited. 

'The critical edition of 89 is H. J. Frede, Ein neuer Paulustext und Kommentar, Vetus 
latina, Aus der Geschichte der lateinischen Bibel 7,8 (Freiburg: Herder, 1973-1974). 
Ambrosiaster's text, which was only imperfectly known in the editions available to 
Wordsworth and White, was added from H. J. Vogels, Das Corpus Paulinum des 
Ambrosiaster, Bonner Biblische Beiträge 13 (Bonn: Hanstein, 1957). Due to its significance, 
the evidence of one manuscript of Ambrosiaster, AMst(A), was collated from photographs. 
These witnesses are discussed in the conclusions with DFG. 

65B. Aland, and A. Juckel, Das Neue Testament in syrischer Überlieferung, Vol. II. 
Die paulinischen Briefe, Teil I: Römer- und 1. Korintherbrief, Arbeiten zur 
neutestamentlichen Textforschung 14 (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1991) [hereafter NTSU]; also, J. 
Kerschensteiner, Der altsyrische Paulustext, CSCO 315, Subsidia 37 (Louvain: Corpus 

. 
Scriptorum Christinorum Orientalium, 1970). 

66For a defense of its use, see J. K. Elliott, "The International Project to Establish a 
Critical Apparatus to Luke's Gospel, " New Testament Studies 26 (1983), pp. 225-48. 

67F G contain, by far, the most inconsistent and inaccurate spelling of any manuscript 
examined for this study. The significance of this is discussed in the conclusions. 
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While reading the discussion of textual problems, which forms the bulk of this study, 

the reader may wish to keep the appendix open to the appropriate place in the apparatus page 

in order see the entire range of variation and attestation for each textual problem. 

After compiling the apparatus, an initial sorting of the evidence was made by 

producing several lists of the units of variation (by lexical item, part of speech, and type of 

variation). This allowed preliminary decisions to be made regarding what types of variations 

would repay further investigation. At this point, it was decided that some types of variation 

would not be discussed. For example, if no clear direction of corruption was discernible, 

variations involving word order were not discussed in detail. " Also, simple orthography was 

not discussed unless it yielded evidence of manuscript tendencies or linguistic development. 69 

As the analysis progressed, it became apparent that some late witnesses appeared to 

consistently carry early readings, and so required attention even in their singular readings. 

Among the latter group are FG (ninth century), 1739 (tenth), 424 (eleventh), 88 (twelfth), 6 

and 915 (thirteenth). Other witnesses were examined over several chapters, but rarely or 

never carried early readings that were not attested elsewhere (e. g., 614 263 1241). Some 

witnesses proved to carry interesting readings, for example the spelling variations in 1241s 

and the Greek text of the bilingual 629, which has been thoroughly adapted to the Vulgate. 7° 

However, because these readings said much about their scribes but little about the earliest 

period of transmission they were not exhaustively analyzed, nor all their readings included in 

the apparatus. 

"Though patterns did emerge in some types of word order variation (cf. 3: 1.3; 
3: 11.48; 7: 22.82; etc. ). 

69E. g., the discussion of crasis at 2: 1.1 and 13: 2.7. 

"This witness, however, is from an completely different line of transmission than DF 
G. 
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Once the units of variation were identified, analysis of readings could begin. For 

much of the 20' century, textual criticism was engaged in discovering "Text-Types"" into 

which individual manuscripts could be placed. 72 The assumption was that, once the three or 

four groups could be identified, one could discover the "best" group, and within that "best" 

group, a "best" manuscript, which would then be given privileged position in evaluating 

readings. Even Zuntz occasionally falls into this circular argument. 73 Little attention was paid 

to the individual manuscripts themselves, other than to determine which reading a manuscript 

supported in a given unit of variation. Recent research, however, has shown that when 

manuscripts are examined for their own tendencies and characteristics, patterns emerge 

which help to determine not only what scribes "typically" did, but what individual scribes 

actually did. For example, in the most detailed study of scribal habits to date, Royse has 

demonstrated that q)46 was written with less than scrupulous care. 74 This resulted in many 

examples of parablepsis, omission of individual words (particularly conjunctions), and 

"This thesis will continue to use the traditional terms "Alexandrian, " "Western, " and 
"Byzantine, " but not with the assumption that they represent discernible "text types. " Instead, 
these terms refer to small clusters of witnesses that typically share readings. For example, D 
FG share key readings over against 346 KAB 0201. These traditional terms are therefore 
readily identifiable shorthand, though it will be evident that they are not used here in the 
sense of identifiable recensional activity. 

72The classic presentation of this methodology is, of course, B. F. Westcott and F. J. 
A. Hort, The New Testament in the Original Greek (Cambridge: Macmillan, 1882). It is only 
slightly modified even in B. Metzger and B. Ehrman, The Text of the New Testament: Its 
Transmission, Corruption, and Restoration. 4"' ed (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2004). 

73For example, when dealing with 1 Cor. 7: 39 he concludes (p. 30): "Why should a 
most outstanding group of manuscripts (346 B 1739) have omitted the article which was 
protected by a parallel in the same sentence? " 

74Royse, esp. pp. 282-83. 
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confusion over the nomina sacra. 75 One should conclude from this that when 346 shows this 

type of variation, its witness is unreliable. While the purpose of this project is not to carry out 

on other manuscripts the exhaustive study that Royse and Head did for a handful of papyri, it 

will attempt to determine whether or not individual manuscripts can be shown to consistently 

or habitually show certain tendencies. 76 From this information, it will attempt to explain these 

alterations on the basis of what factors may have impacted the transmission of the epistles in 

the pre-fourth century period. 

In order to move beyond the limiting nature of a primarily documentary methodology, 

this project will use "thoroughgoing eclecticism"" to evaluate the text of 1 Corinthians. G. D. 

Kilpatrick summarizes the methodology in a few sentences: 

No readings can be condemned categorically because they are characteristic of certain 
manuscripts or groups of manuscripts. We have to pursue a consistent eclecticism. 
Readings must be considered severally on their intrinsic character. Further, contrary 
to what Hort maintained, decisions about readings must precede decisions about the 
value or weight of manuscripts. By the time that we can appreciate the manuscripts all 
or nearly all our decisions about the readings will have to be made. 78 

"See also P. Head, "Observations on the Early Papyri of the Synoptic Gospels, 
Especially on the ̀ Scribal Habits', " Biblica 71 (1990), pp. 240-47. 

76A thoroughgoing eclectic methodology does take into account the types of errors 
and alterations that are typical of individual witnesses. If a pattern of alteration is typically 
seen in a given witness, that witness will be considered unreliable for that type of variant. For 
example, Elliott, in a study of the nomina sacra in 1 Corinthians, concludes that, in cases 
where these are in questions, certain manuscripts are "unreliable" (F G), or that there should 
some "reluctance" to follow 056 0142 because they are "often indiscriminate in their 
treatment of the nomina sacra. " Elliott, "The Divine Names in the Corinthian Letters, " in 
Trevor J. Burke and J. K. Elliott, eds. Paul and the Corinthians. Studies on A Community in 
Conflict, SNT 109 (Leiden: Brill, 2003), pp. 3-15 (quoted from pp. 11-12). 

"For a definition and summary of the procedure, see J. K. Elliott, "Thoroughgoing 
Eclecticism in New Testament Textual Criticism, " in The Text of the New Testament in 
Contemporary Research, Essays on the Status Quaestionis, ed. B. Ehrman, and M. Holmes, 
Studies and Documents 46, pp. 321-35 (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdmans, 1995). 

78"The Greek New Testament Text of Today and the Textus Receptus, " in The New 
Testament in Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (Oxford: Blackwell, 1965), p. 50. A. 
E. Housman provides a more scurrilous argument: "It is desired to know which MS., if either, 
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A documentary method, such as Zuntz used, relies on the comparison of manuscripts to each 

other. For this reason Zuntz compares all other witnesses to X46, the earliest Greek 

manuscript of the Corpus Paulinum. Once similar manuscripts are grouped together, a loose 

stemma of groups can be created, which then allow the judgment of readings. Zuntz, of 

course, does not simply declare one group of witnesses the "best, " and accept its readings 

without question. But he does permit his conclusions regarding which witnesses are "better" 

to determine at least some readings, and reconstructs his history of the manuscript tradition 

on that basis. As a result, X46 B 1739 are generally given what we might call "the benefit of 

the doubt" when evaluating difficult textual problems. 

A thoroughgoing eclectic methodology forces one to evaluate every reading, 

regardless of its source. "External evidence" plays no role in the determination of the 

archetypical reading. 79 It precludes any prejudgement regarding which witnesses are "best. " 

is better than the other, or whether both are equal. One scholar tries to determine this 
question by the collection and comparison of examples. But another thinks that he knows a 
shorter way than that; and it consists in saying ̀ the more sincere MS. is and must be for any 
critic who understands his business the better MS. ' I ask this scholar, this critic who knows 
his business, and who says that the more sincere of two MSS. is and must be the better-I 
ask him to tell me which weighs most, a tall man or a fat man. He cannot answer; nobody 
can; everybody sees in a moment that the question is absurd. Tall and fat are adjectives which 
transport even a textual critic from the world of humbug into the world of reality, a world 
inhabited by comparatively thoughtful people, such as butchers and grocers, who depend on 
their brains for their bread. There he begins to understand that to such general questions any 
answer must be false; that judgment can only be pronounced on individual specimens; that 
everything depends on the degree of tallness and the degree of fatness. It may well be that an 
inch of girth adds more weight than an inch of height, or vice versa, but that altitude is 
incomparably more ponderous than obesity, or obesity than altitude, and that an inch of one 
depresses the scale more than a yard of the other, has never been maintained. The way to find 
out whether this tall man weighs more or less than that fat man is to weigh them; and the way 
to find out whether this corrupt MS. is better or worse than that interpolated MS. is to collect 
and compare their readings. "The Application of Thought to Textual Criticism, " Selected 
Prose, ed. J. Carter (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1961), pp. 139-40) 

79A classic definition of "external evidence" is given in B. Metzger, A Textual 
Commentary on the Greek New Testament, Second Edition (Stuttgart: Deutsche 
Bibelgesellschaft, 1994), pp. 11*-12*: First, the "Date and Character of the Witness, " 
including the assumption that "earlier manuscripts are more likely to be from those errors 
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Moreover, in evaluating every reading, one is able to compile lists of similar examples of a 

given type of alteration. In this way, it can be determined if a given witness is prone to 

making such alterations, and is therefore not to be relied on for that particular type of 

variation. In other words, rather than comparing manuscripts to each other, thoroughgoing 

eclecticism allows a manuscript to be compared to itself. 

Furthermore, the types of changes made in the witnesses should be compared to their 

contexts. While we know the provenance of only a handful witnesses, 8° we do know a great 

deal about the linguistic, theological, and ethical concerns of those who produced the earliest 

extant copies of the Corpus. As Ehrman has argued, at least some passages of the NT 

manuscripts have been altered in light of the christological controversies with which the 

scribes, presumably, would have been familiar. 8' 

Only after every meaningful place of variation has been analyzed may we develop a 

picture of the development of the text of 1 Corinthians in its earliest period of transmission. 

At that point, an assessment of the witnesses is possible. One conclusion of this study is that 

the witness of DFG and the Latin tradition has been misunderstood. Because these witnesses 

that arise from repeated copying, " as well as the "character of the text that it embodies" and 
"the degree of care taken by the copyist. " Second, the "geographical distribution" of 
witnesses. Third, the "genealogical relationship of texts and families. " And fourth, that 
witnesses are "weighed and not counted. " The subjective nature of such criteria as 
"character" and "weight" calls into question how this evidence can actually be "external. " 
Unless otherwise noted, citations from B. Metzger, Textual Commentary will be from the 
second edition (1994), not the first edition (1971). 

80Though those for which we have knowledge, for example F G, aid greatly in 
understanding the types of alterations that are made in these witnesses. See the concluding 
section on DFG for a discussion. 

81B. Ehrman, The Orthodox Corruption of Scripture : The Effect of Early 
Christological Controversies on the Text of the New Testament. New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1993. See also P. Head, "Christology and Textual Transmission: 
Reverential Alterations in the Synoptic Gospels. " Novum Testamentum 35 (1993), pp. 105- 
29; D. Parker, The Living Text of the Gospels, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1997). 
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carry a unique form of the text, and many of their alterations fall into similar patterns, a 

lengthy concluding chapter on these witnesses is provided rather than repeating the 

arguments at each individual place of variation. 

It is only on the basis of these hundreds of places of variation that a coherent 

understanding of transmission of the text can be developed. As Zuntz says: 

Every variant whose quality and origin has in this way been established must serve as 
a stone in the mosaic picture of the history of the tradition, for there is next to no 
other material from which it could be built up. At the same time the evaluation of 
individual readings depends to a large extent upon their place within this picture. This 
is another instance of that circle which is typical of the critical process; it is a fruitful 
and not a vicious circle. The critic may, indeed he must, aim at a comprehensive 
picture of the whole tradition: he reaches this goal by an untiring attention to detail. 

However, once individual pieces of the mosaic are demonstrated to have been put in the 

wrong place, the picture begins to lose its focus. Some pieces may need to be removed and 

others added. The text of the epistles must be examined in its individual witnesses and their 

many places of variation. Only then may we create a sharper, or perhaps entirely new, 

mosaic. 
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Notes on Chapter 1 

1: 1.1 

Assimilation to other greetings is unlikely to have caused either the addition of 

xAilTOS (Rom. 1: 1) or its omission (2 Cor. 1: 1). Instead, the omission (q36Ivid AD 0151 pc 

VL 75) was most likely prompted by a concern for Pauline authority, particularly in a letter 

full of descriptions of conflict. ' A similar concern over the apostle's status also leads to 

alteration at 1: 1; 3: 5; 9: 1; and 11: 2. 

1: 2.4 

One of the most challenging textual problems in the letter is found at its beginning, 

involving its addressees. The reading that places -rri ouQTl Ev xoptvOw before riytacjcvotc 

Ev xpta-rw triaou is unproblematic, and for that reason could not explain the alternative 

word order. However, reading rlytaopEvotc Ev XptGTW ttlaou before Try ouarl Ev 

xoptvOw is quite difficult, indeed likely impossible, 2 yet how does one account for its 

creation? And in so "weighty" a group of witnesses? For, as this study will demonstrate, 

readings shared by p46 and D* FG along with the Latin D-text3 (here joined by B) trace back 

to the earliest layers of the manuscript tradition. The most likely way to account for the word 

order variation is to posit a secondary insertion of one of the phrases, since neither intentional 

'Schrage I, p. 100 n. 20; A. Lindemann, Der Erste Korintherbrief. Handbuch zum 
Neuen Testament 9/1 (Tübingen, Mohr Siebeck, 2000), p. 25; C. K. Barrett, A Commentary 

on the First Epistle to the Corinthians (New York: Harper & Row, 1968), p. 30. 

'Esp. B. Weiss, p. 130; Zuntz, pp. 92-93. 

'The D-text is the Latin text found in the shared exemplar of DFG. A description of 
the "D-text" and its witnesses is provided in Uwe Fröhlich, Epistula ad Corinthios I, Vetus 
Latina, die Reste der altlateinischen Bibel 22.3 (Freiburg: Herder, 1998), pp. 195-96. This 
text is extensively discussed in the chapter on DFG. 

'As noted also by Zuntz, p. 93. 
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nor accidental alteration could explain how Trl ouaq Ev xoptvOw or TlytaoµEvot; Ev 

XptGTW triaou would have been altered to the other word order. ' 

Comparison of this problem to the greetings of the other letters in the Corpus 

Paulinum, in particular as they are attested in q)46 B D' F G, shows that interpolation is 

likely. In the case of Romans, Lv `pwµg is lacking in G at Rom. 1: 7 and 1: 15.6 Yet the 

attestation is not as weak as it appears. ' A correction in D at Rom. 1: 7 may indicate that Ev 

pwprl should be deleted. While the text is present (also in its Latin counterpart), the present 

study demonstrates that D (or a predecessor) has been corrected away from the manuscript 

that served also as original basis for the texts of DFG toward a text similar to K and A. 8 

Additional Greek evidence for the omission is found in Origen's text, attested in a marginal 

note in 1739 9 This confirms that Rufinus' translation of Origen's commentary on Romans 

had accurately rendered Origen's text. While the lemma has the reading, his comments make 

clear that Origen does not have Ev pwjn before him as he writes. 10 Additional Latin 

'Metzger (Textual Commentary, p. 543) argues that "accidental omission of one or 
more phrases and their subsequent reintroduction at the wrong position" explains the p46 B 
D* FG reading. See, however G. D. Fee, The First Epistle to the Corinthians NICNT (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), pp. 27-28 n. 4; also Thiselton, p. 72. 

6F is not extant for this section, but, given the close relationship between these 
witnesses, must have shared the readings with G. 

V. B. Smith ("Address and Destination of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, " Journal 
of Biblical Literature 20 (1901), pp. 1-21 and H. J. Gamble (Textual History of the Letter to 
the Romans, pp. 30-33) summarizes the attestation of the shorter text in the various 
witnesses. 

'Note that also at 1 Cor. 1: 1.1 AD VL 75 share, virtually alone, a unique reading. 

9E. von der Goltz, Eine Text-kritische Arbeit des zehnten bezw. sechsten Jahrhunderts 
(Leipzig: Hinrichs'sche Buchhandlung, 1899), p. 53. 

1°Origen does cite Rom. 1: 17 with cv pwpil at Commentarii in Evangelium Joannis 
19,5,31. 
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evidence is found in the commentaries of Ambrosiaster and Pelagius, both of which presume 

the absence of Ev pwpil. The evidence therefore goes beyond a narrow or late "Western" 

tradition. " At 1: 15 G does stand alone, but Tots Ev pwpil seems superfluous here, since £v 

uµty alone would supply the needed referent. 

H. Gamble makes perhaps the strongest argument for a motive for the omission: That 

it is connected to the 14-chapter form of Romans and is the result of a generalizing 

tendency. 12 He makes this connection through the Latin tradition, to which the bilingual G is 

related. This connection is clear from the fourth century, when the shared archetype of DFG 

was created (see chapter on DF G), but is not certain in the second century. Furthermore, this 

does not account for the absence of Ev pw . ui in Origen's commentary as attested in 1739, 

which is unconnected to the Latin tradition. Finally, P. Lampe has argued that FG preserve 

the archetypical form of the final chapters of Romans, " not a late derivative. This present 

study also concludes that FG carries what is, at its root, a very early form of 1 Corinthians. If 

it cannot be decisively demonstrated that a generalizing tendency accounts for the lack of 

(-rots) cv pw . Iq at Rom. 1: 7,15, alternative solutions should be considered. 

The second letter that shows variation involving the addressees is Ephesians. Here, as 

at 1 Cor. 1: 2, X46 B* and Origen, joined by K* 424' 1739 lack the specific addressee: Ev 

"This rules out a solution proposed by D. Trobisch (Die Entstehung der 
Paulusbriefsammlung, pp. 66-67), that an anti-Rome tendency is present in G, as evidenced 
by a poem in the margin of folio 23 that mocks the city. This solution would limit the 
alteration to a single ninth century scribe, and does not account for its absence in the 
commentaries of Origen, Ambrosiaster, or Pelagius. 

12H. J. Gamble, pp. 115-26. 

13P. Lampe, "Zur Textgeschichte des Römerbriefes. " He does not discuss Rom. 1: 7 or 
1: 15. 
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c4caaw. This shorter reading, unlike those at Rom. 1: 7,15 and 1 Cor. 1: 2, is frequently 

considered archetypical, usually for reasons associated with the origins of the letter itself. " 

These three readings should be considered together, for several reasons. First, the 

form of the addressee is identical: Ev + the city name in the dative. This form is used at 2 

Cor. 1: 1; Phil. 1: 1; and Col. 1: 1, but not Gal. 1: 2 (simple dative) or 1 and 2 Thes. (Tq 

tia Agaia OcaaaAovtxtwv). Second, a similar group of witnesses attest the variation: G in 

Rom. and 1 Cor; cp46 and B* at 1 Cor. and Eph.; and Origen at Rom. 1: 7 and Eph. 's This 

places all of the shorter readings in the second century. Third, given the first two reasons, it 

seems likely that a similar motive should account for all three. 

What might this motive have been? Because parablepsis is not likely to have occurred 

here, intentional alteration is likely. A generalizing tendency might therefore be posited, as 

Gamble did for Romans. However, it would be difficult to explain why only these three 

letters would have been "generalized" in the second century, in particular 1 Corinthians with 

its obvious site-specific contents. Most commentators seem content to settle on the longer 

readings in each place without satisfactorily resolving the problem of the creation of the 

shorter reading in each place. 

However, while it is difficult to explain the creation of the shorter readings, one can 

explain the longer readings relatively easily, assuming that the shorter reading is 

archetypical. This is not the place to review the arguments on Rom. 1: 7,15 and Eph. 1: 1.16 In 

14Zuntz, p. 228 n. 1; H. J. Gamble, p. 119. Metzger (Textual Commentary, p. 601) also 
expresses hesitancy regarding Ev E4 caw. 

"The 1 Corinthians commentary by Origen collected from catena does not mention 
-rrl oucq ev xoptv0w, but neither is it clear that he lacked the words. 

16For the former passage see especially Smith, "Address and Destination of St. Paul's 
Epistle to the Romans, " and, citing approvingly Smith's argument, A. Harnack, "Zu Rom. 
1,7, " Zeitschrift für die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 3 (1902), pp. 83-86. 
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the case of 1 Cor. 1: 2, as Zuntz pointed out, either tlytaap votc Ev XptGTW ttlaou or Ttl 

ouarl Ev xoptvOw is a secondary intrusion into the text, for this alone can account for 

present forms of the text. Zuntz proposes that riytaa. Evotc Ev XptGTW trlaou is secondary, 

since of f ytaajEvot does not occur elsewhere in Paul but is found in Acts and Jude. " This 

is too narrow a way to settle the question, however, since &ytäýw is a Pauline verb (1 Cor. 

6: 11; 7: 14). A more likely explanation is that the specific addressee (rp o lall Ev xopivMy) 

was lacking in 1 Corinthians, as it possibly was in Romans and Ephesians. The shorter 

reading may therefore reflect a pre-Corpus form of the letter. The location of the addressees 

would have been obvious; it is not provided in other near-contemporary writings with 

epistolatory frameworks (e. g., James, 2 and 3 John, Epistle of Barnabas). However, when 

collected together into the Corpus, the recipients of each letter must be specified. This was 

done, as in the case of the four gospel codex, by giving each letter a title with the identical 

format (rrpog + addressee). However, an additional step may have been to add the location in 

the text of those letters that lacked them. Indeed, the uniform style of the proposed additions 

in Romans, 1 Corinthians, and Ephesians provides evidence for a secondary addition, just as 

it does for the titles. In the case of 1 Corinthians the addition is even more obviously 

borrowed from 2 Corinthians, which at 1: 1 uses the precise phrase proposed as an 

interpolation at 1 Cor. 1: 2: -rfi L1a A'90191 -roü GEoü -rfi oüaq Ev KopivOq. Either the 

compiler of the Corpus or an early editor would have noticed the similar -rfi ExxAr a(i z ioü 

OEoO in both letters, and supplied the missing -rfi O cJ kv KopivOq) in 1 Corinthians. 

Finally, the syntax of 1 Cor. 1: 2 shows no difficulties if the phrase is not present. 

"Zuntz, p. 92. 
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1: 4.10; 1: 14.46; 14: 18.80 

E6Xap1 JT6 Tw OE4 you is common in the thanksgivings of Pauline letters. It is firm 

followed by you at Rom. 1: 8; Phil. 1: 3; and PhIm. 1: 4. The only firm examples that do not 

read a genitive pronoun have the plural form of the verb (Col. 1: 3; 1 Thes. 1: 2). Assimilation 

to the examples of -rw OEW µou which occur outside the thanksgivings is a possibility. " 

Furthermore, there is a tendency toward addition the of you after Tw Ocw, seen also at 1: 14 

(A 33 sypc, likely by assimilation to 1: 4) and 14: 18 (K L 056 0142 88 614 876 915 pm). 19 

Yet due to the "external evidence" most commentators are reluctant to adopt the shorter 

text. 2° Accidental omission is not likely, for it does not take place in the other examples of Tw 

Oww µou. Although B occasionally shows a tendency toward the omission of µou or 

possessive pronouns (see 7: 5.19), it is more likely that here assimilation to a formulaic 

thanksgiving has resulted in the addition. 21 Comparison may also be made to Phil. 1: 3, where 

most witnesses read the common EuXaptGTW Tw Ocw pou, but D* FG and related Latin 

witnesses" read cuXaptGTw TU) xuptw TIVWV. 

A similar problem occurs at 1: 14, where a narrow band of closely related witnesses 

(k* B6 424` 1739) lack -rw Oww µou. Here Pauline usage is helpful. Outside the 

thanksgivings, Eöxaptc w (first person) is firm without Oww as the object only at Rom. 

18Schrage I, p. 111, n. 82. 

"Perhaps also D* Xapty EXW TW OEW you at 2 Tim. 1: 3. 

"Lindemann, p. 29; Fee, p. 35 n. 1, though Fee adds: "the wording does not naturally 
lend itself to the addition of `my, "' an argument that seems improbable, given the likelihood 
of assimilation to the other examples in Paul. 

21B. Weiss, p. 99, who mentions specifically assimilation to Rom. 1: 8. 

22VL 75 77 89 read domino nostro; Amst domino. The Vulgate reads deo meo, 76 78 
deo nostro (a misreading of c no? ), and 64 domino meo. 
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16: 4, where Prisca and Aquila are the objects, and the terse question at 1 Cor. 10: 30 Ti 

ß7ºaa4n LoOpat 61TEp oü Lyw EOxaptaTc, where TO 0c4 is implied but its expression 

would unbalance the clauses. Aside from 1 Cor. 1: 14, the first person with TO OE4 is firm in 

the witnesses (1 Cor. 14: 18; 1 Thes. 2: 13). Furthermore,, rw Ow is easily lost after 

Euxacptaw due to accidental leap, 23 particularly since there is no difference in meaning 

between CuXaptaTw and EuXaptQTW Tw AEw. This is seen by Chrysostom's use of the 

passage in his homilies. His first citation of 1 Cor. 1: 14 reads EuXaptQTw TW OEw, but a few 

lines later, when discussing v. 17, he notes, "to those who were puffed up over having 

baptized, he says, "I give thanks that I baptized no one. s24 The TW Ocw is not necessary, for 

to whom else would thanksgiving be given? 25 Accidental loss is therefore the most likely 

cause of corruption. 

1: 6.14 [discussed at 2: 1.6] 

1: 8.21; 1: 8.23 

DFG attest two unique readings here: apt TEAoug and Ev -rql napouata. Rarely is 

there variation between apt, µcXpt, and EW; 26 However, DFG are not to be trusted in this 

23J. K. Elliott, "The Divine Names in the Corinthian Letters, " in Paul and the 
Corinthians. Studies on A Community in Conflict, ed. T. J. Burke and J. K. Elliott (Leiden: 
Brill, 2003), p. 12. 

24Chrysostom, Homiliae in i Corinthios MPG 61, first citation p. 25, second citation p. 
26. 

25Also at 1: 4, the omission of the Tou Ocou following Xapt-ri is prompted by the 
presence of -rw Ocw. The -rou OEou is redundant, for is it necessary to "thank God" for the 
"grace of God"? Several witnesses remove the apparently superfluous -rou OEou (A' 056 
0142 142 326 547 Amst"). 

260n1y 1 Cor. 4: 11 apt -rr1S apTt wpag I cwg aprt wpaq F G; 2 Cor. 10: 13 aXpt ] 
µEXpt 0150. 
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place, since rrapouata is likely a secondary adaptation to other Pauline references to Jesus' 

"coming" (1 Cor. 15: 23; 1 Thes. 2: 19; 3: 13; 4: 15; 5: 23; 2 Thes. 2: 1,8,9). DFG show 

frequent assimilation to other Pauline passages (see 14: 34-35 and 16: 15,19). 

1P 46 preserves a singular reading, TEAEtoug. As Zuntz points out, the reading suits the 

context and perhaps even Pauline theology. He ultimately rejects the reading, however, since 

TcAEtoS is never used in an eschatological context. Instead, the form may be the result of a 

misread gloss, TCACtWS, an apt substitution for cws TEAous. 27 Another possibility is that 

-rEÄouq was taken as modifying avEyKATIrous. 

1: 9.26 

`Yrro + genitive is the preferred way to express agency with a passive verb. Aid + 

genitive may be used, though rarely. 28 D* FG write the proper u4' here, a stylistic 

improvement 

1: 10.29 

The shift of atcA4ot to the beginning of the sentence is likely influenced by the 

lectionary unit, which is typically introduced with a&A4ot. In L, for example, the symbol 

marking the beginning of the reading is placed after the aSEA4ot (L reads ttapaxaAw SE 

uµac ct&A4 ot), while the note (clearly a different hand) at the top margin reads: aöcA4ot 

napaxaAw uµaS, now the reading of C° 206 1311 1758. 

Z'Zuntz, p. 20. Another misread gloss is found at 1 Cor. 15: 2. 

28F. Blass and A. Debrunner, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch, 
bearbeitet von F. Rehkopf, 18. Aufl. (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2001) §232(3)' 
[hereafter BDR]; A. Jannaris, An Historical Greek Grammar (New York: Macmillan, 1897), 
§ 1464. 
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1: 10.32 [discussed at 12: 9.32] 

1: 11.38 

As noted at 6: 12.46 and 14: 39.171, µou is frequently omitted after a6EA4ot, while it 

rarely is added. 146, for example, loses it four times. Here the omission is attested by the 

Latin D-text, but these witnesses also lose the pronoun at Rom. 15: 14 (with cp46 DF G) and 1 

Cor. 8: 13 (with D* F G). B shows another example of attraction, writing pot under the 

influence of the pot a few words previous. 

1: 13.42; 1: 13.43 

cp46 adds µrj to pgicptaiat o Xpta og and alters ui in the next sentence to 11, thus 

conjoining the questions and making certain that the first is read as a question for which a 

negative answer is required 29 This is one of several places where cp46 alters questions for the 

sake of clarification (also 5: 12.38; 6: 2.7; 9: 7.21), which indicates that the scribe is attempting 

to produce a clear, readable text. 

1: 13.44 

cpa6 B D* replace unEp with TrEpt. Variation between these similar prepositions is 

common. " Pauline usage is consistent: urrcp is used in the expression "Christ died for ... " 

when the object of the preposition is a pronoun or a person. 31 This would rule out rrEpt both 

here and at 1 Thes. 5: 10, where rrEpt is again read by B (joined by N' pc). The alteration may 

have been caused by similarity of meaning or ever similarity of form, with f 61' glanced by 

"Barrett, p. 46; Fee, p. 51 n. 17. 

30See BDR §231(1), Lindemann, p. 41, and the lists given by B Weiss, p. 58 and 
Zuntz, p. 87. 

31Cf. Zuntz, p. 87. 
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the scribe and written as [16 I rather than Yr16F. Zuntz goes to great pains to argue that the 

agreement of D* with X46 B does not indicate a special relationship, an argument necessary 

for his thesis that the "Western" text is completely independent of the (as he describes it) 

relatively pure "Alexandrian" text. A concluding chapter on DFG demonstrates, however, 

that readings where D departs from FG to agree with "Alexandrian" witnesses are usually 

the result of corrections to a manuscript of that type. 

1: 14.46 [discussed at 1: 4.10] 

1: 14.48 

K' writes rrptaxov for xptatrov, a simple error of sight/sound in this poorly copied 

manuscript. The name Trptaxov appears in Gregorius of Nyssa's Contra Eunomium (1,134), 

who is described as Suwvupov but who merits no other description save that he is the 

grandfather of Eunomius. Given that the Arian bishop Eunomius, a native of Cappadocia, 

was active in the mid-fourth century, the chronology would fit with the copying of K, but no 

obvious connection to the manuscript's likely place of production in Caesarea32 can be made. 

1: 15.50; 1: 16.51 [discussed at 11: 22.85] 

1: 16.52 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

1: 17.55 [discussed in chapter on "Alexandrian" witnesses] 

1: 17.57 

32T. C. Skeat, "The Codex Sinaiticus, the Codex Vaticanus, and the Emperor 
Constantine" Journal of Theological Studies 50 (1999), pp. 583-625. 

LEEDS UNIVERSITY u6RP 
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B writes the aorist cuayyEataaaOat, attracted by the tense of an£QTEtACv in the 

previous clause. 

1: 18.59 

346 B occasionally omit the article when used as a relative. B does so at three other 

places (Gal. 2: 3; Phil. 1: 11 and with K* at 2 Cor. 7: 14), 33 while 346 does the same at 1 Cor. 

11: 24 and 2 Cor. 8: 19. At 1: 18 this may either be the result of a shared tradition34 or simply 

another example of a tendency to lose the article when used in this way. 35 

1: 18.60 [see also 12: 20.82] 

Ip 46 alone omits µcv, which it does also at 2 Cor. 10: 10.16 Zuntz is right to note that 

this witness frequently loses particles, and so is unreliable for this type of variation. 37 

1: 18.62 

Hµty forces the contrast to be drawn between the general "those who are perishing" 

and the specific "us who are being saved. " This, as Zuntz points out, incorrectly removes the 

focus from the universality of 1: 18-21. The shorter text is attested only in FG6 2147 and the 

D-text, 38 yet, as this study demonstrates, this is only one of numerous places where the 

33B Weiss, pp. 78-79. 

34So Zuntz, p. 67. 

"For example, F' also shares this omission, though not through any transmissional 
relationship with p46 B. The shared tradition of DFG frequently show the same omission 
(see the chapter on DF G), and F frequently makes unique errors. 

36Royse, p. 258. 

37Zuntz, p. 198. 

38Fee (p. 67 n. 2), without referencing Zuntz, argues that "the Latin omits 1 piv, 
probably a translational variant'- though not noting FG6 2147. 
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tradition behind FG and the Latin D-text reaches back beyond most witnesses (see the 

chapter on DF G). 

1: 19.65 

FG write aauvETwv, a mindless adaptation to the immediately following aOETtIaw. It 

is not supported by any of the Latin tradition, and so must be an error unique to the shared 

ancestor of F G. 

1: 20.66 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

1: 21.67 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

1: 21.68 

1P 46 pc writes Qo4ta TOU xoupou in place of ao4ta Tou OEou, assimilating the 

phrase to Qo4tav -rou Koopou in the previous clause. 

1: 21.69 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

1: 22.72; 14: 16.75 

In the Corpus Paulinum, the manuscripts divide between EnEt and Enct811 at only 1 

Cor. 1: 22 (F G) and 14: 16 (B 0243 6 630 1739 1881). Both examples show the close 

relationship among their respective witnesses. At 14: 16, assimilation to Ettet at 14: 12 is the 

likely cause of corruption, 39 while at 1: 22 FG alone avoid assimilation to EirctSrl in the 

previous sentence. 

39B Weiss, p. 69. 
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Only cp46 FG 40 avoid the addition of Sc (0150) or at (cett) after EtrEt. At 1: 22 the 

replacement of EnEt with the "stronger" conjunction Errct6r141 forced the clause to be read as 

stating a cause. The insertion of the xat results in a "both ... and" emphasis, matching the 

stronger force of Errc16T1. This results in a non-Pauline coordination of "Jew and Greek" (see 

10: 32.123). 

1: 22.73; 1: 23.75 

The singular arjpEtov (L 049 056 0142 0151 6 pm) matches the number of ao4tav in 

the next clause. Virtually the same witnesses (C3 D2 049 056 0142 0151 6 173 pm) assimilate 

Ovcaty to EAAflcty at 1: 22,24. There is no motive for a change in the opposite direction. 

The terms are virtually interchangeable in the Corpus Paulinum 42 

1: 22.74 

Ip livid A write atTourty for ýYjTouaty, an assimilation to the same form in the 

previous clause. 

1: 24.77; 1: 30.97 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

1: 24.78 

1P 46 reads the nominative XptaTog ... ao4ta in place of the accusative. This makes 

the nouns the subjects of independent clauses, rather than the objects of the relatively distant 

40F G write E1TEt Sri as two words under the influence of nam quia. 

41Jannaris § 1738; cf. BDAG, s. v. btrEt (2) and brEt8t (2). Cf. also BDR 456(3); E. 
Mayser, Grammatik der griechischen Papyri aus der Ptölemäerzeit (Berlin: de Gruyter, 
1923-24), 11,3, p. 82, notes that ETrEt6rj gradually retreats in the Ptolemaic papyri in favor of 
Erret. 

42Fee, p. 67 n. 5, though Lindemann (p. 47) sees a distinction even here in 1 Cor. 1. 
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verb xrjpuaaoµEv (1: 23). This distance likely accounts for the alteration, which is shared 

with Clement (Stromata 1,18,88), a relationship explored further in the concluding chapter on 

the "Alexandrian" witnesses. 

1: 25.79; 1: 25.82 

P6 424° 1739 replace Ev-rty with the future carat in the first clause of 1: 25. This is 

likely accidental (CCT& I misread as ECT I) since the second clause does not make the same 

change and the future makes little sense here. Nonetheless, it does connect these witnesses to 

a shared tradition. The position shift of cvnv in DFG is discussed in the concluding chapter 

onDFG. 

1: 26.83 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

1: 28.89 

M* shows another example of assimilation to the near context, writing aaOcvrl under 

the influence of the same word in the previous sentence. 

1: 28.91 

The insertion of xat (K2 B C3 D2 LP `P 6 88 1739 pm) removes the difficulty of the 

parentheses; 43 alteration for the same reason is seen at 12: 18.77. 

1: 28.92 

This transposition in 1346 was likely caused by an initial leap 

(I N&TmONT&K&TmprHCH), one of many similar examples in the manuscript. " 

a3Thiselton, p. 83. 

"Royse, p. 261. 
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1: 30.97 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 
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Notes on Chapter 2 

2: 1.1; 2: 3.9; 3: 1.1; 7: 8.31; 10: 6.20; 15: 8.34; 16: 10.49 [see also xat Eav at 13: 2.7] 

Kayw is firm at 1 Cor. 7: 40; 11: 1; 2 Cor. 6: 17; 11: 16 (only at p46), 18,21,22; Gal. 

4: 12; 6: 14; Eph. 1: 15; Phil. 2: 19 (only Eyw 'I'), 28; and 1 Thes. 3: 5. xat Eyw only occurs 

with variation: 

1 Cor. 2: 1 xat Eyw 1827 
1 Cor. 2: 3 xat Eyw DFGL `P 049 056 0142 0151 614 
1 Cor. 3: 1 xat Eyw L 049 0151 614 
1 Cor. 7: 8 xat eyw c46 DFG 1758 
1 Cor. 16: 10 at Eyw ýp34 DF G'Y 049 075 104 326 
2 Cor. 2: 10 xat Eyw K2 C' FGK LT 049 056 0142 0151 
2 Cor. 12: 20 xat Eyw FG 
Gal. 4: 12 at cyw 'P 

This seems to confirm that xayw is to be preferred. ' DFG, and in particular FG are the 

witnesses that most frequently write xat Eyw 2 This may be due to the influence of the Latin. 

Since it has no comparable contraction, two Greek words were written to match. 

2: 1.4 
Aoyog may refer to individual vocables or to "an individual declaration or remark. "4 

cpa6 assumes the former, and so writes the plural. 

2: 1.6 [also 1: 6.14] 

The similarity in spelling/sound may have given rise to the variant, although clearly 

this is not inevitable as attested by the dozens of places where the identical variation does not 

'NA27 prints only xäyui in the Corpus Paulinum. 

G. 

ICE also 1 Cor. 2: 26 ou6E Et; D*; 15: 8 at Eµot FG 0243 1739. 

3Cf. 1 Cor. 1: 21 FG Eimt 6q = nam quia and further examples in the chapter on DF 

4BDAG, s. v. Aöyoc 1(ay); Cf. 1 Thes. 4: 15. 
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occur. In fact, surprisingly little variation takes place between the terms papTÜptov (twenty- 

eight times) and µuQTrjpIOV (twenty times) in the NT witnessess: 

Cor. 1: 6 papTUpta rel. ] xgpuyµa 6 82 424Cmg 
Tim. 2: 6: To µapTUptov ] omit A 

A frequently cited possible cause of corruption in this passage is the influence of the distant 

context (pap-ruptov at 1: 6 and puairjptov at 2: 7). While only Zuntz bases his argument on 

the influence of 1: 6,6 other commentators see these passages as too remote to have influenced 

the text of 2: 1. ' Rather than mechanical alteration, the motive for the change is more likely a 

development in the meaning of these terms. 

Since Paul changes vocabulary between µapTÜptov at 1: 68 and µuaTrjptov at 2: 7, 

one must determine whether the shift should take place at 2: 1 or 2: 7 (where there is no 

variation). In the first chapter, µap-rüptov is used of the initial proclamation of the Gospel, 

while in 2: 6-16 the discussion focuses on the manner of revealing, which takes place 

specifically Ev Toiq TEÄCioLS. Schrage argues that this provides a motivation for scribes to 

have altered the original puairlptov to pap-ruptov. 9 However, in the second century there are 

numerous examples of using µuaTrjpLOV to describe kerygmatic preaching. In Protrepticus 

'Noted also by Schrage I, p. 226 n. 18. 

6Zuntz, p. 101. 

'Fee, p. 88 n. 1. 

'Only 6 82 424Cmg read xtlpuypa at 1: 6.6 and 424c are sister witnesses, and the 
format of the correction in 424 suggests that a marginal note has been incorporated in the text 
of 6. This note may have been influenced xr1puyµa trlaou XptGTOU at Rom 16: 25 - possibly 
still fresh in the editor's mind? 

9"Zwar kann man fragen, ob papTUptov den reifen Christen vorbehalten wird (2,6f), 
Aber genau diese Überlegung könnte die Vertauschung bei den Abschreibern mitbewirkt 
haben. " Schrage I, p. 226. 
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12, Clement of Alexandria, having cited the Odyssey, issues his "exhortation" specifically to 

non-initiates by calling Christianity itself a "sacred mystery": 

Sail past the song; it works death. If only you will it you have overcome ruin, and 
bound to the wood of the cross you will be set free from destruction. The word of God 
will guide you, and the Holy Spirit will bring you to anchor in the harbor of heaven. 
Then you will see my God, be initiated into the sacred mysteries, and you may have 
enjoyment of the things which have been hidden, reserved for me, which "ear has not 
heard, nor has it entered into the heart of any. "" 

Far from having difficulty with µuQTrjptov, early Christian writers have adopted the term, 

and even transformed it in this example, equating "initiation into the mysteries" with 

"initiation into the Christian message. " 

Little support can be found, therefore, for the following line of argumention: "As the 

influence of mystery religions spread, this phenomenon provides an explanation for the very 

point which Fee considers inexplicable, namely, a good reason for Christian scribes ̀ to avoid 

misunderstanding' about preaching by changing Paul's guGTilptov to papTÜptov. "" Indeed 

second century Christianity attests quite the opposite: the content of the Christian teaching is 

'°Protrepticus 12,118,4: IIapätta£t Thv w484v, OdvaTov Lpydý£Tat" Eäv EOtA% 
µovov, vEvtKrixac Trio arrwAEtav xat TO, 4uXw Trpoa8£S£tEVo; airaQrl £Qll Tý 
$Oopäc AEAuµývOS, xuß£pvrjaE1 Q£ 6 7ýöyoS ö TOO 9cOÜ, xat -rd-1; Atµývt KaOopµiv£t 
TWv oöpav()V TO" TTv£Üµa TÖ äyiOV' TÖTE µ0U KaT0TIT£6QELS To'v OEÖV Kal TOIL 
aY OIcC £KEIVOtc TEXEU06C 13 pUQTTIpIOt4 Kat TWV £v OUpavot; anoXaiaru; 

äTroKEKpuµ4Evwv, TWV pot TETTjpijµ£VWV, a* OU'TE OUg 1jK000£V oi rE £Ttl KapSlav 

äv¬ßrß Ttvög. (cff, also 12.119.1 and 12.120.1). Sromateis 5.10 shows numerous other uses 
of the term. Justin Martyr also uses the term in an apologetic context: 6 yap 
XpIQTÖS, rTpwTOTOKOS 7TäQT q KTiUEWS wv, Kai &pX' ithMv Wou yEVous yEyoV£, TOO 
aVayEVVirO£VTOS UTi aUTOÜ St U8aTOS Kali TIaT£WS Kai 4UA0u, TOO TO µUQT&tOV 
TOO UTa poO EXOVTOC, ÖV TpoTrov Kal 6 NWE £v 46AW SIEG w'OTj £TroxoÜiEvoc TOTS 
i aat µ£Tä Twv 16(wv. (Dialogus cum Trypho 138.2). It must be noted, however, that 
Justin's Apologia compares mysteries religions and Christianity without calling the latter a 
µuaTtjp10V. 

"Thiselton, pp. 207-8. 
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frequently described as a "mystery, " even in direct comparison to mystery religions. This, in 

the Pauline epistles, is often described as. tapTÜptov. '2 

This helps explain the other, poorly-attested readings at both 1: 6, where three 

manuscripts replace papTUptov with xnpuypa, and 2: 1, where five late manuscripts replace 

papTUptov with £uayyEAtov and one with CFWTTIptov. Since at 2: 1 Paul is referencing his 

proclamation of the Gospel, these semantically similar vocables could stand in place of 

µapTUp10V. 

At 2: 1, then these two factors combined to create the corruption: later use of 

µuaTTjptov in a way similar to that which Paul used µapTt ptov, and, perhaps in some 

manuscripts, an intentional attempt to link 2: 1ff. with 2: 6-16. Such scribal activity is, 

certainly, more than mere copying. However, similar efforts to bring similar passages into 

congruence can be found in the same manuscripts in other places, most obviously at 2: 4 (see 

below). 

2: 2.7 

The shift of the indefinite pronoun to the position preceding the infinitive (B CP 

048"d 33 pc) resolves the awkward negation, so that the oü cannot be misread with Exptva 

rather than Ti. The addition of - ou clarifies the function of the infinitive. Similar witness add 

the article before the infinitive at 9: 6. 

2: 3.10; 2: 3.11 

Is the instrumental dative to be read (as in DF G), or the preposition? The former 

usage is certainly Pauline (e. g., 1 Cor. 10: 30; 11: 5), and at 2 Cor. 7: 4 B adds the 

"See also Fee, p. 88 n. 1; Barrett, pp. 62-3. 
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preposition. " However, Tpöµw without Ev is used instrumentally at 2 Cor. 7: 1 and Eph. 

5: 2 1, both without variation. It is likely that the preposition was added under the influence of 

cv aa9cvcta earlier in the sentence. 14 The identical addition takes places at 1 Cor. 14: 6, 

where 1v is added to StSaXq under the influence of the preceding series of three uses of Ev 

+ dative (see discussion ad loc. ). Latinism is not likely to be an issue here, since the Latin 

tradition reads in timore to match Ev 4opy at 2 Cor. 7: 1 and Eph. 5: 21. Instead, FG preserve 

the reading upon which the Latin tradition is based. D departs from the shared exemplar of D 

FG by adding Ev only before 4oßw. 

2: 4.12 

This unit of variation has generated discussion far outweighing its exegetical 

significance. Nevertheless, it is an intriguing problem, not least because of the complexity of 

the evidence and the obvious difficulty that scribes, translators, and church fathers had with 

this prepositional phrase. How much difficulty? The entry in Text und Textwert lists no less 

than 30 different readings in the Greek tradition alone. Most of these can be dispensed with 

as obvious spelling variations and even nonsense readings. Metzger claims eleven different 

readings, 15 a number which is repeated often in the commentaries, while Lietzmann, who 

appears to be the first to try to understand the readings in relation to each other, divides them 

into seven readings. 16 Perhaps the clearest manner of laying out the data is in table form, 

"Probably under the influence of cv 4oßw at Eph. 1: 1. 

"As does X46 here, which cannot resist adding a fourth, nonsensical cv before noAAw. 

15B. Metzger, A Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (New York: 
United Bible Societies, 1971), p. 546. 

16H. Lietzmann, An die Römer (Tübingen: Mohr, 1933), p. 11; his description and 
solution is followed by H. Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians, trans. J. W. Leitch (Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1975), p. 55. 
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ignoring the variations in case endings and number which are secondary to the addition or 

omission of the words themselves: 

nE10- avOpwnty- ao4- Aoy- Apparatus Witnesses 

rrctOotS + + + abcde Gk: KZACLP'P 
(+431) 
Lt: vg"' AM; s3h 

1Tct0ot + + + lmnopq Gk: 205 216' (+77) 

rrt0avotS 
SLSQKT. 

nEtO. 

+ + + s 522 2652° 

TrEtOotS + + g Gk: K'"'BD0150(+24) 
Lt: 64 Ambr Hier 

rrctOot + + i Lt: 75 AM; syP 

rrctOTIg + + f Gk: 1922 

TrctOot + + k Lt: 61 AMst SED 

rrctOotS + h Gk: X46 FG 

TrEtOot + 
r 

i- 77 78 89 

Every possible combination, addition, and omission of words is represented, save that every 

witness includes a form of 17, tO- and of Qo4-. These, therefore, provide an appropriate place 

to begin. 

The immediate difficulty is the variation between 1TEtOoiS and trctOoi. The former, 

an adjective form, is unattested apart from this passage and citations of it in patristic material. 

This could be interpreted in two ways: either the adjective was unknown and later altered to 

nEtOot; or, the term is impossible, and TrEtOot has been corrupted into a simpler adjective 

form. Virtually every commentator takes the former view, primarily on the weight of the 

external evidence, since trEtOoiS is attested in the major Greek witnesses (i. e., X46 KABC 
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DF G). " This would require, then, that Paul had coined a new term. No commentator 

ventures an opinion as to whether or not Paul is capable of this or has done this elsewhere, 

but we have seen that it does occur elsewhere in 1 Corinthians, and in each of those places, 

similar to here, the "new" term is based on familiar forms. 

The form TictOoi, on the other hand, is also absent from the LXX and the other NT 

authors, though very common elsewhere. The stem is unusual in the NT, and in fact it would 

be the only occurrence of a -w stem in the NT. This, however, should not have been overly 

difficult for scribes as the stem itself was common, particularly in names. 18 

The versions are split as well. Assuming rrctOoiS is the Harklean and the Latin in 

suasoriis (VL 64 Ambr Or Hier Vigil) and in persuasibilibus (Vg Hier). On the other hand, 

the Peshitta and in persuasione (VL 75 77 78 89 Ambr Amst Sedul) assumes the noun. The 

versional evidence is significant because it provides evidence for Zuntz's argument that the 

final q is an early corruption of trEtOoi, which otherwise is not found in the Greek 

manuscripts until later in the tradition. Zuntz notes the Latin support in a footnote; no other 

commentator, however, appears to notice the support this lends his argument. 

A simple error may account for trEtOots. The addition of final sigma is common in 

the papyri, " and occurs also in the NT witnesses. D, for example, writes anapXlc for 

arrapxq at 1 Cor. 16: 15. More significantly, cp46 makes precisely this error at 16: 19, writing 

17 Westcott and Hort claim that trctOoiS is a corruption of ttt9oiS. 

18See Jannaris, §§410-11; H. W. Smyth, Greek Grammar (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1963), §279. The standard NT grammars relate no difficulty with this stem; 
see BDR §47(4) and § 112. 

19F. T. Gignac, A Grammar of the Greek Papyri of the Roman and Byzantine Periods, 
vol. 1, Phonology (Milan: Istituto Editoriale Cisalpin-La Goliardica, 1981), pp. 125-6. 
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fPE I CKÖ. CCYN for ff'G I CKXCYN. The Latin, of course, could not make a similar error of 

transcription. 

Moving to the question of the presence or absence of a form of Aöyoq, those who find 

authority in "good manuscripts" include the word (with the support of k2° ABCD 33 1175 

1739 etc. ). 21 Transcriptional probabilities, which would argued that the word was accidentally 

omitted as the result of parablepsis, weigh more heavily for others. 22 Yet this should not be 

treated as a question to be decided in isolation from the uEtOolS / TrEIAot problem. The 

presence of Aöyotc in fact argues against the adjective trEtOois. Its presence is inexplicable 

if rrci8ot had been in the text, for only the bare adjective requires a noun. The need to supply 

the implied noun is seen, for example, in the anonymous commentary contained in VL 89. 

The lemma texts reads (with VL 77 78) in persuasione sapientiae. Yet the comments 

demonstrate how almost inevitable was need to supply the noun "words": "I have not been 

"persuaded" by rhetorical arts and arrangements of words but by powerful "proofs, " so that 

not my eloquence but the work of God was praised. " The comments appear in the manuscript 

immediately between persuasione and sapientiae, so it is clear that this is the very portion of 

the text to which he refers. 

The need for a noun was easily filled with the Aöyoc of 2: 1 and 2: 4a, as well as the 

clear parallel in 2: 13: Ev StSawToiS äv8pwTrivTlq voýtaq Xoyotc. The only variants in this 

later passage are the shifting of the cases of ävOpwniv1j and ao4iaq, which is similar to 

20 reads Aoyoc, a copying mistake which is grammatically impossible in this 
context. 

21Most decisively Lietzmann, p. 11 and Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 481. 

"Especially Zuntz, 24, followed by Fee, p. 88 n. 2. 
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what occurs at 2: 4.23 Given the confusion over the text of 2: 4, it is likely that, at some point 

early in the tradition, 2: 13 suggested itself as a solution to the problems at 2: 4.24 This also 

accounts for the addition of av9pwntvqS, not merely an "explanatory gloss"25 but an 

intentional addition from 2: 13. It also lends an additional count against the adjective TrEtOotq, 

which conforms to the parallel adjective StSaK nxotS. 

Additional strength for the argument that TrEtOat vo4tcr, has given rise to the mass 

of other readings is found in syntactic parallels elsewhere in the epistles. First, Lv rrEtOoi; 

vo4iaq Aoyolc splits the adjective and the noun it modifies with a genitive noun. This does 

not occur anywhere else in the epistles. 26 Second, Paul appears to favor balanced 

prepositional phrases when coordinated using Wd: 

2: 5 iva tj rriv-rtS 6µ6v µßj tj iv ao4 fa ävOpuiirwv &Ak' iv SuvdiiEt OcoO. 
xai lrov tac 5: 8 dQTE LoPT' wµEv µ'1 kv üµ, I naaatäc VT18E Ev üun xaxiaS ýlP 

&AX' iv äýüµotS eiatxptyEiac xai öcarIAEia4. 

The structure of these two examples is identical to that of 2: 4: two prepositional phrases with 

a noun and modifying genitive noun coordinated by äAAd. Many additional examples could 

be cited where other types of balanced clauses are coordinated: 

2: 12 Tll1£lc SE OÜ TÖ TTV£OF. Ia TOO KÖa ou kAd op£V &AA& TÖ 1TV£OIAa TÖ £K TOG 
A£OO, 

23As well as a the reading Qo4toc Aoyouq in F G, clearly nonsense in context and 
probably a sight confusion of xOrOyC for xOrO I C. Similar examples are noted in the 
chapter on DFG. 

24A later example, but betraying the same attempt at a solution, is seen now in 2652' 
which added 6t6ax-rotq before TrEtOotS at 2: 4, resulting in Ev St6ax-rotc rrEtOotg 
avOpwrrtvTl; Qo4ta;. Aoyot;. 

25So Metzger, p. 481. 

"The closest example is, perhaps not surprisingly, 1 Cor. 2: 13: SL&XKTOIS 
bvOpwlrivgq ao4iag Xoyotg, where the adjective and noun are separated by an additional 
adjective and noun in the genitive. 
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9: 21 ToiS ävöµotS wS ävoµoS, VII wv 6Cvoµos 9coü W' Evvopoc XptQTOÜ, 
tva xcp6ävw ToOS avopouc" 
10: 23 ndVTa ý4E 7TIV &A?! ' oü nävTa Quµ4kpEr' TTÖNTa EgEQTLV &AA' oÜ TraVTa 

OIK08oµci 
11: 8 oü yap iaTty ccvrjp hx yuvatxöc W& yuvh it ävSpöc 

Of course exceptions may be found; 27 Paul's style is not put on like a straightjacket. These 

arguments are not decisive in and of themselves. However, the fact that parallels can be 

adduced for TrEtOoi ao4iaq but not for 1rEtOoiS ao4ias or TrEtOois ävOpwnivriS ao$iac 

apart from their source (2: 13) is telling, and supports the case made above on the basis of the 

likely direction of corruption outlined above. While unattested in the Greek, nctGoi ao4tas 

is assumed by VL 77 78 89,28 and is the reading from which the mass of alternatives have 

been created. 

2: 5.16 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

2: 7.23 

The shift from OEou aoýtav to ao4tav 8Eou (L `P 056 0142 pc) places the genitive 

in its preferred position. Cf. also ßartacav OEou at 6: 9 (L 056 6 88 424 1739 pm). 29 

2: 8.27; 2: 11.4 [discussed at 8: 2.4] 

2: 8.28 

346 alone reads So4gg aurwv, the addition of auTwv balancing 8o4av uµwv at 2: 7.30 

27E. g., 4: 19,20; 6: 12,13; 7: 4; it bears repeating, however, that Ev rrEtOoig aociag 
1loyoiS and Ev ttrt6oiS äcv0pwnivotS uociag AoyoiS have no parallels, save 2: 13. 

28VL 75 AMst(A) and Ambrose also read the equivalent of the noun ttctOot, though 
with other additions. 

29Also Rom. 3: 5 8txatoauvrly 6cou G. 

30Royse, p. 264. 
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2: 9.30 [discussed at 13: 2.9] 

2: 9.31 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

2: 9.32 

The syntax of this passage is difficult. The first ä functions as the subject of E ßcv 

and ijKouacv but as the object of äcvC; ßq. Additional difficulties arise in the final clause. If 

oaa flTOtµaaEV is read, oaa must be understood as "how much. " If a IJTOtµaaEv is read, 

an ellipsis in the final clause must be assumed, with something like "we know" supplied. 

Neither solution is without difficulties. " However, it seems more likely that scribes would 

assimilate a difficult form to one that occurs earlier in the passage (a rI-rotpaocv) than that a 

word not found (oaa) in the context would be substituted. 32 While oaa T rotµa JCV is attested 

in relatively few manuscripts (ýp't"'a AB C"d), it is found already in Clement of Rome (ad 

Corinthios 34,8). 33 

2: 10.34 

DE best suits the context, since Paul draws a contrast between the "rulers" (v. 8) and 

those who have the Spirit (v. 10). 34 The yap is easily explained as a correction based on the 

previous clause, particularly since ova is to be read, which makes the clause stand alone. 

"Whatever God has prepared" is evident because (yap) "God has made it know to us. " This 

31Thiselton, pp. 248-50; Conzelmann, p. 56 notes 4-5. 

32B. Weiss, p. 27. 

33See Conzelmann, p. 63 n. 70, for a discussion of Origen's attribution of the passage 
to the Apocalypse of Elijah. 

34Barrett, p. 74; Lietzmann, p. 13; Schrage I, p. 256 n. 204. 
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adapts 2: 1 Oa to the very near context (2: 9d) without recognizing that 2: 10 contrasts with 

2: 35 

2: 10.35 [discussed at 12: 18.76] 

2: 10.36; 2: 13.55 

In two places, TrvEüµa receives an addition for the sake of clarification. The additions 

of au- ou at 2: 10 (kc2 DFGLP `P 056 0142 0150 pm) and of aytou at 2: 13 (D' LP 049 056 

at) distinguishes God's spirit from the use of irvcupa at 2: 10-12 to refer to other types of 

"spirits. "36 

2: 11.38 [discussed at 13: 2.9] 

2: 11.39; 2: 11.40; 2: 11.44; 2: 11.45 

Several alterations bring the parallel sentences at 2: 11 into harmony. First, A 33 and 

some fathers drop avOpwTrwv, which may have been viewed as redundant37 but also makes 

bare -rig parallel to ouöEtS at 2: 11 c. Second, while it may be assumed that irou avepwiTou 

was omitted to avoid the third example of the noun, it is more likely that it was added, under 

the influence of TO nvEupa TOO OEOU (2: 11d), to clarify that God's spirit is not in view here. 

The addition was avoided by FG and most of the non-Vulgate Latin tradition. On the other 

hand, these same witnesses write cv -rw Ocw -a non-Pauline use of Ev +O og - in 

"Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 481 notes simply that yap "has the appearance of 
being an improvement introduced by the copyists. " Fee (p. 97 n. 1) argues that "a copyist 
would scarcely have deliberately created a text with three yap's (sic) in a row, " but the 
logical relationship between 2: 9 and 2: 10 is likely a great factor in the alteration than the 
clauses which follow. Conzelmann (p. 65 n. 84) simply defers to sp46 

36Metzger, Textual Commentary; Lindemann, pp. 68,70; Fee, p. 97 n. 2. 

"Compare also the omission in A of aurw at 2: 14. 
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conformity to the immediately preceding To cv au-rw. Fourth, ot6cv (L 056 pm matches the 

same form in the first clause). The aorist Eyvw in FG is likely a simple error for EyvwKcv, 38 

since the perfect seems to be necessary for the argument. Finally P pc adds To Ev allTw after 

Too Oeou, matching Tou avOpwnou TO Ev alTW (2: 1 lb). 

2: 12.46 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

2: 12.50 [discussed at 13: 2.9] 

2: 13.52 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

2: 13.54 [discussed at 2: 4.12] 

2: 13.55 [discussed at 2: 10.36] 

2: 13.56 

B 33 read nvcupaTtxtS, an impossible form in this context. It is probably the result 

of a misreading of -KO IC as -KWC, 39 or, less likely, assimilation to the same form at 2: 14. x° 

2: 14.60 [discussed at 2: 11.39] 

2: 14.61; 2: 15.64; 3: 1.4; 4: 21.70 

cpa6 frequently errs when writing nomina sacra, with three examples in 2: 14-3: 1 and 

one at 4: 21. For each of these; 346 writes f1NC, at 2: 14,15 and 3: 21 for TrvEuµaTtxotS and at 

"Similar examples of dropped terminations in FG are cited in the chapter on DFG. 

39Barrett, p. 67. 

40Conzelmann, p. 67 n. 112; Thiselton, p. 264. 
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4: 21 for nvcuµcrn. Royse labels these a "confusion" of nomina sacra, 4' but it is more likely 

that cp46 is creating its own abbreviation based on nvcuµa- t otq and nvE uµa-rt written plene. 

These words are not abbreviated BFG (they are in D), manuscripts which are closely related 

to - and in these cases carry a less corrupted form of - the text found in cp46. Note that in 

each case D also departs from the plene spelling, using f1N I KWC at 2: 14,15, f1N I KO IC at 

3: 1, all of which match exactly the nomina sacra at those place in A. Further examples of D 

altering its text to match readings found in kA are discussed in the chapter on DFG. 

2: 15.65 [discussed at 12: 20.82] 

2: 15.66 [discussed at 12: 19.80] 

41Royse, p. 248, with further examples. 
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Notes on Chapter 3 

3: 1.1 [discussed at 2: 1.1] 

3: 1.2; 3: 2.9 

The variation between the syllabic augment rl- and temporal augment E- for Süvapat, 

ßouÄopat, OtÄw, and t AAw may be simply orthographical, or may have been caused by 

stylistic interests. BDR claims that, in the NT, q- is always found with O Aw and E- with 

ßouAopat, which is due to the word having been "borrowed from literary language, " but that 

the examples of Süvaµat and pWw show inconsistency. It is often noted that E- is Attic, and 

TI- a later development. ' However, Moeris rejects E- as Hellenistic, ' and there appears to be a 

movement toward the temporal augment after the period of the Greco-Roman papyri, so that 

it comes to dominate by the Byzantine period. It has, however, again fallen away in favor or 

the syllabic augment in Modem Greek? This makes it difficult to decide what Pauline usage 

should be; all the more so since examples of the augmented forms of these verbs are rare in 

Paul. 

Augmented forms of O Aw appear six times in the Pauline epistles all with the syllabic 

augment and without variation! ßouAoµat occurs once with variation (see below) and once 

'So BDR §66(3); Moulton, Accidence, p. 189, which dates h- to "since 300 B. C. " 

2Moeris, Lexicon Atticum, p. 198 tjpEAAov ilßouXopTIv hSuväµtly qO d1. tily Stör 
TOO t Stä 8E TOO E "EAATIvES. 

'See Jannaris, §722; B. Mandilaris, The Verb in the Greek Non-Literary Papyri 
(Athens: Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sciences, 1973) §§ 245-9. 

41 Cor. 12: 18; 15: 38; Col. 1: 27; 1 Thes. 2: 18; PhIm. 14 (all aorist); Gal. 4: 20 
(imperfect). 
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without, ' while VEAAw does not occur with an augment. In both examples of augmented 

Süvaµat, however, there is variation: 

1 Cor. 3: 1 E6uvrjOgv C ̀ I' // ilSuvi 9v rel. 
1 Cor. 3: 2 ESuvaaOe cp46 KABCFGP 048 056 0142 0150 0185 0289 // 

I6uvaaOE rel. 
PhIm. 13 EßouAoi. n v rel. // rlßouAoµrlv k 547 1245 

One is tempted to opt for the temporal augment in all three places, but the limited number of 

examples precludes final judgment. 

3: 1.3 

The position of the indirect object in relation to the verb is frequently in question: 

3: 1 AaA ciat uµty cp46 KAB D" FG] uViv AaArlQat LPY 049 6 88 424 1739 
9: 3 EUTty au-rfl KABP331739]auTIJ EmrtvDFGKLY88424 
10: 28 Etna uµty 630 1311 1739 1881 ] EtTrrl F G; uViv ctTrTl cett 
11: 13 TrpoaEuXcaOat -rw 6cw DFG] -rw Ocw rrpoaEuXcaOat celt 
11: 22 ctTrw uViv ] uViv Ettrw KLY6 88 424; Etrrw P 
12: 31 6Etxvuµt uViv ] uµty 8Etxvuµt FG 
15: 38 6t6woty au-rw q)46 kABP pc ] auiw 6t&waty DFGIKLY 049 056 075 

0142 0151 0243 56 1739 

In these examples, the "Byzantine" witnesses favor the placement of the pronoun before the 

noun. 

Turning to 3: 1, Pauline examples of AccAtw + dative of indirect object (in this 

sequence) without variation are found only at 1 Cor. 14: 11 and Eph. 5: 19, both of which have 

the participle form. The reverse sequence is more common: 1 Cor. 14: 3,6; 15: 34; 1 Thes. 

2: 16, all of which are textually firm 6 In addition to 1 Cor. 3: 1, similar alteration is made at 2 

Cor. 7: 14: 

rravTa Ev aArlOEta EAaXTlaapFv uptv rel 

52 Cor. 1: 15 (imperfect). 

'There are two example of the verb standing between two coordinated datives: 1 Cor. 
14: 2,28. 
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Travra uµty Ev aATIOEta EAaXTlaapEv CDP 326 VL 78 89 Vg 
uµty navTa Ev aArj9Eta EAaAflaaµcv VL 64 

In both places, notice that D' P Vg reflect the tendency of the later witnesses to place the 

dative pronoun prior to the verb. Furthermore, the reading AaAqaat upiv at 1 Cor. 3: 1 may 

be an attempt at clarification, so that the dative is not read with the preceding verb 

(ij/L)8uvi OqIv. 

3: 1.4 [discussed at 2: 14.61] 

3: 1.5; 3: 3.12; 3: 4.23 

In 3: 1-4 Paul expresses his disappointment in the lack of spiritual progress (and 

indeed regression) among the Corinthians. ' They should be uvEupaTvcoq, but three times 

Paul describes them as the opposite: capxtvog or QapxtKOg. The manuscript tradition is 

divided in each example: 

aapxty- (v. 1) ... aapxtx- (v. 3a) ... aapKIK- (v. 3b) kAB C* 0289 6 33 81 181 
424" 917 945 999 1175 1739 1836 1852 1875 1912 

aapxty- (v. 1) ... vapxtx- (v. 3a) ... aapxty- (v. 3b) cp46 
aapxty- (v. 1) ... aapxty- (v. 3a) ... aapKty- (v. 3b) D' 
vapxtK- (v. 1) ... aapxtK- (v. 3a) 

... aapxtK- (v. 3b) D' L P'P 056 0142 0150 0151 
104 326 1881 M 

aapxtx- (v. 1) ... aapxty- (v. 3a) ... vapxty- (v. 3b) FG 

The correct reading in each place is typically chosen on the basis of the meaning of the 

individual words. Fee, for example, sees major emphasis being made in what he sees as the 

shift in vocable: 

'Both times against VL 75 and other old Latin witnesses. 

BSchrage I, p. 282. 
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The word used here [v. I], sarkinoi, emphasizes especially their humanness and the 
physical side of their existence as over against the spiritual. The change to sarkikoi in 
v. 3 only adds to the blow. They were not only `of the flesh' when Paul first was 
among them, but even now their behavior is `fleshy, ' a word with clear ethical 
overtones of living from the perspective of the present age, therefore out of one's 
sinfulness. ' 

However, Thiselton points out, perhaps a bit strongly, "the distinction remains one of 

morphology rather than semantics. "10 BDAG lists the two forms in different entries, noting 

little to distinguish between the two: "QapluKog means ̀belonging to the adp4' [opp. 

1TvEu 1aTLKÖS], `fleshly'; on the other hand, aäpxtvog is `consisting/composed of flesh', 

`fleshy', " though noting also that "our literature, or at least its copyists, for the most part did 

not observe this contrast. "" Zuntz sees a similar shade of distinction: "the rule with Paul is to 

use the form on -xoq throughout except where the adjective refers to human beings. This 

leads, as he indicates, to reading -vos in both Rom. 7: 14 and both examples 1 Cor. 3: 3.12 His 

'Fee, p. 124 (adopting the reading of NA and MBC etc. ). 

10Thiselton, p. 288. Those who see no semantic discussion include Barrett, p. 79 n. 1; 
Wolff, p. 64 n. 228; H. Merklein, Der erste Brief an die Korinther, Bd. 1 (Gütersloh: 
Gütersloher Verlagshaus Gerd Mohn, 1992), p. 251; H, -J. Klauck, 1. Korintherbrief, Neue 
Echter Bibel, Kommentar zum Neuen Testament mit Einheitsübersetzung 7 
(Wurzburg: Echter Verlag, 1992), p. 32; Schrage I, pp. 281-2; M. Parsons, "EAPKINOE, 
EAPKIKOE in Codices F and G: A Text-Critical Note, " New Testament Studies 34 (1988), 
pp. 151-55. The versions are of no help; the Latin tradition uniformly uses a form carnalis. 

"BDAG, s. v. Qacpxtvog. Parsons, "EAPKINOE, EAPKIKOE" attempts to argue 
against this statement by claiming that FG are examples of an attempt to "preserve, or 
perhaps create, a distinction between the meanings of closely related words, [which] led 
some scribes intentionally to change, more or less consistently, certain words so that their 
meanings would conform both to their narrative or epistolatory contexts and to the definition 
which the scribe held. " One would expect, however, additional examples of this interest in 
precision of use of vocabulary to be in evidence elsewhere in these manuscripts, which 
Parsons does not note. In addition, he fails to consider that FG may in fact have the original 
reading in some of the places (he does not take into account Zuntz's arguments at all), nor 
does he recognize the likelihood of the shift to or preservation of -xog in these manuscripts 
due to the near context. 

12Zuntz, p. 99. 
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observation is confirmed by an examination of the places where variation occurs. At Rom. 

7: 14 and 1 Cor. 3: 1 -vog was adapted to -xog due to the influence of the immediately 

preceding rrvcuµaTtK6q and nvEupaTtxoiS. At Rom. 15: 27 likewise TrvEupaTtxoi; precedes 

uapxtxoiS, but here Zuntz's observation holds true: he is not speaking of humans but of 

"fleshy things, " so the aapxtxoig is correct and, as no passage where -Kog is original is there 

a manuscript that reads -vog, so no variant is found here. 

Overall, the direction in the textual tradition is clearly from -voq to -xog; the 

"Byzantine" witnesses uniformly read -Kos in all 10 NT occurrences apart from 2 Cor. 3: 3, 

where Zuntz notes that -vog "was protected by the prototype Ez. xi. 19 and the rhyme with 

AtOavatS preceding"" All the corrections in the extant manuscripts themselves move in the 

same direction. " 

The textual problems in 3: 1-4 are best resolved, therefore, not by an appeal to 

semantics but to transcription. In v. 1, as described above, attraction to rrvEuµaTtxotq has 

caused the corruption Qapxlxoig. The expectation of the author to be consistent in his 

terminology from v. 1 to v. 3 is signaled by his use of ETt at the beginning of v. 3.15 However, 

the corruption in v. 1, as well as the tendency toward -xoq evident throughout the tradition, 

gave rise to the reading vapxtxot in both occurrences at 3: 3. X46 F G, as in many other cases, 

alone witness to the archetypical readings. 16 

13Ibid. 

14Rom. 7: 14: K2; 1 Cor. 3: 1: C3 D2; 3: 3: D'; Heb. 7: 16 C3 D2. 

15Schrage I, p. 282; cf. also Zuntz, p. 99. 

16c 46, as Zuntz (p. 100) points out, "derives from a text which had the original form (- 
vot) in both places. F G, as is often true of this pair, also here suffered assimilation to the 
immediately preceding TrvEuµaTtxoIS at 3: 1, but avoided the assimilation at 3: 3. " 
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3: 2.6 

When TroTiýw is used in contexts of someone giving another something to drink, the 

double accusative construction is used. " However, L and some Latin witnesses read the 

dative uµtv, 18 with the word order yaaa uptv c1roTtaa. This is likely the result of influence 

from the uµty AaATIcact in these witnesses at 3: 1. 

3: 2.7 

Paul's use of the conjunction between contrasting pairs is inconsistent. BDF notes: 

"Asyndeton is regularly avoided in the case of only two words or ideas (as in classical) 

except in contrasting pairs ... If the opposite term is added with a negative (oü), xat may or 

may not be used. "" Indeed examples may be found of both 
'20 and the only case in which a 

choice between reading or omitting the xai is found is the passage at hand. Since there does 

not appear to be obvious motivation for the omission, the addition (D FGL 049 056 pm) is 

likely secondary for the sake of clarity. 

3: 2.9 [discussed at 3: 1.2] 

3: 2.11 

"BDAG, S. V. Tro rI w and the references there; note esp. Rom. 12: 20. 

"The Latin's dative vobis may also be explained by the use of potum dedi to translate 
the verb. This significantly did not affect VL 75 77 78. 

19BDF §460(1). 

"Noted there are 1 Cor. 10: 20 (with xai), to which could be added Rom. 7: 6 and Col. 
2: 8; their example without xai is 1 Cor. 7: 12, to which could be added 1 Cor. 7: 6. None of 
these have any variation involving the conjunction. 
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Whether or not h-ri is to be read turns on a stylistic issue. As Zuntz notes, "The 

omission ... of 'ET t after oü6t so greatly improves the style as to make the assumption of a 

mere scribal error difficult. s21 No examples of o6SE 'Tt vüv have been located, apart from 

citations of this passage in patristic writers. 22 This stylistic improvement has led Metzger to 

conclude that the omission is an "Alexandrian improvement of style, s23 as it is read by only 

cab B 0185. 

3: 3.12 [discussed at 3: 1.5] 

3: 3.14 

FG attest what is likely a phonological variation (rlµty for uµtv). The first person is 

not matched in the Latin, and is in fact impossible in this context. 

3: 3.15 

As the commentaries suggest, the closest parallel to this passage is Gal. 5: 20, where 

StXocrraatat is also found (also Rom. 16: 17). The term is clearly Pauline; the question is 

whether or not it has been interpolated here on the basis of the other passages. This would 

assume a major editorial revision, which has added small units from other Pauline texts 24 

21Zuntz, p. 40. 

22oOSE vOv'E-rt is found Nicolaus, Fragmenta 11.23 [iv BC]; Dio Chrysostom, 
Orationes 13.20 [AD i-ii]; Gregory of Nazienzus, In laudem Athanasii, in MPG 35, p. 1112; 
Joannes Stobaeus, Anthologium 3,14,7 [AD v]. Also, in a quotation of 1 Cor. 3: 2, in Cyril, 
Commentarii in Lucam, MPG 72, p. 748. 

"Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 482. He does not cite any additional examples. 

24Zuntz (p. 170) describes it this way: "Here, then, the papyrus [q346] has been infected 
by, or has retained, one of those interpolations which we assume to have been floating about 
in great numbers at the time. " Here he does not provide any additional examples, though on 
pp. 16-17 he lists a few larger units which he suspects to have been interpolated. 
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This is likely, however, for two reasons. First, there is no obvious reason for the omission. " 

Second, DFG show these assimilations elsewhere (cf. the examples in the discussion at 

14: 34) as does cp46 (16: 15), indicating that such additions are not unusual in these early 

witnesses. 

3: 3.17 [discussed at 3: 1.5] 

3: 3.19 

The genitive avOpwnwv is grammatically possible, but does not fit in this context. L 

earlier (3: 2.6) was guilty of a grammatically possible but contextually incorrect reading. This 

may, however, simply be an error of sound. 

3: 4.21 [discussed at 7: 18.69] 

3: 4.22 

These "slogans"26 resemble those of 1: 12, both in content and in structure. There the 

slogans are spoken by more than one individual (ExaaToS uµwv MyEt), the first introduced 

with a µEv and each successive clause marked with SE? ' Here at 3: 4 the structure is more 

difficult. Only one person speaks (Ä yll -rig) but more than one is condemned (o6K 

äv8pwirot EcrrE; ), though Paul is describing a recurring (&rav) situation? $ This tension was 

apparently felt in the manuscript tradition. One reading results in a single slogan: Eyw µ£v 

"Metzger, Textual Commentary p. 482; Fee, p. 121 n. 4. 

26See M. Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric of Reconciliation. An Exegetical 
Investigation of the Language and Composition of 1 Corinthians. (Tübingen: Mohr and 
Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1992), pp. 84-86; Thiselton, p. 120. 

27The clarity of the structure has resulted in a lack of variation: only the omission of 
the third Si (of four! ) in 056 0142. 

28Thiselton, p. 295. 
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Etµt TrauAou cTcpoS SE alroAAw ("I belong to Paul's group, but another is for Apollos"; spat 

69). Another reading is identical to the structure of 1: 12: Eyw µcv diµi rracuAou SE Eyw 

anoAW (A alone), which at first may appear to be too harsh for this context. On the other 

hand, nowhere else does Paul use -rig ... 
E-rcpog together. 29 These two difficult readings 

have given rise to the rest of the tradition: Eyw pv Etµt rrauAou ETEpoq Sc Eyw arroAAw 

(K BCDFGLP `P 049 056 0142 0150 0151 0289 1739 MP) results in two statements, but 

in contrast to the µ9v in the first slogan and the usage at 1: 12, the SE now is part of Paul's 

comments rather than the slogan. "' This problem is resolved in the readings cyw pcv ctµt 

Trauaou cTEpoS cyw 8E aTroAAw (1518) and Eyw pEv Eipt rrauaou cTEpoS 8E Eyw 8c 

anoaaw (216 257 440 1149 pm). 31 A decision between ETcpog S& and Eyw 6c (A) is not so 

easy, though the former may be an attempt to resolve the difficulty of the perceived lack of 

distinction between the speakers in Eyw iv Etµt Trauaou Se r; yw anoAAw. Since A, 

however, frequently drops words that are unnecessary in the context (see also 2: 11.39; 

2: 14.60), it has likely done the same here. 

3: 4.23 [discussed at 3.1.5] 

3: 4.24 

P adds xat Kara avOpwTrov TrEpttraTEtTE from 3: 3. 

29 äS 
... 

E-r, -pog is found at 1 Cor. 12: 8 

"CE the punctutation in NA27. 

"One may be able to see ET, -poq 8E as a simplification to cTcpog Sc Eyw, but qw 
8E cannot be derived from that; it may be a conjecture or an assimilation to 1: 12, but the 
manuscript must be tested for these kinds of obvious adaptations (it does not, for example, 
read xai StXoaTaatat at 3: 3) before dismissing the reading. 
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3: 5.25 

Zuntz explains the shift from it (K* AB 048 0150 0289 1739 pc) to the masculine 

-nS as the result of the influence of the personal names as well as the following Staxavot 32 

In addition, the shift to the sequence IIauAoS.... AiroAA«S is, as in other places (1: 1; 9: 1; 

11: 2), an elevation of the role or status of Paul. 33 Whether or not xaTty should be read is a 

more difficult issue. Zuntz cites eight passages where Paul has parallel or contrasting clauses 

with xanv present in both; " in none of these places is the EQTty omitted, 35 making Paul's 

usage clear. 

3: 5.27 

The presence of aAA il (D2 L PT 049 056 0142 0151 pm) as Fee notes, appears to be 

an attempt to clear up the awkwardness of the sentence, "so that the answer becomes part of 

the question. "" More precisely, the interest may have been in preventing the text following 

the insertion to have been read as a separate question, with an implied answer that would 

have been uncomfortable: "Who is Paul? Who Apollos? Servants through whom you 

believed ... ? "37 Note that this again indicates intentional and considered editorial activity. 

32Zuntz, p. 132. He is followed by Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 483; Thiselton, 
p. 299; cf also Lindemann, p. 80 and Fee, p. 129 n. 1. 

"Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 483; Thiselton, p. 299. 

3x1: 18; 7: 14,19,22; 10: 16,19; 12: 12,15f.; to these maybe added 11: 14f. 

"At 7: 14 Tischendorf cites A with a "? " as omitting £cnty; the corner of the leaf is 
torn away, but there does appear to be sufficient space for the EGTIV, particularly if it has 
been written in smaller letters. No other edition cites the omission here, but the reading WWTty 
should be noted with a videtur. 

36Fee, p. 129 n. 3. 

37Note that most manuscripts which read the &AA' fl also read -rtc and omit XQTtV 
(D2.3 L `N 049 056 0142 0151 etc. ). 
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3: 7.35 

A loses OUTS, the result of parablepsis: WCTEOYTE. 

3: 10.42 

Most commentators lean toward reading Tiiv xapty TTjv SoOEtQQN without iou 

6cou (added in cp46 056 0142 81 1505 1611 VL 78 89 vg"). Schrage claims that there are 

no examples of similar omissions while there are of additions, which merely begs the 

question. 38 Zuntz argues, on the basis of semantics, that here Xäp1S specifies "a particular 

charisma with which that `grace of God' endows an individual, " citing Rom. 12: 3 and Gal. 

2: 9 as parallels without ioö OEoü. The meaning of Xäptc at 1 Cor. 3: 10 is not in question. 39 

However, Zuntz's conclusion that the presence of -roü Ocoü "obscures a characteristic 

finesse of the Pauline terminology" and that, where Paul is using the word in this way, 

"xäptc-quite properly-is not followed by a genitive" is not sustainable. In several places 

Paul uses xäptc in exactly this sense but does qualify it with -roO OEoO: 15: 10 (2x)40; 2 Cor. 

9: 14; and 2 Cor. 8: 1.41 Therefore, no decisive rule governs the presence of -roü Ocoü. 

The reading of X46 may be accounted for in a different way. The manuscript appears 

to have been copied from an exemplar which had been corrected 42 The scribe of cp46 has 

38He cites 1 Cor. 1: 4; 2 Cor. 8: 1; Eph. 3: 2 as examples without omission; Rom. 12: 3 
as an addition. 

39See especially BDAG, s. v. xdptc (4). 

40auioO is read for TOO OEoü in 255 1738 2143; it is omitted in 0270* 1611. 

"This last passage does not fit Zuntz's narrow definition above as a xdptc given to an 
individual, but is placed into the same entry as the others by BDAG. 

42Zuntz, p. 254-6; Royse, p. 253. 
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apparently misinterpreted the correction in a few places 43 In addition, the scribe had 

particular difficulty with nomina sacra (see 2: 14.61). One possibility is that the scribe of spa6 

at times misread the bar over the nomen sacrum as an omission, and so did not copy it. There 

are several examples of omissions of nomina sacra that are found in no other or few other 

witnesses: 1 Cor. 8: 3 Tou 6cou4; 2 Cor. 12: 19 ¬v XptaTW45; Gal. 4: 6 Tou utou 46 At 1 Cor. 

3: 10, p46 does have more support for the omission than these other passages; however, it 

does fit the pattern, and the omissions certainly could have risen independently. Verification 

of this conjecture is, of course, impossible without the exemplar of X46. However, one should 

be cautious in trusting 346is handling of these readings. Royse concludes: 

The scribe makes a number of errors which result in nonsense, despite frequent 
correction by him of his text. Many of these seem to arise from his faulty 
understanding of what he is copying, resulting in a high density of nonsense in 
context readings. In particular, he rather often errs when he encounters abbreviations 
of nomina sacra. 7 

The remaining witnesses have little connection with cp46 or early forms of the text. 056 0142, 

for example, are a pair which frequently attest unique readings, the Latin witnesses can all be 

traced to one strain of the Vulgate, and 1611 typically matches "Western" readings. 

3: 10.44 

a3Zuntz cites 1 Cor. 7: 17; 15: 2,51 as examples; Royse cites Rom. 16: 19; 2 Cor. 10: 8; 
PhIp. 1: 11. 

With Clement; see chapter on the "Alexandrian" witnesses. 

"This, interestingly, supported as at 1 Cor. 3: 10 by VL 75, along with VL 89 
Ambrosiaster. 

"Possibly supported by Marcion, as cited by Tertullian, Adversus Marcionem 5,4,4. 

a'Royse, p. 282. 
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AE after cAAoq is likely secondary, particularly given the general tendency to add 

particles as well as a specific tendency to add them in "contrasted elements. s48 Zuntz also 

sees a difficulty with aAAog S& followed by cxaaTOS S& in the next clause, " though if this 

caused scribes difficulty it would seem more likely that the second 8c would be omitted or 

replaced. AAAoq without a conjunction is not common, but does occur in Paul (1 Cor. 12: 10; 

15: 41). 

3: 11.48 

The reading 8uvaTat papa Tov 1Etµcvov OEtvat (0150 33 81) can be ruled out on 

the basis of Paul's usual word order when using the complementary infinitive: " The finite 

verb is followed immediately by the infinitive" unless a different subject is used for the 

infinitive (which then stands between the finite verb and the infinitive)" or a postpositive 

conjunction is used 53 In cases where a prepositional phrase modifies the infinitive, the 

prepositional phrase does not stand between the finite verb the infinitive54 unless an adverb 

or, again, a conjunction is present. " 

48E. W. Güting and D. L. Mealand, Asyndeton in Paul, Studies in the Bible and early 
Christianity 39 (Lewiston: Mellen Press, 1998), p. 64-65. However, they simply cite Zuntz's 
conclusion for this reading. 

49Zuntz, p. 189. 

50For the construction, see BDR §366 (86vapat specifically in §366(2)). 

511 Cor. 2: 14; 6: 5; 7: 36,39; 10: 13,27; 11: 7; 12: 3; etc. 

52This is expressed in the accusative, e. g. 1 Cor. 7: 7,32; 10: 1,20,21; 16: 7; etc. 

53Gal. 4: 20. 

54See Rom. 8: 18,39; 16: 19; 1 Cor. 6: 5; 11: 10; Gal. 2: 17; 32; 4: 20; 6: 12; etc. 

"As in Rom. 15: 27; 1 Cor. 5: 10; 14: 31; 16: 7; 2 Cor. 1: 15. The sole exception may be 
2 Cor. 12: 11, but the lack of 64' before upwv should be given consideration (as in B* D* etc). 
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3: 12.50 

Touiov is typically dismissed as a clarification. 56 However, this seems unlikely in 

view of the statement in v. 10 that there is "no other foundation. " Its omission is more likely 

due to accidental leap (6EM(3X. I ONTOYTON), perhaps even overlooked because it was not 

deemed necessary. The omission is limited to witnesses that typically agree with each other 

IP46 K' AB C' 0289, and could have easily occurred in a single early manuscript. 

3: 12.51 

The addition of at (146 B 0289) or il (6 pc) separates xpuaov and apyupov. Since 

it is unlikely that a scribe would remove the conjunction, it must be secondary. " B, joined by 

M C"'d 0150 1739 pc, read the diminutive forms xpuotov and apyuptov 58 Zuntz claims that 

diminutives increase in the later periods. However, the increase begins already in the 

"common speech" of the classicial period. 59 Thus Paul himself might have used the 

diminutives, and been lost in certain manuscripts due to an archaizing influence. The only 

other example of a shift to the diminutive form found in 1 Corinthians is Ttotpvtov at 9: 7 in 

1241. Contextually, there is nothing to suggest the need for the diminutive forms, so it is 

more likely that there presence is the result of a common expression. Examples of Xpuct- xat 

"Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 483; Fee, p. 135 n. 5, who dismisses this as a 
"versional" addition even though attested in the "Byzantine" witnesses. 

57B. Weiss, p. 115; Zuntz, pp. 40 and 133, who shows the same witnesses adding xat 
at Heb. 8: 9 and 9: 5. He is followed by Güting and Mealand, p. 61 and Fee, p. 135 n. 6. 

"Though diminutive in form, the meaning would be "a piece of gold" or "anything 
made from gold. " See Liddell and Scott, s. v. Xpuoiov. It is also possible that Xpurtov is an 
itacistic corruption of the adjective XpüvEoc, "golden. " 

59Jannaris, § 1039. 
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apyupt- abound in Greek literature of all periods, including the LXX and early Christian 

writers 60 

3: 13.53 

D' (F G are not extant here) and the D-text offer a substantially different initial clause 

at 3: 13: o nottraoa; TOUTO TO Epyov 4avcpoq yEVIlTat / quifecit (fecerit 61 89; facit 

AMst) hoc opus manifestus erit VL 75. While the initial impulse would be to simply dismiss 

the reading as a simplification, the alternative form of the text (cxac rou TO Epyov xavepov 

yEVrlacTat) is parallel to 3: 13c (EKÖQTOU TÖ EpyoV ÖlTotOV iQTIV TO Trop WT 61 

6oxtµdaEt) and may have been harmonized to this clause. Furthermore, the D and D-text 

reading has a parallel at Gal. 3: 12 (ö noujoas a6T& C1ja£Tat kv aOioiS), so it cannot be 

dismissed as non-Pauline. However, because this reading resolves the difficulty of the 

unstated subject (to be inferred from -rig at 3: 12), it is likely to be a secondary adaptation of 

the text, one characteristic of this group of witnesses. Whether the alteration originated in the 

Latin or the Greek, however, cannot be determined, though the fact that no Greek fathers or 

other versions show any influence from it suggests a Latin origin. 

3: 13.54 

The grip that "external evidence" has on many text-critical discussions is evident in 

this problem. Those who argue against -rourov at 3: 10 - which involves virtually identical 

issues - see auTo at 3: 13 as authentic because of the "external evidence. "" It should be 

noted, however, that the strong "external evidence" is only ABCP6 424` 1739 al; the 

"E. g., Ex. 3 1: 4; 35: 5,32; Ps. 118: 72, etc.; Clement of Alexandria, Paedagogus 
2,12,129,2 and Stromata 1,4,25,5 without reference to 1 Cor. 3: 12, but also Stromata 5,4,26,4 
in a citation. 

"Especially Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 483 (enclosed in brackets). 
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pronoun is absent in cp46 KD LT 0289 pm, Clement of Alexandria, and the Latin tradition. 

Its function in the sentence is unclear. AÖT6 at 3: 13 is often understood as a personal 

intensive pronoun modifying TO Trüp; 62 however the only other example of this pronoun 

modifying an immediately preceding noun in Paul is 1 Cor. 11: 14 (tj 4üatq 6Th), where 

there is context makes clear the emphasis on the noun. Therefore, it would be best understood 

11 as a resumptive pronoun, referring back to EK6aTOU T6 Epyov. 63 Zuntz argues that the auTo 

was "easily dropped, " but parablepsis is not an issue here. M It is more likely that the addition 

was made to resolve a slight anacoluthon: "... and of what sort the work of each is, the fire 

will demonstrate. " The addition of acuio connects the final clause to the previous by 

providing the object of the verb Soxtµaact. 

3: 14.56 

The use of the temporal augment led to the alteration from Erroixo6opTlacv to 

EnwxoSo n acv (B2 C 049 0142 6 424 1739) Comparison to other examples involving this 

stem cannot be made, since this is the only Pauline instance where (¬n)otxo6oµtw could 

have been so altered, but this is likely a secondary adaptation. 65 

3: 17.61 

62So Conzelmann, p. 71 n. 19; Fee, p. 135 n. 6. 

63Zuntz, p. 132; hesistatingly Lindemann, p. 86. 

ýZuntz, p. 132. He also argues that the absence of aui o "renders the preceding 
c rrotov La-rty superfluous, " though, as discussed above, the sentence reads clearly without 
it. 

"Moulton and Howard, pp. 191-92, where examples of the exchange in gospels are 
listed. 
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An obvious case of attraction, by which ýOEpEt was altered to 49ctpct (D FGLP 

049' 0150 0151 6) under the influence of the immediately preceding word 66 

3: 17.62 

The desire for clarification seems to have led to the substitution of TOUTOV for auTOv 

(1p 46 KBCLP 1739 1834 pm67). In Paul the demonstrative is used to refer back to n; only 

in Rom. 8: 9; 1 Cor. 8: 2-3; 2 Cor. 10: 7; 2 Thes. 3: 14; and Eph. 6: 8. Yet in all but the last of 

these the demonstrative is used only because a form of a 6TÖS is used nearby. 68 On the other 

hand, Tiq with the personal pronoun aÖTÖS is quite common in Paul. 69 Resisting the 

clarification are ADFG 205 326 2138* Syp. g. 70 

3: 18.63 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

3: 19.70 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

3: 20.72 

Strong arguments can be made on either side: Qo4wv may be a harmonization to the 

preceding ao4ta and ao4ouq (3: 19) as well as Qoýo; (2x in 3: 18), but avOpwirwv (056 0142 

66Zuntz, p. 112; Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 484; Fee, p. 454 n. 1. 

67Note also the number of versions which, perhaps independantly, translate with the 
demonstrative: VL 75 77 78 Spe Vg syh; DFG depart from the their corresponding Latin text 
here. 

68Rom. 8: 9: oüTOS oüx EQTty a6TOÜ where a6TOO refers to, apparently OEoü; 1 
Cor. 8: 2-3: oüTOS 'EyvwQTat ütr' a6TOÜ, where a6TOÜ refers to Otov; At 1 Thes. 3: 14: 
TOOTOV arlµctoüa8c I11 auvavap yvuaOat aOT4 and 2 Cor. 10: 7: ToOTO AoytýEQOW 
ttdAty E4' i: auTOÜ, öTL xaOc S aöTÖS XptQTOÜ 

... the pronouns refer to the same 
individual, most likely the shift from the demonstrative to the personal to avoid repetition. 

69E. g. Rom. 3: 3; 1 Cor. 3: 15; 8: 7,10; 2 Cor. 10: 12, all without variation. 

70Zuntz, p. 112, does not explain either reading, but rejects c üTÖV. 
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33 McionE pc) is the reading of LXX Ps 93: 11. We have already seen Paul, on several 

occasions, differ slightly from the LXX text, which then was adapted by scribes toward the 

LXX" 

3: 21.73 

Zuntz does not cite this on his list of Marcion's readings (pp. 236-9), which he then 

compares to the "Western" text. The singular Ev avOpwnw (F G McionT Aug Ambr) is 

intriguing because a list of people follows; Ev avOpwnotq appears to be harmonization to 

what follows or, in the case of those manuscripts that read Twv av-rOpwTrwv at 3: 20, what 

precedes. 72 

3: 22.75 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

3: 22.76; 3: 23.77 

In two consecutive places B writes the first person (rlµwv, npEtq) for the second. This 

is likely a simple sound confusion. 

71E. g., 1 Cor. 1: 19 where äOrrTlaw stands, without variation, in place of the Kpütw of 
Is. 29: 14; 3: 20, where vo4wv is used in place of Ps. 93: 11's txvOpiTrwv; and 15: 55, where iro 
viKo; replaces the h Sixtl found in Hos. 13: 14. 

72H. J. Vogels, "Der Codex Claromontanus der Paulinischen Briefe, " in H. G. Wood, 
ed. Amicitiae Corolla (London, 1933), pp. 274-99. On p. 278 he notes that VL 75 reads 
homines as the result of conflation. It may, however, have been influenced by D's 
avOpwTrotc. 
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Notes on Chapter 4 

4: 3.8 

Etc cAaXiQrrov EaTty is difficult. The exact phrase occurs elsewhere only in citations 

of this text. Two explanations for the creation of the construction are commonly repeated. 

The first, originating apparently with Lietzmann, is that it "konfundiert aus VaäXtCTTOV kQTty 

und ddc UaXtaiov yiyvE ray. "' He cites Schmid as providing examples of the latter phase in 

the Atticizing authors, such as Lucian, Aristides, Aelian, and Philostratus. 2 These are all 

examples, however, of Eic + adj. used adverbially, which is found occasionally in Paula but is 

not the use at 1 Cor. 4: 3. A more likely explanation is that it is an "amalgamation" between 

EAaXtcnov caity and the LXX's AoyI aOat EiS, 4 Numerous examples of adj. +'EQTty are 

found in Paul (1 Cor. 3: 17; 7: 14,19,38; 10: 28; etc. ). However, his examples of Eig + 

predicate accusative are found primarily in citations from the LXX. S While this phrase is 

present in literary texts, particularly in writers acquainted with the LXX and NT, this 

remained, according to Jannaris, "alien to popular speech" and is never found in the Neo- 

Hellenic period. 6 This helps clarify the omission of el; (sp46 177): it was dropped due to its 

non-literary nature. 

'Lietzmann, p. 18. 

2W. Schmid, DerAtticismus in seinen Hauptvertretern (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1887- 
96), I, p. 398; II, p. 237; III, p. 281; IV, p. 455. 

3Gal. 2: 2; Phil. 2: 16 (2x); 1 Thes. 3: 5. 

4BDR § 145(2). This is followed by BDAG, s. v., Elpt 2ß. 

5In an example similar to 1 Cor, 4: 3, dic + predicate accusative is used with Eivif in 
the adaptation of 2 Sam. 7: 14 in Rom. 6: 18. See also Rom. 5: 18 EiS xaTaKptpa with an 
assumed EycvETo and Eph. 5: 31 (LXX Gen. 2: 24). See Moulton and Howard, Accidence, pp. 
462-63; Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 71. 

6Jannaris, §1552. 
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4: 5.17 

The presence of a relative pronoun immediately following its referent is quite 

unexeptional in Paul. ' The lack of öS may be due to several factors, including accidental 

omission due to the preceding xüptog or an attempt at syntactical improvement. ' However, 

the fact that the reading is found only in DFG with their Latin counterparts VL 75 77 78 

suggests a source for the omission in their unique transmission history. The predecessor 

manuscript to DFG was written in sense lines, as is D. 9 The predecessor ms. may have been 

a single column, Greek only manuscript written in sense lines (as is, e. g., also H). More 

likely, however, given the interaction between the Greek and Latin in evidence in this 

tradition, it was written with Greek and Latin on facing pages, each in a single column, as is 

found, for example, in Codex Bezae. When the format was altered slightly to that found in 

Claromontanus, where two columns, one each of Greek and Latin, are written on the same 

page, the lines had to be shortened with the result that some single lines spilled over onto a 

new line. F and G do not retain the sense line format, though it is able to be discerned by the 

'Examples followed immediately by Kai include Rom. 8: 34; 16: 7; 1 Cor. 1: 7-8; 2 
Cor. 1: 6; 3: 5-6; 1 Th 2: 13. 

8Both noted by Lietzmann, 19. The latter is also at work in the omission, in 489 927 
1518 and some Latin fathers, of the immediately following xai. P. Corssen (Epistularum 
Paulinarum codices graece et latine scriptos Augiensem Boernerianum Claromontanum 
examinavit inter se comparavit ad communem originem revocavit (S. 1.: H. Fiencke Kiliensis, 
1887-89), II, 7) also believes the omission to have taken place in the Greek, then followed by 
the Latin translator of the bilingual edition. However he also notes that this may not be 
decisive; in Col 1: 23 DFG alone among Greek witnesses reads the relative pronoun öS 
which immediately follows Stdxovog; qui is read by VL 75 77 VG. 

9Corssen, I, 17. 
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occasional use1° of slightly larger letters at the beginning of what had been, in a predecessor, 

the sense-lines. In D. 1 Cor. 4: 5 is laid out in this way: 

WCTEMI-IPOKEPOYT I KP I NETEE(DMC>, 6HO KC 
KäI CWT I CE I ThKFYIIT. TOYCKOTOYC 
KäI ýäNEPWCE IT XCBOY> NC 
TWNK&PA I (DN 
KäI TOTEOEIIä1 NOCFCNHCETJ 
CKACTWM1OTOY6 ' 

It is apparent that in this format that the two clauses modifying xuptog are parallel to each 

other. This also obviates the need for the og, since the subject is now clear from the parallel 

verbs. Rather than grammatical interest alone leading to the omission, the visual format on 

the page contributed to the loss of the os. It is significant that the Speculum, which is an 

excellent witness to the Latin tradition behind DFG, 12 is not written in sense lines, and so 

does read the qui. 

4: 6.27; 4: 6.28; 4: 6.29 

Prior to the recent debate over 14: 34-35, this was widely considered the most likely 

example of interpolation in 1 Corinthians. Recent literature has summarized and repeated the 

positions so often that a full review is not necessary here. 13 The most influential recent 

version of the interpolation theory is that of J. Strugnell, who argues that the original wording 

was: tva Ev hov V60TIT£, iva £l; 617£P TOO EVÖS $uatoOQO£ KaT' TOO £TEPOU. 

"This is not consistent, though is clearer in G than in F; it is clear, for example, at 
Cor. 4: 10-11 with its unusually short lines. See Corssen I, p. 20. 

"Throughout this study, when the lineation of manuscript is provided, its text is 
faithfully reproduced, including spelling and the use of nomina sacra. 

`Frede, Neuer Paulustext, pp. 80-82. 

130f particular value are James C. Hanges, "1 Corinthians 4: 6 and the Possibility of 
Written Bylaws in the Corinthian Church, " Journal of Biblical Literature 117 (1998), pp. 
275-98, esp. pp. 275-81, and Thiselton, pp. 351-56. 
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According to this argument, an early scribe was uncomfortable with the possibility of reading 

the second tva clause as positive statement, and so added pil following tva. 14 The scribe, 

however, scrupulously noted his addition in the margin: -ro pry uncp o ycypalrTat. '5 The µrß 

then stands for the scribal correction and o ycyparrTat for the text of the exemplar. A 

subsequent copyist then incorporated mistakenly incorporated the note into the text itself. 

However, no recent commentator sees the command to "not go beyond what is written" as so 

difficult as to require the acceptance of this conjecture, 16 even if there is debate about 

precisely what writing it is that Paul here invokes. 

On this passage Kilpatrick remarks, "We do not seem to have any variants which 

indicate that the scribes found the text difficult. "" Indeed, the variations can be explained as 

arising within the normal course of transmission. The initial To gave rise to two readings: it 

may have been dropped (F G2 330 823) due to not recognizing that it introduces a quotation, 

or, in the case of FG because of the influence of the Latin, which reads ne supra quarr 

scriptum (VL 75 77 78 Spe). In G, ne is written above prß so that the article becomes 

superfluous. The variation between uttcp o and uTrEp a most likely reflects the difficulty 

14D, apparently following the Vulgate, is the only witness to the omission of this µrß, 
but these also read -ro µrl urrEp o ycypairrat without any indication of textual difficulty. 

"John Strugnell, "A Plea for Conjectural Emendation in the New Testament, with a 
Coda on 1 Cor. 4: 6, " Catholic Biblical Quarterly 36 (1974), pp. 543-48. This is followed by 
Jerome Murphy-O'Connor, "Interpolations in 1 Corinthians, " Catholic Biblical Quarterly 48 
(1986), pp. 81-94 (p. 85). Strugnell's argument receives specific response in G. D. Kilpatrick, 
"Conjectural Emendation in the New Testament, " in New Testament Textual Criticism. Its 
Significance for Exegesis, ed. E. J. Epp and G. D. Fee (Oxford: Claredon Press, 1981), pp. 
349-60. 

16 Zuntz, who suspects many small interpolations (see pp. 16-17 and 162-71) and 
resorts to the conjecture of a misreading of marginal notations to explain some corruptions 
(e. g. 229-30), takes no notice of this passage. 

"Kilpatrick, "Conjectural Emendation, " p. 352. 
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which modem commentators still have in determining whether the reference is to something 

stated earlier in the same letter (uncp o/supra quod: DFGL 048 049 056 0142 0150 pm VL 

61 75 77 78 syl)18 or something outside the letter, such as an OT citation or set of church 

rules (urrcp a: 9346 KABCP `P 0289 33 81 104 234 365 630 1175 1739 1881 syh). It may 

have also been influenced by the parallel in Rom. 12: 3: Atyw yap Sta TI-IS XaPIToc -ri1S 

SoOtiaTlg pot 1%vT1 Tw vii Ev üµiv µrß Oi p4povciv 'crap' ö 8E1 ýpovEiv. The 

addition of 4povEty (R2 C"d D2 LP 048 049 056 0142 0150 01510285 id 33 104 326 pm sy) 

or uTTEp4povety (1834) was suggested by the To and likewise imported from Romans 12. 

Kilpatrick's observation is thus confirmed. 

4: 8.36 

o#A v has become a particle in Hellenistic Greek. 19 It has been misunderstood, 

however, as an augmented form of the verb 6#1Aw at 1 Cor. 4: 8 (D2 L 0151 5 181 203 226 

319 506 623 665 915 1912 2004) and 2 Cor. 11: 1 (D2 FG H° KL `P 075 0150 0151 etc. ). 

This is not to be dismissed as merely an orthographic variation since no similar interchange 

of o to w takes place in any other occurrence of the verb in the Pauline epistles. " This is so 

because all other forms are either augmented already in the aorist or have primary endings; 

the particle o4cAov, however, would have appeared to be an improperly written form of the 

"See W. F. Howard, "1 Cor. iv. 6 (Exegesis or Emendation? )" Expository Times 33 
(1922), pp. 479-80. 

19BDR §359(1). cp46 shows that it recognizes its function by substituting it with 
another particle, dpa, in Gal. 5: 12. 

20Rom. 13: 8; 15: 1,27; 1 Cor. 5: 10; 7: 36; 9: 10; 11: 7,10; 2 Cor. 12: 14; Eph. 5: 28; 2 
Thes. 1: 3; 2: 13; Phlm. 18. 
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imperfect. Therefore the shift to 4 Aov shows interest in morphological correctness, but a 

misunderstanding of the form. 

4: 13.51 

While ßAaa4rjµtw is used in the NT and the LXX far more frequently than 

Suaýggw, we have already seen that the "rarity" of a word is not the sole, if indeed any, 

factor in textual variation. " Claims regarding the "rarity" of Sua4rItEw should be tempered 

by reference to the citations provided in both LSJ and Lampe. Similarly, the even less 

common Aot6optw is used in the first clause of this unit (4: 12), yet no manuscript alters this 

word. A more likely explanation is that the use of these words in the context of describing 

persecution has given rise to the alteration. Paul, as BDAG notes, uses ßAaa4ijpiw both in 

relation to humans (Rom. 3: 8; 1 Cor. 10: 30) and in relation to transcendant beings (Rom. 

2: 24), apparently with little semantic distinction. 22 However, by the end of the second century 

there appears to have been a distinction drawn between 3Aaa4 ptw and 8ua4rjgw, so that 

the former becomes used only of transcendant beings, 23 the latter used occasionally in these 

contexts but more often, probably influenced by the noun Sua$rjµia, of slanderous 

statements. 

An example of this careful use of ßAaa4rjgw is found in Origen's Contra Celsum. 

Origen uses Sua4ruµiw to refer to "slanders" made by Celsus against Jesus, such as that he 

"Fee (p. 165 n. 1), for example, claims the opposite, that many manuscripts "read the 
more common PAaa ftio6pEvot for the much rarer 6ua$r poü jEvot" and that the latter, as 
the "more difficult reading is to be preferred. " Presumably this reasoning, combined with the 
"external evidence, " led the editors of the standard text to print 8ua4rjpo6pEvot. 

22E. g., Schrage I, p. 348. 

23Cf. G. W. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1961) 
[hereafter Lampe], where no entry is given for the verb used with respect to people. 
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was born in a non-Greek village, the son of a poor servant girl (1,29) or treating him as if he 

were a sorcerer (1,7 1). ßAaa$rj. 1 w however, is used with reference to humans only in the 

direct citations from Celsus. When Origen moves from the citation of Celsus to his response, 

his use of ßAaa4tjptw is different: he uses it only to refer to "blaspheming" transcendent 

beings. This is most striking in Contra Celsum 8,41-44, where Celsus is cited twice in section 

41 and twice again in 43 using IAaa4 iptw in reference to people. At the end of 8,43, 

however, Origen uses the verb in reference to the "blaspheming" of demons by Christians. 

Then in 8,44 Celsus is again cited using ßacaaýriµtw with respect to people. Another example 

is 5,63, where Celsus uses ßAaa$qµ¬w to describe what Christians do to each other: 

"Moreover, " he continues, "these persons speak blasphemies against one another, 
saying all manner of things shameful to be spoken; nor will they yield in the slightest 
point for the sake of harmony, hating each other with a perfect hatred. " (5.63) 

In his response, however, Origen gives a verbatim citation of 1 Cor. 4: 12b-13a, using 

Sua4TIVO iEvot 24 

Similar examples of this careful use of ßAaa4rjp w can be found in already in the 

Shepherd of Hermas, where the verb PAaa4gpm is used to describe blaspheming against 

God (62.4; 72.4; 74.2; 96.3). However, when decribing humans being defamed the verb 

xaiaAaatw (100.2) or the noun Kcrr cAaAoq (73,2) are used, both within close proximity to 

the use of 1Aac4rjiEw. Justin Martyr also evidences this careful distinction, using the noun 

forms. In Apologia 26.6 ßaaa4Apta; describes what the nations do against God because of 

Marcion, but &3U4rjµac is used immediately following in 26.7 to describe the slanderous 

accusations made against Christians. 

24In two places Origen cites 1 Cor. 4: 13 using ßAa4rlµouµtµot: De oratione 29.4; 
Homiliae in lob, MPG 12, p. 1032. Here and in Homiliae in lob, MPG 17, p. 69 
8u$rjpouggpot is used. 
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This emerging narrower use of ßAaa4rjpEw was not yet present in Paul. However, as 

very early ßA=F4 i. thw became used almost exclusively of God, the text was altered to 

Sua4titEw25 (ßa6 k* ACP 0150 33 181 917 1175 1506 1834 1836 1875 1249 1846 26) 
. This 

alteration having taken place in a passage about how one should respond to persecution is 

also noteworthy. Many of the manuscripts that have the more developed terminology at 1 

Cor. 4: 13 also show interest in retaining a high view of martyrdom at 13: 3, among them q 46 

K'A015033. 

4: 14.55 

Both vouOETW ( 4' BDFG L'1' 049 056 0142 0150 0151 6 81 326 1881 it vg) and 

vouOETwv ( ""º' KACP36 33 88 104 256 263 322 337 365 467 630 919 945 1175 1245 

1319 1739 2127 2004 152 1249) could have been influenced by the preceding context. 27 Fee's 

argument, based on Pauline style, is no doubt correct, that "the oü/&aaä formula ordinarily 

contrasts coordinates in Paul, "28 here a pair of participial phrases with causative force. The 

25A similar alteration did not take place in Rom. 3: 8 or 1 Cor. 10: 30. In both of these 
passages, however, in contrast the 1 Cor. 4: 13, Paul is the one being "blasphemed. " Though 
later (4`h cen. ), Acta Xanthippae et Polyxena 40 also uses ßAaa4rlµtw of Paul, who has by 
now become somewhat of a transcendent figure himself: he is 6 ptycac IIaGXoq (9) and is 
described as having Christ-like abilities, as people seek "to touch the, hem of his garments" 
for healing (7). 

26The Latin tradition is unanimous is supporting ßAac4rItoupcvot, using a form of 
the adopted verb blasfemo. In 2 Cor. 6: 8 where the noun 6uc 4Tjpta is used, the Latin 
uniformly translates with infamia. 

"In DFG this is even more probable due to the position of ypa4w at the end of the 
previous clause. 

28Fee, p. 182 n. 81. 
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reading of X46' (vouO rg29) is nonsense in context, though a possible form (pres act subj 3S). 

The correction was apparently influenced by the ypä4 w. 

4: 15.58 

B 1506 omit the Irlaou from Ev yap Xptcnw trlvou under the influence of the 

immediately preceding E v yap Xptalw. 

4: 16.61 

KaOwg xayw Xptaiou (104 441 463 367 614 VG"`SS) is added from 1 Cor. 11: 1. 

4: 17.62 

At least twenty other occurrences of Stec ToOTO occur in the Pauline epistles. 3° In 

fact, the phrase is so stereotypical that postpositive conjunctions are placed after the TOGTO 

rather than the Stä (Rom. 5: 12; 13: 6). Zuntz conjectures that the acu-ro arose from an early 

accidental omission of the ro in TOUTO, resulting in StauTo. This was then conflated with 8ta 

TouTO to create Sta -rou'ro aOTo. 31 There is, however, no attestation for this inital 

corruption. A less complex explanation is that the auto was modeled on the common 

(seventeen occurences) To' a6T032, even though Sta Tö a6To never occurs in Paul. The au-ro 

29q 46 does not write in the iota subscripts; 'EX011 and Exäcrrw at 4: 5. 

30Also in one citation from the LXX (Rom. 15: 9) and one plural, 6tä TaüTa, in Eph. 
5: 6. 

31Zuntz, p. 63. 

32This range of variation is found paralled in in 2 Cor. 2: 3 (without a preposition): 
TOUTO auTO )3 KBDFGPKL `P 049 056 0755 etc; auTO TOUTO C 0285 33 1175; 
TOUTO A 81; To alTo 38. 
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is present in 3""'a k' AP 33 81 181 326 330 436 462 917 919 1108 1175 1505 1610 1611 * 

1739 1834 1852 syh. 

4: 17.63 

In the Pauline epistles, a noun followed by an adjective modified by a genitive 

pronoun always has the word order: NPA33, here TEKvov µou ayarnyroV (346 DFGL pm). 

In spite of this Zuntz calls this word order at 1 Cor. 4: 17 "hackneyed, " and dismisses it as 

secondary34 However, the inversion of the noun and pronoun (c ""'a cp68 kABCP `P 0150 6 

33 69 81 104 181 256 263 462 467 917 1108 1175 1319 1611 1739 1834 1836 1875 2127) 

may be due to the influence of the following Kali ntGTO"V, so the that noun stands 

immediately before the coordinated adjectives. There is an exact parallel to TExvov . Lou 

äyatrrrrrov xal trtcTÖv, however, in Phil. 4: 1 (&ScA4oi µou &yarrtyroi xai brtnöOflTot). 3S 

4: 19.74 

D* VL 75* omit the negative particle; see also 4: 6.29, though there with more Latin 

support. 

4: 20.78 

)3" 177 are influenced by the thirty-two examples of this phrase in Matthew, the only 

NT writing to use paathia Twv oupavwv. 

4: 21.70 [discussed at 2: 14.6 1; the reading of D` is also discussed in the chapter on DF G] 

33Rom. 6: 19; 1 Cor. 4: 14; 7: 14; 8: 7; 10: 1; 14: 14; 15: 58; 2 Cor. 1: 7; Phil. 1: 13; 4: 1; 1 
Thes. 3: 6. 

34Zuntz, p. 161. 

351nstead of seeing this a support for -rExvov you ayaTrrlTov at 1 Cor. 4: 17, Zuntz (p. 
181) argues that it caused the corruption. This possibility seems remote. 
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Notes on Chapter 5 

5: 1.1 

Elsewhere Paul uses the first person of axouw to report a known problem (1 Cor. 

11: 18), while 1 Cor. 5: 1 is the only place that Paul uses the passive voice (axoücTat) of this 

verb. However, the reading axouw (9346) appears to be assimilated to EAOw in 4: 21. Similar 

examples of a shift in the person of a verb caused by attraction to near context in this 

manuscript are found in 2 Cor. 8: 5 (E8wxaµcv) and 13: 4 (ýwgv). ' The "report" referenced at 

5: 1 is first mentioned at 1: 11, also with a passive verb (L8fA(S0rl). 2 The remoteness of this 

last previous reference may have contributed to this assimilation to near context. 

5: 1.2 

The selection of övop w to supply the implied verb at 5: 1 (J68 k2 L PT pm) is not 

appropriate to the context. The catena attributed to Origen fills in the blank properly, using 

the verb supplied at the beginning of v. 1: "This sort of marriage the Apostle calls porneia, 

and this of such a sort as is not even possible to hear (äxouciv) among the Gentiles. "3 The 

addition of övoµdýw in the manuscript tradition is not, however, a random choice but 

adopted from another passage in the Corpus Paulinum which discusses tropvcia, Eph. 5: 3: 

IlopvEia 8 xai äxaOapQia Träaa rj iiA ovc a prl6 6voµ4EQ0w Ev üµiv, xaOwq 

- 10 npimt äytotc. This is the only other passage in the epistles where övoith w refers a 

mentioning of vices rather as opposed to the naming (praising, preaching) of God or to those 

'Royse, p. 267. 

2Thiselton, p. 385. 

3Origen, Fragmenta ad 4: 21-5: 2. The lemma, based on the a text similar to the 
"Byzantine" reading, adds övoµdi Trat, but the commentary supplies a different, more 
appropriate verb. 
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who have received God's name. Harmonization, prompted by the lack of a verb in 5: 1, gave 

rise to this assimilation to Eph. 5: 3. 

5: 2.4 

The prefix on the verb iý- was attached to apOfi (L `N 049 056 0142 0151) under the 

influence of the same verb stem at 5: 13, which is based on similar passages in Deuteronomy. 

This may be due to the familiarity of this passage in ecclesiastical usage4 rather than added 

directly from 5: 13. 

5: 2.5 

There is little to distinguish 1rpäaaw and 1rottw semantically. Zuntz see the former 

as slightly "more forceful, " which led to its introduction here (h' "'d KAC6 33) in the 

context of an injunction to remove an individual from the community. ' 

5: 3.7 

The loss of particles is common in the manuscripts of 1 Corinthians. However, in 

some cases there may have been specific motivations for their omission. pv yap 

potentially occurs at 1 Cor. 5: 3; 11: 7 (ptv 489); 11: 18 (VEv 2815); 12: 8; and 14: 17.6 These 

omissions of yap may have been occasioned by Paul's non-classical use of this combination. 

4E. g., Gregory of Nyssa, In Ecclesiasticen 5,408; Athanasius, Apologia contra 
Arianos (19,4), which is citing a letter sent by a Synod gathered in Alexandria; Basil, 
Regulae brevis tractatae (MPG 31, pp. 1037,1144,1184); etc. All of these examples cite 
"the Apostle" or "Paul"as the source, not Deuteronomy. 

SZuntz, p. 131. 

'Outside 1 Corinthians in the Pauline epistles at Rom. 2: 25 (i v 69 642 1319); Rom. 
5: 16 (µ£v FG 1610); 2 Cor. 9: 1 (pEv C2 383 491 1099 1836 1874); 2 Cor. 11: 4 (no v. l. ). 
Notice in this list the presence of G 2, which omit yap in similar examples in 1 Corinthians 
as well. 
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The only example without variation is 12: 8, which is the only one of these that conforms to 

an uncommon combination found in classical Greek, where yap (following ptv or fj) is used 

appositionally, and "ceases to be used as a conjunction, though the meaning is still 

explanatory, ̀that is to say', `to wit. " 

Two passages in 1 Corinthians may show an attempt to use the µEv in another 

classical usage not otherwise found in Paul. Miv, when used in non-contrastive situations, 

may be placed into a position that "follows a pronoun at the beginning of a sentence which is 

not introduced by a connecting particle proper, " in which it "seems to acquire a quasi- 

connective, progressive force. "8 Paul's usage always places a conjunction after VEv in these 

situations, 9 e. g. Rom. 11: 13: 44' &ov pv oüv1°; Phil 2: 23: -roOTov µ? v oüv". A similar 

pattern is found also in Epictetus. 12 At 1 Cor. 5: 3, however, Lyw µtv without yap is found in 

241 263 440 927 1311 2004; 440 again, this time joined by 1610, does the same at 14: 17 (Qü 

VEv yäp). To a style-conscious scribe confronted with VEv yap in these passages, yap 

would have been viewed with suspicion. 

'J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles, 2nd edition (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1934), p. 
67. Schrage II, p. 135 reflects this by translating with nämlich, though without discussion. 

8Denniston, p. 360. 

'The most likely candidate for this classical usage in Paul is 1 Thes. 2: 18 (Lyw V iv 
flaöAoq); however the introduction of Paul as subject (using µEv) contrasts with the plural 
subject of ý0EATjaaµEv earlier in the verse and 6p is in v. 17. 

1°The diversity of the readings here evidence the difficulty with this construction: µßv 
oüv is the reading of only X46 KABCP 81 104 1506; µi: v is found in L `F 049 0156 0142 
0151 33 1739 1881 pm; µF-v oüv is not read in DFG 69 206v 256 326 337 365 436 547 623 
1319 1738 1837 1875 2127 2298. 

"pEv without oüv in 206 1758. 

'ZDissertationes 1,27,15 (Lyw pv yap); 3,5,7 (' Eµoi µßv yap). 
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The loss of yap at 1 Cor. 11: 7 (489) and 11: 18 (2815)13 appears to reflect a tendency 

to lose particles rather than any grammatical difficulty. 

5: 3.8 

Should the participle nTrwv should be taken as concessive, "although absent, "14 m I1 vid 

ßa6 cp68 KABC D' P 0151 6 33 69 81 326 424 630 1175 1739) or, reading 6g before arrwv 

(D' FG LT 88 1875 VL 75 77 78), making a comparison to the actual situation ("as if I 

were absent")? " The longer text fits awkwardly into the context, either forcing the predicate 

napwv to be read as a substantive or understanding ws as the equivalent of waci or Ei xai 

(compare the KJV's "For I verily, as absent in body, but present in spirit, have judged 

already, as though I were present"). While consideration must be given to the possibility that 

the wS was omitted in order to remove this difficulty, a more likely explanation is that it has 

been added under the influence of the wS Trapmv in 5: 3b as well as the wS fpXoµhvou a few 

verses earlier in 4: 18.16 

5: 3.9 

13Rom. 3: 2 is very similar: Trpw rov VEv with yap present in most witnesses (not B D* 
G'Y). 

14A semantically similar construction, likewise common in Paul, is ¬i xa( + 
indicative verb; an example remarkably similar in meaning (but not form) to 1 Cor. 5: 3a is 
Col. 2: 5: El y&p xai -rfi aapxi aimtµt, Wa' -rw trvcüµait aOv Opiv Eipt. 

"Similar examples of wS + participle used in this way are Rom. 15: 15; 1 Cor. 5: 3b; 1 
Cor. 7: 30-31. The concessive participle also is found at e. g., Rom. 1: 21; 2 Cor. 10: 3; 12: 1. 

16Though this is a different use of ws + participle: focus on an imagined conclusion; 
see BDAG, s. v. wS (3b); N. Turner, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, vol. 4: Style 
(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1976), p. 158. Other examples are found at Rom. 4: 17 (ddc for wS 
in 256); 1 Cor. 4: 7,18; 2 Cor. 6: 9,10; 10: 14; Col. 2: 20. 
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xaTEpyd opat is used 20 times in the epistles (eighteen times in Romans, 12 

Corinthians) but never intransitively, even as a participle (Rom. 1: 27; 2: 9; 7: 13; 2 Cor. 5: 5; 

Eph. 6: 13). In addition, in two other passages the verb is modified by an adverb yet still takes 

an object: Rom. 7: 17 (vuvi SE oüx&rt Lyw xaTcpyd oµat aÖTÖ) and 7: 20 (oOKETt Lyw 

xaTEpyd opat aü-rö). The omission the object TOOTO at 5: 3 in virtually the entire Latin 

tradition and FG is likely the result of parablepsis: TONOYTOTOYTO. '7 

5: 6.15 

NA27 cites as a variant reading the omission of oü before xaadv TO xaiS rlµa üµwv. 

This occurs only in two Latin fathers, Ambrosiaster18 and Lucifer, though Augustine refers to 

the variant as well. As the text is presented in our modem printed edition it appears that 

parablepsis may have prompted the omission (due to the preceding Kupiou, ' Ir)Qoü, or 

XptaTOO, 19 depending on which reading was present in the manuscript), though as this would 

have had to have taken place before the use of nomina sacra it is an unlikely explanation. 

Neither could it have occured in Latin (domini, iesu, or christi ... non). Augustine attempts 

to explain both readings without deciding which is "original": 

The apostle says ... non bona gloriatio vestra, or, in a reproaching manner, bona 
gloriatio vestra. For thus several and important Latin manuscripts read, although the 
same thing may be understood in both sentences. No one should fear nor take it has 
his meaning that it was to praise him that he said: bona gloriatio vestra, when also 
earlier he said: "You are puffed up and did not instead mourn, " (1 Cor. 5: 2) and 

17 F reads ouTo, G ouTw. 

18A handful of manuscripts of Ambrosiaster resolve the difficulty by adding non; for 
bona one early printed edition of his commentary added non bona est, another bona est, both 
of which make this into a question, for which then a negative answer could be expected. See 
Vogels, Ambrosiaster, ad loc. 

19Wolff, p. 105 n. 52; A. Robertson and A. Plummer, A Critical and Exegetical 
Commentary on the First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians, ICC (New York: Scribner, 
1911), p. 101. 
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continuing he adds this: "do you not know that a little leaven corrupts the whole 
dough? " (5: 6)20 

The two commentators see little difficulty here as well. Lucifer passes over this individual 

sentence, discussing 5: 3-7 as a unit. Ambrosiaster simply assumes irony: "Bona gloriatio 

vestra. This is evil. For they were joyful when instead they ought to have been saddened in 

the case of the brother sinning so severely, just as Samuel was saddened in the case of Saul 

sinning. s2' 

However, could this extremely harsh irony have been written by Paul? Lietzmann 

believes so. 22 Other examples of irony can be found in 4: 8: "You already have enough, you 

are already wealthy, you reign without us. Indeed, I would that you did reign ... " and 2 Cor. 

11: 19: "Gladly you endure the foolish, being wise. "23 though admittedly not in the abrupt 

fashion that it is here. 

If only xaaöv T6 xauXTjpa üµwv were before a scribe, are there any other examples 

of this kind of variation in 1 Corinthians? Editing a series of questions by the addition or 

omission of a negative particle can be seen at 1: 13 and 5: 12-13 evidenced in X46 (see below). 

Elsewhere, the Latin tradition edits questions in order to remove uncertainty as the implied 

answer. At 1 Cor. 6: 3, VATI *YE ßtWT1Kä anticipates a negative answer to the question "do 

"Contra epistulam Parmeniani 3,5. 

21Commentarius in Epistulas Paulinas, ad 5: 6; the reference to Saul's sin comes from 
1 Sam 15, specifically Samuel's grief in 15: 35. There is variation in the manuscripts of this 
commentary. The later recension identifed by Vogels (his y) replaces the lemma reading 
bona with non bona, and in the commentary itself replaces mala ("evil") with non bona. The 
comments themselves indicate, however, that the original recension had bona in the lemma. 
A discussion of the recensions and relative value of the witnesses to Ambrosiaster is given in 
CSEL 81.1, Prolegomena III. B. 

22p. 24: "Sowohl das Fehlen von oü wie SoAoi könnte Urtext sein und die Lesart des 
ägypt. Textes Eintragung des Normalen. " 

23Both examples cited from Turner, Style, p. 83. 
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you not know that you will judge angels, let alone everyday things? " Virtually the entire 

Latin tradition, however, translates with magis saecularia24, which also assumes a negative 

answer but does not use the negative particle. It seems likely that the reading of Ambrosiaster 

and Lucifer are the result of an interest in clarity, and not an archetypical reading which has 

been lost to the rest of the tradition. 

5: 6.16 

Using the standard "rules" there appears to be little difficulty in deciding the direction 

in which corruption would have taken place. In the sentence, plKpä ýüµrl OAov Tö 46papa 

SoAoi, the last word, given its proximity to ýupq can quite easily have been corrupted into 

Copoi. This would have been given additional impetus from the parallels in Matt 13: 33 and 

Luke 13: 21, which both use forms of ýupow with 5Aov in the immediate context, just as at 1 

Cor. 5: 6. Additionally, whereas apart from a variant reading at Gal. 5: 9 (discussed below) no 

other example of this verb is found in Paul, Paul uses SoXow with the same meaning and in a 

similar context of whether or not a community is being corrupted in 2 Cor. 4: 2. It is not 

surprising, therefore, that even Lietzmann, who regularly finds textual issues settled by the 

authority of the "Egyptians, " here notes that SoAot "may be original. " It matches the context 

better, particularly when viewed against the use of the image of leaven as a corrupting 

influence both in Greek and Jewish sources. 25 Zuntz's argumentation is quite similar, noting 

also that ýuµöw fits well in the parallels in Matt and Luke, but not 1 Cor. 526 

24VL 75 reads neque saecularia; 64 Aug nedum saecularia. 

25Lietzmann, pp. 23-4,174. 

26Zuntz, pp. 114-5. 
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Aoaot has been otherwise universally rejected, however, because of its "weak" 

attestation: Aside from D', Basil, and the Apostolic Constitutions27 (both of which may be 

citations of either 1 Cor. 5: 6 or Gal. 5: 9), the only support comes from the Vulgate, a few old 

Latin witnesses (c df), and the near-unanimous support of the Latin fathers. 28 Many 

commentators therefore dismiss SoAoi, assuming that the reading "arises through the 

Latin. "29 However, the range of variation demonstrates that in fact the Latin is translating a 

different Greek text. Tertullian (De pudicitia 13,18) uses desipiat here, "renders insipid, "" 

while the bulk of the Latin tradition uses a form of conrumpere, "to destroy, waste, ruin, 

despoil. " While both of these might be dismissed as "improvements" in translation, it is 

significant that it this requires that the improvement took place in at least two separate 

translations. Furthermore, when translating the verb ýuµöw in both Matt 13: 33 and Luke 

13: 21 the entire Latin tradition uses a form of fermentare (cf. also the unanimous use of 

fermentum to translate ýüµrI at Matt 16: 6). On the other hand, in 2 Cor. 4: 2 adulterantes is 

used, without variation, to translate the participle SOAoüvTES. Finally, the assumption of 

Latin influence on the Greek fails to take into account the Greek patristic evidence. Basil 

cites this passage on four occasions, each time using 8oAoi, 31 as does Apostolic Constitutions 

"Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 485 also cites Marcion for this reading, but it is 
clear from location the citations in Epiphanius, Panarion 42,11,3 and 42,12,3 that the 
passage in Galatians is under discussion. Epiphanius discusses Marcion's text of 1 Cor. 5: 5 
and 5: 7, but not 5: 6. 

280nly Pacianus (Paraenesis ad paenitentium 8,1) reads fermentat. 

29Thiselton, p. 400; cf. Fee, p. 214 n. 1. 

30Lewis and Short cites this occurrence in Tertullian as the only example the verb 
used with this meaning. 

31Basil, Regulae brevius tractatae, MPG 31, p. 1141 and 1144; De Baptismo, MPG 
31, p. 1617. 
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2,17.32 Unless these can be shown to have been influenced by the Latin as well, Soaoi must 

be a genuine Greek variant. The parallel at Gal. 5: 9 gives additional support to the Greek 

basis for this reading. There the support is similar: D*, Latin manuscripts (though here the 

Old Latin unanimously reads corrumpit) and fathers, but the crucial additional witness of 

Marcion, as cited in Epiphanius Panarion 42,11,3 and 42,12,3. Therefore SoAot is the earliest 

verifiable reading here 33 Jerome's comments on Gal. 5: 9 also indicate further Greek 

manuscript support than is now extant: 

Incorrectly in our manuscripts is found: modicum fermentum totam massam 
corrumpit. A translator himself conveyed a better meaning than the words of the 
apostle. However Paul uses this exact sentence [that is, with corrumpit] also to the 
Corinthians ... he says: nescitis quia modicum fermentum totam massam corrumpit? 
or, as we now emend (emendavimus), totam conspersionemfermentat. 34 

Jerome's complaint is that the Latin manuscripts before him have improved the Greek ýuµoi 

by using corrumpit, but that in 1 Corinthians there was not a similar corruption. This implies 

that Jerome knew of manuscripts that read 6oAot at 1 Cor. 5: 6, although today none of our 

witnesses have a different reading in the two passages. In any case, the argument that SoAoi 

is simply a Latin corruption or improvement cannot be sustained; it must be assessed as a 

genuine Greek variant, and on that basis it stands as the only not to have undergone 

corruption. The disagreement between D and FG is due to the habitual influence of the near 

"There does appear to be a unique connection between D and the Apostolic 
Constitutions. In addition to this reading, at 1 Cor. 11: 24 D' alone reads OputrropEvov, again 
with the support of Apostolic Constitutions 8,12. 

"Schmid, Marcion und sein Apostolos, p. 187. 

34Commentarii in epistulam ad Galatas 3 (Gal. 5: 9). conspersionem (= 4 ipapa) is 

also found elsewhere only in Tertullian's citation of the verse. 
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context in the latter two witnesses, a type of corruption that D often avoids when FG do 

not 35 

5: 7.18 

This unique reading helps clarify the relationship between 056 and 0142. The -rd yap 

TO of 056 perhaps arose from copying by phrase (the Tö repeated accidentally), so that the 

three elements Kati yap To' were written mistakenly as TO yap Tö. This impossible 

collocation was altered to the more sensical yap TO of 0142. 

5: 7.19 

There is clear theological significance to the phrase ürri p hp@v in connection with 

language about the sacrificial death of Jesus. Such language is Pauline (Rom. 5: 8; 8: 32; Gal. 

3: 13; etc. ), though it does not occur elsewhere in 1 Corinthians. Neither is the use of a 

prepositional phrase immediately after a pronoun in the genitive uncommon (Rom. 1: 24,27; 

2 Cor. 10: 15; 12: 21; Gal. 1: 16). Most significantly, the omission may be accounted for quite 

readily on transcriptional grounds as haplograph: HM(DNYf1EPHMWN. 36 Nevertheless, 

accidental omission is less likely than that this is another example of expansionistic, 

clarifying readings found in numerous places in the "Byzantine" witnesses (see conclusions 

on the "Byzantine" text). 

5: 7.20 

35E g., I Cor. 2: 11 -ra Ev rw OEW FG for ra -rou 9Eou caused by preceding rd Lv 
aöTW. 

36Schrage I, p. 383 denies the possibility of accidental omission by claiming that there 
is no tendency to omit the phrase in its other occurences in the epistles. However, none of 
these other examples has üni p rlµwv following hpCov. 
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When confronted with the choice of whether or not to read the article before Xptar6S, 

Zuntz tentatively offers this suggestion: "I suspect that the omissions are genuine and the 

additions spurious. s37 He notes that DFG omit the article in Rom. 15: 3 (with 1739) and 1 

Cor. 11: 3 (with B' al), while FG alone add it in Rom. 15: 18 and this passage, 1 Cor. 5: 7. 

Typically FG omit the article, probably under the influence of the Latin's lack of an 

equivalent (see the DFG chapter). However, the article may have been added in these 

manuscripts due to the presence of the nomen sacrum. A similar examples is found at 4: 1 

(TOO before OEoü; FG alone). 

5: 8.22; 5: 11.32 

Two variants in this chapter involve the use of negative particles in a series. At 5: 8 

two prepositional phrases stand in parallel, modifying the same verb: E0PTd wIEV u' Ev 

ßüµ I TraAatQ µrlSE Lv ýüµjj KaxiaS xai novrlpiaq. This conforms to normal Greek and 

Pauline usage (Rom. 6: 12-13; 14: 21; 2 Cor. 4: 2). However B 056 '"d read uj twice, resulting 

in an otherwise non-Pauline construction. 38 A second variation here reads µrj ... rj (630 1739 

1881), again a coordination not otherwise attested in Paul. 

Again at 5: 11 a similar variation takes place, and in manuscripts that are generally 

regarded as related to those involved in the alterations in 5: 8. One alteration here can be 

dismissed easily, since the variation between µtjT£ (F G) and pTISE (rel. ) is simply another 

example of the confusion of the dentals 8 and T in these manuscripts. Of more significance, 

however, is the reading µtj, found only in A, which may be the result of more than an 

accidental simplification. In the Hauptbriefe, aside from this passage, µr189 only occurs in 

37Zuntz, p. 103 n. 2. 

38µr] 
... µrj only stand in series when modifying different verbs, e. g., Rom. 11: 8; 

14: 3; 1 Cor. 7: 29-30; 2 Cor. 4: 18). 
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series with a preceding negation (Rom. 5: 13; 9: 11; 14: 21; 1 Cor. 5: 8; 10: 7-10; 2 Cor. 4: 2). 

Although Eph. 5: 3 is the only other passage in the Corpus Paulinum where µrISE has the 

intensive idea implied in the translation "not even, "39 o6St frequently is used this way (1 Cor. 

3: 2; 4: 3; 5: 1; 14: 21; 15: 13,16; etc. ), with past used instead in 5: 11 due to its association 

with the infinitive vuvEQ6ikty. Despite this normal usage of µrISE, A replaces it with Fºrj. 

This assumes a full stop after äpna 
, with the clause TOP -rotoü-rw ph QuvEaOIcty standing 

independent of the list of vices. Verse 1 lb then becomes a separate instruction, standing in 

parallel, rather than an intensive relationship, to 11 a. This may be due at least in part to the 

question of whether a reader would have understood auvcaOtEty as less problematic than 

auvavaµiyvuaOat 4° This difficulty would be resolved if the relationship between pij ... 

pyjU were understood as it commonly is elsewhere: as a series rather than intensively: "Do 

not associate with ... nor eat with such a one. " The µrj ... pij in A accomplishes the same 

thing, though again, as with µrj and ij at 5: 8, creating a non-Pauline coordination. 

39So BDAG, s. v. pg8E (2); Schrage, p. 386; Thiselton, p. 415; etc. 

"See Thiselton, p. 415; Schrage I, pp. 393-4. 
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5.8.23 [discussed in the chapter on DF G] 

5: 10.26 [discussed in the chapter on the "Byzantine" witnesses] 

5: 11.30 

The -t demonstrativum was commonly attached to pronouns and adverbs in Attic 

Greek for emphasis 4' However, by the Ptolemaic period there is little evidence of any 

distinction in meaning between vüv and vuvi 42 Neither do the standard NT lexica and 

grammars find any significant semantic difference between the two. Rather, a distinction is 

drawn in the contexts in which they are used, so that vüv may be used with the article as a 

demonstrative, but vuvi may be used to introduce "the real situation after an unreal 

conditional clause or sentence. "43 However, this conclusion may be flawed due to the reliance 

on the standard text. What is not noted in BDAG is that while there are no examples of article 

+ vuvi, there is variation between vüv and vuvi in every example given of vuvi used after 

an "unreal condition. " In order to test whether any distinction exists between vüv and vuvi 

in Paul, " an examination was made of every example of in Romans, 12 Corinthians, and 

Galatians to see if the either Paul or the manuscripts show any consistency in their use of vüv 

and vuvi. 

41Kühner-Blass, I. 1, p. 620; BDF §64(2). 

42Mayser 1,3, p. 110. 

a3BDAG, s. v., vüv (2b) and vuvi (2b). 

"Where vuvi is used almost exclusively; elsewhere in the NT only Acts 22: 1; Heb. 
8: 6; 9: 26; 11: 16, each time with variation. 
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Whether intentionally or not, the standard text prints the reading of cp46 C in every 

place. Particularly in the case of 5346 is there considerable doubt as to its care in copying. " In 

addition, there appears to be little reason to read vuvi at 1 Cor. 12: 18 but vOv at 12: 20 when 

both passages appear in identical contexts, make the same contrasts, and are used with the 

same conjunctions. 

Of the examples of vOv/vuvi from the Hauptbriefe that occur without variation, the 

following observations may be made. First, when used adjectivally with the article, vüv is 

used without exception: Rom. 3: 26; 8: 18,22; 11: 5; 2 Cor. 5: 16; 8: 14 (omit F G); Gal. 4: 25. 

Second, when the conjunction St is not present, vüv is always used: Rom. 5: 9; 5: 11; 6: 19; 

6: 21; 8: 1; 11: 31; 13: 11; 1 Cor. 3: 2; 16: 12; 2 Cor. 6: 2; 7: 9 (omit D 547; add 6 917); 8: 14 

(omit F G); 13: 2; Gal. 1: 23; 3: 3; 4: 29. Both of these conclusions are hinted at in the 

respective entries in BDAG. 

A third observation is that when used before SE oüKETt or Si VIJIKE' rt, vuvi is always 

used (Rom. 7: 17; 15: 23). The two passages show a difference in the precise meaning of vuvi. 

BDAG lists 7: 17 of an example of a "temporal marker with focus on a prevailing situation, 

with the idea of time weakened or entirely absent, " while 15: 23 is a "temporal marker with 

focus on the moment as such. " However, it appears that semantics may not be an issue at all, 

but the phonological similarity of vuvt to the following OOKETI/µr1KETt. This may also be a 

factor (though see below) in the use of vuvt at 1 Cor. 13: 13, where it appears again without 

variation46 immediately following several examples of the semantically and grammatically 

45Royse, p. 282; Aland and Aland, Text of the New Testament, p. 99 describes it as a 
"Free text, " i. e., "characterized by a greater degree of variation than the "normal" text, " in 
contrast to a "strict text ... which reproduced the text of its exemplar with greater fidelity" 
(p. 93). 

OF G omit vuvi, reading µtvct St under the influence of the Latin manes autem. 
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similar äpTt in the preceding verse, as well as its connection with a similar sounding verb: 

vuvi SE µEVEt. 

Of the all the examples, Gal. 2: 20 stands out as unique in that St precedes vüv: 8S 

vüv ýw kv Qaput. Here the position of the relative pronoun before vüv, similar to the use 

with the article described above, forces the vüv to follow the postpositive SE. 7 

It is with the remaining examples, where vüv/vuvi precedes U, that the most 

variation occurs:. Only 2 Cor. 8: 11 has no variation whatsoever. There vuvi is read, and 

there is a clear time element involved in the preceding clause: npocvrjpýaa9E &Trd Trtpuat. 

In several other passages where there is a clear time element, the most appropriate conclusion 

is that vuvi SE should be read: 

Time reference from context 

Rom. 3: 21 

Rom. 6: 22 6: 20 öTc 

Rom. 7: 6 7: 5 &rE 

Rom. 15: 25 15: 24 wS av 

1 Cor. 15: 20 5: 17 El 8E XptQTÖS o6K EyrjyEpTat 

2 Cor. 8: 22 8: 21 ov k8oKtpdcaapcv Ev rroAAoiS 
? ToXXaKtS Q? TOUSaiOV ÖVTa 

Mss. reading vOv 

489 2138 

323 1890 

FG 

FG 

FG 

1890 

It will be readily observed that FG 1890 prefer vüv in these examples. In the case of the 

Greco-Latin bilinguals, this may be due to the influence of the Latin nunc, 48 which, like vOv, 

lacks a final vowel. Regardless of the cause, however, whether influence from the Latin or 

"One additional example is the spurious Rom. 16: 26: 4avcpwOEvTOS 6 vüv. 
Elsewhere Paul's word order is vüv - SE - participle (Gal. 5: 9). 

48These manuscripts always use nunc to translate both vüv and vüvt in the 
Hauptbriefe. 
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mere carelessness, where these manuscripts read vüv without other evidence their value 

should be questioned. 

This leaves six examples of vüv/vuvi to be discussed. In each of these, a distinction 

can be seen between the temporal and the inferential or logical use. Fee uses this semantic 

distinction to argue for reading vuvt at 1 Cor. 12: 18, where a logical use is demanded, and 

for vuv at 5: 11 where he sees a temporal sense 49 BDAG sees vüv and vuvi as able to be 

used in both senses; however, once again all the examples cited from Paul for "logical" vüv 

involve textual variation. The manuscript evidence is inconsistent in these remaining cases: 

"Fee, p. 608 n. 1 and p. 220 n. 4. This distinction is also made at 13: 13 (pp. 649-50) 
and 14: 6 (p. 661 n. 5). Most commentators on 1 Corinthians do not note the variation 
between vüv and vuvi, nor seem to take significant notice of whether or not one or the other 
is read in the text. Conzelmann, for example, translates the examples in both 12: 18 and 20 
with "as it is, " though not noting any variation. Thiselton (pp. 1103-4) gives the same 
translations, likewise without noting any difference in the Greek. Schrage III, p. 223, glosses 
12: 18 with "Wie die Dinge wirklich liegen" but does not comment on the example at 12: 20. 
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Rom. 
11: 30 

1 Cor. 
5: 11 

1 Cor. 
7: 14 

1 Cor. 
12: 18 

1 Cor. 
12: 20 

1 Cor. 
14: 6 

temporal ?? temporal logical logical logical 
46 

t VöV v0V VOV vovt VOV v0V 

K vüv vuvt vüv vuvi vuv vüv 
A vüv vüv vüv vüv vüv vüv 

B vuvi vuv vüv vüv vuv vuv 

c vüv vüv vüv vuvi vüv vüv 

D vuv vuvi vuvi vuv vuvi vuv 

FG vüv vüv vuvi vüv vuvi vüv 

L vuv vuv vüv vuvi vuv vuvi 
p vüv vüv vüv vuvi vüv vüv 

`Y vuv vuv vuv vuvi vüv vüv 

056/0142 vüv vuvi vüv vuvt vüv vuvt 

1739 vüv vüv vuv vuvi vuvi vuvt 

The use of vüv/vuvi at 5: 11 is exegetically debatable. The 'Kypaia 5: 9 most likely refers to 

a previous letter (Ev Tb kTRQ-roAfi) rather than the letter at hand (an "epistolatory aorist"). so 

The reading vuvi at 5: 11, however, would suggested logical connection to the preceding 

£ypa«a (5: 9), assuming then also an epistolatory aorist at 5: 9. At issue is whether or not 

Paul wrote a (now lost) letter to the Corinth prior to 1 Corinthians. 

Two immediate observations may be made on the basis of the table. First, the lack of 

consistency of the individual manuscripts The manuscript tradition does not evidence a 

systematic attempt to make a consistent distinction between vüv and vuvi. A is the only 

manuscript to show any kind of pattern by simply defaulting to vüv in each of these cases. F 

G, in contrast to its alterations to vüv does appear to maintain some kind of distinction, by 

50Fee, pp. 220-24; Thiselton, pp. 408-9,413; Schrage I, pp. 385-6, but without 
extended discussion. 
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the two uses vuvi, though the differences between 12: 18 and 20 may reveal a rather 

haphazard attempt rather than a formal, careful editing process. Second, the homogeneity of 

the traditional manuscript "families" fail completely. KB agree in only half of these; B 1739 

agree only twice; X46 1739 fare somewhat better at 4 agreements; Only DFG appears to 

show the kind of relationships amongst themselves that are found elsewhere, agreeing 5 

times. It appears that an appeal to "Text families" or "Best manuscripts" will solve little in 

these cases. 

However, Fee's distinction between vüv as "temporal" and vuvi as "logical" can be 

useful in making textual decisions. This would result in only slight alteration to the standard 

text: 1 Cor. 12: 20 and 14: 6 would read vuvi in place of vüv. st One most be cautious, 

however, to note that the author's own usage may not have been entirely consistent. Some of 

these examples may in fact be corrections of the author. For our purposes, however, we do 

see a lack of rigorous care in the manuscript tradition. B, for example would have the 

"correct" reading only twice; 1739, on the other hand, has either inherited or created a 

consistent and perhaps correct pattern of the use of vüv/vuvi. 

5: 11.33 

The word order variation in C is the result of the scribe catching a potential 

parablepsis. The eye skipped from KIOPNOC to the next occurrence of -OC, HXO I AOPOC. 

The copying then continued with rl µý6uaoq, but at this point the scribe realized the error 

and filled in the missing text: 71 iiAcoV£KT1lS T11, £l8(, )AoA(XTPTiq i Ao(6opoq. 69 shows 

homoioarcton instead, skipping from ttöpvoS over ij 1rAEovf nlc to ij Ei6wAoadTpfS. 

"Fee notes the difficulty of reading vüv at 14: 6, but deviates from his practice 
elsewhere by accepting a logical use of vüv here. 
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The mistake was realized immediately, however, and fl nAEovExTTlg written after ý 

Ei&WAoACTpr c. 

5: 12.36 

The presence of xai after poi in 5: 12 may be the result of an attempt to highlight 

Paul's authority to judge those "on the inside, " which was already stated in 5: 3-5, but now 

contrasted with his authority over against those "on the outside, " whom he does not have 

authority to judge "as well. s52 An additional possibility is that scribes added Kai to make the 

construction similar to the formulaic construction Tt - dative pronoun - Kai - dative. This 

construction, common in Attic, 53 does not occur elsewhere in Paul but is found in the 

Synoptic Gospels and JohnS4 as well as the LXX. 55 This is most likely in the case of 0151, 

which reads the dative Toiq in place of -roO;. 

5: 12.35 [discussed in the DFG chapter] 

5: 12.38 [see also 6.2.7] 

cpa6 shows an interest in clarity in several passages where a question is asked. The 

ambiguity of the question at 1: 1356 is removed by the addition, in several late manuscripts 

(326 441 467 1912) of ph before pcptpto-rat 6 Xpta-röc. This balances the question with 

52Fee, p. 220 n. 5. Cf. the KJV: "For what have Ito do to judge them also that are 
without? " 

"Kühner-Gerth II, 1, p. 417; E. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammatik, Handbuch der 
Altertumswissenschaft 2. Abt. 1. T. (Munich: Beck, 1939-53), II, 143. 

"Matt 8: 29//Mark 5: 7//Luke 8: 28; Mark 1: 24//Luke 4: 34; John 2: 4. 

ss2 Reg. 16: 10; 19: 23; 3 Reg. 17: 18; 4 Reg. 3: 13; 2 Chr. 35: 21; 1 Esd. 1: 24. 

56BDR §400. 
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the one that follows immediately: prß IIaoaog LaTaupwOq, so that the first question, which 

unlike the second had not been introduced by a negative particle, is not misunderstood to 

expect a positive answer. But X46 undertakes further revision, not only adding the ph but also 

altering the µrß before IIaüÄoq EQrraupciOrj to j. The result is one question, separated into 

three clauses by V A. .. 
i... rj. Here there is no possibility that the question can be 

misunderstood. 

Again at 5: 12-13, ýP46 alone gives editorial attention to an interrogative clause in order 

to ensure a proper understanding on the part of the reader. In place of a question that 

anticipates a negative answer: "Do you not judge57 those inside? " X46 has a command: "You 

yourselves judge those inside! " (TOu EQwOEV üpciS xpivaTE). The editing continues in the 

use of'EawOcv in place of Eaw, which is matched in the next verse with EE4w9Ev in place of 

E w. X46 is the only manuscript to make these alterations as well. They are recognized as 

secondary because, aside from any semantic difference, " Paul always uses, without variation 

in the manuscripts, E4w and EQw with the article (Rom. 7: 22; 1 Cor. 5: 12a; 2 Cor. 4: 16), but 

E4wOEv and Ea OEv without the article (2 Cor. 4: 16). This alteration has taken place in spite 

of the'EQw at the beginning of 5: 12, which c46 does not alter. The fact that the'vw in 5: 12a 

does not preserve the 'Eaw in 5b may indicate a pause in the copying as the text was altered, 

but the fact that EQwOcv leads to'EkwOcv indicates that 5: 12b and 5: 13a were copied in view 

of each other. 

5: 13.42 

57The mood of xptvE-rE could be either imperative, or, more likely in this context 
(because o6XI is used) an indicative. 

58The -0Ev suffix indicates ̀ from some place"; see Jannaris, §434. 
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The abruptness of the direct command led to the insertion of the xat (D2 L 88 915 

1912 pm). The interchange of vowels led to the various spellings L4atpcic (346 6 1739 

1881), i4apaic (k ABC D' FG PT 33 1175 pc), and LýapEiTE (D2 L 88 218 330 915 

1912 pm). In the case of the future tense i4apEiTe this was helped by the various similar 

statements which use the future (though the singular form: L4apdg) in the LXX of 

Deuteronomy (13: 6; 17: 12; 19: 19; 21: 21; 22: 21; 24: 27). 59 

5: 13.43 

Augustine describes the consequences of reading the neuter article (Tö rrovrlpöv in 

42 1906) in place of the masculine (TÖv irovrlpöv): 

Now the Greek has -röv rrovilpöv, which also is written here. This however is usually 
to be understood better as malignum than malum. He does not say: -röv Trovrlpöv, that 

s6o is, "this evil thing" but -rov rrovilpöv, which is "this evil one. 

The Latin malum could be understood as either the neuter noun or the masculine adjective, 

whereas malignum ensures that the masculine is understood (though no Latin manuscripts 

read it). Augustine does not note any Greek manuscripts with this reading since his 

discussion focuses on the ambiguity in the Latin. The neuter T6 rrovrIpöv focuses on the 

action rather than the individual, whereas in this context it is clear that the individual is being 

judged, not merely the action. 

59Fee, p. 220 n. 8, attributes both the addition of xai and the future tense to 
harmonization to Deut. 17: 7. 

"Augustine, Quaestionum in Deuteronomio 39. 
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Notes on Chapter 6 

6: 1.1 

The partitive genitive in Paul can appear with the preposition EK (e. g, EK ToO 

vwpaTo; four times in 1 Cor. 12: 15-16). However, when following pronouns NT usage in 

general (apart from John) and particularly Paul favors the genitive without the preposition: ' 

With Tlq :1 Cor. 10: 7,8,9,10; 1 Thes. 2: 9,19; 2 Thes. 3: 8; with EKaaTOS : Rom. 15: 2; 1 Cor. 

1: 12 (upty 1875); 16: 2,14,24; with o66tig: 1 Cor. 1: 14 (c4 upwv 1875). The only example 

in the Hauptbriefe with Eic is Rom. 11: 14 2 At 1 Cor. 6: 1 a large number of manuscripts (A P 

33 69 104 177 206.256 263 326 365 642 1881* 1912 2127 2138 etc. ) have added the 

preposition under the influence of L46paTE -röv rrovrjpöv LEk 6µ@v aOTwv, which 

immediately precedes in 5: 13. 

6: 1.2 

Although the word order rrpoq iov ETCpov rrpayµa cXwv xptvEaOat, which places 

the prepositional phrase prior to the participle which it modifies, is found primarily in Latin 

and Latin-influenced witnesses (D F G; Latin fathers), it cannot be attributed solely to a Latin 

word order variation due to the witness of `P 547 1926. Zuntz claims that this is one among 

several examples of word order variation where the "context and emphasis, rhythm and 

sound alike are all impaired" and that "the origin of each and all is easily accounted for. "3 He 

does not, however, give an explanation for the specific cause of variation. 

'BDR § 164. 

'Also Col. 4: 9,12. 

3Zuntz, p. 160-61. 
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That Trpayµa Exwv rrpog 'rov ETcpov xptvCcOat is the original form can be shown 

by the fact that Paul typically places the prepositional phrase after the anarthrous participle 

(e. g., 1 Cor. 1: 2,10; 2: 1; 8: 12; 14: 25; 15: 58), in addition to a few examples of the position of 

the prepositional phrase between the participle and another element, typically a finite verb or 

another participle. ' The two exceptions either have a clear emphasis which places them at the 

beginning of their clause (1 Cor. 16: 6 rrpöS 6vaq 6 TuXöv), or must find a different 

position due to the surrounding elements (1 Cor. 15: 19: Ei iV T[j ýWfj TaLT11 £V XptaTQJ. 

1 ATnKO ES kci iv µövov). ' Close parallels can be found for npäyµac EXwv npO -rdv 

E-rEpov xpivcaOat at 1 Cor. 7: 25 (wS fIAc i vog Onö xupiou rnaiöS Eivat) and 2 Cor. 

10: 15 (V irtSa SE 'EXov-rcc aüýavoµtvqS T? S niGTCU S üµwv Ev üµiv µcyaAuvOývat). 

B. Weiss claims that the loss of the article in rrpoq Trov E-rEpov is a simple error, 

noting also other omissions of article in 2 Cor. 12: 2 (EKTOS Tou vwµaTog B 642); Rom. 13: 1 

(K' ABDP 0151* - X46 lac); Col. 1: 20 Errs TTT YrjS (ýp46 B 056 0142 919 1831). 6 Little 

consistency, and certainly no pattern is discernible here. Indeed, in the last example the 

article is not omitted from the following prepositional phrase: Ev iroiS oüpavoiS. 

41 Cor. 8: 10: iav yap -rt; (6w Q£ TÖV EXoVTa yv aiv iv £ISWAEiw 
xaTaxEIpEvov; 11: 4: 1rp04r1TE6WV xaT& KE4aAf; ýxwV; 12: 3 o66Ei Ev ttv£üµaTt OEoü 
Aaawv; 14: 9: ýQ£QA£ yap EiS atpa AaAoüvTEc 

'The word order Et Ev -rri ýwri -rawri riAmxoTES evµEV EV XptGTW µovov is found 
in D' KLP 211 etc., perhaps to avoid the awkwardness of two prepositional phrases standing 
next to each other. The result, however, is nonsensical in context.; cf. the ASV: "If we have 
only hoped in Christ in this life, we are of all men most pitiable" - as if Paul was urging hope 
in Christ also in the next life. 

B. Weiss, p. 77. 
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6: 2.5; 6: 15.50; 6: 16.58 

Paul uses the phrase oüic oiöaTC ten times in 1 Corinthians and twice in Romans. 

Each time it introduces a statement that should be self-evident to his audience, whether due 

to a general knowledge of the world or to a particular teaching. ' Zuntz has suggested that 

when preceded by ij these statements substantiate a preceding statement, but when appearing 

asyndetically they introduce a new point. ' Furthermore, in the seven examples of oüx o'i ac rc 

which occur without variation there is also a strong verbal link between the statement and 

what either precedes (in the examples of >7 oüx o' 6cxTc) or what follows (oüx oi8aTE). With 

tj it occurs in Rom. 11: 29; 1 Cor. 6: 9 (ä txot; ä6tKEITC 6: 8); and 6: 19 (T6 a Spa; -roü 

awµaT6S 6: 18). Without tj: 1 Cor. 5: 6 (ýupj; Cü1u1v 5: 7); 6: 3 (ßtwTtxa; ßtwTtxä 6: 4); 

9: 13 (LaOiouaty ... aupgpiýovrat; o im xai... ýf v 9: 14); 9: 24 (TpEXouaty; oüTwS 

TP£X£T£). To this should be added 1 Cor. 3: 16, where at is added before oOx oi6aT£ only 

in 1319 2127 (vaöc 9Eoü; T6v vaöv -roü OEoü 3: 17). 

Using this observation, the unit of variation at 6: 15 may be explained. O&K oiSai t 

introduces a question which includes the noun phrase pcAtl XptaTOÜ. This is then repeated 

in the second half of the verse (T µta rJ TOO Xpt(: r-roü). H is added before oux ot6aTE in 6 

296 823 under the influence of tj oüx o'Sarrc at 6: 9. The same addition in FG is not from 

I C. Hurd, The Origin of 1 Corinthians (London: SPCK, 1965), p. 85; Thiselton, p. 
316; Schrage I, p. 409. 

BZuntz, p. 195. 

'There is no precise verbal correlation between 11: 2bff. (i oüx o'SaTE ... ) and 
11: 2a. However, in contrast to the other examples, ij oüx oi8aTE introduces several 
sentences (11: 2b-4) rather than a single clause. In these a comparison is drawn between the 
remnant preserved by God in Elijah's day and the non-rejection by God of Israel described in 
11: 2a. 
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the same source, but the result of adaption to lost text (see the discussion in the chapter on D 

F G). 

Two examples, however, substantiate Paul's previous argument but at the same time 

introduce a new direction in the argument. 1 Cor. 6: 2a follows the introduction of the issue of 

lawsuits among believers, repeating much of the same language from 6: 1 (xpivcaOat ... 

Töv xöQµov xptvoüaty; bri T6 V äyiwv ... 01 äytot). Yet these are also repeated in 

6: 2b (KpivcTat 6 K6apoc; Ev Opiv) as the discussion moves to Paul's instructions on the 

topic; indeed, 6: 2b is virtually a restatement of what precedes)° Similarly, 1 Cor. 6: 16a has 

links with 6: 15, not only lexically (Ta awµaTa 6: 15... Ev Qwµä; TropvTjq 6: 15 ... -rfi 

nöpvTI) but also structurally, with oüx oi&a-rE introducing parallel statements in both. Both 

6: 15 and 16 are part of Paul's discussion of the use of the body, but 6: 16 shifts slightly from 

its improper use to an argument for its proper use. This "hinge" function of oüx oo8aTE, 

where the statement introduced by it relates to that which both precedes and follows, has no 

doubt played its part in producing the wide attestation of textual difficulty in both 1 Cor. 6: 2 

(omit q: D2 L 056 0151 6 88 623 629 1241 pm) and 6: 16 (omit 11: X46 DK LT 056 0142 

0150 0151 6 pm). 

Is there a tendency that can be detected in the manuscripts? Zuntz notes that 

"removal, rather than the creation, of asyndeton is the characteristic trend of the tradition. "" 

"°Zuntz (p. 195) argues that 6: 2 "seems to introduce the elaboration of the reproach 
contained in the preceding questions. " This is identical to the way it is used in Rom. 6: 16, 
where Zuntz argues for o6K o'8aTc without " (added in D* F G). It seems that Zuntz's 
"better manuscripts" are allowed to hold sway here, despite his argumentation. 

"Zuntz, p. 195. This is listed as one of three reasons for his hesitation in accepting the 
reading oüu oi8aTE at 1 Cor. 6: 16. The other two, however, are virtually indistinguishable: 
that Paul should have conformed in this passage to Rom. 6: 16 (where he accepts o6K 
of&arc) and that "it seems natural" after µrj yE'votvro, which is in fact identical to the 
situation in Rom. 6: 16. 
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However this is a questionable conclusion for this specific variation, particularly at 1 Cor. 6 

where the same formula occurs six times. Instead, assimilation to the near context is a more 

likely explanation in every case of variation: At 6: 2 the omission of tj brings the text into 

agreement with the preceding example of oüx oiSaTc at 5: 6 and that immediately following 

at 6: 3. It is also added at 6: 15 under the influence of 6: 9 (see above), and in FG at 6: 15b. In 

manuscripts which avoid this addition of il at 6: 15, it is dropped at 6: 16 (46 DKL PT 056 

0142 0150 0151 pm), also due to assimilation. 

6: 2.7 

In several places X46 edits an interrogative clause (see the discussions at 1: 13 and 

5.12), here joined by D' VL 64 Hilary Pelagius. The removal of Et has the effect of splitting 

the question in 6: 2b into two sentences: the first, Kat £V uinv KPIV£Tat o KOQµoc, becomes 

an answer to the question in 6: 2a: oUK ot&aTE 0Tt of äcytot r6v xöopov Kptvoüat; The 

last clause of 6: 2 then stand as a separate question: &vc tot EQT£ XptTflp(WV V ax(QTWV; 

The alteration of Et to Eav in FG is another example of these manuscripts, when 

reading alone, falling under the influence of the Latin. A Greek ancestor to these manuscripts 

apparently lacked the interrogative, as in D, which was filled in with cocv in FG under the 

influence of the corresponding Latin si. 

6: 3.11 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

6: 4.11; 6: 7.24 [reading of FG discussed in chapter on DF G] 

At 6: 4, the position of µE% v oüv follows typical Pauline usage: standing in the second 

position in a sentence which follows a question expecting a negative answer, it gives answer 
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to a speaker's own question. From there the argument then proceeds. 12 Its other use is to 

correct a preceding statement. 13 Neither of these are taking place at 6: 7, where ouv follows 

pEv in K2 ABC D' LP `P 0156 0142 0150 0151 pm syp syl m" The addition at 6: 7 is an 

assimilation to the (proper) example at 6: 4. 

6: 5.14 [also 15: 34.138] 

The shift from the dative uµty to the genitive upwv (056 0142 257 326 440 489 823 

927 999 1831 1873) in the clause npoq EVTporrTiv Opty Acyw results in a text which is more 

directly applicable to later readers: he speaks about the Corinthians in order to shame them 

rather than speaking to them. The dative is always used in the NT with ? Eyw (in Paul at 

Rom. 9: 12,19,26; 11: 4; 1 Cor. 11: 22; etc. ). The identical variation takes place in the same 

circumstance at 15: 34, with many of the same manuscripts again making the alteration (056 

0142 0243 5 181 203 216 429 436 440 489 506 1245 1611 1739 2143). 14 

6: 5.15 

Both AEyw (twenty times in 1 Cor. without variation) and Aocatw (thirty-one times, 

but twenty-one of these in chapter 14) are common in 1 Corinthians. 15 Apart from chapter 14, 

12Denniston, pp. 478-79, with examples. 

13Zuntz, p. 193. 

"Two other examples of case shift of a pronoun used with Aaatw or AEyw are found 

at 1: 12, where 1875 substitutes üpiv for üµwv, making the partitive genitive (FxaaTOS 
üµwv) into the object of the verb AEyEt (although this strains the context). The substitution of 
irpöc üpiv for rrp6; 6V4 by P at 14: 6 is nonsense, probably influenced by the surrounding 
datives. 

"This is in contrast to Romans, for example, where AaAEw is used only at 7: 1,15: 18, 
and 3: 19, when the use of AcyEt with vopoc as the subject (see below) forces the use of 
AaAEw later in the sentence. 
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where AaAEw seems to entail inspired speech, " there is little semantic distinction between the 

two. " In three places this similarity caused corruption, each of them involving the 1$` person 

singular present indicative form: 

6: 5 AaAw B 
aeyw rel 

9: 8 a aAwp46RABCKLP'Ppm 
AEyw DFG 42 234 328 464 483 pm 

15: 34 AaAw 346 kBD P'P 049 0243 88 1241 1739 etc 
AF-yw AFGKL 056 075 0142 0150 0151 104 181 326 1881 pm 

Seven textually firm examples of A¬yw are found at 1 Cor. (7: 6,8,12,35; 10: 15,29; 15: 51), 

but only two firm examples of the form Acac: In both 13: 1 and 14: 18 it is connected with 

"tongues, " which always stands with a form of AaAtw. All three examples of variation in 1 

Corinthians can be explained as harmonizations: 9: 8 to the following A£yEt 1'; 15: 34 to bring 

trpoS EVTponrlv uµty AaAw into harmony with ttpog EVTP07TTIV upty Acyw at 6: 5; and B 

alone reverses the direction of harmonization, from 15: 34 to 6: 5. Both harmonizations would 

require a sophisticated effort to bring the texts into parallel. 

16Thiselton, p. 1157; Barrett, p. 332. Against this Fee (p. 704), though without 
discussion. 

"Zuntz, p. 97 claims: "Paul ... as a rule, refers to definite statements by AE'yw, while 
Aä Aw with him usually denotes a vocal utterance in general ... Even he, though, 
occasionally uses the two verbs alternately for the sake of mere stylistic variation. " 

18Myct is always used in 1 Corinthians of the "speaking" of "Scripture, " "The Lord, " 
and "God, " e. g., 12: 3; 14: 21; 14: 34. Significantly each of these are in contexts where AaAtw 
is used almost exclusively otherwise. The use of AaA w prior to Atyw in the same sentence, 
as at 9: 18, can be seen also at Rom. 3: 19. 
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6: 5.16 

F-vt (= 'Ev¬v-rt) in the NT appears with the meaning "is present" in all of its four 

occurrences in the manuscript tradition, always with the negative oüx 'Evt: 1 Cor. 6: 5; Gal. 

3: 28 (0UKETt 346; Col. 3: 11 (no variation); James 1: 17.19'Evt = LQ-rt when oüx is not present 

is not found in the NT period. According to both Schwyzer and BDR, this meaning is not 

attested until a sixth century inscription. " However, Mandilaris notes that in the papyri "oüx 

V 2vt is equivalent to o6ic %cTt, " which is parallel to the examples in 1 Corinthians and 

James? ' There is no consistency among the manuscripts in this variation. At James 1: 17 EVL 

is replaced with W TIV in P 206 218 241 242 429 522 614 630 808 876 1505 1525 1799 1873 

2147 2412; At 1 Cor. 6: 5 the same substitution is made in ""'d DFG6 69 104 365 462 630 

1739 1881 1926. This would tend to favor the reading F-vt at both places, with oux EaTty the 

result of familiarity with this more common Pauline formula. 

6: 5.17 

In the Pauline letters, when oü&IS / oö8c(S is the subject in a clause with an 

equative verb (whether present or assumed) it always precedes the noun or adjective that is 

the predicate (Rom. 14: 14; 1 Cor. 8: 4 bis; 14: 10; each without variation). The order is never 

reversed. At 1 Cor. 6: 5, the word order was altered to vo4oq ou6E Et; in D2 L 056 0142 

0151 81 177 263 429 462 1108 1505 1611 1834 pm, perhaps to avoid the repetition -oq oS in 

vo4öc 6c. 

"At Luke 11: 41 a participle form of 'vEtµt appears, meaning "is inside, " a usage 
comparable to that of this verb in the LXX. 

20Schwyzer I, p. 678 and more extended discussion on II, p. 423; BDR §98. 

21Mandilaris, § 106. 
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6: 5.18 

The addition of the negative particle ou in L alone is another example of a 

manuscript showing difficulties with questions (see also 1: 13 and 5: 12). The insertion of the 

negative assumes two separate questions in the verse: "Is there no one wise among you? Who 

will not be able to judge between his brother? " 

6: 5.19 

This passage has been discussed in the article, "1 Cor. 6: 5: A Proposal, " Novum 

Testamentum 46 (2004), pp. 132-42, provided as an appendix. The only addition to be made 

is a comment on the problem in the recently published Papyrologische Kommentare zum 

Neuen Testament: "Echte Vergleichbeispiele und somit Deutungsmöglichkeiten bieten die 

dokumentarischen Papyri hier also nicht. "22 This confirms one of the conclusions of the 

article. 

6: 6.23 

D' reads pcTa in place of Fitt, which has been caused by the immediately preceding 

IETa a8EA4ou. 

6: 6.24 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

6: 7.29; 6: 19.63 [see also 12: 9.32] 

22P. Arzt-Grabner, R. E. Kritzer, A. Papathomas, und F. Winter. 1. Korinther. 
Papyrologische Kommentare zum Neuen Testament 2 (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
2006), p. 227. 
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xptµaTa has been shortened to xptpa ink 441 460 629 12411 1881,23 which may 

have been dropped by accident (see also 12: 9.32), with the final --ra perhaps simply lost by a 

leap (KP I M&TO24 Another possibility is that the singular was intentionally written because 

the context seems to be discussing only one lawsuit. But should the same be said in the case 

of awµa at 6: 19 ( 46 K A* BCDFGKP 0150 0151 1739 630 1241° 1739)? In the latter 

case, however, the plural form may have been prompted by attraction to the following plural 

üµwv. Given similar difficulties elsewhere, accidental loss seems most likely. 

6: 8.32 

103 1926 add au-rot before upctq, adding emphasis. 

6: 9.36 [also 15: 50.200; 15: 50.201] 

The loss of ou before xArjpovoµTjaouaty in B* 88 440* is apparently accidental, " due 

to haplograpy caused by the nomen sacrum Y. The original scribe of B was confronted with 

OYOY, likely the original reading in an ancestor of 173926; 88 440 had before them ÖYOY. 

The common Pauline phrase ßaQtaciav OEOO 1061 xAgpovoµrjaouQty, found also at 1 Cor. 

6: 10 (see discusion of D' in the chapter on DF G), 15: 50, and Gal. 5: 21, is responsible for 

23Also the reading of syp. 

24Fee, p. 239 n. 2. 

"Though "gedankenlos, " it conforms to the reading of 1 Cor. 6: 10, according to B. 
Weiss, p. 103. 

"In 1739, a second o6 is written supralinear by a corrector following 
xArjpovopTicouQty; the first o6 (before ßaatAEiav OEoO) has not been altered. The 

correction, likely influenced by the familiarity of this phrase, suggests that the word order 
paatAciav OEoO is likewise due to the stock phrase. No edition notes this correction, 
including the collation of Lake and New (K. Lake and S. New, eds, Six Collations of New 
Testament Manuscripts, Harvard Theological Studies XVII (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1932) but the form of the correction is identical to that made at 6: 10. 
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the reading ßaQtActav OEou (L 056 0142 0150 01516 81 104 915 1912 pm) in place of 

Ocou ßartAEtav. Were ßaatAEtav Ocou to be considered original, there would not be any 

reason to explain the alteration in sequence, particularly as the identical phrase (with oü) is 

found in Gal. 5: 21, with no manuscripts finding a need for the same alteration. Additionally, 

the manuscripts that read ßaatActav 9cou have a tendency to harmonize distant passages 

(see 5: 2.3). Harmonization to this standard phrase also explains two other readings: 

ßaatActav OEou ou xAiIpovopr aoucty (F G 1907 Marcion) for ßaatAEtav OFou 

KArlpovo LT aat ou Suvarrat at 1 Cor. 15: 5027; and the addition of ou before 

KAllpovogilaouQiv (L P 056' 0142 0150 0151 81 104 326 915 917 1175 1311 1739c 1881 

1912) at 6: 10, which in fact results in nonsense in this context. 

6: 9.36; 6: 10.38; 6: 10.39; 6: 10.40 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

6: 12.46 

Schrage claims that the omission of Vol in from the slogan trav-ra Vol E4wrty, only 

in C`, has been attributed to a "generalizing" tendency in the manuscript tradition 28 This, 

however, appears to be the only example of this tendency in C. Further examples may be the 

omission in 8: 10 of (YE from Eav yap -rig t8rl vE (; p46 BF G) and two occurrences of µou 

after Tov a6caýov at 8: 13 (F G bis; D' second example). At 8: 10, however, the omission 

may have been instead prompted by the removal of an explicit subject already which was 

27F G are missing 6: 7-14, but one suspects, given their proclivities, that they would 
have read ßactAEiav Ocoü at 6: 9 to match the regnum dei of VL 75 77 VG, as G does 
against the rest of the Greek tradition at Rom. 3: 5. 

28W. Schrage, "Ethische Tendenzen in der Textüberlieferung des Neuen Testaments, " 
in Studien zum Text und zur Ethik des Neuen Testaments zum 80. Geburtstag Heinrich 
Greeven (Berlin: Walter De Gruyter, 1986), p. 381. 
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implicit in the verb. In the second example, it must be noted that µou is frequently omitted 

after aöcA4og: Rom. 9: 3 (; P"); 15: 14 ( 46 DFG 11739); 1 Cor. 1: 11 ( 46 C'); 8: 13 (D' F 

G); 11: 33 (`Y) Phil. 3: 1 (P46); 4: 1 (B), so a "generalizing" tendency may not be the issue 

involved. Indeed, the opposite effect takes place in the change from Tov a5EA4ov tlgwv to 

Tov a6EA4ov uµwv (F 0142) at 2 Cor. 8: 22. 

6: 14.49 

A variant unique to a small segment of the "Alexandrian" tradition (q)4 2B 424° 

1739) reads the aorist ET yCtpEv-"and he raised us by his power" in place of the future 

E4£yEpCt (or E EyrupEt)-"and he will raise us ... 
i29 While it has been suggested that this 

may have been due to an interest in baptism, with the aorist pointing to a prior event, 30 it is 

more likely simply assimilation to the aorist verb which immediately precedes: "God raised 

(i yEtp£v) the Lord from the dead. "" Indeed, one commentary claimed, "no intelligent 

copyist would alter E4cytpct into E4rjycipev, but an unintelligent one might assimilate the 

second verb to the first. "" This commentary was written prior to the discovery of cp46, which 

makes this very alteration. In fact, cp46 shows a remarkable sequence of variation that is 

easier to picture than to explain: E4EyEtpEt was copied first; a corrector struck out the first t, 

producing E4cyEpEt; the final corrector added tj above the second E without striking it out, 

wrote t above the previously marked out t, and added a slanted line to the final t to create v, 

29cp46c' corrects to L4Ey£ipct from L4¬yEpEt. 

30Conzelmann p. 108 n. 1. 

31B. Weiss pp. 40-41; Zuntz, p. 256-7. 

32Robertson and Plummer, p. 125. 
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resulting in i 4rlyCipCv. 33 Whether this correction happened in the scriptorium (assuming that 

scenario) before the manuscript was "released" (Zuntz) or simply by subsequent users of the 

manuscript is difficult to determine due to the nature of these corrections; NTaP does not 

assign either correction to a specific, identifiable corrector. The manuscript does, however, 

show the ease with which assimilation to the preceding context could find its way into the 

tradition. 

6: 15.50 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

6: 15.5 1; 6: 15.56 

Two possible additional examples of "generalizing" (6: 12.44): "your bodies" to "our 

bodies" by K' A and the shift from singular to plural verb by 330 1875. 

6: 15.53 

Final -S is both lost and added frequently in documents of the Roman period. 34 In this 

passage, both the verbal participle apaq and apa35 have Pauline parallels. äpa oüv is used 

seven times in Romans (5: 18; 7: 3,25; 8: 12; 9: 16,18; 14: 19), though nowhere else in 1 

Corinthians (apart from this contested example). The verb aipw has already been used at 

Cor. 5: 2, though elsewhere in the Corpus Paulinum only at Eph. 4: 31 and Col. 2: 14 (and 

never as a participle). The position of the participle in the sentence, however, is unusual for 

Paul, standing in the first position only in Rom. 1: 22; 5: 1; 12: 6,9; 1 Cor. 7: 18; 11: 20; 2 Cor. 

33Cf. the description of these corrections in NTaP, p. 203. 

34Gignac, p. 120; cf. 1 Cor. 2: 4. 

"Scribes may have understood it as the interrogative particle &pa, though this occurs 
elsewhere in Paul only in the Gal. 2: 17 (where it may also be inferential). 
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2: 12; 3: 12; 4: 13; 5: 6,11; 6: 1; 11: 23, and never at the beginning of a question. The available 

evidence does not allow a final resolution of the problem. 

6: 15.54 

Ewµa for pcAi in 33 is an adaptation to the near context. 

6: 16.59 

The omission of 4nioty from the LXX citation (Gen. 2: 24) is not surprising in the 

patristic witnesses, but is in A, which does not, however, omit the yap, which is also absent 

from the Genesis passage. 

6: 19.63 [discussed at 6: 7.29] 

6: 19.64 

In the Hauptbriefe, the sequence nvEÜµa äytov occurs exclusively in prepositional 

phrases: with Ev in Rom. 9: 1; 14: 17; 15: 16; 1 Cor. 12: 3; 2 Cor. 6: 6; cf. 1 Thes. 1: 5; with 8 tä 

in Rom. 5: 5; cf. 2 Tim 1: 14; and in the genitive, modifying a noun in a prepostional phrase: 

Rom. 15: 13 (Ev SuvapEt trvEuVaTog äytou); cf. 1 Thes. 1: 6 (µF-Tä Xapäc rrvEuVaTOS 

äytou). The sequence äytov TrvEupa occurs only in one other passage in Paul, 2 Cor. 13: 13, 

which follows the practice of the rest of the NT in placing an article before äytov. The 

reading trvEuµaTOc aytou at 1 Cor. 6: 19 (B 97 241 255 1831) is assimilation to the more 

common sequence, perhaps because Ev üµiv is placed between ioO and &yiou Trvtüµairö . 

6: 20.68 [discussed in chapter on DF GJ 

6: 20.69 
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The addition of Kai EV TW lTvEuµaTt uµwv aTtva EQTty Tou OEOU (C3 D2 KLPt 

056 0142 0150 0151 69 88) is typical of the expansionist "Byzantine" readings. The manner 

in which the addition is based on the preceding clause is reminiscent of the type of expansion 

seen also at 8: 5. 
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Notes on Chapter 7 

7: 1.2 

Paul's use of the dative pronoun with the verb ypd4 w is consistent: it is always 

present unless the immediate context has already clearly indicated the addressees. The 

pronoun uµiv is found without variation in passages where the verb occurs in the 16` person 

singular (Rom. 15: 15; 1 Cor. 5: 9; 5: 11; 14: 37; 2 Cor. 2: 4; 7: 12; Gal. 1: 20; 6: 11) and the 16` 

person plural verb (2 Cor. 1: 13). In three passages the dative pronoun is absent (also without 

variation). The immediate context, however, makes clear the addressee, so that the use of the 

pronoun would be redundant. At 1 Cor. 4: 14 6paq immediately precedes; at 9: 15 the 3`a 

person singular verb YCVT1T t makes clear that a general audience is being addressed, not the 

recipients of the letter specifically; and at 2 Cor. 13: 10 a 2nd person verb (ijTE) as well as a 

possessive pronoun (üµwv) stand in the preceding sentence. 

In two passages a similar group of witnesses, however, add the dative pronoun in 

contexts where it is unnecessary. At 2 Cor. 2: 3, the preceding sentence already clarifies the 

addressees: ei yäp iyw Aunty 611äS 
... the pronoun is added, however, by DFG, most of 

the Latin tradition, and the "Byzantine" witnesses. A few verses later, at 2: 9, FG retain the 

original reading of the archetype of the bilinguals in the addition of the pronoun opty/vobis. ' 

Here again the addressees are clear from the following clause rva yvw -njv Soxtµtjv 

üµwv), making the pronoun unnecessary. The bilinguals alter Gal. 6: 11 in the same way. 

While the rest of the manuscript tradition reads the word order tSETE nrJAtxotS upty 

'vobis is read by 77 78 89, matching the upwv (error for upty) of F G. D 75 has 
removed the pronoun under the influence of other Greek witnesses. 
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ypappaaiv cypaýa Trl Eµrl Xcipt, DFG place the pronoun in the position immediately 

preceding the verb (ypaµµaaty upiv Eypaý a) 2 

This immediately casts suspicion on the reading Eypaýai pot at 1 Cor. 7: 1 in DFG 

and the "Byzantine" witnesses. While this is the only example of ypd4w used in the 2nd 

person in the Corpus Paulinum, the witnesses that add the pronoun to the 1' person forms of 

the verb do the same here. While this addition is clearly a case of addition for clarification, ' it 

also falls within the pattern of alteration unique to these witnesses, particularly the bilinguals. 

7: 2.4 

In the NT, the plural of rropvcia is found only in lists (Mark 7: 21; Matt. 15: 19). This 

is the only example of the plural in Paul. It is difficult to find an explanation for the unique 

use of the plural in this context; most likely the plural "should refer to sexual immoralities 

that are occurring, not that are anticipated, " with the singular referring to "anticipated" 

immorality. ' 

The singular iqv nopvctav is attested in the Greek only by F G. It is difficult to draw 

significant conclusions from the versional evidence. Fornicationem, found in 61 77 78 89 Vg 

Te Amst could easily be explained as a corruption offornicationes (64 75 Te Cy). The fact 

that Tertullian attests both readings' shows the ease with which the singular could arise. In 

2The D-text was altered to match the Greek word order: litteris vobis scripsi = 75 78; 
78 89 follow the Vulgate word order litteris scripsi vobis. 

'So Fee, p. 271 n. 11. 

'Fee, pp. 277-78. Similarly Thiselton, p. 501. Alternatively, Barrett (p. 155) sees the 
plural as referring to the widespread examples of the practices of Corinth which have entered 
into the congregation. 

SFornicationem in De pudicitia 16; fornicationes in De monogomia 11,10. 
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addition, only the Latin translation of Origen's commentary on Matthew (14,23) reads the 

singular, with the Greek reading the plural. The Syriac is also potentially ambiguous; the 

difference between the singular s "1q and the plural sVau, is indicated only by the presence 

or absence of the Syame dots. Given the editing of FG toward the Latin, it is likely that this 

accounts for the reading in these manuscripts. ' The fact that the versions use the singular is 

not surprising given the normal usage in Paul, the previous examples of the singular at 6: 13, 

and particularly the command at 6: 18: fugite fornicationem. 

7: 2.5 

irly t8tav yuvatxa (181 1836 1875) is likely assimilation to the TOV t6tov av6pa 

which follows. Although additional examples from the Hauptbriefe are not common, 

throughout the Corpus Paulinum the adjective t6toq is always used with avgp (1 Cor. 7: 2; 

14: 35; Eph. 5: 22; Tit. 2: 5), while Eavros is always used with yuvri (Eph. 5: 28,33). 

7: 2.6 

Some have suggested that the omission of the clause xat ExaaTrl Tov t6tov avSpa 

EXETW may be related to an "antifeminist" tendency in the manuscript tradition. 7 However, it 

is more likely simple parablepsis: EXET()K& I CK&CTHTON IA I ONÖ, NAFXEXETW. The fact 

that several otherwise unrelated witnesses share the omission (F G 42* 69 102 1944) points to 

an accidental loss. In addition, FG are particularly susceptible to this copying error (1: 26; 

2: 6; 7: 19,38; see further the chapter on DF G). In this case, the loss may be attributed to the 

use of sense lines in an ancestor manuscript. 

The original Z reading is difficult to assess here, as discussed in chapter on DFG. 

'Schrage, "Ethische Tendenzen, " p. 387. 
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7: 3.8 

Euvotav follows o4 EtAoµcvrly in KL 056 0142 0150 0151 pm sy. The only other NT 

example of c ivota is Eph. 6: 7, there used in a prepositional phrase. Parablepsis may have 

taken place. Far more likely, however, is that the addition serves to euphemize To o4 tAr v, 

either for reading in worship or for the ascetic concerns so evident throughout the alterations 

in this chapter, in particular 7: 32ff. 8 

7: 3.9 

ATro6t8ETW in A is an intrusion of the thematic form; ' other examples of the 

manuscript introducing the thematic stem are discussed at 13: 2.14. 

7: 3.10 [discussed at 7: 22.80] 

7: 4.11 

F alone omits czAA' o. 10 There is no possibility of parablepsis nor other transcriptional 

error. This is one of the few differences between F and G. Perhaps the scribe of F mistook 

aAA' o for aAAo, then dropped the word due to the lack of a Latin equivalent. 

7: 4.12 [discussed at 7: 22.80] 

8Lietzmann, p. 29; Robertson and Plummer, p. 133. 

'See Moulton and Howard, Accidence, p. 202; Mayser 1,2, pp. 123-4 lists examples of 
this taking place with StSwpt in the papyri. 

1°As it is read in D G; other witnesses read aAAa o. 
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7: 5.14 

Only X46 B 321 read Et µ11Tt, omitting the av. Both Clement and Origen likewise 

omit while altering pilTt to µr1. " These likely indicate independent attempts to deal with an 

unliterary phrase. 12 The exact phrase Et µrITt av is not attested outside of Christian writings, 

of which the earliest example (outside of direct citations) is in the Pseudo-Clementine 

Homilies (16: 4). 13 Here the omission is the result of an interest in a more literary text. 14 

7: 5.15 

The variation between QXoAaýgi t and QXoAaagTE reflects a common interchange of 

the sibilants a and ý when it occurs between vowels. 'S In this context, it is likely that 

QXoAaýflTE, the present form, is assimilated to the present tense forms of the verbs that 

precede and follow in the verse. 

7: 5.16 

The longer reading may have been shortened due to an accidental leap: 

TH WCTE I xK&I THnPOCEYXH. 16 However, elsewhere in Paul the noun17 occurs only in 

"Clement, Stromata 1,107,5. M. Mees (Die Zitate aus dem Neuen Testament bei 
Clemens von Alexandrien. Quaderni di "Vetera Christianorum" 2( Bari: Instituto di 
Letteratura Cristiana Antica, 1970, p. 135) sees the agreement among cp46 B Clement as 
independent alteration of "the more difficult reading" rather than sharing a unique 
relationship. Origen De oratione 2,2 reads Eav µr1. 

"Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 169. 

1306 KaaAWS oOv TÖV Eva OF-6v £lvat AEyovia ýEÜQTigV AEYEtS, El 4 it &V 6Tt 

noAAoOS k46 4a; OEo6g. 

14Zuntz, p. 61 n. 2. 

'SGignac I, p. 123. 

"Kilpatrick, "The Greek New Testament and the Textus Receptus, " p. 40. 

"The verb vijaTtuw is completely absent from Paul. 
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contexts describing physical hardship (2 Cor. 6: 5; 11: 27), never ritual observance. This 

suggests a secondary insertion into the text. When described as an addition its source is 

generally ascribed either to "asceticism"18 or harmonization to Mark 9: 29.19 The difficulty 

with the latter argument is that the reading -rrj vrJQicta xat -rte Trpoacuxil cannot be 

attributed directly to Mark 9, which reads (in all witnesses except K` B 0274 2427 VL 1) Ev 

rrpoaeuXq xat vrIaicta. In addition, the same word order appears at Matt. 17: 21, which is 

generally regarded as a secondary harmonization to Mark 9. Harmonization to this passage in 

Cor. 7 can therefore be attributed to the reading TT1 npoaEuyT xat (TTJ) vrJcT£ta in 330 

459 2400 2523 (2289), which assumes that the reading TIJ 17poaEuXI) stood in their text prior 

to the assimilation. This argument cannot, however, explain the reading -rri vgaTEta xat Trl 

npoaCUXT. 

That reading can be accounted for by noting that the phrase (by, with) "prayer and 

fasting" appears to have been something of a stock phrase in patristic literature. Origen 

appears to be the first to attest it, in a discussion of the casting out of demons in his own day. 

Some people, he notes, have limited success in casting out of demons, "but sometimes with 

fastings and prayers and more efforts they succeed. "" In the fourth century, with far more 

extant literature, there is a sharp difference in the frequency of use attested between "prayer 

and fasting" and "fasting and prayer. " The former occurs only 10 times (apart from citations 

"Metzger, Textual Commentary p. 488; Fee, p. 272 n. 17; though not Schrage, 
"Ethische Tendenzen, " pp. 384-86. 

19Thiselton, p. 506; Lindemann combines these by explaining it as "eine ritualisierte 
Frömmigkeit anzeigende Lesart" adopted from Mark 9: 29. Zuntz, p. 165 explains the reading 
simply as a "gloss. " 

20Origenes, Commentarii in evangelium Matthei, 13.6. 
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of Mark 9: 29 and Matt. 17: 21). 21 "Fasting and prayer, " however, occurs 35 times (apart from 

citations of 1 Cor. 7: 5) 22 This tendency toward the latter sequence has also affected citations 

of Matt. 17: 21 in Ps-Athanasius and Hesychius: 

Ps-Athanasius, De virginitate 7: Tö ytvoc iv oöK EKß6ÄAETat, Et µßj Ev 

vrjaTEiaig xat npoa£uxaic. 

Hesychius, In sancto martyres 1: Tö yF-voc Ev o68cvi Süvarat oOi L4EpXe-rat ct 

µßj £v vTiUT£la xat 1Tpoacux 
. 

No extant manuscripts of Matthew attest this word order. However, these examples do show 

that the phrase "fasting and prayer" was common enough to have been written into these 

paraphrases of the passage. In addition, Basil uses the phrase specifically in a monastic 

context, in Letter 284 "To the Magistrate concerning Monks. " Here Basil is seeking relief for 

monks from tax payments. Their practice of "fasting and prayer" is especially highlighted: 

I submit men such as these to your perfect judgment, those who have long ago 
renounced life, having already mortified their bodies, so that neither from their wealth 
nor from their bodies are they able to supply any useful service to the state, so that 
they be exempt from their tax burden. For if they are indeed living in accordance with 
their profession, they have neither wealth nor bodies; the one is given up in sharing 
with the needy, the other has been worn out by fasting and prayer (kv VilaTF-faig Kalt 
TrpoacuXaic). I know that you will consider worthy those who live in this way and 
that you will wish acquire for yourself their aid, since by their life in accordance with 
the Gospel they are able to appeal to the Lord 23 

21Martyrium Ignatii 1,1; Pseudo-Macarius, Epistula magna 283; Theodoretus, 
Haereticarum fabularum compendium, MPG 83,540; Ephraem, Sermo compunctorius 113; 
Sermo de communi resurrectione, 58; Insitutio ad monachos 360; Ps-Athanasius, 
Quaestiones in Evangelia MPG 28,701; Basilius, Asceticon magnum, MPG 31,949; Ps- 
Chrysostom, Dejejunio MPG 60,717; 62,757. 

22Gregorius Nyssenus (3); Gregorius Nazienzanus (1); Ps-Athanasius (3); Basilius (1); 
Ps-Basilius (1); Cyrillus Alexandrinus (1); Ps-Macarius (4); Socrates (1); Chrysostomus (5); 
Ps-Chrysosotomus (5); Didymus Caecus (1); Apostolic Constitutions (1); Epiphanius (3); 
Cyrillus (3); Palladius (2). 

23Basilius, Epistulae 284. 
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Significantly, the addition has impacted only the Greek tradition. The Latin equivalent of 

v1 crrEia, ieiunium, was not added in any Latin witnesses, whether manuscript or patristic 24 

This indicates that the addition took place after the Greek ceased to have any influence on the 

Latin tradition (apart from the isolated bilingual line). The familiarity of this phrase to Greek 

readers, particularly in a monastic context, has led to its late introduction in 1 Cor. 7. 

7: 5.17 

The variation between the verbs QuvEpXrla9E (or -EQAc) and TITE25 can only have 

arisen from intentional editorial revision, regardless of which reading was in the archetype. 

The differences among modern-day commentators as to which reading would have caused 

the other are due to a lack of clarity regarding the meaning of the verb auvEpXoµat. Fee, for 

example, argues that "`being together' as the norm is stronger than ̀ coming back together, "' 

the latter (auvcpXTjQOE) therefore possibly arising from ascetic motivations. 26 However, 

auvcpXoµat has a much wider semantic range, For example with reference to sexual 

"It is found in two Latin sources that are translations of the Greek: "jejunio et 
orations"' is found in an anonymous commentary on Matthew which is likely based on 
Origen's commentary. Also, "orationibus etjejuniis" is found in the Latin translation of the 
Concilii Laodiceni. It is also found in the 8`' century Irish collection of council material, the 
Collectio canonum Hibernensis, though the source for this text is not clear. 

25Zuntz (p. 50 n. 3) suggests that "The absence of any verb in Cyprian, Jerome, 
Ambrosiaster, and d may be original. " The source of his information is unclear, but all of 
these attest the same reading (though with different word order and/or prepositions) as the 
Vulgate: revertimini. 

26Fee p. 272 n. 18. 
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relations 27 In the second century this is seen in Clement28 and Origen, who uses the verb with 

this meaning in comments on this passage, 29 with later writings such as the Pseudo- 

Clementine Homilies3' and Chrysostom showing similar usage. The context of 1 Cor. 7: 1-7 

does not shy from such terminology. The verbs äT1TW (7: 1) and &troQTEpE( (7: 5) and all of 

7: 3-4 make clear references to physical relations between wife and husband. In addition, the 

vocabulary is found in the LXX, Josephus, and elsewhere in the NT. 31 An additional possible 

use for the verb auvipXopat, though not in the NT period, is to refer to a relationship 

between someone who had taken a vow as a virgin and a "brother, " a relationship which may 

have at least appeared suspicious 32 The Council of Ancyra (314) states in its Canon 19: 

Anyone who, after professing virginity, renounces their profession should complete 
the time [of suspension from fellowship] of the remarried. Furthermore, we prohibit 
virgins from living with any men (auvcpXoptvac rrapOLvouS TIcYty) as sisters. 33 

"Liddell and Scott, s. v. auvtpxopat II. b. It is understood this way by W. Schrage, 
Der Erste Brief an die Korinther, 2. Teilband 1 Kor 6,11-11,16, Evangelisch-Katholisch 
Kommentar zum Neuen Testament (Zürich: Benziger, 1995) [hereafter Schrage II], p. 69 n. 
101; Thiselton, p. 506; Lindemann, p. 160; also, apparently, Metzger, Textual Commentary p. 
588, who describes rITE as "colorless. " 

28Stromata 1,5,31,4; 2,18,88,4. 

29Philocalia 23,13, used in a discussion of the procreation of children; Fragmenta ex 
commentariis in epistulam I ad Corinthios (in catenis) 34; Origen's text appears to have read 
IJTE, as it is found both in the lemma of the commentary and in De oratione (2,2). See D. 
Hannah, The Text of 1 Corinthians in Origen, The New Testament in the Greek Fathers 4 
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1997), pp. 78-9. However, in the comments on the verse Origen 
uses only the verb auvcpXopat (3 times), including a discussion of other occasions when 
sexual abstinence is necessary, such as the ritual regulations of Lev. 15: 19. 

30Homiliae 5,13, used interchangeably with $Eiyvupt. 

311, TrTW in Gen. 20: 6; Prov. 6: 29; Josephus, Antiquities 1,163; see BDAG s. v. iTrTw 4. 
vuvtpXopat in Matt. 1: 18; Josephus, Antiquities 7,168; see BDAG s. v. QuvtpXopat 3. 

32Cf. the discussion of a related term in Lampe, s. v. auvEiaaxcroS 4. 

33MPG 137, p. 1180. 
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The verb can also be used quite innocently, such as Chrysostom's uses of the verb when 

describing the "virgins" who "came together" to mourn the death of Jephthah's daughter. 34 

This wide range of possible meaning provides several possible contexts for the 

alteration. " If auvcpXoµat was understood to have a sexual reference, the colorless flTE 

would have appealed to ascetically-minded readers, as is the case with the addition of 

Euvotav at 7: 3. This may be reflected, albeit in a slightly different way, by the revertimini of 

75 78 Vulgate with Cyprian and Ambrosiaster, which elsewhere in the epistles translates only 

6nocrrpr4 w (Gal. 1: 17). It is difficult to see how this could accurately render auvEpXrlaOE 

except to soften a perceived difficulty ("return to each other"); nevertheless it clearly cannot 

be based on I1TC. On the other hand, if auvtpXopat was understood positively as describing 

an asexual relationship, as it clearly was at some point, " it might have suggested itself to 

resolve the ambiguity of flTE. Most likely however, T TE replaced QuvEpXEQ9c in order to be 

less likely to offend. 

7: 5.18 

The singular reading in `F: tva µrl F-TrtXaprl upty o EXOpoc appears to be modeled on 

Ps. 40: 12: LV TOÜTW EyVWV ÖTl T£8EArjxdS µE 6 TI ou µn ntXaon 6 ýxOpo4 µou irr 

ýµý. The adaptation shows intentional alteration: the personal pronoun is not present in Ps. 

40, but it has been properly adapted here to the dative case. The reading tva pry r; trtXatpEt 

34Ad populum Antiochenum, MPG 49, p. 170. 

"The argument that auvEpXrlcOE is an assimilation to 1 Cor. 11: 20 and 14: 23 is 

extremely unlikely given the completely different contexts, meaning of auvcpXoµat in those 

passages, verb forms, and word order. So also Zuntz, p. 50 and Schrage II, p. 69 n. 101. 

"The warning of the Council of Ancyra points to a previously encouraged practice 
that had been, apparently, abused. 
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irEtpa4ct upac in 0150 is puzzling; this may be derived from the partial adoption of a 

marginal reading also based on Ps. 40: 12. 

7: 5.19 

B. Weiss has noted several places where B, with the support of very few other 

witnesses, omits the possessive pronoun: "' 

Rom. 16: 21 
1 Cor. 1: 4 
1 Cor. 7: 5 
1 Cor. 9: 18 
2 Cor. 4: 17 
2 Cor. 11: 30 
2 Cor. 12: 5 
Eph. 1: 18 
Phil. 4: 1 

B 0150 omit you 
N' B omit µou 
B omit upwv 
B pc omit µou 
lp 46 B omit tlµwv 
lp 46 B H"'d omit µou 
cp46 B 0243 omit you 
346 B omit u[lwv 

B'' omit µou 

The appearance of cp46 in this list is not surprising, given the fact that this manuscript alone 

frequently omits the possessive pronoun against all other witnesses: 38 

Rom. 9: 1 cp46 omit you 
Rom. 9: 3 cp46 omit you 
Rom. 10: 8 Ip46 omit aou 
Rom. 15: 31 X46" omit µou 
1 Cor. 8: 9 Ip 46 omit uµwv 
2 Cor. 1: 5 cp46 omit rIpwv 
2 Cor. 11: 1 c 346 omit you 
Eph. 1: 9 X46 omit au-rou 
Gal. 5: 14 cp46 omit aou 
Phil. 1: 8 P46 VL61 omit you/pot 
Phil. 3: 1 cp46 omit you 
Heb. 12: 16 J46 omit (c)auTou 
Heb. 13: 7 X46 omit upwv 

37B. Weiss, p. 99-100; Weiss argues, however, that B is correct at 1 Cor. 1: 4; 2 Cor. 
4: 17; 12: 5. 

"Cited from Royse, p. 258-9. 
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These omissions are all the more striking given the fact that the addition of a pronoun takes 

place only seven times in )346, each of which can be attributed to harmonization, usually to 

the near context. 39 The convergence of cp46 B in the four omissions cited above may reflect a 

shared ancestry, with B having been adapted to the rest of the tradition in the majority of 

examples. Alternatively, this may reflect shared editorial practices, which simply chanced to 

correspond in a handful of passages. 

7: 6.20 

The reading the yvwpr v (823 2815) in place of auyyvwµrjv initially appears to have 

little to commend it. However, the reading is also attested, independently, by the D-text 

consilium (75 77; cf. conscientiam vel consilium 78). This form of the text consistently 

renders yvwµ i with consilium (1 Cor. 7: 25,40; 2 Cor. 8: 10; PhIm. 1: 14), apart from 1 Cor. 

1: 10 where scientiam is used. 0 In that passage most of the Latin tradition uses sententia. 

Furthermore, vuyyvw u1 appears nowhere else in the NT. The resulting clause, "I say this as 

an opinion" can be construed grammatically and fits with the context. In the end, however, 

the frequent loss of compounds in the manuscripts (see 7: 13.47 and 7: 31.110) suggests that 

yvwprly is a simple error. Consilium, therefore, may simply translate the rare Quyyvwprlv. 

7: 7.21 

rap (K2 BD 2KLP `P 056 0142 0151 6 424 1739) resolves two difficulties. First, 

since Sc is found in the previous clause, OEAw SE in the next would be awkward. Second, 

yap would serve to make more clear than the colorless SE at 7: 7 concludes the unit 7: 1-7. 

This indicates careful editing in the interest of clarifying the structure and argument. The 

39Royse, p. 252. 

40Scientiam may render yvwaEt, though this is found only in 2815. 
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alteration may have arisen independently in B and the "Byzantine" witnesses, both of which 

show intentional editing for clarity. 

7: 7.23 

An obvious gloss, Ev EyxpaTEta was added in the predecessor manuscript of 1611 

and the syh. 41 Elsewhere in Paul the word is found only in the list of "fruits of the Spirit" at 

Gal. 5: 23. 

7: 7.25 

The use of the article as a pronoun in the phrase "the one ... the other" (b µiv ... 6 

80 is rare in the NT, which prefers to use the relative pronoun (öS iEv ... 
N SE). This is 

in contrast to Attic Greek, which rarely attests this use of the relative 42' 0 VEv ... 
6 SE (K* 

ABCDFG6 424c 1739 pc) is found nowhere else in the Hauptbriefe, and in the Corpus 

Paulinum only at Eph. 4: 11 and Phil. 1: 16-17,43 with Hebrews showing four examples (7: 5-6, 

20-21,23-24; 12: 10; but never öS µßv .., öS 8k). The relative pronoun is used in this way 

at Rom. 9: 21 and 1 Cor. 11: 21, with a further example in 2 Tim 2: 20. Given the tendency of 

the tradition as a whole, it is more likely that Paul's style has been improved than that it has 

"The Greek basis of the Harklean revision was based on manuscripts that are related 
to the minuscules 1505 1611 2495; see NTSU, pp. 22-27. 

42BDR §293(11); R. Kühner, Ausführliche Grammatik der griechischen Sprache. 2 
aufl. in zwei Banden, hrsg. B. Gerth (Hannover: Hahnsche, 1898-1894, p. 228 [hereafter 
Kühner-Gerth], who notes that the use of the relative pronoun in this way is very common in 
later writers. 

"The example of 6 pEv ... 6 BE in Gal. 4: 23 is not the same, since the articles are 
standing for the noun utog (from 4: 22); cf. the citation of this passage in BDR §250(3) as an 
example only with a "?. " 
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undergone vulgarization' The archetypical reading is preserved by sP46 Wand the 

"Byzantine" witnesses (K LY 056 0142 0150 0151 88 pm). 

7: 8.27 

Tots Xripaic (206 2815 pc) is an assimilation of the article to the immediately 

preceding -rots ayapotc 45 

7: 8.28 

The addition / omission of ört is a common variation in the manuscripts. The 

examples of each in 1 Corinthians are 1) add OTt: 

4: 9 Maj sy (4m syp; veeAA syh) (discourse) 
6: 19 0142 (discourse, influenced by near context) 
7: 8 A sy (discourse) 
7: 29 DFG `Y sy (explanatory) 
10: 19 489 1827 
12: 3 1836 
12: 16 JJ46 (discourse, influenced by near context) 
14: 18 FG latt sy cop (discourse) 
15: 17 69 327 1831 1845 bd Ir Te (explanatory) 
15: 30 1831 replaces TI 
16: 12 K' D' FG latt exc. vg (discourse, with addition of 2 words which precedes) 

2) omit oit: 

6: 3 999 (discourse) 
6: 9 replaced by of A* 
8: 4 L 1739 (discourse) 

44Zuntz, Text of the Epistles, p. 52; Fee, p. 272 n. 22 also notes the difficulty of 
reading the articles, but argues that ö... ö should be understood not as articles but as neuter 
relative pronouns in the accusative case, with Xdptaµa as their antecedent. This is extremely 
difficult, given that there would no longer be subjects for the clauses (though Fee supplies 
one in his translation: "one has this gift, another has that"). 

45NA2' notes here conjectures by Bois: -rots Xnpotc; and by Holsten, omit scat -rats 
Xnpatc. These are drawn from P. W. Schmiedel, Die Brief an die Thessalonicher und an die 
Korinther, Hand-Kommentar zum Neuen Testament 2.1 (Freiburg, 1892), p. 127. Conjecture 
here seems unnecessary. 
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9: 24 88 (discourse) 
10: 19 255 (discourse) 
10: 20 DFG (discourse) 
12: 15 `Y (discourse) 
12: 16 P ̀ P 38 102 1845 (discourse) 
15: 4 IF (discourse) 
15: 12 (1) 0142 (discourse) 
15: 12 (2) q 46 (discourse) 
15: 27 (1) p46 B 33 630 1505 d vg Hipp Did Ir Chr Hil Ambst (discourse) 
15: 30 0142 

Notably, examples of explanatory 6Tt are never omitted. This is likely because its loss would 

significantly affect the meaning of the text. By contrast, öTt used to introduce discourse 

could be added or removed without significant impact on meaning. This accounts for its 

seemingly random omission in single witnesses, though ̀ N appears particularly prone to its 

omission. 

7: 8.29 

The use of an adjective in predicate nominative constructions is quite common in 

Paul, both with and without the equative verb (usually d1. d). However, while xctX6q is used 

in predicate nominative constructions elsewhere in 1 Cor. without the verb (5: 6; 7: 1; 9: 15), 

xa X6 never occurs in this letter except as a variant here and at 7: 26 (D F G). 

7: 8.30 

The addition of the adverb ouTW; in the reading Eav ouTwS IEtVWQty tS at Eyw 

(C 1611 latt) clarifies that the desired action is specifically the unmarried state, not simply 

imitation of Paul. This is perhaps modelled on 7: 40: 1aKaptwiEpa S£ iaTIV EQV OÜTWS 

µ£ivrl, and suggested by 7: 7: o; tvo iiwS, öS SE o iiwS. The addition of ouTw; 

following the verb in 69 104 330 441 2004 is either an additional attempt at clarification or 

the misreading of a corrector's notation. 
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7: 8.3 1 [discussed at 3: 1.1] 

7: 9.33; 7: 9.34 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

7: 9.37 

There has been some debate as to whether a difference in meaning exists between 

yaµEty (k* A C' 0150 etc) and yaµrlQat (sp46 R2 B C2 DFGKLP `P 6 1739). The present 

tense is given the meaning "to be in married state; " the aorist, "to marry. "46 However, "to be 

in a married state" is better understood as the meaning of the middle/passive form yaµEtaOat 

(203 255 506 1311 1827), which is clearly an assimilation of yapgoat to the TrupouaOat 

which follows. Either form could have been assimilated to the near context: yaµEty to the 

present tense nupouaOat; yainiaat to the preceding yapTlaaTwaav. A final decision is 

therefore not yet possible. 

7: 10.38 

Already in the second century three readings were circulating: XwptaOrlvat is attested 

by Clement (Stromata 3,18,108,1), XwptýEGOat by Marcion (as cited by Tertullian), 4' and 

Xwptýca0w in 5J46. The reading of 5J46, however, is an assimilation to the imperatives which 

follow in this unit: µ£V£TW, KaTaXXaygTW (7: 11); a4t£TW (7: 12,13), and most significantly, 

XwptýEOOW (7: 15). The infinitive is demanded by 7: 10b, which, like XwptaOilvat / 

xwptýr; QAat is also governed by TrapayEaaw: xat äv8pa yuvaixa µrl &4ttvat. This 

"Barrett, p. 161. He is followed by Fee, p. 286 n. 2; and Lindemann, p. 163. 

"Schmid, 323 cites Marcion's text for this reading as uncertain (printing 
xwpzc9u/var). Marcion's text does read the present discedere, while the perfect stem 
discesserit is used to translate the aorist XwptaOfi which immediately follows. See the 
discussion of the Latin tradition below. 
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assimilation, however, is a corruption of XwptýE aOat, not XwptaOrlvat, since the present 

stem is used to form the imperative, not the aorist passive (which would have resulted in 

Xwpta9rIiw). This same assimilation apparently took place independently also in 614. The 

Latin tradition without exception uses the present tense discedere, which most likely assumes 

XwptýEa8at. Passive forms of Xwpiýw in the NT are always translated with discedo, which 

has only the active form (1 Cor. 7: 15 bis; PhIm. 1: 15; cf. Acts 1: 4; 18: 2). In addition, the 

aorist stem is elswhere matched by the perfect: discesserit = XwpicOil (1 Cor. 7: 11); 

discessit = LXwpIQ9r1 (PhIm. 1: 15). The combination of the source of the reading of X46 and 

the uniformity of the Latin tradition combines to preclude the possibility of a Latinism in DF 

G. The reading Xwpt caOcci therefore predates the creation of the bilingual tradition. 

7: 11.40 [also discussed in the chapter on DF G] 

The addition of t6tw (P 214 547) is a clear example of clarification, so that av6pt 

will be understood as "husband, " not an indefinite "man. " 

7: 13.43 

rjTtc / £t -rtq reflects a common vowel interchange. While Et Tic may be an 

assimilation to 7: 12,48 7: 12-13 may in fact be another example of the parellelism which is 

typical of Paul. In addition, flTtq never occurs elsewhere in Paul in hypotaxis, 49 whereas ct 

48Conzelmann, p. 119 n. 7; B. Weiss, p. 65. 

49Rom. 1: 25; 32; 2: 15; 6: 2; 9: 4; 11: 4; 16: 4,6,7,12; 1 Cor. 3: 17; 5: 1; 2 Cor. 8: 10; 
9: 11; Gal. 2: 4; 4: 24,26; 5: 4,10,19; Eph. 1: 23; 3: 13; 4: 19; 6: 2; Phil. 1: 28; 2: 20; 3: 7; 4: 3; Col. 
2: 23; 3: 5; 4: 11; 2 The. 1: 9; 1 Tim. 1: 4; 3: 15; 6: 9; 2 Tim 1: 5; 2: 2,18; Tit 1: 11 
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-rtc in such clauses is quite common. 5° The reading tl-rts (A BCK LT 33 1739 etc) is 

therefore the "smoother, secondary reading. " 51 

7: 13.46 

Rarely does au-rog and ouiog interchange. At 7: 13, auToq replaces ou-rog (spul cpab 

NABC D` FGP6 1739 al) under the influence of several other examples of au- og in the 

near context. On the other hand, unless auTot at 16: 17 (A DFG 0121 0243 6 1739 sy°) is a 

simple blunder, it is more likely to have been altered to OUTOt than the reverse. 

7: 13.47 

The verb Quvr; uSoxEt in 7: 12 may have led to the addition of the prefix to the verb 

cu6oxnt (346 B 81 1881* 2464) at 7: 13.52 Zuntz argues for the same reading on internal 

grounds: 

It is possible to find in the differentiation a purpose which would tell in favour of cpab 
B. Their reading may be held to reflect that preponderance of the male which Paul 
stresses elsewhere: he Eü6oKEI, while the woman auvcu6oKEi. Assimilation would 
naturally ensue. 53 

Zuntz does not cite any other examples of the "preponderance of the male. " Whatever may 

take place elsewhere, however, at 1 Cor. 7: 10-16 the statements concerning men and women 

show none of this differentiation. Instead, what is said about the husband is repeated often 

verbatim for the wife: 

"Beyer, Semitische Syntax im neuen Testament, citing also 1 Cor. 3: 12,14; 15: 17,18; 
7: 36; 8: 2-3; 10: 27; 11: 16,34; 14: 35,37,38; 16: 22, all with Et rig; with Eav -rig: 8: 10; 10: 28; 
with oiav -rt;: 3: 4. 

"Barrett, p. 159 n. 2. 

"Barrett, p. 159 n. 3. 

53Zuntz, p. 40. 
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yuvaixa änö äv6pöS ph XwptaOgvat / xwptýtaOat (10) 
xai äv6pa yuvaixa µrß &4UvatS4 (11) 

Et Ttc ä& Accö yovaiKa 'EXEt ämaTOV Kai aUTq QUV£USOKEI oIKEIV PET' 

a6TOO, pi) a4tETw a6Ttj (12) 
Kalt yuvij El Ttg EXEt 'v6pa aTriCTTOV Kal oÜTOS IQUV]EUSOK£t oIKEIV PET' 

a6Tq;, µrß ä4tETw Töv äv6pa (13) 

hytaaTat yap Ö ävi p6 aiTLQTOS £v T[i yovatxt (14) 

xat tjyiavTat f yuvi' h ämQTOS 1v -rw ä6EA4w (14) 

OÜ SESOÜi1WT0(1 6 MFAýÖS Al 1ý &S£Aý9 EV TOIS TOIOÜTOI (15) 

Ti yap oi6ag, yüva t, £i TÖV Öv6p(X QWQ£ls; (16) 
Tj Tl ot6a� ÖfV£p, £L TTjV yovaiKGýL QWQ£1C,; (16) 

There appears to be little reason for Paul to have introduced a differentiation in v. 13, 

particularly one so subtle as the dropping of a prefix from a verb which had been used in the 

parallel statement. 

Furthermore, both cp46 and B frequently drop the prefix from compound words: " 

Rom. 3: 11 (£K)ýTyrwv B 
Rom. 8: 17 (auv)rraaXoµ£v cp46 
Rom. 12: 16 Quv(arr)ayoµ£vot q)46 
Rom. 15: 15 (£rr)avaµtµvrjaxwv cp46 B 
1 Cor. 7: 13 (QUV)£u6ox£t X46 B 81 1881` 2464 
1 Cor. 14: 23 ouv ((yUV)£a0r, X46 B 
1 Cor. 14: 37 (£nt)ytvwox£Tw 346 B `P 0243 6 81 1611 1739 
2 Cor. 8: 6 (npo)£vrlpkaro B 
Phil. 2: 30 (ava)trArjpwarj B 056 075 0142 
Gal. 1: 17 (av/att)tlAOov sp46 
Gal. 2: 13 (QUV)atrl X9rl s146 
Eph. 2: 2 (£v)£pyouvT£S cp46 
Col. 3: 16 (£V)otK£vTW cp46 
Heb 1: 6 (£ta)ayayq cp46vid56 

Heb 2: 4 auv(£rrt)papTupouvT£s B 

saSchrage II, p. 98-100 satisfactorily demonstrates that the two verbs are "scarcely to 
be differentiated" (p. 99). 

55Cf. B. Weiss, p. 34 and Royse, pp. 273-74. 

56 46 reads: iraAtv I [ayay]ii. 
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Heb 6: 11 (EV)SctxvuaOat sý46 
Heb 7: 27 (E4)ana c Jab 
Heb 8: 10 (Ern)ypa4w gp46 B'P 0285*vid 
Heb 6: 11 (cTrt)aovaywyrlv sp46 

Zuntz argues that since cr46 B did not make the same omission at 7: 12, their reading at 7: 13 is 

not likely to be part of a tendency toward omission. " However, the numerous singular 

readings in both 346 and B in such examples are telling. The loss of the prefix in these 

manuscripts, like so many other types of variation (cf. the addition/omission of oTt and of 

the possessive pronouns, discussed above), is not a rigorously carried out program of editing, 

but a pattern of alteration that appears in apparently random places throughout certain 

manuscripts. The fact that the loss of the prefix rarely, if ever, genuinely affects the meaning 

of the text suggests a scribal oversight rather than than intentional editing. This randomness, 

as in seen also in the omission of the possessive pronouns, suggest independent examples of 

a shared copying tendency. In only a few examples are these omissions also attested by 

manuscripts from within the same tradition: 1 Cor. 7: 13; 14: 37; and possibly Heb 8: 10. This 

may be attributed to a shared random tendency, as is seen by other manuscripts that make 

similar errors: 

7: 25 (auy)yvwpTly 1836 
7: 35 (wu)trpoaESpov L 
7: 38 (cK)yaptýwv 
7: 38 (cK)yaµtýwv 
10: 1 (St)rlAOov 1241 
11: 17 (auv)EpXcaOE '' (also 2 Cor. 8: 2) 
12: 23 11Ep1TtOT ILEV ] TtOflpcv 623 923 915 
Eph. 5: 29 EKTpC4 Ct J cvipE4 t 436 ; TpE4Et 88 378 1831 1872 

Nouns: 

12: 10 E ppgvEta ] StEpgTlvE ta A D* 

57Zuntz, p. 40 n. 5, with reference to the same argument by P. Benoit. 
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7: 13.49; 7: 14.52; 7: 14.55 

The substitution of au-rov for Tov avSpa at 7: 13 is assimilation to the near context: 

it brings µrß #tETW TOW av6pa into harmony with µtj &C4tETw aOitjv in v. 12. The 

conflation allTov av6pa in K' points to an early origin for this reading, which aside from this 

has only late attestation (K L PT 056 0142 0150 0151 etc). A similar conflation occurs at 

1: 29 in K': au-rou Ocou, a combination of au-rou (C' `P) and -rou OEou (ret). 

7: 14 shows two separate attempts to bring the parallel clauses into harmony. The 

harmonization attested in DFG and the Latin tradition is discussed in the chapter on DFG. 

Byzantine witnesses, however, show a different assimilation. The noun a8cA4 oc occurs 

earlier in this section (7: 12), but the nearer context uses forms of avrlp modified by an 

adjective (7: 1358,14a). The reading av8pt in v. 14 has been harmonized in to the examples in 

the near context (K L 0142 0150 0151 pm), with further additions of the adjective either 

before the noun (1367) or after (629 2544). The Peshitta also shows the more developed 

harmonization, reading the equivalent of Tw av6pt TW TTIGTW. The manuscripts that happen 

to be later also show the highest amount of harmonization in these examples, with KL 0142 

0150 0151 witnessing to the harmonized reading in each case. This is is an indication that 

once a harmonized reading becomes part of the tradition, it will not be dislodged except by 

unintentional error. 

7: 14.57 [discussed at 5: 11.30] 

7: 14.58 

"Most of the manuscripts that read av3pt in v. 14 read auTOV in v. 13b (K L 0142 
0151 etc). PT 056'"a read a6Eagw in v. 14, but auTOV in v. 13. 
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The verb will usually be found in the singular number when subject of the verb is a 

neuter plural, here ira TEKva. At 7: 14, however, 8 1' 255 1319 2127 have shifted the verb to 

the plural Etrnv in to bring the number of the verb into harmony with the noun. 

7: 15.60 

The reading 11 9 aßEA4rj ( 4601 ABCDK LT 6 33) may be a secondary attempt to 

make clear that the disjunctive must be read here, a clarification which would have been 

necessary only before the use of accents and breathing marks in the manuscripts. In addition, 

usually a single article will only govern two nouns if the nouns both have the same referent. 

However, this only occurs (so far as can be determined) with nouns of the same gender, 

which is not the case here. The addition of the article may therefore be an attempt to clarify 

that two different individual are being discussed. Note that the correction in 346 is toward the 

addition. On the other hand, rj aScA$q may have been created either by a scribe or corrector 

assuming a transcriptional error or by haplography. In either case, the reading of 1739 is a 

conflation, likely caused by a misread correction (see further examples in the chapter on the 

"Alexandrian" witnesses). 

7: 15.61 

The singular reading IFßarlKCV (69), although a legitimate form, is a confusion of the 

minuscule forms of kappa and beta. 

7: 15.62 

The plural Tulac (x346 BDFG lP 056 0142 6 33 104 614 1739 1881 etc) is often 

attributed to a generalizing tendency in the tradition: "God has called us to peace. "" On the 

59Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 489; Thiselton, p. 534; Schrage II, p. 111 n. 338; 
Schrage, "Ethische Tendenzen, " p. 381. 
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other hand, Paul does use the first person plural in other examples where he invokes a 

peaceful attitude in the midst of otherwise direct instruction (Rom. 5: 1; 14: 19). Furthermore, 

second person forms of the pronoun (7: 14) and verbs (7: 16) appear in the immediate context, 

making assimilation a strong possibility. In addition, manuscripts that have tended to 

harmonize in this section (see discussion above) witness that tendency here (K L 0142 0150 

0151), though a few avoided it earlier (K C). Therefore, upac is a secondary harmonization to 

the near context. 

7: 16.63 

The addition of a final -S (C) results in a nominative pronoun where the accusative is 

required (cf. 14: 26). It is an accidental addition, though not uncommon in the manuscripts 

(cf. 2: 4; 16: 15). 

7: 16.64 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

7: 16.65 

A vowel interchange, similar to that which took place at 7: 13.43 

7: 17.66 

The addition/omission of the at will be treated first. In the Greek witnesses it is 

present only in F G. This likely reflects the reading of the shared ancestor of DFG, 6° 

however, since it is found also in 75 78 89 (unumquemque) and 77 (et). The remnants of the 

lineation of this ancestor are still discernible in G, with the initial x- written as an enlarged 

letter. Its loss in D can be attributed to comparison to other Greek witnesses. The presence of 

6"A discussion of the relationships among the bilinguals is discussed in the chapter on 
DFG. 
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the conjunction also in the Peshitta points to an early origin for the addition. However, 

because its presence smooths the harsh, asyndetic parallel clauses, its omission would be 

inexplicable had it been present in the archetype. It should be noted that FG and the D"text 

also edit the conjunctions in 7: 33-34 in order to produce a smoother text (see below). 

The variation between gicptaEv (aorist) and IEVEptKEV (perfect) is more difficult to 

assess. The aorist may have been assimilated to the superficially parallel examples of this 

tense in Rom. 12: 3 and 2 Cor. 10: 13.61 However, the example in Romans differs in that the 

verb is used transitively (wS 6 OcÖS EVEpM(YCV µtTpov niaTCWS), with the additional 

difference of the position of the subject, to which only a few witness harmonize the passage 

in 1 Corinthians 62 The shift of the subject to the position prior to the verb is a common error 

which does not require the postulation of harmonization to a parallel passage. Assimilation to 

2 Cor. 10: 13 is even less likely given the different word order, the lack of a comparative 

particle (tc), and the presence of an indirect object (h iiv) between the verb and the subject. 

Other factors make assimilation to a parallel passage unlikely here. First, since no 

manuscript has adopted the reading pgµEp1KEv into the potential parallels in Rom. 12 and 2 

Cor. 10 it is unlikely that this stood as the archetypical reading at 1 Cor. 7: 17. Second, and 

more significantly, most of the manuscripts (sp46c 63 k' B 81 1739) that read the perfect tense 

here have assimilated the tense of the verb in similar situations. For example, at 6: 14 the verb 

61Zuntz, 256; B. Weiss, 43. 

62TuT cites thirty-one manuscripts (readings 7 and 9) with the same word order. 

63A corrector in q)46 wrote x above the a, but neither struck out the a nor added µ at 
the beginning of the word; the corrector may therefore have intended EpEptxev or 
pcJEptKEV. 
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t. cyEpCt has been altered to C4r; yCtpEv (s)46°2M4 B 424° 1739) to match the aorist tense verb 

which preceded (see further examples below in the discussion of 7: 38). This is likely to have 

occurred in the same manuscripts at 7: 17. Significantly, at both 6: 14 and 7: 17 cp46 has been 

annotated for the correction to the near context. 

The final significant variation within this unit involves the subject of the verbs. The 

similarity of the nomina sacra led to numerous permutations: 

o-... oiS 
q... o1 Fq 

oK;... oug- 

0xq ... oxS 
0 xS ... 0K9 0u 

KL056 0142 0150 01516 etc 
`1' 255 321 322 330 385 489 1311 
lp 46R AB CDF 33 69 81 88 104 256 441 
VL 75 78 89 
181 915 917 1319 1875 2004 
G 

1175 1739 1838 

The manuscripts which read the same noun in both positions have suffered from assimilation 

to the previous noun. G reflects this in a unique way: the second xS has been introduced 

accidentally (perhaps by dittography), but the error was recognized and o Sq written as well. 

Correction is likely indicated by the underlined iFq- and the line written over the second o, 

which is not a spiritus since these are not written in this manuscript. In any event, because the 

error is not reproduced in F it is unique to the scribe of G. 

The choice between oO... oi and o xS ... o was the archetypical reading is 

complex. The alteration of the O to xS or i to O could have resulted simply from scribal 

carelessness. However, it is more likely that o xS ... o Uq-was the archetypical reading. 

First, because the subject of the verb xaAEw in Paul is never xüptoq, but is frequently O og 

(Rom. 8: 28-30; 9: 22-24; 1 Cor. 1: 9; 7: 15; 1 Thes. 2: 12; 4: 7). Second, in formulaic statements 

`The sequence of corrections in X46 as described in NTaP: "The original E4EyctpCt 
was changed to EkEyEpEt by a first corrector by marking out the first t, then a second 
corrector improved to c4i y tpcv by an il above the unobliterated second E, an t above the 
marked out t, and a change of the second t to v. 11 
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throughout the epistles, and particularly in greetings, O oq is placed prior to xüpto; (e. g., 

Rom. 1: 7; 5: 1; 1 Cor. 1: 3,9; 8: 6), which may have influenced the change in word order in 

this passage. An growing interest in Trinitarian thinking may also have contributed to the 

alteration, since Agog would have been recognized as receiving the place of honor, followed 

by xüptoc. 

7: 17.67 

In 1 Corinthians Paul frequently appeals to the practices of other churches over and 

against those of Corinth (1: 2; 4: 17; 11: 16,36). "All the churches" is a phrase used also in 

other letters, with the adjective both preceding (Rom. 16: 4; 1 Cor. 4: 17; 14: 33; 2 Cor. 8: 18; 

11: 28) and following the noun (Rom. 16: 16). The reading Ev ttaaatq -rat; EKKArjatat; (PZ 

33 1827 1908 1926 2W't65) is the result of assimilation to the more common word order, 

specifically 1 Cor. 4: 17, which also uses the verb StaTäaaoµat/St& iaxw. 

7: 17.68 [discussed in the chapter on DF G] 

7: 18.69; 7: 18.72 [also 3: 4.211 

DFG places the indefinite pronoun prior to the verb at 3: 4, there also against the rest 

of the tradition, and at 7: 18b. At 7: 18a the pronoun is placed after the verb (also cp'S'I' 0150 

915 917 1836 1875 1881 1912). This may indicate that DFG are less rigorous with respect 

to word order, even if it does not reveal a trend toward one position over the other. The verb 

ExAT10il (K `Y 0156 0142 etc) is the result of assimilation to the same form earlier in the 

verse 

7: 19.73 [discussed in chapter on DF G} 

65von Soden's K group supports this reading. 
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7: 19.75 

88 alone replaces aAAa with Et µrl, which occurred at 7: 17 with the same meaning. 66 

7: 20.77; 7: 24.83 

Three factors have contributed to the variation in this unit. First, the preposition Ev 

appears twice: £V Try KAgcrEt Tj EKA TOT1 £V TONTTI 
. tcvciw. The preposition was added again 

before the relative pronoun in several witnesses (g)15 0150 257) in an apparent attempt to 

clarify the use of the dative case so that it matches the previous prepositional phrase. 1739' 

presents a unique reading. An erasure has obliterated what had been written where cv w now 

stands (before EKArjOq; see below), but it is likely that the original hand read rl here with the 

rest of the tradition. However, the Ev prior to -rauTTI VEvETW was never present in the text. 67 

The second influence causing corruption here is the similarity of this passage to 7: 24: 

Ev w ExAr1OII a6EA4ot, Ev TOUTW $EVETW. The singular reading of A at 7: 20: EV TOUTW 

VEVETW can only have been imported from the later verse; because the neuter pronoun lacks 

an antecedent in 7: 20, the reading in A cannot have been an attempted "improvement" in the 

text. The lectionary has influenced two continuous text manuscript here. A lection begins at 

7: 24,68 which 1739 (discussed in the chapter on Family 1739) and 429 confuse with the 

similar 7: 20.429 reads a6EA4ot CxaUTOS Ev w ExAr10r1, which moves the aSEa4ot to the 

beginning of the clause as in both the lectionary manuscripts and the lectionary titulus. 

66BDR § 448 (9). 

"The collation in Lake and New, p. 172 notes the correction but do not attempt to 
reconstruct 1739*. 

68See R Cocroft, A Study of the Pauline Lessons in the Matthean Sections of the 
Greek Lectionary, SD 32 (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1968), p. 149. 
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7: 21.78 

The omission of xat in FG is unusual given these manuscripts' usual tendencies (see 

7: 17.66). Here, however, the xat does not function as a conjunction but adverbially as an 

intensifier. " The word is not omitted by these manuscripts in comparable examples (e. g., 

2: 10; 16: 12). The omission of et is shared by 77 78, but also 61, which leaves open the 

possibility that the Latin text used by the editor of the immediate predecessor of FG lacked 

the conjunction. The editor then removed it from his Greek text for the sake of conformity to 

the Latin. 

7: 22.80; 7: 3.10; 7: 4.12 

The addition/omission of the conjunctions in this passage presents several potentially 

conflicting arguments. The most common solution is to posit the shortest reading, opotwc, 

as original, with opotwq SE xat and opotwq xat representing various attempts to soften the 

asyndeton. In this scenario, oµotw; Sr- xat could be ascribed to harmonization to 1 Cor. 7: 3, 

4, though this is unlikely. 70 This reading, however, is not without difficulty. As Zuntz notes, 

opotwc never stands alone in Paul, and in the NT is found in this way (at the beginning of a 

clause) only at 1 Peter (3: 1,7; 5: 5). For Zuntz, however, this does not cast suspicion on the 

reading at 7: 22 because here it is "strongly attested. 7' 

While oµotwc with asyndeton is non-Pauline, opotw; SE scat is firm at 1 Cor. 7: 4 

and virtually firm at 7: 3 (oµotwq xat only A 056 0142 255). In addition, it is likely the 

69See BDR § 442 (8); BDAG, s. v. Kai (2 b) 

70Zuntz (p. 188) seems to recognize the weakness of this argument: oµotw; BE xat 
,, was probably suggested, or at least eased, by the parallels in vii 3f. " 

"Zuntz, p. 188 n. 2. 
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archetypical reading at Rom. 1: 27, where it is attested by A D' GPV 33 1505 1611 1739 

2405 Clement. There K' B D' KL 049` 056 0151 read Tc in place of SE, which could have 

arisen due to the -rE immediately preceding at 1: 26 and rE xat at 1: 12,14. Furthermore, 

oµotwq TE xat is otherwise unattested in the NT, while additional NT examples of opotwq 

SE uat occur at Luke 5: 10; 10: 32 and James 2: 25. 

Opotw; xat could have arisen easily from either opotw; Sc at or opotw;. Were it 

not for the frequent loss, as opposed to addition, of Sc in otherwise firm readings (Luke 

10: 32; Rom. 1: 27; 1 Cor. 7: 3; James 2: 25; see further below), this may be considered the 

archetypical reading. It is therefore more likely that oµotwg Se xat led to oµotwc xat than 

the reverse. Furthermore, the manner in which the versions translate this construction shows 

the tendency toward the simpler opotwq xat. The Peshitta and the Coptic routinely use only 

an adverb + conjunction to render oµotwq SE Kat (see below). While the Peshitta does not 

support opotwg xat in place of opotwc BE xat, at I Cor. 7: 22 the fact that any conjunction 

is present means that it cannot support opotwc. Finally, opotw; xat is not attested in the 

manuscript tradition of the Corpus Paulinum except as a variant with opotwq SE xat. 72 

One is therefore left with a decision between two readings at 7: 22: opotws SE Kai or 

oµotwg. The fact that the minuscules are so divided at this place points to continued 

difficulty with this text throughout the history of transmission. Furthermore, the corrector of 

424 remains silent here, departing from its usual relationship with B6 1739. If one assumes 

oµotwq SE Kai as the archetypical reading at Rom. 1: 27 and 1 Cor. 7: 22, an interesting 

pattern emerges (the two examples from Luke are noted for the sake of completeness): 

72Zuntz (p. 188) argues that the reading opotwc xat arose from oµotwc without 
considering whether it may have arisen instead from opotwS Se xat, as is argued here. His 
argument is strained, however, claiming that it was influenced "by many parallels in the 
Gospels and by the very numerous Pauline instances of outs S xat. " 
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Luke 5: 10 oµotwc S& xat [no variation] 
Luke 10: 32 opotwg S& Eat 

oµotwc Kai W 544 700 
Rom. 1: 27 opotwS SE xat A D' GP `P 33 1505 1611 1739 2495 Cl sy' 

similiter autem et 89 
oµotwS TE at K' B D' KL 049` 056 0151 
opotwg SE at C 049' 0278 co syp 

1 Cor. 7: 3 opotwc S& Eat KBCDFGKLPY0150 0151 614 1739Orsy' 
similiter autem et 75 77 78 89 Vg 

opotwc Eat A 056 0142 255 Or co 
similiter autem Cyp Amst(A) 

lac " sp46 

1 Cor. 7: 4 opotwg Sc xat [all Greek witnesses] syh 
similiter autem et 64 75 77 78 Vg Amst(A) 

opotwq xat co 
similiter et 89 Cyp Amst Zeno 

lac ; p" 

I Cor. 7: 22 opotwq Sc Kai DFG1 69 255 319 330 917 1108 1505 1611 1834 
1836 1875 2495 
similiter autem et 75 77 78 

opotw; Kai KL 056 0142 0150 0151 88 326 424 614 915 1175 1912 
similiter et 61 89 R Am Pel Amst Amst(A) Sedul 

oµotw; (P" (P' HABPY6 33 81 104 181 263 441 462 630 999 
1319 1739 1838 1881 
similiter 64 Vg 

lac C 
James 2: 5 opotw; SF Kai NABL 223 489 876 1022 1243 1739 1799 1960 2125 

2401 2412 2423 
oµotw; 6& Kai 56 88 142 623 915 919 syP co 
ouTwS Kai C 

There is a clear tendency for SF to drop out of the tradition. Since oµotwc Sc at and 

oµotwc xai are scarcely to be distinguished semantically73 this is not surprising. Both 

Origen and Chrysostom, for example, cite 1 Cor. 7: 3 twice, once with opotwc 8c Kai and 

once with opotws xat. " Therefore, only the reading opotwg SE xat can account for all the 

73Denniston (p. 305.6) notes that Si xai may combine an "adversative or disjunctive 

sense with the idea of addition, " though xa( may also follow a "purely connective" SE. 

74Origen cites 1 Cor. 7: 3 with opotw; Sc xat in De oratione 28,4 and with opotw; 
6E at in Commentarü in etiangelium Matthei 14,23; Chrysostom cites the passage with 
o totwc cat in In epistulam i ad Corinthios MPG 61, p. 152 and with opotw; 6E xat in De 
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other readings at 7: 22. The loss of Sc was taking place already in the second century in other 

passages and in the fathers. This then led to the omission of xat, thereby introducing 

asyndeton. Furthermore, Zuntz himself provides a reason for the loss of SE xat: opotwq 8E 

xat is a "typical Koine-phrase. "' Scribes and readers interested in improving the style of the 

text would have found a candidate for revision. 

7: 22.81 

X46 is the only witness to omit the article in seven places in 1 Corinthians, with the 

latter three of these potentially resulting from parablepsis: 75 

7: 22 (o) £AEuOFpoS 
8: 9 (>1) £4ouota 
11: 24 (To) untp upwv 
15: 9 (-rou) OFou 
14: 13 Sto (o) Xaawv 
14: 33 naaat; (Tat; ) EXXXTIQtat; 
15: 48 at (ot) ounavtot 

The example at 7: 22 is likely the result of assimilation to anarthrous SouAog in the preceding 

clause, which matches the assimilation of the word that also takes place here in this 

manuscript (see discussion at 7: 22.82). 

7: 22.82 

One of the recognizable features of Pauline style is the use of parallelism, the virtual 

repetition of a previous clause with only one or two elements changed in the parallel. 76 Where 

virginitate 2 8. 

"List from Royse, p. 258. lie finds twenty-five other examples of X46 alone omitting 
the article, of which seven may be due to a leap. 

16Cf. BDR § 490; Turner, Style, pp. 96-7. 
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the word order of the elements is repeated in the second clause the manuscripts do not 

deviate (e. g., 1 Cor. 3: 5,9; 6: 16-17; 18-19; 9: 1-2; 12: 4-5,15-16). However, in several cases 

in which nomina sacra are involved, the manuscripts do show variation in word order: 

Rom. 8: 14 woo O oo £tOty KACD 1739 
woo Etaty O ou BFG 

woo FtOty O ou KLP`P 049 056 0142 0151 
1 Cor. 7: 22 6ouAoS warty Xpto+rou p'S WABDKL PT 056 0142 0150 0151 

1739 
SouAOS carty Tou Xpta7ou 33 
SouAoS cai tv uupou 257 
8ouAoc XptOTOU Fariv X46 K' FG 2004 1518 

The parallelism of Rom. 8: 14 is not as striking as in others, particularly in the difference 

between the function of the verbs, since Etµt functions as the equative verb in a predicate 

nominative construction modified by a genitive noun. Similar examples occur at 1 Cor. 7: 22 

(see below) and Gal. 3: 7 (where parallelism is not an issue), each time with variation. At Gal. 

i 3: 7, utot ctaty c@Paap (q)K' B `l') is altered to place the genitive immediately following 

the noun it modifies: Ftoty utot aßpa ap (K ACDFGKP 049 056 075 0142 0150 0151 

0278 1739). This helps clarify the direction of alteration at Rom. 8: 14 and 1 Cor. 7: 22. Both 

utot EtQty OFou (K LP `Y 049 056 0142 0151) and utot OFOU EtOty (K ACD 1739) also 

place the genitive modifier immediately following the noun, with utot Ocou ctaty also 

bringing the word order into conformity with the preceding clause. 1 Cor. 7: 22 shows a 

similar sequence of variation, with SouAOS XpIOTOU wvnv ( 46 k' FG 1518 2004) also 

bringing together the noun and the genitive as well as conforming to the word order to the 

preceding clause. Similar alteration is found at 1 Cor. 10: 16: 

EQTty Tou atpoTOC, Tou yptoiou ... TOU QwpC(TOS EaTtV TOU yptcTOU 46 

£QTtV IOU atpOTOS TOU ptaTOU ... catty TOU QWpaTo; TOU taiou A Co syp 
£QTtV TOu atpOTOS TOU xptaTOU ... Too QwµaaTOS Too XptaTOu £QTty BP 1175 

2464 

TOU atpOTOS TOU xpiaTOU £QTLV ... TOU aw 1arOs TOO KUPioo EQTIv D* FG 
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TOu atpoTOS IOU pta'TOU EaTLV ... TOU Qwµo: Toc TOU XptaTOu Ea-rty KCK 
L `Y 056 0142 0151 1739 

Several independent assimilations have taken place in this passage. The readings of D' FG 

and KCK pm all stem from the same source, with D' FG reading xuptou in place of 

Xptarou due to an early misreading of Ty- as KY. " The complete agreement in word order 

between the parallel phrases suggests a secondary harmonization. Harmonization between 

phrases also took place in A, which places the verb at the beginning each time. X46 has a 

unique word order, though the fact that this reading could not have easily led to the creation 

of the KCDFG reading rules out the possibility of its being archetypical. The only reading 

which can account for the rise of the others is that found in BP 1175 2464. A co syp has 

assimilated the second part to the first; KCDFG etc. the first to the second; and 346 reflects 

an error. One other possibility is that the verb £C Tiv was absent from archetype in the second 

phrase (Tou at paTOS -rou XptaTOU). Though unattested, this would easily explain the entire 

range of variation. The manuscript that suffers the most from assimilation in these examples 

is K, having the assimilated reading in every case. Several manuscripts do so in three of the 

examples; ACDFG 1739. B shows the least amount of assimilation of word order. 

7: 24.85 

The shift of the case of Otw from the dative to the genitive OEou can be attributed to 

the difficulty of the meaning of papa Ocu within 7: 17-24: "Let each one remain in the 

position in which he was called before God. " In the discussion of 1 Cor. 7, one's proper 

"A similar error is likely the cause to the reading xatpw (D F G) for xuptw at Rom. 
12: 11. 
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relationship with others has been the focus, not one's standing before God. 78 The genitive 

Ocou (056 0142 328 385 1518 1896) is smoother in this context: "... in which he was called 

by God" - and therefore secondary. A second resolution of the difficulty is the omission of 

trapa Ow altogether, as found in at least one manuscript (309). 79 

7: 25.88 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

7: 26.91 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

7: 26.94 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

7: 28.97; 7: 28.99 

Two different types of variation are found here. The first involves the form of the 

aorist active stem of yap w, which circulated in two different forms in the manuscripts. 80 The 

Hellenistic form, -yapqa-, is consistently used in the Corpus Paulinum. It stands without 

variation at 1 Cor. 7: 33,34, but at 7: 9 yaµ1000TWOav is replaced with yo ELTWGav (F G pc) 

and yorpriaat with yoptty (K' A C' 0150 33 pc), both of which are the present tense form 

(see the discussions ad loc. ). The Attic form, -yriµ 81 never occurs in the NT without 

variation. G. D. Kilpatrick, in a discussion of variation involving this stem, notes that - 

'8Schrage II, p. 143. 

"Tischendorf also cites here "13, " which is a commentary on the Pauline Epistles by 
Jacques LeFevre d' Etaples (Latin: Jacobus Faber Stapulensis) published in Paris in 1512 
under the title S. Pauli Epistolae. 0'ex vulgata adiecta intelligentia ex graeco cum 
commentaries Jacobi Fabri Stapulensis. LeFevre in this commentary does not specifically 
argue for the shorter text, but cites 7: 24 ending with tv TOT( PV TW. The next text 
discussed is the second clause of v. 25 (yvtipgv Sj St8wpt) 

80Moulton and Howard, Accidence, p. 231. 

81BDR §10116; W. Witch, Greek Verbs Irregular and Defective (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1871), pp. 146-7. 
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ya nla- is firm in seven passages. After discussion the examples of variation, he concludes, 

"the Attic form is extremely unlikely in the NT. " He then argues for the non-Attic reading at 

Matt. 22: 25, where both yapgaaS (D WY II Zr A) and y iaa (k BL01 0) are attested, 

and at Luke 14: 20, where yuvatxa cyr1pa is the most widely attested reading. There D, 

supported by the early Syriac tradition, reads yuvatxa EAaßov. 82 

Twice in I Corinthians there is variation between the Attic and the Hellenistic forms, 

both at 7: 28: 

yapgrn1S's' KBP `1' 6 33 43 69 81 101'"8 181 917 1739 1834 1836 1838 1875 
yrjpgq KL 056 0142 0150 0151 104 326 424 614 1175 Or Chr Thret Dam Photius 
yapgan A 
Aaßq; yuvatxa DFG sy1' 

acceperis uxorem 75 77 78 89 Vg Amst Sedul 
duxeris raorem Te 

yapq D* FG 
Ynµn rel 

In the first example, yruir1S may have been created unintentionally due to haplography: 

r&m-cHC, with a subsequent interchange of the initial a to q. It is more likely, however, to 

represent an intentional correction away from the Hellenistic form. 83 This example, as well as 

the tendency of the tradition as a whole to replace the Hellenistic forms with the Attic, argues 

also for the direction of alteration to move from yapq to yrlµrl. The variation may have arisen 

accidently due to a common vowel interchange. ̀ Nevertheless, the pattern of variation 

82G. D. Kilpatrick, "The Aorist of yapcty in the New Testament, " Journal of 
Theological Studies 18 (1967), pp. 139-40. 

83Note that for the identical variation at Matt. 22: 25 the manuscript support for the 
readings is virtually reversed, with the "Alexandrian" witnesses attesting the shorter, Attic 
form and the "Byzantine" witnesses the longer, Hellenistic form. Yet no editor in the last two 
centuries has printed the same reading both there and at 1 Cor. 7: 28. 

s''Mayser 1,1 §5(a3), p. 38. 
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discussed here suggests that accidental alteration was influenced by the trend toward the 

Attic stem seen throughout the NT manuscript tradition. 

The reading Aaß% yuvatxa, however, presents a completely different problem. The 

reading cannot be dismissed as a Latinism, " for the standard Latin idiom would be duxeris 

uxorem. 86 This is the way Tertullian twice renders the phrase in citations of this passage. " 

The rest of the Latin tradition, however, including the Vulgate, uses acceperis, which is 

literally equivalent to Aaprl;. Because this departes from typical Latin idiom it can only have 

been based on a Greek reading, so that the Latin tradition reflects a Grecism, rather than DF 

G attesting a Latinism. It is also read in the Peshitta, which uses the masculine form of the 

verb to render the phrase. DFG therefore cannot be dismissed as a Latinism here, and 

represents an early form of the text. 

But is it the archetypical reading? The reading yuvanxa caaßov is found also in 

Codex Bezae at Luke 14: 20x8 and similar forms are found, without variation, at Luke 20: 28, 

29,31, for all of which the Latin consistently uses forms of the standard idiom uxorem duzt. 

This expression is clearly preferred in the LXX, which is reflecting the Hebrew idiom, with 

approximately 90 examples. Therefore, although found nowhere else in Paul, the idiom is 

certainly part of the vocabulary of the first century Christian communities. 

It is likely the archetypical reading, since adaptation to the near context appears to 

have given rise to the other readings. In the previous verse Paul gives the instruction: "Are 

"As is done by Zuntz, pp. 88-89 and Fee, p. 325 n. 10. 

"Lewis and Short, s. v. duco (I B 4). 

"De monogomia 11,12 and De exhortatione castitatis 4. In the latter passage only 
duxeris is stated, but urorem is clearly implied from the context. 

"Kilpatrick ('The Aorist of yapEtv, " p. 188) argues that this is the archetypical 
reading based on its replacement in the rest of the tradition with an Attic form. 
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you free of a wife? Do not seek a wife (Cr1Tct yuvatxa). " Then follows immediately our 

variant: "But if you marry (Ac ft yuvatka) you are not sinning. " However, misunderstood 

as "take a wife" rather than "marry" there appears to be a contradiction with the preceding 

instruction: Why would one not be sinning if he "took a wife" since Paul had just instructed 

them not to "seek a wife"? However, recognizing that the idiom simply means "to marry" 

allows it to be read, properly, with v. 28: "If you (male) marry you do not sin, 89 and if a 

betrothed female marries, she does not sin. "90 The second clause of v. 28 in fact provided the 

solution to the perceived difficulty: the replacement of Aapr1S yuvat a with a form 

of yaREw. The variation between ycglil c and yT 1%, discussed above, therefore represents 

secondary variation; neither can be the source of aap>1S yuvatxa, but both are adaptations 

of a more difficult reading to the near context 91 

7: 28.100 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

7: 29.103 [discussed at 7: 8.28] 

7: 29.104 [readings of DFG discussed in chapter on DF G] 

With the absence of punctuation in the earliest manuscripts, the position of ¬v-rty 

determines whether to ) ouirov should be read with what precedes or what follows. When 

placed after -ro Aotnov (D2 KL `P 056 0142 0150 0151 88 pm), the noun must be read with 

"The context makes clear that it is the male who is discussed in the first clause of 
7: 28. 

900n the meaning of napOtvoS see the discussion of 7: 33-34. 

"Kilpatrick (`"The aorist of ya1u tv, " p. 188) argues that yapnariS is Hellenistic and 
y1 pric is Attic, and ) aßgc yuvatxa "is both Hellenistic and Attic" the latter two "can be 

stylistic corrections of yapij ;. " However, since aaßrl yuvatxa is also Hellenistic it 

should not be ruled out. 
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the preceding clause: "... the time is limited as to what remains. "92 Both Chrysostom and 

Theodoret break off their citation of this text after -ro aotnov fvnv, indicating that they 

understood the sentence in this way 9' Theodoret's brief comment here illustrates this 

thinking: "Life drives on toward the goal; the consummation of the present age is near. " On 

the other hand, when Faity is placed immediately after vuvEar& pEvoS, TO Aotrrov must 

be read with the following clause: ". .. the time is limited. Furthermore/Therefore/In the time 

remaining ... " The precise use and meaning of -ro Aotnov is difficult here, likely 

contributing to scribal attempts to construe it with o xatpog in the preceding clause. 

7: 29.106 [discussed in chapter on DFG 

7: 30.108 

The omission of the third xat in the series by " alone "disrupts polysyndeton. "95 

This manuscript omits xat against all other witnesses also at I Cor. 14: 21 and nine other 

places in the Pauline epistles. * 

'Fee, p. 338 n. 10. Contra Fee, however, the "Western" witnesses do not construe the 
sentence in the same way. F G, retaining the lineation of their exemplar, begin a new sense 
line with Aotnov. The Vulgate sense-lines also understand the syntax in this way. D places 
Xotnov on its own line, perhaps reflecting a lack of certainty regarding the proper way to 
construe the text. 

93Chrysostom, De virginitate 72; Theodoret, Interpretatio in xiv epistulas Sancti Pauli 
MPG 82, p. 281. 

The range of options is discussed by Conzelmann, p. 130 n. 3; M. Thrall, Greek 
Particles in the New Testament. Linguistic and Exegetical Studies, NTTS 3 (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1962), p. 26 argues that for To Aotnov in this passage "a temporal reference 
seems entirely suitable. " 

"Gating and Mealand, Asydeton in Paul, p. 61. 

%Royse, p. 257. 
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7: 31.109 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

7: 31.110 

The loss of the prefix, resulting in Xpwpcvot (`Y 242 1898), is the result of 

assimilation to the same word earlier in the verse 97 flapo: Xpwp vot (L) is an interpretive 

alteration; napaxpwIwvot in other literature simply means "to use, " though the two NT 

occurrences, both in 1 Corinthians (also 9: 18), imply misuse, nccpaXpwVEvot makes this 

intended meaning explicit. It is also found in direct citations of this passage in Basil and 

Theodoret98 and an allusion in Apostolic Constitutions 2,25: 

By distributing with righteousness to those in need, and you yourselves using the 
things from the Lord, but not abusing them (Kai üµac a6TOi Xp(A)µEVOt Lx Twv 
xuptocxwv, W& µrß papa p(ipEvot) by eating from them, but not consuming them 
yourselves; by sharing in fellowship with those who lack, be free from stumbling 
before God. 

7: 32.111 

Since 7: 32-35 explains 7: 29-3 1, the Sc at the beginning of 7: 32 does not have 

adversative force. ' This is similar to the function of OcA» Sc at 1 Cor. 10: 20b, which 

summarizes 10: 19-20a. The loss of öc lautem in the Latin tradition may be attributed to 

translational choice, so that the force of the conjunction not be misinterpreted - notably VL 

75 89 AMst lose autem also at 10: 20.10° This then led to the omission of 8c in F G. 

9'Examples of the loss of the prefix in other witnesses is provided at 7: 13.47. 

"Basil, Asceticon magnum MPG 31, pp. 976 and 132; Theodoret, Interpretatio in xiv 
epistulas sancli Pauli MPG 82, p. 281 (three occurrences); von Soden's citation of Origen for 
this reading is in error. 

"Schrage II, p. 177. 

10°Cf. also the loss of the intensive auTwv at 7: 35. 
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7: 34.115; 7: 34.116; 7: 34.117; 7: 34.118; 7: 34.119; 7: 34.120 

1 Corinthians 7: 33b-34a contains one of the more complex textual problems in the 

Pauline epistles. Origen and Jerome attempted to resolve the variations, yet these 

complexities have continued to demand the attention of modem commentators. The nature of 

the variations, the resulting differences in meaning, and the sophisticated nature of the 

parallelism which is produced in the different readings suggest that the passage has received 

intentional editorial attention rather than its having arisen from accidentally-created 

corruption. Furthermore, shifts in terminology and church practice in the second century 

provides a context for these intentional alterations. As a result, the manuscript tradition 

preserves this passage with different meanings: Is Paul providing a definition of the 

distinction between a "woman" and a "virgin"? Or is he contrasting the priorities of a married 

man and married woman with those of an unmarried woman? 

Since the variation in this passage significantly affects its interpreation, several 

decisions regarding the exegesis of the preceding material must be made, particularly the 

precise meaning of the terms nap0¬voc and 2iyoltoc. Throughout chapter 7, instructions on 

behavior which are structurally parallel are given to both men and women: 7: 1-7 discusses 

whether or not a man or woman (yuvij) should marry; 7: 8-9 gives advice to the unmarried 

(ay' ot) and widows; 7: 10-16 discourages separation of husband and wife (yuvi ). 

Following an encouragement to accept the call of God to remain in the life "in which one was 

when called" (7: 17-24) is a further encouragement for the rrapOtvot to remain unmarried 

(7: 25-28). This unit is complicated by the question over the meaning of TrapO¬vwv and 

trapOEvo;. The most likely intended context is that of engaged couples, with the plural -rwv 

nap0tvwv of 7: 25 referring to engaged persons of either sex, vv. 27-28a referring to the male 
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betrothed and f1 Trap9Evoc 28b to the female betrothed, then v. 29 addressing both again. "' 

A similar issue of referent arises in 7: 36-38, where again the most likely context is a 

discussion of the behavior of a male toward his betrothed (Ttjv i aUTOÜ rrapGtvov), with 

encouragement to them to remain unmarried. 102 Since the issue of the referent of iropO voq 

in 7: 34 is critical to the resolution of the textual problem it will be discussed after examining 

the textual evidence. 

The unit which immediately precedes that under discussion (7: 29-3 1) provides what 

has been called the "Eschatological and Christological Foundation" for the conduct of the 

Christian. 103 The phrase OFAw S üp& ! P£p(pvou; Eivat (7: 32a) introduces the overall 

unit 7: 32-35 by connecting it to the eschatological motivation described in 7: 28.104 The 

function of 7: 32-35 is to present an argument for remaining in an unmarried state. In 7: 32 and 

34 xyapoc again appears, having been used in 7: 11 to describe the resultant state of a 

woman whose unbelieving husband had chosen to separate from her. While in that passage it 

may be used to describe (but does not necessarily entail) a divorced or separated woman, the 

same cannot be said of 7: 32-34. In 7: 32-33 the contrast of focus is drawn between 6 aya pog 

and 6 yapgoac with no indication of whether or not the one who is äyaµog has been 

1°'Schrage 11, pp. 155-56; J. K. Elliott, "Paul's Teaching on Marriage, " New 
Testament Studies 19 (1972), pp. 220-2 1; Thiselton, pp. 569-71. Thiselton, however, 

apparently misunderstands Elliott with the claim: "The application to male and female 
distinguishes this view from Elliott's. " (p. 570). In fact, Elliott sees the singular nap0 voq in 

v. 27 as referring to females (as does Thiselton), but the overall context of vv. 25-38 (as well 
as vv. 29-38) as discussing "advice to engaged couples" since it is introduced by the plural 
7wv Trap0tvwv (v. 25). 

102Thiselton, pp. 594-602; Schrage II, pp. 198-99; Elliott, "Paul's Teaching on 
Marriage. " 

'°3Schrage 11, pp. 166-68. 

104Cf. Schrage II, p. 177. 
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divorced. Likewise in 7: 34-35, f yuvTi, äyo}tog, and/or 6 r%pOEvo; (depending on the 

resolution of the textual problem) is contrasted with ti yaprladaa. To argue that i ayoµog 

has the very narrow meaning of a divorced or separated women is difficult in light of the use 

of the masculine in 7: 32.105 

At issue in the textual tradition is 1) the meaning of the verb µgµtptaTat (7: 33); 2) 

whether its subject is 6 yoprjaa; (7: 33) or f yuvij (7: 34); 3) the presence or absence of xai 

both before and after µFµ¬ptoTau; and 4) the position of f yuvA, tj äyaµo;, and i 

irapOtvo; with the resultant differences in meaning. The variant in question, found at 1 Cor. 

7: 34a, exists in four basic forms: 

Form A: xat pq IEptaTaI xat q yuvq q ayapoq xat rr napOcvog S'BP 
et divisus est et mulier innupta et virgo vg 

Form A. 1: xat pgµ£ptalat xaL q yuvn rl ayapos xat q iTapOEvoq rj ayapog crab 
A (6) 1739 

Form B: . Fµ£pta1at xat 11 yuvr1 Eat 11 iTapOcvog q ayaµog D2 F-106 GK L'Y 056 
0142 0150 0151 5 429 489 876 1243 1880 

divisa est ei mulier ei vir[g]o quae innupta est 75 
divisa est mulier ei Virgo quae innupta est 89 
divisa est ei mulier ei virgo quae non est nupta 77 

'°5Tiselton (p. 590) argues that i &ycxpoc does refer to a previously married woman; 
he does not argue the same for the masculine form in v. 32, however. On the other hand, an 
argument, based on grammar, that divorced women are specifically excluded from r'l äyapog 
is made by Allen R. Guenther, "One Woman or Two? 1 Corinthians 7: 34, " Bulletin for 
Biblical Research 12 (2002), pp. 33-45. Most commentators (e. g., Conzelmann, p. 130; Fee, 
p. 345; Schrage II, p. 167) do not attempt to identify the referent any more precisely than 
simply "die unverheiratete Frau"/ "the unmarried woman, " while Barrett, pp. 180-81, after 
considerable discussion, refuses to offer anything more precise than simply "unmarried. " 

106The scribe noticed that his Vulgate text read innupta after mulier, while the D-text 
which he was adapting to the Vulgate read innupta after virgo. VL 77 uses instead non est 
nupta. This was noticed by the scribe, who then added the innupta into the Greek column in 
its proper location, that is, above the slight space between yuvrl and xa tr trapOEvog. 
However, no Greek equivalent stood in the text, so tl ayapog was added before innupta, that 
is, above xat q yuvgl. This reading is therefore not a correction of the Greek text (as it is 

cited in NTaP), but another example of this manuscript's interest in the proper Latin 
renderings. 
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divisa mulier et virgo immaculata 78 

Form B. 1: xat pEµcptaTat q yuvq xat 11 napOEVOS i ayapoq D' 

Significantly, the additionlomission of the initial xat and the position of il ayapoq are 

linked in every witness. That is, tigmptaTat must be construed with 7: 34a in witnesses that 

both omit icat before the verb and also read tl ayapoc only in the position immediately 

following q tnapOEVOS and no other, the same is true of witnesses that read an initial xat but 

use punctuation to force the verb to be read with what follows (Forms B and B. 1). On the 

other hand, manuscripts that read the initial uat and lack any punctuation force pcµeptarat 

to be read with 7: 33b (Form A and A. 1). 

Forms B and B. 1 are found in the following manuscripts with punctuation or 

lineation10': 

"p lcptaTat xat n yuvn xat n napOcvoq " il ayaµoc 5 429 489 876 1243 1880 

" MEpEptaTat xat q yuvq Kai q napOcvog "T ayapoq L 

" pFpEpta-rat H yuvq xat il napOEvoS q ayapog 629c108 
M£µ£ptaTat xat >1 yuvrq xat >1 napOEvo; "H aya toc F*1°9 G 

1°7A medial dot is signified by "-"; enlarged letters (indicating paragraph divisions) 

are capitalized; a line division is signified by " 11 ". 

108The H is enlarged and likely written in red ink (though this cannot be conclusively 
determined from the microfilm). This indicates a chapter division on the previous line, which 
is also marked by a medial dot. The correction in 629 encompasses only 'n TracpOEvoq rl 
ayocµoc, which has obscured what had been previously written. 

1°9F capitalizes only the H found before ayalloc, extending the letter into the left- 
hand margin. 
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The reading of the majority of manuscripts is seen in the first two listed here. "' The origins 

of the punctuation and lineation of these witnesses has not been studied, though the similarity 

in the manuscripts seems to point to a shared tradition. The reading of FG is discussed 

below. 

The manuscripts that read the initial xai but by their punctuation force the verb to be 

read with what follows are: 

xat pcprptaTat q yuvrj 11 xat ii napOcvoq II q ayapoc 1 ptpva Ta irou xü D 
" xat pC IEptaIat xat rj yuvT) q ayaµog xat q TrapOEvog " TI ayapog - 1874"' 
" at pFpcptaiat xat q yuvrj xat rl 1rap9Fvog "i rrapOEvoq 2464 
" at µ£µ£ptaTat xat q yuvq xat rj TrapOcvoS "q ayaµos 424 
" xat pgltpta7at q yuvil xat q napOEVOS " TI ayaµo; " 915 
" xat pglEptaTat TI yuvq TI ayapo; " xat rl napOcvo; 2127 

The text of D is discussed below. 2464 shows accidental assimilation to the near context in 

the repetition of TI napOcvoq. Given the important family of which it is a member, the 

reading of 424 is significant. The numerous corrections in this manuscript show a close 

relationship with 6 1739 1908 01210243. "' Yet often the text is left uncorrected, frequently 

1°Cited as such by both the standard modern editions and Zane C. Hodges and Arthur 
L. Farstad, The Greek Nerv Testament According to the Majority Text, Second Edition 
(Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1985). The latter, however, since it designates this reading as 
supported by "M", indicates that for this reading "the Majority Text is largely united but with 
defections in some strands" (p. vi). The Textics Receptus reads µgµcptaiat rl yuvrl xat rl 

ap9Evo; T1 ayaµo;, a reading supported, so far as I can determine, only by 915` 1241' and 
a single manuscript of Methodius' Symposium (discussed below). 

I" In 1874 a new leaf begins with i ayaµo;, perhaps accounting for the additional 
punctuation. 

1121. Neville Birdsall, "The Text and Scholia of the Codex von der Goltz and its 
Allies, and their Bearing upon the Texts of the Works of Origen, especially the Commentary 
on Romans, " in Origeniana, cd. H. Crouzel, G. Lomiento, and J. Rius-Camps, Quaderni di 
"Vetera Christianorum" 12 (Universitä di Bari: Istituto di Letteratura Cristiana Antica, 1975), 
pp. 215-222.1908 is a member of this group only in Romans; 0121 and 0243 are not extant 
for this passage. 
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in places where it agrees with the "Byzantine Text. "3 The reading of 2127 agrees with X15 

BP pc in reading the initial at and placing q ayapoq immediately following r yuvrl 

(though it does not read the second xat), yet the punctuation requires that the verb be 

construed with 7: 34a. Also somewhat ambiguous is 12411: 

p tEptaTat q yuvq xat rq 1rapOcvoS " T) ayapos 1241° 

However, although 1241' lacks punctuation either before or after pc .i pta-rat, the presence of 

a medial stop before q ayapog makes clear that this is the subject of the following clause. 

Thus the manuscript reads pgitptaTat with 7: 34a. 

In addition to these witnesses a pair of closely related manuscripts also matches Form 

A, but their punctuation shows indecision as to how the verb should be understood: 

" xat µ£µ£ptalat " xat q yuvq tj ayapK xat 1 rrapOcvo; 256 263 

Most manuscripts which read the initial Kat and place Ti ayaµog immediately 

following tj yuvq (Forms A and A. 1) do not use punctuation or any form of text division 

here; only cp'S A 33 1739 do so: 

" xat iEpEpta1at " xat tl yuvtl fl ayapog " xat il TrapOEvog T ayapog 1739 

xat pgiEptaTat xat 11 yuvq tl ayapoS xat q 1rapGcvoS sp's 

xat pEpEptOIat xat H yuvq rl ayapoS Kai TI Trap9Evoq fl ayapoq A 
xat p4µ£ptalat " xat il yuvtl >1 ayapoq xat q napOcvo; rj aycgiog 33 

1739 places divisions both before and after the verb in a manner similar to that of 256 263, 

yet with an additional division after the first occurrence of q oycx log. More important, 

however, is the similarity in the textual division (though not text form) shown by J3'5 and A, 

both of which use a space to divide the text so that the verb is read with 7: 33b. The break in 

`E. g., in chapters 7 and 8 of 1 Corinthians: 7: 13 auTOV; 7: 18 Tic EKArgOil; 7: 28 

yrlµrlc; 8: 2 c1SEvat it, ou8F nw ouScv, and Eyvwxcv; 8: 5 Tr1S yr1S. In addition, 6 and 424* 

agree in seven places in chapters 7 and 8 with the "Byzantine Text" against 1739. 
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the text is further defined in A by adding an initial capital on the following line. ' 14 The 

division in 33 is similar, which uses a medial stop rather than a space to indicate the break. 

Whether this similarity in text division is the result of a shared tradition or not, these 

witnesses understand the passage in the same way. 

As a result of this investigation of the various forms of text division in the 

manuscripts, it is clear that there is a correlation between the presence or absence of uat 

before pgiEptalat and the position of 'i ayaµo;. Where t) ayaµos stands only in the 

position following q napOEvoc, either at is present before pcpcptorat or punctuation 

forces PEµ£pta1at to be read with 7: 34a (Form B and B. l). The manuscripts which employ 

punctuation to make this distinction may, therefore, be evidence of a later addition of at in 

order to avoid asyndeton. However, whether using punctuation or not, the earliest 

manuscripts remain consistent in the correlation between the presence or absence of at and 

the position of tl ayapoc" Therefore, the variation of the initial xat is neither accidental, nor 

merely either a preference for or distaste of asyndeton, "' but is inextricably connected with 

the overall structure and meaning of the unit in 7: 32-35. 

Next, the four "Forms" identified earlier may be isolated into two earlier forms from 

which the others were derived. These two earliest forms are laid out with line divisions, both 

because these are found in the manuscripts and because they allow the parallelism of the unit 

to be seen (the square brackets indicate variation within these forms): 

"'Due to damage to the manuscript only the right hand leg of H is still visible. 

'"So Gating and Mealand, Asyndeton in Paul, p. 42, discussed further below. 
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Form A( 15BP) 

1 9EAW S£ upac aµ£ptpvouc Elvat 
o ayaµoc µEptpva Ta Tou KU 

3 Trwq ap£Qf Tw [Fw / -KW ] 
O SE yaglliaac pEptpva Ta TOu xoaiiou 

5 lTwq apEQrl Try yuvatKt xat pEpEptvTat 
Kai q yuvq rj ayapog Kat ij irapO£vos IlEptpva Ta TOO Ku 

7 tva Ti ayta [Kai] [TW] UWPaT1 Kai [Tw] TrvEUllaTt 

il SE yaµrIQaca µEptpva [Ta TOO xoC 1ou] 
9 Tfwq apEaqI Tw avSpt 

Form B (D2 F* GKLT 056 0142 0150 0151 5 429 489 876 1243 1880) 

1 AEaw SE upag apEptµvouc Etvat 
o ayaµoc Icptpva Ta TOO KU 

3 Trw; apccri Tw [Uw- / -KW ] 

o SE yan1aac pEptpva Ta TOO KOaPOU 
5 Trwc apEQTl TTj yUVatKt 

ggptarat Kai q yuvu xat u Trap9Evo; 
7 Tr ayajio; pEptpva Ta TOO KU 

tva Tj ayta [Kai] [Tw] awpaTt Kai [Tw] TrvEupaTt 

9 11 SE yatu aaaa p ptpva [Ta TOO KOapOU] 
rrwg apEaqI Tw av6pt 

In both forms, the first four lines and the beginning of the fifth show the parallelism 

characteristic of the chapter as a whole: line one introduces the goal or theme of the unit; 

lines two and four contain the two contrasting subjects, and lines three and five the proper or 

improper focus of attention of those subjects. ' 16 

In addition, both forms have suffered from harmonization to the near context. In 7: 32 

(line three) the bulk of the tradition reads xupiw, with FG the only Greek manuscripts 

reading 9Ew. However, the reading is overwhelmingly attested in the Latin tradition, 

including Tertullian, Cyprian, the Vulgate, and the D-Text witnesses 77 89 Amst(A). This 

indicates a widespread knowledge of the reading in the West in the earliest stages of 

16Lines three and five could be attached to lines two and four, respectively, but 
because the manuscripts that attest "Form B" show clear evidence of these line divisions (see 
further below), "Form A" was laid out in the same way for the sake of comparison. 
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transmission. Presumably, arguments that rely on the "weight" or number of the witnesses 

have influenced editors here. However, the reading xuptw should be recognized as 

harmonization to the immediately preceding Kuptou, especially since it is difficult to account 

for a potential alteration from xupiw to OEw. Other examples of harmonization to the near 

context in this passage are the reading Tw xoopw for Try yuvatxt at 7: 33 (0150) and the 

addition of nwq apcaEt -rw xuptw after TOO xuptou at 7: 34 (547). Given the similarity of 

the various clauses in this unit such harmonizations are to be expected. ' 17 

Differences between Forms A and B begin to emerge at the end of line five. In Form 

B, the verb µEpcptaTat stands without a conjunction. This results in an asyndetic clause 

which describes the contrast between Ti yuvrl and q trapOcvog. Furthermore, the adjective ri 

ayapoc becomes the sole subject of the singular verb pEptµva in line seven. This form may 

be translated: "' "But the married man thinks the things of the world, how he will please his 

wife. There is a division/distinction between the woman and the virgin. The unmarried 

woman thinks the things of the Lord... " 

In Form A, by contrast, xat stands before µgµcptcTat, which connects the verb to the 

preceding phrase so that the subject of the verb is o yapqaaS (line four). This now requires 

"7At 7: 34b, B and Tertullian do not read the second ira -rou xovµou. The shorter text 
cannot be have arisen by parapblepsis. Neither can Tertullian's citations be dismissed as 
summaries, since he consistently shows the shorter reading in all three citations of this 
passage. B, it should be noted, does preserve the archetypical word order at 7: 34a, one of 
only a handful of witnesses to do so. Most significantly, however, the reading rl SE 

yapllGTIQa VEptpva i-a -rou xoaµou brings the clause into parallel with rl ayapoq pcptpva 
Ta -rou xuptou at 7: 34a. The fact that this passage has received significant editorial attention 
confirms the likelihood of assimilation here; -ra Tou xoapou at 7: 34b should be considered 
secondary, a final example of harmonization to the near context which is common in this 
passage. 

"'Alternatives, particularly for the phrase "the woman and the virgin, " are discussed 
below. 
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Kai 11 yuvrl il ayapoc xai i rrapOEvog to be read as the compound subject of the singular 

verb .i ptgva, with rj ayapoc, here standing immediately after rl yuvTl, functioning as an 

adjectival modifier of this noun. The sense of the text differs significantly from Form B: 

"But the married man thinks the things of the world, how he will please his wife, and he is 

divided. Both the unmarried woman and the virgin1' think the things of the Lord ... " 

These two forms show radical differences in both syntax and the understanding of 

certain termanuscript One or the other must have been the result of intentional editing, 

particularly since the resultant structure in both cases is quite sophisticated. But which form 

is the result of careful editing? Based on both Pauline usage and the development of 

terminology in second century Christianity, it will be argued that Forms A. 1, B, and B. 1 are 

edited forms. 

Derivative Forms of the Text 

These two initial forms of the text produced distinct conflations. Form A. 1 ( Kai 

µiµ£ptaTat xat '1 yuvii i ayaµoc Kai il 17ap9Evog rj ayapoc ýp46 KA 1739) repeats the 

adjective. In spite of the early age and "quality" of these witnesses, it is impossible for this to 

have been the original reading. First, it would have been impossible to read pepcptoiat as 

meaning "make a distinction, " as it clearly was in the second century (see below), had both rl 

yuvn and rl Trap9E Vnoc been modified by ii ayapoq. Second, an argument for the 

accidental omission of q ayapoc is unlikely since it would have had to have taken place 

independently in both Form A and Form B, and in neither case is parablepsis a likely cause. 

However, this reading is easily accounted for as a conflation of the two forms of the text 

"'Alternatively, "The unmarried woman, i. e., a virgin"; or, "The unmarried woman, 
i. e., the bethrothed; " see further below. 
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described above. 12' This is not exceptional in p46, which attests other conflations. '2' The 

reading of X46 at 1 Cor. 7: 33-34 is similar to these examples in that a combination of 

readings now found in B and FG respectively have been conflated. Recognizing this 

conflation is additional evidence that both Form A and Form B existed in the second century, 

since 346 is usually dated to the early third century. However, since at is present before 

µriEptmat, Form A. 1 can only have been based on Form A, with the repeated rl ayapoc 

added as a reader's annotation or a correction from a manuscript which contained Form B. 

Form B. 1, found only in D and a few minuscules, is also a derivative form of the text. 

Given the stemmatic relationship between D and F G, either Form B is derived from Form 

B. 1 or, vice-versa. The text of Form B. 1 is presented here showing the lineation of D with the 

differences between the parallel Greek and Latin texts underlined: 

1 6r; Xw S& upaS aµEptµvouc Etvat 1 volo vos sine sollicitudine esse 
o ayaµoc pEptpva qui sine uxore est sollicitus est 

3 Ta Tou KU 3 quae sunt dmi 

Trwg apEQrl Tw xw quomodo placeat dmo 
5 o SE ya i ag µ, -ptpva 5 qui autem cum uxore est cogitat 

-ra Tou Koopou quae sunt huius mundi 

7 nwq apEaTj T>1 yuvatxt 7 quomodo placeat uxori 
xat µgµcptaTat 11 yuvrj divisa est et mulier 

9 xat il tiapeEvoc 9 et virgo 
11 ayoltoc LEptµva Ta Tou xu 1 

quae innupta est cogitat quae sunt dmi 

11 tva Tj ayta awµaTl Kal TTVt ut sit sancta et corpore et spu 

r 6c yapylaaaa 13 quae autem nupta est 
13 µEptµva Ta Tou Koopou cogitat quae sunt mundi 

nwq aprv>1 Tw avSpt quomodo placeat vino 

Strikingly, the only differences between the Greek and Latin columns of D are the 

addition/omission of at / et in 11.8 and 11. The Latin text (VL 75) is equivalent to Form B, 

the text of F G. This is not surprising; FG 75 often retain the readings of the shared ancestor 

"'Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 490. 

12'Royse, p. 253. 
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of D 75 F 78 G 77 against D. Moreover, G preserves the lineation of this ancestor manuscript 

more faithfully than does D. 122 The fact that µq i ptaTat has an initial capital in G shows that 

this was the beginning of the line, whereas in D at stands before the verb as the beginning 

of the line. This addition of xat into the DFG line of transmission is probably the result of 

the editing of either D or a predecessor toward a manuscript similar to that which is 

commonly called the "Alexandrian" type. Both the additions of at in line eight and its 

omission in line eleven can be attributed to this editing. The loss of at following 

µ£pcptaTat in line eight is more complex. 

The omission of the correlative xat at 7: 34a by D (also 203 506 629) matches a 

pattern of omission by D in similar examples throughout the epistles. xcci as a correlative 

conjunction occurs in a number of places without variation in the Corpus Paulinum 

(excluding Hebrews), joining verbs (1 Cor. 4: 11; Phil. 2: 13; 4: 9,13), adverbs (1 Thess. 2: 18), 

nouns (Tit. 1: 15; PhIm. 16), pronouns (1 Cor. 6: 13; Eph. 6: 9; 1 Tim. 4: 16), and clauses (1 

Cor. 4: 5; 6: 14; 7: 38). But in ten passages there is variation involving the initial xat: When 

correlating verbs (Rom. 14: 9; 2 Thess. 3: 4; 1 Tim. 4: 10); nouns (1 Cor. 1: 30; 1 Cor. 7: 34a; 1 

Cor. 7: 34b; 1 Cor. 10: 32; 2 Cor. 12: 12); adjectives (1 Thess 5: 15); and clauses (1 Cor. 1: 22). 

D alone or with a handful of unrelated witnesses omits the first xat of the sequence at 1 Cor. 

1: 30; 7: 34a; and 1 Tim. 4: 10. In addition, it is joined in the same omission by only A in 2 

Cor. 12: 12 and K' A in 2 Thess. 3: 4. No other manuscript omits the initial uact with this 

frequency in these situations. At 7: 34b (Kai -rw awµa-rt xat Tw rrvEuµaTt) D also omits the 

initial xat, but is here joined by cp46 AP6 33 43 69 1108 1175 1505 1611 2004. Because it 

is found in both FG and the Latin D-text its omission in D is likely to be the result of 

'22Vogels, "Der Codex Claromontanus, " p. 291. 
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comparison to a manuscript of the "Alexandrian" tradition (as was also the addition of xat 

before p iEptaTat, which is missing in FG and the Latin D-text). The editing of D's text 

throughout 7: 34, and particularly 7: 34b, likely prompted the same omission in D in 7: 34a. 

This matches its tendencies elsewhere, and cannot be considered original. 123 

Pauline Usage and 1 Cor. 7: 33-34 

Several grammatical and lexical issues point to Form A as the archetypical text. First, 

Paul's use of the verb pcpiýw is consistent. The verb in the active voice always has O og or 

xüptoc as the subject and always occurs in contexts of the divine distribution of "gifts" 

(Rom. 12: 3; 1 Cor. 7: 17; 10: 13). However, since these examples do not match 7: 34 in form 

or context they cannot be used to determine the meaning of the verb in 7: 34. On the other 

hand, both the form and context of 7: 34 are matched by the example of. tEp ptaTat at 1 Cor. 

1: 13. In both cases the perfect tense is used intransitively as a stative; "Is Christ divided? " 

This suggests that in 7: 33-34, "the married man ... is divided" (Form A) is the best way to 

understand the verb. Furthermore, J. Weiss argues for this understanding of the verb by 

ruling out the meaning "is divided" based on several contextual grounds, such as the naming 

of the categories rather than the use of a plural (e. g., a(i yuvaiKES), and to say "the wife and 

123Güting and Mealand (p. 42) argue that the original reading at 7: 34 was simply 
1FµtptaTat, omitting the xai both before and after. They claim this is a conjecture, but it is 

the reading of at least 915° 12418 and the Textus Receptus. Their argument is made on the 
basis of examples of Paul where he presents the situation he is addressing by the use of 
parallel clauses. Most often, there seems to be a preference for asyndeton in the first clause 
but syndeton in the second (Rom. 14: 2,5,22; 1 Cor. 3: 4; 7: 8,12-15,21,32,39; 14: 4). Yet 
they also point out that one finds examples where both clauses lack conjunctions (1 Cor. 
3: 14; 7: 18; 7: 27f. ) as well as examples where both clauses have conjunctions (1 Cor. 7: 36; 
11: 31 f.; 14: 2f. ). Therefore, a mechanical application of a principle that Paul prefers one 
combination over the other is unhelpful in this passage. Furthermore, regarding the omission 
of the second xai, they have not taken into account the editing in D and its tendency to omit 
xa1 in similar situations. 
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the virgin are divided: " results in nonsense. 124 In addition, the standard lexicons do not offer 

any examples which would suggest a meaning "to distinguish between two separate 

objects; "'25 all cited examples imply the division of a single object into two. The ancient 

lexicographers also show this understanding. Harpocration, Apion, Apollonius, Ps-Zonoras, 

Hesychius, and the Suda all use. tcptýw to gloss Saiw ("to divide") or SaTtopat ("to divide 

among themselves"). 126 Therefore, the most likely meaning of the verb µEIIEPI Trat at 1 Cor. 

7: 34 is "he is divided [in loyalty]. " 

This is not, however, how the verb was understood already in the second century. 

Tertullian, who is likely employing an existing Latin translation, 127 uses divisa est, which is 

commonly used in the sense of "to distinguish between. "128 Slightly later, the Peshitta129 

shows a similar understanding. 130 Greek writers of the third and fourth centuries, such as 

'24"Das gibt keinen Sinn and hat keine Form. " J. Weiss, p. 203. 

"'Cf. Liddell and Scott and BDAG. 

'26Apollonius, Lexicon Homericum, s. v. SäaovTat; Harpocation, Lexicon in decem 

oratores Atticos, s. v. 8aTEia8at; Apion, De glossis Homericis, s. v. Saiw; Hesychius, 
Lexicon, s. v. SESataTat; Suidae Lexicon, s. v. Saict, Sat-rEiaOat. 

"'Fröhlich, pp. 168-81. On the Greek basis of Tertullian's text of adversus 
Marcionem see Ulrich Schmid, Marcion und sein Apostolos (ANTF 25; Berlin, New York: 
de Gruyter, 1995), 40-97. 

128C. T. Lewis and C. Short, A Latin Dictionary (New York: American Book 
Company, 1907), s. v. divido II; P. G. W. Glare, Oxford Latin Dictionary, s. v. divido (5b). 

129The lack of any citations in Syriac fathers prevents the re-creation of the Old Syriac 

text for this passage. 

131The Peshitta reads: 44e&u1 #+Ause &uz Ace kuvto V64 4x is . The postpositive 

particle ex clearly marks the noun cAcd as the beginning of a new clause, thus it attests 
Form B. This noun is also used at Rom. 3: 22 and 1 Cor. 14: 7 to render 8taaroxii. By way of 
contrast, at 1 Cor. 1: 13, which in the Greek shows a similar context and usage of VrpIýW to 
7: 34, the Peshitta uses * ("is divided") the Ethpael form of 49,. Therefore the Peshitta 

also reads µ£µ£ptQTat as meaning "there is a distinction. " 
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Methodius and Chrysostom, also understand the verb in this way (see below). Finally, this 

would be an awkward way for Paul to say "there is a difference/distinction between; " 

elsewhere he uses 8taatoAtj with either coordinated genitives (Rom. 10: 12) or a plural dative 

(1 Cor. 14: 7). 13' 

Therefore, while an examination of Pauline usage argues that the verb should be 

understood as the stative ("is divided"), it is also clear that several early users of the text 

understood it to mean "there is a distinction. " While modem commentators reject this 

understanding, "' this early evidence should not be dismissed without accounting for its rise. 

Recognizing the proper meaning of pgiEpta-ron in this context, however, raises the 

issue of the function of xat before µgµEptc ra t in Form A. It connects the verb to the 

previous clause but in an manner which is unusual in Greek: the conjunction here seems to 

imply result, almost equivalent to oüv. This semitic-influenced usage is common in the NT, 

especially either to introduce the apodosis of conditional sentences or following temporal 

clauses. 133 While 7: 33 is not structurally a conditional sentence, the subject o yap aac is 

"'The LXX also uses 6tccaToA4 with a plural genitive (Num. 30: 7) and with ävä 

µeaov + coordinated genitives (Ex. 8: 19). 

"32Simon J. Kistemaker, Exposition of the First Epistle to the Corinthians (NTC; 
Grand Rapids: Baker, 1993), p. 248 argues that "This verb is never used to indicate `a 
difference' (NKJV), and it should not be translated in the active voice. " The only evidence he 

cites for this strong conclusion, however, is that the then standard Greek lexicon of the NT 
does not provide any examples of it being used in this way. According Westcott and Hort, 
Introduction to the New Testament in the Original Greek, "Appendix I: Notes on Selected 
Readings, " p. 115, this meaning is "ill attested and improbable. " They are followed in this 
judgment by Robertson and Plummer, p. 157. On the other hand, the translation "there is a 
distinction" is adopted by J. B. Lightfoot, Notes on the Epistles of St. Paul (New York: 
MacMillan, 1895), p. 234. 

133K Beyer, Semitische Syntax im Neuen Testament, Bd. I: Satzlehre Teil 1, Zweite, 

verbesserte Auflage (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1968), pp. 66-72; cf. BDR §442 

(2)" 
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functioning as a conditional participle, again a usage which shows semitic influence. "' 

Therefore, the use of xai µet1 ptcrrat in the sense of "so that he is divided" shows a usage 

that is not foreign to Paul, but is nevertheless unusual. These difficulties are resolved in Form 

B, indicating that this is a secondary form of 1 Cor. 7: 33-34. 

A second potential difficulty with Form A is that it ostensibly requires the singular 

verb µEptpvcc to have two subjects: "The unmarried woman and the virgin think the things of 

the Lord. " Already in Jerome, however, the argument is made that i rrapOEvog is 

epexegetical to f äyaµoc : "The unmarried woman, that is, the virgin. "135 However, a few 

modem commentators and English translations have opted to translate xat as a disjunctive: 

"the unmarried woman or the virgin. 11136 Furthermore, a recent suggestion is to regard both 1 

ayapog and Tj napOtvog as adjectival modifiers of ý yuvil: "The chaste unmarried 

woman. "37 Nevertheless, most commentators adopt the epexegetical understanding, 

particularly since the construction is not unusual in the NT. 138 In addition, in passages where 

134Beyer, Semitische Syntax, pp. 211-12.1 Cor. 7: 33 is cited on p. 212. 

135Adversus lovinianum 2,259-260, discussed below. 

"'Examples given by Thiselton, p. 590; see also Guenther, "One Woman or Two? " p. 
36 n. 4. 

"'Guenther, "One Woman or Two? "; This argument may be strengthened by noting 
that in other places Paul uses two adjectives to modify a single noun in a manner similar to 
that proposed by Guenther: T£KVOV 'ya1TTITÖV Kai 1TLQTÖV (1 Cor. 4: 17); &8, -A401 µou 
&yanri roi xai Ln076811Toi (Phil. 4: 1). There are, however, no other examples of TrapOtvog 
functioning adjectivally in Paul. Guenther also acknowledges that the epexegetical 
understanding is possible. 

138BDR §135 (1). An additional Pauline example is 2 Cor. 8: 2. 
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incongruence exists between the number of subjects and the number of the verb there is 

variation in the manuscripts (e. g., 1 Cor. 15: 50). '39 

Third, the meaning of rrapO vog is clearly an issue. As pointed out above there is 

considerable debate as to the precise referent of the word in each occurrence in 1 Cor. 7. 

Most modem commentators see the word as referring to a betrothed individual; preceded by 

the feminine article in 7: 32-34 it would refer to betrothed woman. Others treat the example in 

7: 34 as unique within the chapter, either as a further clarification of what "unmarried" means, 

that is, "never married" or as an adjective: "the chaste unmarried woman. " In any case, the 

term clearly is not understood in this way already at the end of the second century by either 

Origen or Tertullian (see below), both of whom see the term as referring to either an 

unmarried, celibate woman or to a woman who has taken a vow of celibacy. 

The witnesses that attest to Form B, however, have resolved these difficulties. The 

unusual initial xat has been removed, which allows µcpcptaiat to be construed with v. 34; 

at the same time il ayapo; is removed to the position after il TlapOEvo;, where it now 

becomes the sole subject of the singular verb µEptµva. Finally, the meaning of tl napOEvo; 

matches that of the developing second-century Christian asceticism, removing the apparent 

lack of clarity that the word has within the context of 1 Cor. 7 in Form A. 

1 Cor. 7: 33-34 in Patristic Exegesis 

The two earliest forms of 1 Cor. 7: 33-34 which have been identified here are found in 

early Christian writings. In addition, the correlation between the position of q ayapoq and 

the presence or absence of at before IEµcptaTat is confirmed by the understanding of this 

'39At 1 Cor. 15: 50 the singular verb 8uvcrrat is replaced with the plural 8uvavi at in 
ACDKL `Y 049 056 075 0142 0243 33 1739 1881; FG and most Latin witnesses 
accomplish the same by replacing xAgpovoµrlaat ou 8uvaTat with ou KAr povoµrlaouaty. 
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passage shown by these writers. For example, Tertullian cites 1 Cor. 7: 34 in Form B to 

clarify the meaning of "woman" in the discussion of the veiling of women prophets in 1 Cor. 

11: 

Also here [1 Cor. 11] he was capable of establishing a difference (differentiam) 
between the virgin and the wife, just as elsewhere he says, "There is a distinction 
(divisa est) between the wife and the virgin. " Therefore the women which he has not 
distinguished (divisit) by remaining silent, he has united in the other passage. 
Nevertheless, because in that place "there is a distinction between both the woman 
and the virgin" this distinction will have influence on this passage as well ... "There 
is a distinction, " he says, "between the woman and the virgin. " Why? Because the 
unmarried, that is, the virgin, is concerned about the things which are of the Lord, so 
that she be holy in both body and spirit. The married woman, however, that is, not the 
virgin, is concerned about how she may please her husband. 140 

While this writing is dated to his Montanist period (208/9), Tertullian again uses 1 Cor. 7: 34 

for the same purpose of clarifying the meaning of mulier (noting the fact that Greek uses the 

same word for "woman" and "wife") in De oratione 22,2. This writing, dated to between 198 

and 203, precedes any potential influence from Montanism. Furthermore, the fact that these 

writings are five to ten years apart shows a consistency in his understanding of the passage. 

In one additional passage he is not discussing specifically the "distinction" issue (De 

monogomia 3,3) but uses innupti as the subject of the verb cogitat, which implies the same 

understanding of 1 Cor. 7: 33-34. 

Yet, if the previous argument that Paul's use of µq L ptMTact rules out the meaning 

"there is a distinction, " why does Tertullian read it this way? One explanation may be that the 

Latin equivalent adopted in Tertullian's translated text may have produced a misreading. For 

pEpEptaTat Tertullian reads divisa est, which is commonly used in the sense of "to 

distinguish between, " particularly in rhetorical argumentation. "' Alternatively, familiarity 

140De virginibus velandis 4,3-4. 

"'Lewis and Short, s. v. divido (II); Glare, Oxford Latin Dictionary, s. v. divido (5b). 
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with rhetorical terminology may have led to this understanding. The noun pFptapoq is a 

technical rhetorical term used to describe "The arrangement of (related) individual matters 

separately showing their peculiarity. ""' Therefore, the verb µgµhptcTat, from the same root 

(µcpiCw) as p ptaµöc, may have suggested to the Latin translator that Paul was drawing a 

rhetorical distinction, thereby producing the misunderstanding. In any case, Tertullian's own 

rhetorical background led him to understand this passage as drawing exactly this distinction. 

In the passage of De virginibus velandis cited above, Tertullian begins a lengthy section of 

"argument from definition" which shows the facility with which he uses rhetorical 

terminology and methodology. "' This has likely influenced the manner in which he read 1 

Cor. 7: 33-34; it provided him with a distinction between "woman" and "virgin" which he 

needed to make his own argument. 

Other Latin witnesses show the same understanding. The anonymous commentator on 

the epistles in VL 89" leaves no doubt as to what the subject of the verb is. The text of 1 

Corinthians breaks off following quomodo placeat uxori ("how he may please his wife"), at 

which point follows the comment: "For that one (illa) is concerned about her husband, this 

one (haec) about God. " The feminine pronouns illa and haec as well as the noun viro leave 

no question that the comment is speaking about the distinction which follows: divisa est 

mulier et virgo. 

MR. D. Anderson, Jr., Glossary of Greek Rhetorical Terms, Contributions to Biblical 
Exegesis and Theology 24 (Leuven: Peeters, 2000), p. 70. 

'43This passage receives discussion as an example of Tertullian's use of "formal 
topics" in R. D. Sider, Ancient Rhetoric and the Art of Tertullian, Oxford Theological 
Monographs (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1971), pp. 112-114. 

14Printed in H. J. Frede, Ein neuer Paulustext und Kommentar, Band II: Die Texte 
(Aus der Geschichte der lateinischen Bibel 8 (Freiburg: Herder, 1974). 
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Most Greek writers know the same form of the text. Methodius of Olympus, active in 

the late third century, cites 7: 34b in two passages of Symposium (1,1,14-15; 5,4,116-117) and 

7: 32-34 in a third (3,13,88). Each of these are identical for the portions cited, with 11 ayapoq 

beginning a new clause and taken as the subject of pcptpva. Furthermore, Methodius uses 

this passage to highlight the priorities of a virgin, even though the word napUvog does not 

occur in his direct citation: 

The virgin ... should ever keep her mind occupied with thoughts that befit her state 
of virginity and with her thinking wipe away the foul humors of sensuality, lest some 
small spot of corruption, overlooked, breed the worm of incontinence. Thus, as the 
blessed Paul says, "the unmarried woman thinketh on the things of the Lord, how she 
may please God, that she may be holy both in body and spirit. " (1,1,14-15)'45 

Methodius therefore sees f äyaµoc as referring to the same person as does ý rrapOEvog, 

precisely as does Form B. 

While Methodius' text is firm regarding the position and function of t a'yapog, there 

is uncertainty regarding whether or not he read the Kai either before or after vEpiptaiat. He 

cites 7: 34a in only one passage (3,13,88); his text as printed in the critical editions reads: 

[32] OLaw SE äµ£piµvouc 6Pä; £ivat. `0 äyapoc µ£ptµvý Tä TOD xupiou, ttwS 
äp£Q£t TW KuptW" [33] Ö SE yal11jcaC ý1£ptIAVÖI Tä TOD KÖOPOU, m äpta£t r 

yuvalKt. [34] Kai p£µgptaTat Kai f yuvrý Kai f TrapOtvog. `H ayapog µ£ptpvýC 
Tä TOD KUpIOU, iva i öyia xai CFüw311ait Kal TTV. ÜpaTt" 

yaµrjaaaa µ£ptpVQ 
Tä TOD xÖa toU, mf äpEQ£t TW ? XVSp(. 

The uat is omitted both before and after gviptGTat in one of the main witnesses to the text 

of Symposium, Patmiacus graecus 202 (P). 146 This manuscript, however, also omits Kai 

before a SpaTt Kai TrvaüµaTt later in 7: 34. Therefore, all three omissions may simply 

145Translation from H. Musurillo, trans. and ed., St. Methodius. The Symposium: A 
Treatise on Chastity (London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1958). 

'46A discussion of the relative value of the witnesses to this writing is found in N. G. 
Bonwetsch, Methodius, GCS 27 (Leipzig: J. C. Hinrichs, 1917), pp. xxx-xxxi; he is followed 
by Musurillo, Methode d'Olympe, pp. 31-38. 
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reflect an editorial preference in this manuscript (similar to that seen in D above). However, 

although the uncertainty of the transmission of this text prevents a firm decision regarding 

the presence or absence of xai before 1gthptaTat, it is clear that, in. all three citations as well 

as his comments, Methodius attests Form B. 

This cannot be dismissed as an insignificant agreement of Methodius with "Western" 

witnesses against "Alexandrian" witnesses, for these witnesses agree in other readings. For 

example, in his citation of 1 Cor. 7: 28 (Symposium 3,13,85-86) Methodius is the only Greek 

witness, aside from the Greco-Latin bilinguals DFG, to read aaßrIS [yuvatxa] where the 

rest of the manuscript tradition reads either yTIpTI; (K L 056 0142 etc) or yatn anc (sP15 cp46 

BP etc). The Peshitta also supports the reading aaßrl yuvatKa, as does the entire Latin 

tradition. As discussed above (at 7: 28.97), this reading cannot be dismissed as a Latinism, in 

part because it shared by Methodius. Recognizing that Methodius has retained a reading lost 

to most of the rest of the Greek tradition at 7: 28 confirms that he is able to offer additional 

early (3`d cent. ) evidence for Form B, a reading attested only relatively late in the Greek 

manuscript tradition. 

The later Greek tradition matches Methodius both in the citation of 7: 33-34 and in 

interpretation. Chrysostom cites the passage in several places. In one he inserts a xai before 

f äyaµoc, which makes clear that 7: 34a and 7: 34b are distinct clauses. In another he uses 

this text, as does Tertullian, as a proof of the difference between "wife" and "virgin": 

The virgins should hear that virginity is not defined by this one thing; for she that is 

concerned about the things of the world cannot be a virgin, nor honorable. For after 
saying, "There is difference between a wife and a virgin" (µgµtpt(Y-rat Kai rl yuvtj 
Kai i rrapO voc) he added this as the difference, and by it they are set apart from 

each other: When giving the definition of a virgin and her that is not a virgin he says 
neither marriage nor abstinence, but freedom from business and officiousness [7: 35]. 
For it is not the cohabitation that is evil, but the hindrance to discipline. 147 

'47ChrysostomUS, In epistulam I ad Corinthios [homiliae] MPG 6 1, p. 160. 
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The absence of i äyaµog from his citation of the passage is telling; h TrapOEvoq for 

Chrysostom already entails "unmarried, " so it is not needed in his citation. Another fourth 

century writing, De virginitate, attributed to Basil the Great but likely authored by Basil of 

Ancyra, also understands the text to be discussing the distinction between married woman 

and (unmarried) virgin: 

Therefore the unmarried woman thinks the things of the Lord, how she will please the 
Lord; but the married woman thinks the things of the world, how she will please her 
husband, and there is a distinction between a married woman and a virgin. The 
unmarried one thinks the things of the Lord, so that she be holy in body and spirit. 148 

Finally, the same use of the passage is shown by a catena attributed to Oecumenius (6`h cent): 

"There is a distinction (µEµiptaTat). " That is, they do not have the same concerns. 
However, they are distinguished (µgµcptaµf: vat) by the object of their attention. For, 
it says, "The virgin is concerned for the things of the Lord, so that she may be holy in 
body and in the Holy Spirit; " in the body through purity, but in the spirit through 
intimacy with God and through the indwelling of the comforting Spirit. But the 
married woman is concerned for the things of the world, for she desires to please her 
husband. 14' 

The understanding of the passage as clarifying the distinction between "married woman" and 

"virgin" in these Eastern writers, however, must have been the result of the text which they 

read. Their evidence is too late to have influenced the form of the text. In addition, their 

understanding of the term rrapOevog differs from that of the context of 7: 32-35. 

Nevertheless, the congruence between these writers, the witness of Tertullian, and the 

unanimity of the pre-Vulgate Latin witnesses argues for an early origin of Form B. 

148De virginitate MPG 30, p. 720; cf. also MPG 30, p. 784: xai µ£µ¬ptcTat xai rý 
% yuvr, tj yapilaaaa, xat 1 napO voS. `H äyapoq µ£ptµv t Ta TOO Kupiou, iva by(a 

Kalt a LaTt Kal 17v£6µaTt. 'H 8E yapijaaQa µ£pIpVV T& TOO xöaµou, iiW äp¬Qin Tw 
&v5pt. An additional citation at MPG 30,705 is a block citation which matches the 
"Majority Text. " 

'49Cited from K. Staab, Pauluskommentar aus der griechischen Kirche aus 
Katenenhandschriften gesammelt (Münster: Aschendorff, 1933), 437. 
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Forms A and A. 1, by contrast, have very little patristic and versional testimony. The 

Vulgate, which is not a completely new translation but one based on earlier versions 

(including the D-text), '5° shows a not uncommon adaptation toward readings found in 

"Alexandrian" manuscripts. Thus it attests Form A: et divisus est et mulier innupta et virgo. 

The D-text's feminine participle divisa est has been replaced by the masculine divisus est, 

which makes clear that the subject is the vir of 7: 33; et has been added before the participle, 

and innupta has been removed from modifying virgo'S' to modifying mulier. The tenacity of 

the previous form is shown however, by the mixed reading et divisa est (61 F 01 Sc U 

Amst(A)), all witnesses which attest some D-text readings but also show influence from the 

Vulgate. Jerome himself provides the possible explanation for the origin of the Vulgate 

reading, indirectly attesting to the fact that Form B is the predominant form in the Latin 

witnesses: 

I now briefly warn the reader that in the Latin manuscripts this passage is to be read 
in this way: "there is a distinction between the virgin and the wife. " Although the 
words have a meaning of their own, and have by me and by others been interpreted in 
this way as showing the meaning of the passage, nevertheless they lack apostolic 
authority. Indeed the Apostle's words are as we have translated them: "He is 

concerned about the things of the world, how he may please his wife, and he is 
divided. " And having finished this sentence he moves on to the virgins and those who 
abstain and says, "The unmarried woman and the virgin thinks (cogitat) of the things 
of the Lord, that she may be holy in body and in spirit. " Not every unmarried woman 
is also a virgin. But anyone who is a virgin is certainly (utique) unmarried. Perhaps 
due to elegance of expression he was able to repeat the same thing by means of 
another word: "an unmarried woman and a virgin"; or, clearly, he wished to define 

what it is to be "unmarried, " that is, a "virgin, " lest we think prostitutes, who are 
joined by fixed marriage to no man, are included as "unmarried. ""' 

Jerome points out clearly the place where he believes the sentence division should fall. The 

problem of the two nouns (i yuvTl xal f trapO voS/mulier innupta et virgo) is resolved in 

'50Fröhlich, pp. 212-14. 

"'As in Cyprian, Ad Quirinium 3,32 and Tertullian, De virginibus velandis 4.3-4. 

'S2Adversus lovinianum 2,259-260. 
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the same way as that suggested by Guenther: 153 "The unmarried woman who is a virgin. " 

However, in the Latin tradition Jerome's text is virtually unique; only Ambrose, also of the 

fourth century, shows a form of the text similar to Jerome, though not with consistency. "' 

The only Greek writer to attest Form A or A. 1 is Origen, whose citations of the 

relevant portions of this passage are preserved only in catenae. The famous tenth-century 

praxapostlos manuscript 1739 includes marginal notations of Origen's comments on certain 

passages. This one, taken from book 4 of the now-lost Stromata, shows what is for Origen an 

unusual method for dealing with variation. When discussing other passages where variation 

occurs he rarely appeals to bare manuscript evidence, '55 yet here at the outset he appeals to 

the "more accurate copies" so that the text is settled and simply needs the proper 

interpretation. The marginal note in full reads: 

In Stromateis 4 stands this saying: "At this statement it is argued that it seems 
superfluous that "the unmarried" lies next to "a virgin, " for in the more accurate 
copies (&KptßEQTcpotc äVTtypd40tg) it is written: i call A yuvr"I ij ayago; Kai 
nap9Evoc T "I But to156 this I say: Neither the one considering marriage 

"'Guenther, "One Woman or Two. " 

is"Ambrose's citations are identical to the Vulgate in De viduis 1 and De virginitate 
31. The citation in Expositio Evangelii secundum Lucam 7,196 is less clear; it ignores divisus 

est, but replaces virgo with vidua (widow). In addition, in De virginibus 1,23 reads only et 
virgo cogitat quae sunt domini 

... 

"'See B. M. Metzger, "Explicit References in the Works of Origen to Variant 
Readings in New Testament Manuscripts" in J. Neville Birdsall, and Robert W. Thomson, 

eds., Biblical and Patristic Studies in Memory of Robert Pierce Casey (Freiburg: Herder, 
1963), pp. 78-95: "In several instances, however, he more or less definitely indicates his 

preference ... In these cases his criteria were not derived from a study of the manuscripts 
themselves, but from various more or less inconsequential and irrelevant considerations. " 
(pp. 94-95). 

156The transcription of this note provided in Lake and New (p. 204) prints "(xaTä)" 
for the abbreviation " ." This is in error; Origen never uses the phrase Acx-rtov [Sf xaTä 
ioOTO, but frequently uses AcxcrEov [Si: ] rrpöS TOOTO (Contra Celsum 1,1; 1,3; 1,9; De 

principiis 3,1,18; etc. ). Furthermore, B. Metzger, Manuscripts of the Greek Bible (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1981), p. 30 lists Trpös for this abbreviation. 
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should be said to be a yuvaiKa ayaµov, even if at the present she seems to be 
unmarried, nor should the one inclined toward marriage and subjected to courtship 
[be said to be] a TrapO vov ayapov. For this reason it is not useless that Kai t yuvrl 

äyaµoS " xai rl nap8 voS il äyaµoS is said to µEptµvä rä Toü 7U-. "'s' 

According to Origen, the repetition of tj äya 1oq prevents a misunderstanding that any 

woman or virgin can devote herself to the Lord. His text is identical to Form A. 1 (found in 

sp46 KA 1739 pc). However, as discussed above, it is impossible to see this as the 

archetypical reading, despite Origen's claim that it is found in his "more accurate copies. " 

Significantly, the form of the text which Origen dismisses is not Form B but Form A, the 

reading now found in p15 B P. Therefore Origen supplies the earliest evidence for the 

existence of this form as well. 

The other catena fragment on this passage attributed to Origen discusses the married 

man of 7: 33: 

Just as the unmarried man-who is not a slave of wife but is free, and so is a slave of 
Christ is not divided (prl µcptýöpEvoq) by different things but is concerned only 
about the things of the Lord. "' 

Because it is the married man who is "divided" Origen's allusion presumes either Form A or 

A. 1, though his comments are not sufficient to determine which. Only Origen and Jerome, 

therefore use Form A or A. 1 of this passage. Even they, however, have a different 

understanding of the meaning of ttapUvog than that shown in 1 Cor. 7. 

The Context for a New Understanding of 1 Cor. 7: 33-34 

Paul's goal in 1 Cor. 7 was to encourage a person to be free from distraction, hence 

celibacy may be a means to achieve that goal. Later writers, however, saw celibacy, and more 

"'Folio 58v; text available in von der Goltz, Textkritische Arbeit, p. 64. 

issCited in K. Staab, "Neue Fragmente aus dem Kommentar des Origenes zum 
Römerbrief, " Biblische Zeitschrift 18 (1929), p. 75 (fr. 1). 
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specifically, female virginity, as a goal in itself. "' This shift in thinking may have several 

causes. Deming, who locates Paul's language in Stoic thinking, argues that later writers were 

influenced by dualistic thinking: 

What falls by the wayside, however, is the Stoic argument that adverse circumstances 
posed an obstacle to marrying, as well as Paul's argument against marrying based on 
apocalyptic expectations. Instead, many Christians from the second century onward 
drew their motivations for celibacy from a very different quarter, from the notion of 
body-soul dualism ... 

As a result, Christian discussions on marriage from this period 
began to chart a new course. For the first time a negative evaluation of human 

sexuality enters into the equation. "' 

Ford also argues that later writers, who saw 1 Cor. 7 as promoting "absolute celibacy, " 

misunderstood Paul's arguments. In fact, "the recipients of St Paul's letter were not posing 

questions concerning celibacy and perhaps had no conception of this practice for women. "161 

She also sees a shift in thinking and practice taking place in the second century, with two 

possible contexts: The debate over the meaning of napO vog in Isaiah 7: 14 and the edict of 

bishop Callistus of Rome regarding the ecclesiastical status of childless individuals. 162 An 

additional factor from the same period may have been the rise of a rank or order of "virgins" 

within Christian communities161 

This shift in thinking and practice directly influenced the reading of 1 Cor. 7. 

According to Deming: 

159J. M. Ford, "St Paul, the Philogamist (I Cor. VII in Early Patristic Exegesis), " New 
Testament Studies 11 (1965), pp. 326-48, esp. p. 326 and pp. 345-47. Ford lists as examples 
the numerous writings devoted specifically to virginity beginning with Cyprian's De habitu 

virginem; Athansasius, for example, has five treatises devoted to the topic. 

16OW. Deming, Paul on Marriage and Celibacy. The Hellenistic Background of 1 
Corinthians 7 (SNTMS 83; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), pp. 221-22. 

16'Ford, "St Paul, the Philogamist, " p. 326. 

'62Ford, "St Paul, the Philogamist, " p. 345-8. 

163J. Laporte, The Role of Women in Early Christianity (Studies in Women and 
Religion 7; New York, Toronto: Edwin Mellen Press, 1982), pp. 70-71. 
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Celibacy, on the other hand, was promoted by the fathers as the preferred way of life 
for the believer. It not only allowed one to devote him or herself without distraction to 
the service of Christ, but it also made possible the achievement of a goal quite 
unknown to Paul, namely, the penultimate state of holiness associated with total 
sexual abstinence. 'M 

Ford notes that even individual words took on different meaning, including rrapOEvog, the 

word around which much variation focuses in 1 Cor. 7: 34: 

Origen, less restricted [than Clement and Tertullian] by fear of heretical aberrations 
concerning marriage, and using `rrapO vog' in the sense of virgo intaclus, writes 
about the ideal of virginity but gives little proof that its practice was widespread 
especially for women... By the end of the third and the fourth century St. Methodius 
and St. Ambrose show that I Cor. vii was regarded as the locus classicus for teaching 
concerning virginity, especially with regard to women. "5 

In this context of a developing terminology and practice the reading of 1 Cor. 7: 33-34 by 

Tertullian and Origen becomes understandable. For Origen, the presence of f ayagoc after i 

ttapOEvoc clarifies that both the yüvrl and the nap9Evo; are presently and intend to remain 

"unmarried. " For him, rrapOEvoc is neither epexegetical nor part of a compound subject, but 

a category of women distinct from yuvq. This is possible only in a context where the term 

has a more circumscribed meaning than it has in 1 Cor. 7. Tertullian is more explicit in 

reading this passage as making a distinction between yuvrl and rrapOEvoq. This may have 

been a reading of his own creation or a text which he inherited. In either case, however, both 

he and Origen attest to the thinking that led to the text being read in this way. Once read in 

this way, it was a small second step to rewrite the text to make the reading explicit. 

Conclusions 

The archetypical reading of 1 Cor. 7: 33-34 is xat µgiEptaTat xat tl yuvi Ti 

ayapoc xat il rrapOEvoc (5J'5 B P). The influence of the parallelism of the context, the 

'64Deming, Paul on Marriage and Celibacy, pp. 223-24. 

'65Ford, "St Paul, the Philogamist, " p. 345. 
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difficulty of several syntactical features, and the development of terminology and practice in 

the early church led to several simultaneous alterations that cannot be attributed to accidental 

corruption: tj ayaµoc shifts to the position after napOEvo;, the initial xat is omitted, and 

the verb µgµcptaTat is understood as meaning "make a distinction. " The resultant text is 

found today in DZ F' GKL `Y 056 0142 0150 01515 429 489 876 1243 1880 etc, the earliest 

of which, ̀ P, is dated to the eighth or ninth century. The witness of Tertullian and Methodius, 

however, show that the reading existed already in the second century. These two readings 

were then combined in the conflate reading at µgµEpta-rat xat ri yuvri r1 ayapoc xat ri 

rrap9Evo; rj ayaµoc, found today in X346 MA 1739 pc, for which Origen provides second 

century attestation. Finally, the tradition behind D produced its own unique conflation, which 

was not followed in the manuscript or patristic tradition. 

7: 35.121 

The intensive pronoun QUTWV is lost by cp15 1241s, either by accidental leap 

(YMQ 1 YTWt 1) or because it was viewed as superfluous. It is lacking also in the Latin 

tradition, likely another translation choice (as is the loss of SE at 7: 32). 

7: 35.122; 10: 33.128 

Virtually the same witnesses read vup4Epov at 7: 35 and 10: 33 (K2 FGKLP `Y 056 

0142 0150 0151 6 424 1175 1739 pm); of the major witnesses only D* varies (Qup4 pov at 

7: 35). There is little to distinguish between aup#pov (a participle) and Qup4opov, either by 

sight or meaning. Notably, these would be the only occurrences of Qup4 Epog in the NT, 

although as the less common word it may have been altered to the more common. On the 

other hand, auv#pov may have been altered for the sake of clarification, since the article in 

both cases, is separated from the participle, leading to some ambiguity. 
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7: 37.130 

The multiple locations of ESpatoq call it into question. It is found both before EV Trl 

xap6ta (K L `Y 056 0142 0150 0151 6 424 pm; + aui ou K2 pc syP), after Ev Tq KapSta 

auTOU (K* ABDP 0278"d 33 pc; - auTOU 1739 pc). 166 D differs from FG and the D-text in 

reading ESpatoc. This, however, is a secondary insertion from Greek witnesses related to k 

A (as discussed in the chapter on DF G). This leaves 346 FG and the D-text as witnesses to 

a text without 6patoc. Zuntz argues that because the word is Pauline and is used in Ignatius 

in combination with iQTtµt it must be genuine. He does not, however, account for why it 

would have been omitted. "' Given that the word is common, not only with ZQ-njµt but also 

with Kap6ia, 168 it seems more likely that it supplies a perceived lack than that it was 

accidentally lost, particularly in witnesses that frequently preserve the earliest form of the 

text. Since Paul uses the perfect of ia-rApt without a modifier (Rom. 5: 2; 1 Cor. 10: 12; 15: 1), 

the shorter reading matches Pauline style. 

7: 37.134; 7: 38.142 7: 38.147 

Paul's instructions on whether or not to marry concludes with three short clauses 

made up a form of TrotEw + adverb. The context seems to indicate that the final clauses of vv. 

37 and 38 should be parallel (KczAw Trot ct/rrotgc ct; xpctaaov rrotct/TrotflaEt) since they 

involve the topic at hand. The general instruction regarding marriage in general would seem 

'66rF. vvatog replaces E6pato; in 181 917 pc, though this is likely a substitution rather 
than an addition to text that lacked any adjective. 

167Zuntz, pp. 96-97. 

168E g, Ephraem, Reprehensio sui ipsius atque Confessio p. 80; Cyril, Solutiones p. 
559. 
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to require the more general present tense, and hence the future differentiates the specific 

instruction from the more general way of thinking regarding marriage. Not surprisingly, 

virtually all witnesses bring the tenses of trotEthrotgar; t into harmony. The reading notgaEt 

is found in: 

7: 37 1Tott1QEt sp15 ßa6 NAB 6 33 424° 1175 1739 pc 
7: 38(1) irotrIQCI s) l5 ßa6 B6 69 424c 1739 
7: 38(2) TrotTIGCt sp's ßa6 R' AB 0278 6 33 424° 1739 pc 

Only KA read what the logical argumentation requires as the archetypical text. 16' All other 

manuscripts suffer from attraction to the other forms and even tenses, with the present rrotct 

influenced not only by the same form at 7: 38 but also EXr; i and EXwv (7: 37) and yaµiýwv bis 

(7: 38). 

7: 38.138 

While (EK)yaVt4wv without -rriv Eau-rou Trap8Evov may appear to be a non- 

interpolated form of the text, it is more plausible that the noun phrase has been lost due to an 

accidental leap, an attempt to balance its clause with the following clause, or, as Zuntz 

argues, a generalizing tendency. 1' 

7: 38.143 

As with the other alterations of conjunctions in this section (7: 32 and 7: 40), the 

concern for clear logical structure led to the replacement of xat with 8c (N2 KLP `Y pm). 

7: 39.149 

169See B. Weiss, p. 41; Fee, p. 349 n. 4. Puzzlingly, Zuntz ignores the agreement in 
error of P'S sp46 B6 424` 1739, which clearly connects these witnesses. 

10Zuntz, p. 165 n. 1. 
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The resolution of the addition/omission of voµw (k2 D' FGLP `p 056 0142 0150 

0151 pm sy) entails many of the same issues as the question of E8patog at 7: 37. Zuntz, as we 

saw above, accepts c8patog but rejects vopw (without comment), "' probably on the basis of 

the "weight" of B 1739 etc. In this case, however, Zuntz is likely correct, particularly since 

vopw is absent from chapter 7 but found in the parallel at Rom. 7: 2 (USE-rat vöµw). Its use 

by Paul to support his argument in chapters 9 and 14 likely led to its addition here. 

7: 39.152 

A 0278 make the obvious substitution of aTro9avr) for uotprl0r). While found in early 

fathers, 172 it is both the clearer reading and the one that harmonizes to Rom. 7: 2-3. Indeed, 

Basil cites both passages in the same discussion in De baptismo (MPG 31, p. 1557). 

7: 39.153 

The reading o avrlp auTTIg (D FGL6 424° 1739 pm) is added to match the same 

phrase in the preceding clause. The addition disregards the anaphoric o before avdp. 

7: 39.154 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

7: 40.157 

As at 7: 32, the use of 8E without adversative force caused problems in the 

manuscripts. Here, B6 33 424° 1739 2464 al read the more contextually meaningful yap, an 

intentional alteration that connects these witnesses to a shared ancestor. 

7: 40.159 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

"Zuntz, p. 166. 

12E. g., Origen, Commentarii in evangelium Joannis 13,8,6. 
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Notes on Chapter 8 

8: 1.1; 8: 1.2 

The addition of 6c in cp46 is likely due to assimilation to the near context in order to 

balance the SE in the succeeding clause. ' Similar examples of 346 alone adding a conjunction 

to balance one which follows in the near context are found at Phil. 1: 18 (a Ma), Heb. 8: 2 

(yap), and 11: 22 (Kai). An additional influence here is the preceding statement, which 

functions concessively (o116oµcv öTI Tr cvTEc yvwaty EXoµF-v). The addition of 8c serves to 

set off 8: 1b as Paul's qualification to what is a "topic marker" which introduces the next 

topic under discussion? The omission of SE before ayarrrl in 547 should be attributed to a 

similar influence, specifically from the immediately preceding context. 

8: 2.3; 10: 2.102 

Paul frequently contrasts two potential courses of action or situations by placing both 

into first class conditional statements (or, simple condition: ct + indicative). Typically the 

first clause is asyndetic with a contrastive SE present in the second (1 Cor. 3: 4,15; 7: 12,15; 

14: 37,38). This pattern is broken only when the two clauses are coordinated with what 

precedes, in which case either a yap (9: 17; 11: 5; 15: 6) or 6 (7: 36) is present in the first 

clause. 3 

'Royse, 251-2,264. According to Royse, this is one of 104 harmonizations to the 
46 

local context in . 
2Margaret M. Mitchell, "Concerning IIEPI AE in 1 Corinthians, " Novum 

Testamentum 31 (1989), 229-256. 

3Some, though not all, of the examples cited in this paragraph are noted in Luting and 
Mealand, 40-42. 
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At 8: 2, the pattern of the asyndetic first clause is found in cp46 KABP `P 33 81 1739 

etc. This combination of witnesses has led most observers to conclude that this is the original 

reading 4 Zuntz, for example, claims: "The addition obscures the argument: it suggests the 

continuation of a discussion already in progress, while actually Paul here only begins to 

elaborate the thesis propounded in ver. lb. "5 Structurally, however, 8: 1-3 introduces the issue 

at hand (rrEpi Si 'rwv CiöWXO06TWV), which is then reintroduced in 8: 4 (rrEpi -rriS 

ßp(SaEwc of v TwV Ei6WAoO6Twv). 6 Furthermore, the oüv of 8: 4 signals that the previous 

argument has concluded, so that 8: 1 and 8: 2-3 must somehow stand in relation to each other. 

Since yvwatc and 6yann in 8: 1 are contrasted with the verbs Eyvwxivat (v. 1. EiSEvat) and 

äyanc in 8: 2-3 it is reasonable to conclude that 8: 1 and 8: 2-3 stand in a contrasting 

relationship to each other. Therefore the reading Sc (D FGKL 056 0142 0151 88 etc) is in 

fact the reading which best matches the Pauline pattern described above. 

Before making a final decision on the reading at 8: 2, it must be noted that a similar 

unit of variation occurs at 10: 27. ' There the description of the circumstance is introduced by 

g [SE] Tt; xaW, while the contrasted circumstance is introduced with iav SE -rt; üpiv 

£i n0 (10: 28). However, the two situations are not in a contrastive relationship with the 

material which precedes, but serve as potential examples where the Paul calls the Corinthians 

to consider the consequences of the argument made in 10: 25-26. To read SE at 10: 27 (with C 

4E. g., Güting and Mealand, p. 43. 

5Zuntz, p. 188. 

6Compare also 1 Thes. 5: 1 (TrEpi SE TWV XpÖVWV xa TWV Katp63v), which 

refocuses on a specific item of the argument made in 4: 13-18. See Mitchell, "Concerning 
lIEPI AE in 1 Corinthians, " specifically p. 253 n. 109 and Mitchell, Paul and the Rhetoric of 
Reconciliation (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1993), 235 n. 278. 

7Also noted by Zuntz, 188. 
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D2 HK LT 056 0142 0150 0151 33 88 104 326 1912) would force a contrast which is not 

present in the context. Furthermore, the addition may be attributed to familiarity with the 

formula ct Si: -rig (1 Cor. 3: 12; 7: 36; 8: 3; 11: 16; 14: 38) or perhaps to the fact that a citation 

from the LXX precedes, thus accounting for the fact that 33 104 both read the conjunction at 

10: 27 but not 8: 2. 

At both 8: 2 and 10: 27, X46 NABP 1739 lack the conjunction, while it is found in 

both passages in KL 056 0142 0151. Such additions in these witnesses have been found to be 

characteristic of the manuscripts. Güting and Mealand concluded that there is "a propensity 

in theByzantine text to add SE" in their test passages-8 They also conclude that X46 often 

omits SE. At the same time, however, they argue that B only lacks 8E in error in one passage 

of Romans and 1 and 2 Corinthians, while FG frequently add a secondary SE .9 Therefore, 

manuscript tendencies cannot be solely decisive here. Nevertheless, DFG supported by their 

Latin counterparts VL 75 77 78 89 and the Vulgate, share what is, in the context, the most 

likely reading in both passages. The omission at 8: 2 in witnesses such as KAB, which are 

often reliable in their use of particles, can be attributed to the influence of a large number of 

occurrences of Sr; in these three verses (8: 1 twice and 8: 3). 

8: 2.4; 8: 2.6 [also 2: 8.27; 2: 11.4; 14: 11.48] 

BGüting and Mealand, pp. 96-97. 

9Güting and Mealand, p. 100. This had already been noted by Royse, pp. 257-58. 
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Perhaps surprisingly, given their similarity in meaning, " few of the 152 examples of 

o116a and ytvw'oxw in the Corpus Paulinum show interchange between the verbs in the 

manuscripts: " 

Rom. 15: 29 otSa 8c cert.; otöaTE cp46 ] ytvwaxw yap FG 
1 Cor. 2: 11 EyvwxEV q)' lp 46 KABCD; Eyvw FG] ot8Ev L 056 pm 
1 Cor. 2: 12 Et8WVEv KABC 1739 Maj; t8wVEV 346 DFG L] yvw iv 1875 
1 Cor. 14: 11 Etöw]ytvwaxwFG 
1 Thes. 5: 12 et8Evat ] otSa-rE 'Y 

The form Et8cvat is limited to witnesses which, in this chapter, show a text form that has 

undergone late revision (K L 056 0142 0151 etc). Furthermore, early writers which typically 

agree in text form with these witnesses show both forms: £t6£Vat lt is found in Theodoret12 

and Chrysostom, 13 but both also cite the text with Eyvwxcvat -rt, 14 which is also the form 

used twice by Gregory of Nyssa'S and even a writing attributed to John of Damascus. 16 The 

shift to Et&vat may have resulted from assimilation to other Pauline passages, notably I 

Cor. 2: 2, which in the "Byzatine" witnesses results in a shift of iri to the position following 

Et6Evat. In addition, Et6Evat it is a far more common phrase in Greek literature than 

"See Stanley Porter, Verbal Aspect in the Greek of the New Testament, with 
Reference to Voice and Mood, Studies in Biblical Greek, 1 (New York: Peter Lang, 1989), 
pp. 282-87. 

"This list does not include otß- / ctS- interchange, such as 1 Cor. 2: 9 (ot&Ev 216' 
483 1518); 2: 11 (Et8cv 6 330 1831); and 13: 2 (ouSa =ot3a F G). 

'2lnterpretatio in xiv epistulas sancti Pauli MPG 82, p. 288; 82, p. 713. 

131n epistulam i ad Corinthios MPG 61, p. 162; In epistulam i ad Thessalonicenses 
MPG 62, p. 438; De laudibus sancti Pauli apostoli 5,9. 

14'Theodoret, Epistulae: Collectio Sirmondiana 109; De providentia orationes decem 
MPG 83, p. 741; Chrysostom, Ad eos qui scandalizati sunt 2,13,5. 

'51n Canticum canticorum 6,320; 6,326. 

16Commentarii in epistulas Paulis MPG 95, p. 628. 
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£yvwxcvat it. A search using TLG uncovered only one post-first century example aside 

from direct citations of 1 Cor. 8 (Sextus Empiricus, Adversus mathmeticos 8,87), whereas 

approximately 200 examples of Et6tvat it can be found. " Thus a less common form was 

replaced with one that was more common. 

The object -rt is omitted by X46, though as pointed out by Zuntz, 18 several Latin 

writers lack the object: Tertullian, Rufinus' translation of Origen's works on the Psalms and 

Romans, Hilary, Ambrose, and Ambrosiaster, to which could be added the commentary on 

Romans (8: 28) by Cassiodorus. However, these Latin witnesses are inconsistent in the 

rendering of this verse: si quis putat se cognivisse (Rufinus); qui putat se scire (Hilary); quod 

si quis existimat se scire (Ambrosiaster); si quis se putat scire (Tertullian). Furthermore, 

Tertullian cites the passage without aliquid only in a single citation in De pudicitia 14; his 

citation in De praescriptione 27, which reads the aliquid, understands the verse to refer to a 

false content of knowledge, not the possession of knowledge itself. 

This problematizes the argument made by several commentators who firmly reject the 

longer reading. Zuntz, for example, argues that "The question is not of `recognizing 

something' or by degrees', but of the imagined possession of gnosis. "19 Yet the early writers 

that witness to the shorter text do not, in fact read the verb as entailing the "act of knowing" 

apart from the content of what is known. Rufinus' translation of Origen's commentary on 

Romans (which preserves more material than the fragmentary single Greek witness, 

"For example, apart from direct citations of 1 Cor. 2: 2 and 8: 2, Chrysostom uses 
Et&Evat -rt seven times (Ad illuminandos catecheses MPG 49, p. 231; In principium actorum 
MPG 51, p. 66; In Genesim MPG 54, p. 606; In epistulam ad Romanos MPG 60, p. 558; In 

epistulam i ad Corinthios MPG 61, pp. 12,101,306), but he never uses EyvwKEvat -rt 
except in a citation of 1 Cor. 8: 2. 

18Zuntz, p. 32. 

19Zuntz, pp. 31-2; who also adopts the two singular readings of cp46 in 8: 3 (see below, 

ad loc. ); his argumentation on all counts is adopted by Fee, 364-7. 
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discussed below) reads the shorter text, but his discussion of the implications of the passage 

show that he understands the passage, as did Tertullian, as discussing a lack of knowing the 

proper content, not merely the act of knowing: 

I do not think that the apostle would consider the teaching and the form of teaching to 
be the same, but it seems to me that he would consider the form of teaching to be less 
than the teaching itself. And now indeed while in the present life we are in the body 
and this "earthly dwelling greatly burdens the thoughtful observation" we have the 
form of teaching, not the teaching itself, just as the apostle says in another place, 
"now, however, we see figuratively through a mirror, " but it is the teaching itself 

about which he says, "then, however, we will see face to face. ". .. We live among the 
nations in the shadow of Christ; therefore we live in the shadow of justice and in the 
shadow of wisdom and in the shadow of truth, even if we seem to be lovers of justice 
and wisdom and truth. For this reason, therefore, it is said: "If someone thinks he 
knows, he does not yet know as he ought to know. " For perhaps even the Word of 
God himself, in accordance with the fact that "the word became flesh and dwelled 
among us, " will be recognized in one way in the present station of life and another 
when that which is perfect will come, and will be perceived in the form of a servant 
now, but in the form of God and in equality with the Father at that time. For all of 
which we seem to live among the nations either in the form of teaching, as the apostle 
said, and not yet in the teaching itself, or in the shadow of Christ, as Jeremiah called 
it, and not yet Christ himself? 

The comments are based on the phrase "form of teaching" in Rom. 6: 17. The citation of 1 

Cor. 6: 3 is used to prove that proper knowledge, not merely the act of knowing, is necessary. 

The lack of an object did not produce, in Rufinus' translation, a reading which "places 

emphasis on the fact of having knowledge itself. 1,921 Hilary, who also lacks the object, also 

20Origenes in epistulam Pauli ad Romanos explanationum libri 6,3 (ad Rom. 6: 16- 
18); cited from C. P. Hammond-Bammel, Die Römerbrie, fkommentar des Origenes, Buch 4-6, 
Aus der Geschichte der Lateinischen Bibel 33 (Freiburg: Herder, 1997), pp. 467-8. 

"As Fee (p. 367) interprets the shorter text. 
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sees the lack of "knowing" as entailing the lack of knowing about something22 Furthermore, 

other commentators do not see the strong distinction in meaning between the two readings. 23 

Instead of seeing it as an addition produced by a misunderstanding of the passage, a 

more likely explanation is that the omission in 346 is the product of a single scribe. Origen is 

a potential supporting witness, " though one allusion reads only Et -rig Eyvw for the first 

clause. 25 The citation of the passage in the Latin translations of Rufinus are less securely 

traced to Origin himself due to Rufinus' freedom in translation, " particularly since the Greek 

of the Romans commentary preserves a citation of the passage in V, 427 which is absent from 

Rufinus' translation. As a result, the text of X46 may simply be an example of parablepsis. 

Royse notes that X46 alone omits single words one hundred twenty-nine times, only five of 

22"The confession of the apostle is harmonius to that which says, ̀Teach me to do you 
will, ' that is said by him, `And if someone thinks he knows, he does not yet know as he ought 
to know. ' If indeed up to now we do not know to pray and we do not learn to speak our 
desires by the spirit who is able to intercede for us in groans unutterable and our ignorance of 
hidden knowledge by feeling repaying according to the statement of the apostle, ̀ for we do 
not know what we ought to pray; but the Spirit himself intercedes for us with unutterable 
groans, not confusedly a prophet is entrusted to pray, so that he is taught to complete the will 
of God. "' Tractatus super Psalmos 142,12. 

23For example, Schrage (II, p. 233 n. 127), responding to Fee's argument, says, "Das 
ist nicht ganz auszuschließen, verkennt aber doch wohl den damit gegebenen 
Situationsbezug. " 

Z4Commentarii in Romanos 138. Cited from J. Scherer, Le Commentaire d'Origene 
sur Rom. II1.5-V. 7, Institut Francais d'Archeologie Orientale, Bibliotheque d'Etude, 27 (s. l.: 
LeCaire, 1957). 

25Commentarii in Romanos 228. 

26C. P. Hammond-Bammel, Die Römerbriefkommentar des Origenes, Buch 1-3, Aus 
der Geschichte der Lateinischen Bibel 16 (Freiburg: Herder, 1990), p. 28. 

27Commentarii in Romanos 138. 
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which result in nonsense. 28 Since the meaning of the passage is not significantly affected 

either way, its loss is more likely than its addition. 

8: 2.5 

The reading ouS&Trw is connected with the addition of ouScv, for only manuscripts 

431 and 460 read ourrw ou6cv, while every other witness that reads outrw lacks ouSEv. 

Therefore, the decision regarding ouScv must be made first. OuSEv is easily accounted for 

as the addition of a direct object to parallel Tt in the preceding clause; its omission cannot be 

explained on a transcriptional basis, nor would one expect the word to be intentionally 

omitted, particularly since it was not also omitted (except in X46). Furthermore, the 

"Byzantine Text" is again split here, with the earlier patristic witnesses to the this form of the 

text frequently lacking ouS&v. 29 

No semantic distinction exists in the NT period between outrw and ou8ETrw. 30 Their 

resultant frequent interchange is evident even in the earliest manuscripts: 

Luke 23: 53 ourrw ABD gJ75] ouSEnw O f' pc 
John 7: 6 OUTTW c66 B Maj rell ] ou K` ; ouSr; ttw W 
John 7: 30 oun(J ] ouScnw 366 
John 7: 39 ouTrw KBD0W] ou&r; Trw c66 sp's rell 
John 8: 57 OUTTW ] ou3Ettw D 
Acts 8: 16 outrw 927 1505 1243 1245 1837 2344 HLP Maj ] ouScrrw ABCD 

1 Cor. 14: 21 ou8E ] ou6crrw FG 

28Royse (pp. 258-60) notes that this alone omits single words one hundred twenty- 
nine times, only five of these result in nonsense 

29E. g., Chrysostom, Ad eos qui scandalizati sunt 2.13.5; Theodoret, Interpretatio in 
xiv epistulas sancti Pauli MPG 82, p. 288 (though reading ouSErrw); Gregory of Nyssa, In 
Canticum canticorum 6,320 and 6,326. 

30BDAG (s. v. oürrw and oö tirw) gives an identical gloss for each: "the negation of 
extending time up to and beyond an expected point. " 
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In Acts 8: 16 the variant is followed by ou8Evi, which may have led scribes to alter ouSEtrw 

to ouSE in order to avoid similar sounding words; regardless, in all the other examples, 

particularly those in John, there is little doubt that ou&rtw is the secondary alteration. This 

may reflect a development in usage. Hesychius, for example, glosses oüttw witti oüSEnw, yet 

does not provide a corresponding entry for o68ETrw. 31 indicating that the former word is 

uncommon and the latter so common as to not need clarification. 

As a whole, 1 Cor. 8: 2 as it appears in the "Byzantine Text" must be seen as the result 

of intentional editing. Strong arguments can be made that EyvwKEvat, oulrw, omit ouSEv, and 

£yvw are each individually the archetypical reading. Yet none of these readings are present 

in "Byzantine" form of the text: Et SE -rtq SoKEt Et6Evat -rt, ou6ETIW ou8EV EyVWKE ... 

Furthermore, in several cases the patristic witnesses which often support "Byzantine" 

readings do not do so consistently for this passage. Therefore, the "Byzantine Text, " as it is 

printed in the TR, is the result of a very late (post-5th century), conscious effort to update the 

language of the text. 

8: 3.7; 8: 3.8 

346 and Clement alone attest to a form of 1 Cor. 8: 3 that is markedly different from 

that of the rest of the tradition: Et Sc Tic ayarra, ouTog EyvwcTat; all other witnesses read 

Tov AEov following ayaTra, while all others apart from K' 33 read un au-rou following 

EyvwaTat. These additions are likely secondary, for several reasons. First, the additions 

disrupt the flow of Paul's argument, in spite of claims that the longer text reflects Pauline 

theology and, in this context, show the proper type of love in contrast to the Corinthian's 

31Cited from K. Latte, ed., Hesychii Alexandrini Lexicon, 2 vols. (Copenhagen: 
Munksgaard, 1966). 
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"gnosis. " Barrett, for example, argues that the longer text highlights that "a Christian's love 

for his fellows (which, rather than gnosis, should determine his actions) arises out of his 

grateful love to God. s32 This theme, however, is completely absent from the succeeding 

argument. Instead, as Zuntz points out, in this context the contrast is not between different 

objects of love, but between love and knowledge. 33 Furthermore, the shorter text flows 

logically from 8: 1-2; 8: 1 contrasts knowledge with love of other; 8: 2 contrasts knowledge 

with the shorter text of 8: 3, which focuses on love of the other. While it has been argued that 

the shorter text is "formal assimilation to ver. 2, " this argument cuts both ways, for the 

shorter text does suit the context better, whereas the longer text introduces new elements 

which are not developed in the succeeding argument. 

Second, the lack of utr auiou in K' 33 is inexplicable had Tov OEov stood in the 

text. The argument has been made that the omission in k' 33 was "accidental, having arisen 

perhaps from the copyist's expectation that Paul was going to say something like, "If anyone 

loves God, this man truly knows him . 113' Had this been the difficulty, however, one might 

have expected the verb also to have been altered and auTou altered to auTOV, neither of 

which took place. Furthermore, parablepsis cannot have been an accidental cause for the 

omission. A more likely explanation for the state of the manuscript tradition is that the 

archetypical text lacked both Tov OEov and urr auTOU. In the process of transmission Tov 

9cov was added, with urn auTou a subsequent addition made to clear up the agent of the verb 

EYVWQTal. 

32Barrett, p. 191; also Merklein, p. 181. 

33Zuntz, pp. 31-32. 

31Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 566-7. 
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Finally, the shorter text coheres with similar statements in 1 Corinthians, particularly 

13: 2,8 and particularly 12 (äpTi ytvwaxw Ex p poug, TÖTE SE bftyvwcopat KaOwg Kai 

Etr£yvtiQ9rjv) and, stated negatively, 14: 38 (di SE iit äyVOCt, &yvoEiTat). In addition, 

while the only other Pauline occurrences of ytvwoxw in the perfect each have an object (1 

Cor. 2: 8,11; 2 Cor. 5: 16), the aorist at 1 Cor. 13: 12 matches the usage here. 

Can Gnostic influence on the textual tradition account for the alteration? Perhaps 

surprisingly, no direct use of this passage is found in Gnostic literature, though several 

potential allusions have been identified. 35 Gospel of Thomas Saying 3 reads, according to the 

Coptic text, "When you come to know yourselves, then you will become known, and you will 

realize that you are the sons of the living father. " 1 Cor. 8: 3, however, uses the third person 

verb where Thomas uses the second person. In addition, this is the only point of contact 

between 1 Cor. 8: 3 and Thomas, which mentions also the result of knowledge: that one 

becomes a "son of the father. " The Coptic Thomas, however, is a translation of a Greek 

ed in P. Oxy 654, which differs Vorlage36; for this passage the Greek is fragmentarilly preserv 

significantly from 1 Cor. 8: 3: "[Whoever] knows (yvci) [himself] will discover this. [And 

when] you come to know yourselves (iau-roOS yvWaEa9a[t]) [you will realize that] you are 

[sons] of the [living] father. " The phrase "you will become known, " found at 1 Cor. 8: 3 and 

in the Coptic text, is missing; P. Oxy 654 has in its place "you will find 
... " Furthermore, 

P. Oxy 654 uses different verb forms than 1 Cor. 8: 3 as well as the reflexive pronoun, which 

is absent in the Pauline text. Finally, at 1 Cor. 8: 3 "love" is the desired action, not "knowing 

35Pagels, The Gnostic Paul, p. 71; here, however, Thomas 3 is identified as directly 

citing 1 Cor. 8: 3. 

"Harold W. Attridge, "Appendix: The Greek Fragments, " pp. 96-128 in Nag 
Hammadi Codex 11,2-7, ed. Bentley Layton, Nag Hammadi Studies XX (Leiden: Brill, 1989); 
the original language of the Gospel of Thomas is discussed on p. 99-101. 
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oneself' which is encouraged in Thomas 32. Therefore, any dependence on, or even allusion 

to, 1 Cor. 8: 3 is unlikely. More likely the parallels between Thomas and 1 Cor. 8 reflect 

common Gnostic vocabulary. 37 The same linguistic parallels exist between Thomas and 

Clement, thereby also making difficult any argument that Clement (and X346, which shares the 

reading) have been influenced by Gnostic thought. 

Clement is the earliest witness to 1 Cor. 8: 3 (Stromata 1,11,54,2-4): 

"And I will know" it says, "not the speech of the puffed up, rather the power" [I Cor. 
4: 19], he writes to rebuke those who think themselves and appear to be wise, but are 
not wise. "For the kingdom of God is in a word" [1 Cor. 4: 20], not in what is not true, 
or in persuasion according to opinion, but "in power, " he said, for the truth alone in 
powerful. And again, "if someone thinks he knows anything, he does not yet know as 
he needs to know. " For the truth is never an opinion; instead, the assumption of 
knowledge "puffs up" and fills with pride, but "love builds up, " since it is not 
engaged in opinion, but in the truth. For which reason it says, "If someone loves, this 
one is known. " 

Clement's introduction to the citation makes clear that love of others, not of God, is entailed 

in the &yarrä of 1 Cor. 8: 3, verifying that he knew only the shorter reading and demonstrating 

that the shorter text of this passage is part of a shared tradition which precedes both X46 and 

Clement. 

In conclusion, the longer reading represents a secondary development in the 

tradition. 38 The addition of -rov Ocov can be understood as an adaptation of this passage to 

"Compare Gospel of Truth 19,32-33: "They knew, they were known" and Book of 
Thomas the Confessor 138,15-18: "You have (in fact) already come to know, and you will be 
called ̀ the one who knows himself. ' For he who has not known himself has known nothing, 
but he who has known himself has at the same time already achieved knowledge about the 
depth of the all. " References and translation from C. A. Evans, R. L. Webb, and R. A. Wiebe, 
Nag Hammadi Texts and the Bible. A Synopsis and Index, New Testament Tools and Studies 
18 (Leiden: Brill, 1993). See also Clement of Alexandria, Paedagogus 3,1,1,1: "Therefore it 
is, as appears, the greatest of all lessons to know one's self. For if one knows himself, he will 
know God; and by knowing God he will be made like God. " 

38Thiselton, p. 625-6 and Schrage II, pp. 234-5 also prefer the shorter text. 
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the familar "greatest commandment" given in Matt. 22: 37 and Luke 10: 27 (cited from Deut. 

6: 5). 

8: 4.9 

In place of ßpwaEwc, D' P 242 1836 read yvwaEw;. This cannot be the result of 

accidental confusion of two letters (6p and rN). Instead, the reading arose due to the 

numerous occurrences of yvw- in the preceding verses of chapter 8: yvwvty, yvwatc (8: 1); 

Eyvwimvat, Eyvw, yvwvat (8: 2); and particularly cyvwa-rat (8: 3), which occurs just a few 

words prior to the unit of variation. Because this reading makes sense in context it is likely 

the result of an unconscious assimilation to the immediately preceding material. The presence 

of the reading in D is be of importance in determining the ancestor(s) of the manuscript. We 

have shown elsewhere that a predecessor of D has been edited on the basis of a manuscript 

(or several) with a text similar to kB 33. Here D moves away from FG and its own Latin 

text (which reads escis). While not common, the D-text does use autem to translate ouv: 

Rom. 13: 10 ouv ] SE DFG; autem 75 77 89; ergo 78 Vg 
1 Cor. 8: 4 ouv FG Maj ] S£ D 33 88 915; autem 75 89 Vg; ergo 77 78 
1 Cor. 15: 11 ouv ] SE DFG; autem 75 77 78 89; enim Vg 
2 Cor. 9: 5 ouv DFG; autem 89 Spe, ergo 77 78 Vg 

The conjunction SE is a secondary addition based on the formulaic rrcpt Sc. The presence of 

both SE and ouv in cp46 919 920 999 1149 1245 1872 shows several otherwise unrelated 

manuscripts making a similar addition, perhaps by conflation. 

8: 4.10 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

8: 4.11 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

8: 4.12 [discussed at 7: 8.29] 
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8: 4.13 

The addition of ETEpo; after OEo; (k2 KL 056 0142 0150 0151 pm) is similar to the 

pattern of expansion found in other places in 1 Corinthians. 39 Neither accidental omission by 

leap (since the nomen sacrum would have been written as 6C, not 6EOC) nor intentional 

alteration can account for the shorter reading, particularly since the longer reading matches 

Pentateuchal warnings against "other gods. "40 

8: 5.15 

D is assimilated to the near context with the reading acyoiEvot OEot xat xuptot, 

which is adapted from the same phrase later in the sentence. The addition of the article in FG 

(ot a£yoµcvot Ocot) is a latinism, with the article added to match the D-text's qui. 

8: 5.18 

The likely explanation of the reading troAAot rtrnv OEot in cp46 is that Ocot has been 

reintroduced into the text by the scribe after having been accidentally omitted. X46 is 

particularly prone to such minor leaps, with twenty-four examples found by Royse 4' While 

BDF42 sees cp46 as retaining an original chiasmus here, the reading of 378 (ctQty =Mot 

9£ot) would actually be a better example of such. Furthermore, in 2 Cor. 8: 7 an accidental 

word order variation in cp46 has created what appears to be chiasmus 43 

39Zuntz (p. 165) cites 1 Cor. 7: 5; 11: 24; see also the chapter on the "Byzantine" 

witnesses. 

40E g., Ex. 20: 3; 23: 13; 34: 14; Deut. 4: 28; 5: 7; 6: 14; 7: 4; 8: 19; etc. Cf. Fee, 369 n. 1. 

41Royse, p. 261. 

42§477(1); the suggestion is not adopted in the latest edition of BDR. 

43Royse, p. 320 n. 236. 
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8: 6.19 

The only manuscript that reads runv 8c, 33, is closely related to the two manuscripts 

that read r inv ( 46 B). Furthermore, 33 adds Sc alone at 2: 1 and replaces aXA o with o SE in 

3: 4 (with only 483 1611 1827). Therefore 6c is a secondary addition to a text which lacked 

any conjunction. " As a result, only ctAA rIµty or rlµty can be the archetypical text. Most 

commentators accept that this passage is a pre-Pauline confessional statement 4S In other 

passages in which Paul cites similar material the citation is not connected to the preceding 

material with a conjunction 46 However, in this case the citation is the apodosis of the 

conditional sentence introduced by EtrrEp in 8: 5. Apodictic aAAa is common in Paul, 

particularly in contexts, such as this, where the protasis is concessive or describes a negative 

situation (e. g., 1 Cor. 4: 15; 2 Cor. 4: 16; 11: 6; ). 4' This usage is classical, " though an argument 

that the addition is an improvement in style according to classical standards is difficult to 

sustain given the fact that only one manuscript (33) reads an alternative addition. Weiss 

suggests that ctAA was omitted due to the use of the passage as a confessional statement; when 

the passage was used without its context the conjunction became nonsensical and was 

dropped 49 Examples of this abound in patristic writings which postdate both X46 and B, such 

J. Weiss, p. 222 n. 5. 

asE g, Thiselton, p. 637; Conzelmann, p. 144 n. 38; Schrage II, p. 241. 

"Though in the Hauptbriefe only Rom. 11: 33-36; elsewhere in the Corpus Paulinum 
Eph. 4: 5-6; Col. 1: 5-20; Phil. 2: 6-11; 1 Thes. 5: 16-22. 

47BDR §448(5). 

48Denniston, p. 11-12. 

49J Weiss, p. 222 n. 5. 
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as Augustine. 50 While an interesting (and to this point untestable) argument, it should be 

noted that neither 346 nor B show any form of punctuation or spacing before the passage 

which would set it off as having received special attentions' Furthermore, the passage begins 

neither a lection in any of the later lectionary systems52 nor a chapter heading in the Euthalian 

apparatus, 53 indicating that any vestige of liturgical or confessional use of this passage did not 

influence later systems. 

Turning to the patristic data, Clement paraphrases the passage but does read h) Ad: 

Kai -rv äXýljOEtav EnEYvwxýEv, 4nalv, OTt o6SEv EISWAov Ev xÖQµ, aAAa µovo -rh vS 

ÖVTW ýQTtV £l WV e£ÖS£g OÜ T& TiaVTa Kal clS KÜPl0S 'I aoOS (Paedagogus S Snµ > 

2,1,5,10). Significantly, Clement departs from the witnesses with which he normally agrees 

(see discussion above). The reading of Y6 B is therefore likely to be secondary within its 

own cluster of manuscripts. On the other hand, early support for the shorter reading is 

provided by Irenaeus: Scimus autem quia nihil est idolum et quoniam nemo Deus nisi unus. 

Etenim si sunt qui dicuntur dii sive in caelo sive in terra, nobis unus Deus Pater ... 

(Adversus haereses 3,6,5). 54 Likewise here ample context is provided to be certain that 

50E g., De trinitate 1,12: nobis unus deus ..., though later in the same work (2,19) the 
same passage is cited with sed. 

51B does have "umlauts" in the margin, which may indicate knowledge of a different 

reading; see discussion at 14: 34-34. 

52The Synaxarion reading in the Matthean portion of the lectionary (trap -rrIc ý' E1S) 
begins at 1 Cor. 7: 35 and ends after 8: 7; see Cocroft, Study of the Pauline Lessons in the 
Matthean Sections of the Greek Lectionary, Studies and Documents 32 (Salt Lake City: 
University of Utah Press, 1968), p. 150. 

53A xc4aAta begins at 8: 1: rrcpt Sta4opa; E6E Jp Twv, xat attoX>1S Satpovtxou 

QEßaQµaTOc (as in 1874); an abbreviated form appears in 1739: cnt 8ta4opa; CSEOµaTwv. 
A few manuscripts apparently place the KE$aAta at 8: 4; see MPG 85, p. 755. 

54An allusion in 4,33,3, which begins with confrtentur unum Deum Patrem et ex hoc 

omnia, cannot be cited. 
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Irenaeus did not read a conjunction. Nevertheless, the comments which immediately follow 

show that he understood the passage as drawing a distinction between "One God" and 

"gods, " noting that Paul makes that break between verses 5 and 6: "For he distinguishes and 

separates those who are indeed called gods but are not from the One God, the Father, from 

whom are all things, and confessed most strongly by his own person one Lord Jesus Christ. " 

However, only the Latin translation of Adversus haereses is available here. While Latin does 

make use of si... tarnen in a manner similar to Et [ctrrcp) 
... cMa, ss the concessive use of 

etiam si is possible without tamen. 56 Therefore, the witness of Irenaeus is of limited value in 

supporting the shorter reading. 

In conclusion, particularly Pauline usage but also the departure of cp46 B from their 

normal supporting witnesses suggests a secondary omission, though the motivation for the 

omission remains unclear. " 

8: 6.20 

The addition of the article before a nomen sacrum is common in F G. The omission of 

OEoc by k` is likely accidental (E ICE--)n since the adjective ctq never modifies tta-rrip in the 

NT and only at Mal. 2: 10 in the LXX (and even there paralleled with OEog Etc). The 

similarities of the omission here and the reading uiaou XPLQTOU omit utou OEou in Mark 

"E 
. g., C. Julius Caesar, De bello Gallico 7,34,4: Quae tametsi Caesar intellegebat, 

tarnen quam mitissime potest legatos appellat; M. Tullius Cicero, Epistula ad familiares 
16,26,1 (ad Tironem): etiam si quodscribas non habebis, scribito tarnen; de Officiis 3,9,38: 
si omnes does hominesque celarepossimus, nihil tarnen avare, nihil iniuste, nihil libidinose, 
nihil incontinetur esse faciendum. Cf. Oxford Latin Dictionary, S. V. si (9) and tarnen (3a). 

56M. Tullius Cicero, Epistula ad familiares 16,27,1 (ad Tironem) etiam si to veniens 
in medioforo videro, dissaviabor. Cf. Oxford Latin Dictionary, s. v. etiamsi. 

"Other omissions of aAAa include: 1 Cor. 2: 5 (056 0142); 2: 9 (A); 3: 5 (read aAA o 
Byz; omit cell); 3: 6 (read SE 33 483 1611 1827); 5: 39 (D); 14: 19 (K'); 2 Cor. 1: 13 (F G); 2: 17 
(F G). 
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1: 1 (K' 0 28 pc) are interesting: both deal with nomina sacra, both may have been caused by 

accidental leap, and both occur in fairly stereotypical phrases. 

8: 6.21 [see also 14: 4.14] 

The addition of at o in gJ46 (and xat without the article in 056 0142) matches a 

stereotypical phrase in Paul: "God and Father ... "58 

8: 6.22 [discussed at 12: 19.80; cf also chapter on DF G] 

8: 6.24 

The reading 6t ov in B may simply have arisen through error (ON for a poorly written 

0y). " However, the use of Stä + accusative to express personal agency is not an impossible 

construction; it occurs both in classical Greek6° and the LXX (Is. 35: 10) and is somewhat 

interchangeable with SIä + genitive in vulgar Ptolemaic documents. 1 It occurs in the NT 

particularly in contexts where an authoritative figure is the mediate cause of the action (John 

6: 57; Rom. 8: 20). 62 The example in Romans is particularly appropriate, since it occurs (as 

does 1 Cor. 8: 6) in a discussion of the work of Christ in relation to creation, though in 

Romans the creation is "subjected" by Christ whereas is 1 Corinthians it "exists" through 

him. 

"Rom. 15: 6; 1 Cor. 15: 24; 2 Cor. 1: 3; 11: 31; Gal. 1: 4; Eph. 1: 3; 4: 6; 5: 20; Phil. 4: 20; 
The. 1: 3; 3: 11,3: 13; 

59B Weiss, p. 55, argues that the reading may have either been an assimilation to Etc 
aOTov earlier in the first or simply an error. 

60Schwyzer II, p. 432-4. 

61Mayser 11.2, p. 368-9. 

62BDR §2233; Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 105-6; BDAG, s. v. Eta (B2d). 
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Were St ov the archetypical reading, adaptation to 8t ou is easily explainable as 

assimilation to the more common usage as well as the near context (c4 ou and St a llTOU in 

8: 6). However, the change may reflect a development in Greek. Jannaris notes that the use of 

Sta + accusative to express agency becomes common in the period from AD 300-600; 63 it 

supplants Sta + genitive in Modem Greek. ' Given the rarity of Sta + accusative to express 

personal agency in Paul, it is unlikely that 8t ov is the archetypical reading. Instead, it is the 

result of either an accidental error or adapatation of the text to the preceding r; tq aurrov. 

8: 6.25 

The addition of a bicolon describing the work of the Holy Spirit can only be a 

secondary development. It is structurally based to the previous two bicola, and no plausible 

explanation for its omission can be given. Furthermore, even within the Byantine tradition 

the reading is extremely poorly attested, being found only in 056 0142 and a handful of other 

manuscripts and correctors. Nor does the Latin or any other version read the addition, again 

pointing to a later (post-versional) addition to the tradition. Finally, as Westcott and Hort 

have pointed out, Chrysostom, who often supports the "Byzantine Text, " notes specifically 

that this passage does not mention the Holy Spirit: 

But if someone might say, "For what reason does he not mention the Holy Spirit, " to 
this we might say: His statement was against idolaters, and the struggle was against 
"many gods and many lords. " For this reason, after he said that the Father is "God" he 
called the Son, "Lord. "65 

63Jannaris § 1534; he does not, however, cite any examples of personal agency. 

"Moulton, Accidence, p. 105-6. 

65Chrysostom, In epistulam ad Corinthios I (MPG 61, p. 164). 
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The earliest potential evidence for the addition is Cyril of Alexandria, Epistulae paschales 

sive Homiliae paschales (MPG 77, p. 841), which matches the reading of 056 0142. Yet this 

evidence is extremely doubtful, for in six other verbatim citations of the passage he does not 

make any reference to the Holy Spirit. 66 In addition, Gregory of Nazianzus has often been 

cited as supporting the addition; "' In fact, he adds only xai Ev IIvEÜµa äytov, Ev y" Ta( 

TwTa, 68 the reading found also in 1881. 

While not attested in the "Byzantine Text" as a whole, as are other Trinitarian 

additions such as 6: 20 and Rom. 16: 25-27, it is found in 056 0142, which attests other unique 

theological additions, such as xat before rrai p earlier in 8: 6. 

8: 7.27; 8: 7.32 

The reading -rri QuvEt6rlQct is found in the bilingual tradition as well as all Latin and 

Syriac witnesses; the reading therefore predates the standardization of the "Byzantine Text. " 

However, no clear motivation for an alteration to QuvrlOEta can be detected, particularly 

since both assimilation to QuvctSr1QtS later in the verse69 and the fact that it is a key term in 

this pericope7° are likely causes of corruption. 

66De adoratione et cultu in spiritu et veritate MPG 68, p. 412; Commentarius in 
Isaiam prophetam MPG 70, p. 89; 70, p. 856; Quod unus sit Christus 723; 749; Thesaurus 
de sancta consubstantiali trinitate MPG 75, p. 49. 

67E. g., by Westcott and Hort, Appendix, p. 115; von Soden; Zuntz, p. 164. 

681n sancta lumina, MPG 36, p. 348: ` Hµiv U, EiS Ot0 6 Ila rf p, L4 oü Tä 
rrCvla, Kal £ C, KüptoS IgcioüS XpIQTÖS, Sly ou Ta TrdvTa, Kal Ev fVF-Üµa a"ytov, 

£V () Ta TrÖNTa- TOO £4 ou, Kal Sl' oÜ, Kal Ev W, 11 ÜQEIS T£VVÖVT(t)V o68£ yap v 

µ£T£1TtflTOV at TfpoO aEIS, 1j all TÖ( EIC, TWV ÖVopaTWV, ÖAA1 xapaKTljpIýOVTWV pia; 

Kal &QUXUTOU ýÜQEWC, ISIOTgTac. 

69Cf. Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 557. 

70B. Weiss, p. 11. 
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The readings in FG are less easily explainable. They agree with D and the Latin 

tradition (in conscientia[m]) in reading -rTl Quvt6rlQt in 8: 7a, but in 8: 7b read tSgaEtq 

against the same witnesses. This could be construed as a corrupt spelling of et8gcctg 

("knowledge"), though even this is clearly secondary since it not a Pauline word. The 

correction in G may give a clue as to the origin of the reading. The article (q) is written by 

the original hand but marked out by means of one supra- and one superlinear dot. The 

somewhat unique Greek script7' of this manuscript results in a very close similarity between 

H and N, as may be seen, for example, in the word &Ce6NHC at the end of the same line as 

the reading under discussion, in which the N and H, standing next to each other, are nearly 

identical. The omission of Quv- can therefore be explained as accidental parablepsis: 

HCYN I AHC6 I C. The correction then makes reference to the text at hand (as opposed to the 

exemplar) notes the resultant nominative plural form Et81IQctq, and deletes the now incorrect 

singular article. F, on the other hand, shows no signs of correction but agrees exactly with G. 

8: 7.28; 8: 27.30 

The reading EtöwAoOurou (256 263 330 424° 915 1739) is an assimilation to the 

following EtöwAoOuTOV. Two manuscripts substitute plural forms for the singular nouns (Twv 

£t6w? wv for irou EtSwAou 1836 and EtSwAOO0Ta for Et8wA000TOV 0150), likely indicating 

copying by sense rather than by letter. The removal of fwq ap-rt to the position after after 

-rou £t8wAou (A LP 33 88 1175 Maj) attempts to resolve the awkward word order: irou 

ctgwAou now modifies QuvEt6T oLS rather than an unstated object, even though this is 

"Metzger, Manuscripts of the Greek Bible, describes the script as "course and 
peculiar"; on the other hand, Frede (Altlateinische Paulus-Handschriften, 51) sees is as 
"typisch westlicher Majuskel. " 
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common in Paul (Rom. 9: 3; Phil. 1: 5; Col. 1: 4; 2 Thes. 3: 14). 72 At the same time cwq apTt 

becomes more closely associated with the verb Ec Otouaty, where it would construe more 

smoothly. " While the sentence is gramatically clearer, its meaning in this context is not, 74 

particularly since the focus of the passage is not the continuation of the eating but the 

continuation of the habit. For the position of cwg ap-n witnessed by the rest of the tradition 

one may compare 1 Cor. 4: 13. 

8: 7.29 

The omission of wS (056 0142 218 241 424* 547 642 876 1518) results in a loss the 

hypothetical nature of Paul's discourse, that even though idols do not exist one may still 

mistakenly believe that a food is indeed sacrificed to an idol and therefore eat it as such. The 

strong confession of 8: 6 may have influenced the omission, though the secondary word order 

read by all these witnesses (see 8: 7.28) made such an omission more likely: "With the 

consciousness of an idol they eat even now a thing sacrificed to an idol. " 

8: 7.31 

The replacement of EaOtouoty by E Tiv in K' is the result of copying by sense rather 

than sight; with EGTIV the improper action in the text becomes what one considers the 

EIöWAo00Toc instead of the specific action of eating. This suits the context, but is likely 

influence by the yvwrtc earlier in the verse and the argumentation of 8: 5-6. 

8: 7.33; 8: 12.52 

72BDR §269 (lb). 

"Robertson and Plummer, p. 169. 

74Cf. the KJV's "with conscience of the idol"; NKJV's "with consciousness of the 
idol"; or ASV's "being used until now to the idol. " 
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Twice in chapter 8, ýP46 and Clement share unique readings in which the verb 

äa9EvE'w are involved. In 8: 7 the adjective and participle aaOcvr1S ouaa are ellided into the 

participle aaOcvouaa (also 629). Since no change in meaning takes place which would 

suggest intentional alteration, one may expect assimilation to 8: 12 where the participle again 

occurs following auvetStiQtc. However, there cr46 omits aaOEvouaav, which would seem to 

eliminate the argument that assimilation has taken place in this manuscript. Clement, on the 

other hand, paraphrases the sentence but includes the participle, albeit modifying a different 

noun: Ot R TTjV QUV£LSIW tV TÜTTTOVT£S T(ÄV äaO£VOÜVTWV MEA4WV £lc XpLaTÖV 

äµapTavoüG1V (Paedagogus 2,10.5). Nonetheless, Clement does not support the reading of 

cp46; 75 significantly, the participle is found in other related witnesses such ask B 1739 Origen 

(Commentarii in evangelium Matthei (23,241). This indicates that the omission is limited to 

cp46, another example of parablepsis in this manuscript (due to a leap from CYNE I AHC IN to 

ö, Ce6NOYC - . 
76 Since the omission in 8: 12 can be attributed as solely due to the scribe of 

cp46 we may now revisit the reading at 8: 7. Since both Clement and 1)46 ellide the words the 

assimilation took place in a predecessor witness of that narrow vein of the tradition. 

8: 8.34 

Hµac possibly represents a "generalizing tendency, " though the variation of between 

the first and second person pronoun is common (1: 6.14; 1: 8.18; 1: 13.42; 1: 18.58; 2: 5.15; 

3: 3.14; 8: 9.40 etc. ) and is more likely caused by the confusion of similar sounds. 

75As is indicated by Mees, p. I, 139 and 11,157. 

76Royse, p. 259. 
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8: 8.35 

The present tense form TraptaTrlQty (k2 DKLP `Y 056 0142 9151'8 1241) may be 

the result of assimilation to the present tense verbs which follow. " FG should also be cited 

in support of this reading, since their reading vuvtcrrtlOty is the result of adaptation to the 

Latin commendat. On the other hand, the witnesses which read the future tense form 

TrapaaTllU£l (TTapaaT1la£l cp46 PZ* AB 0150 56 33 81 88 181 256 424° 915"' 1175 12418 

1739) often read a secondary future tense (see 6: 14.47). 

8: 8.36; 8: 8.37 

The structural similarity between the two clauses has led to confusion in the 

manuscripts. As Zuntz notes, a skip from ouTE to CUTE must have occurred, which was then 

corrected by a marginal note. This marginal note would then have been reinserted into the 

text of a later copy in the wrong location. " However, which word order is secondary? The 

tradition resolves itself into two basic readings: ourE [yap] cav $aywµcv TrcptuacuoNcv 

OUTE Eav µrß 4aywµcv uaTCpouIEOa (k A° DFG P'P 0150 5 33° 88 104 915 pm) and 

Quit [yapl Eav µrß 4aywp£v uaTEpouµcOa OUTS Lay 4ayw1Ev rrEptaacuoµE v (IP 46 A* 

0151 (33)79 81 181 630 917 1836 1874 1875 1877 2200). The reading of B 1739 ( µrß 

cpaywpEv ua-rcpoupE9a ou-re Eav $aywµcv rrcptaacuopcOa) is a secondary assimilation of 

7'Schrage II, p. 259 n. 279. Fee (p. 377 n. 4) argues that the present tense reflects a 
"generalizing tendency, " though why one should consider the present tense to be more 
"generalizing" than the future is unclear. 

78Zuntz, p. 162. 

7933 has a sight/sound confusion: cayO 
.LV 

in place of $aywµcv. 
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the verb forms, which also takes place in numerous other manuscripts and even one citation 

of the passage by Origen. 8° 

It must first be noted that in other cases X46 NB have a demonstrated reliability when 

the textual tradition shows word order variation, for example 7: 33-34.81 Yet in this passage 

s 46 and B disagree both with each other and with other witnesses which usually support their 

readings, notably K, Clement (Paedagogus 2,8,74,4) and Origen (Commentarii in evangelium 

Matthei 11,12; 11,14; Contra Celsum 8,29). Tertullian (De ieiunio adversuspsychicos 15) 

provides another early witness to this word order. This immediately casts suspicion on the 

word order of X46 A' B 1739 as the result of a single predecessor manuscript. A second 

reason to question this word order is the loss of yap, which, as Zuntz notes, has likely been 

caused by the same skip from CUTE to ouTE. 82 In addition, Paul shows several other examples 

of OUTC yap ... ouT¬ (Gal. 1: 12; 5: 6; 6: 15; 1 Thes. 2: 5). 83 

The strongest argument for the 146 A* B 1739 word order is that the other reading 

has been assimilated to the context. In this scenario, an intentional alteration shifted the 

negative clause, which does not appear to follow from 8: 8a, to the position following the 

80Commentarii in evangelium Matthei 11,12: OUTC yap Eav 4aywµcv 

n£ptaacuoIcOa ou-rt Eav 4aywpcv uaTEpoupcOa. The exact agreement with 1918 here, 

which is clearly not the result of a close stemmatic relationship, shows the random nature of 
the assimilations in the tradition. 

81Cf. also Zuntz, p. 162. 

82Zuntz, p. 194. Fee (p. 377 n. 6) dismisses this argument as "improbable" without 
further explanation. However, as Royse has demonstrated, accidental loss by a leap is a 
common error in the early manuscript tradition and in X46 in particular. It is difficult to 
believe the cp46 B are immune from this error, particularly when they disagree with their 
usual supporting witnesses. Furthermore, Fee fails to note the V6 and B 1739 do not 
precisely agree. 

83Zuntz (p. 194) cites the latter three of these passages as parallels, the last incorrectly 

as "I Thes. ii. 15. " 
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positive clause in order to allow the argumentation to flow more smoothly. 84 Furthermore, the 

negative clause anticipates what follows in 8: 9.85 However, given the fact that parablepsis 

may have occurred here, and the fact that the resultant text does not produce a significantly 

different reading86 should make one cautious in proposing an intentional alteration. In 

addition, this very argument can be used to demonstrate that the KDFG and "Byzantine" 

reading is in fact the proper reading in context, " since it alone follows the sequence of Paul's 

argument. In the end, the X46 A* B 1739 reading should be considered secondary. The 

combination of the narrowness of attestation to a handful of closely related manuscripts, the 

likelihood of accidental corruption, the lack of patristic support, the impact on the omission 

of yap, and the fact that the NDFG Maj reading best fits the context all outweigh an 

argument which proposes intentional alteration in order to produce a reading which, in the 

end, makes no difference in the meaning of the passage. 

8: 9.38 

This is one of ten places where X46 alone omits 8,01 

8: 9.39 

This is one of thirty-two places where cp46 alone omits the article. 89 

84Fee, p. 337 n. 6; Conzelmann, p. 146 n. 3; Thiselton, p. 645. 

85B. Weiss, p. 136-37. 

"Noted by Lietzmann, p. 38-39; Schrage, by not commenting the variation, 
apparently considers the alterations irrelevant. 

87As is argued by Zuntz, p. 162. 

88Royse, p. 257-8; elsewhere in 1 Cor. only at 16: 6. 

89Royse, p. 258; elsewhere in 1 Cor. at 7: 22; 11: 24; 14: 13,33; 15: 9,48. 
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8: 9.40; 8: 10.43; 8: 11.48; 8: 13.55; 8: 13.57 

A series of additions or omissions of pronouns in 8: 9-13 may reflect a generalizing 

tendency, as argued by Schrage 9° This argument is complicated, however, by the fact in 8: 7 

Paul is making general statements without using 1s` or 2nd person subjects, but in 8: 8 shifts to 

1st person, 8: 9-12 to 2°d person, and 8: 13 back to 15` person. In the midst of these shifts, it 

seems as likely that pronouns would have been added in order to clarify the person of the 

subjects as omission for the sake of generalization. For example, at 8: 9 the shift from upwv 

to Tlpwv (P 1241x) is understandable since in 8: 8 the subjects had been in the Pt person. In 

addition, individual mansucript tendencies must be taken into acount. The omission of the 

same pronoun (upwv at 8: 9) in 1346 reflects not only a common phenomenon (discussed at 

7: 5.19), but one that is especially frequent in q)46.91 Since "generalization" is not the only 

potential cause of variation in this section, one cannot dismiss the shorter texts so easily. 

The near context is a likely factor in the addition of QE in 8: 10. Both 8: 9 and 8: 11 use 

the 2 °d person; 8: 10 without QE would not have any 2nd person verbs or pronouns. More 

specifically, the ark of 8: 11 may have influenced the addition in 8: 10.92 Furthermore, the use 

of the personal pronoun with the attributive participle may reflect an improvement toward a 

"classical" style. 93 The shorter text is attested in cp46 BFG as well as VL 77 78 (habentem 

scientiam) and, in a different form, in VL 89 and the Vulgate (eum qui habet scientiam); 

90Schrage, "Ethische Tendenzen, " p. 381, which mentions only the omission of QE in 
8: 10 and the two omissions of you in 8: 13. Cf. also Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 557; 
Fee, p. 377 n. 7; and Barrett p. 188 n. 1. 

91Royse, p. 258. 

92Zuntz, p. 92. 

93So BDR § 412 (5), which cites Rom. 9: 20; 14: 4 and 1 Thes. 4: 15,17 as Pauline 
parallels. However, all of these differ from the example at 1 Cor. 8: 10 in that they are 
nominative and, at least to some extent, the pronoun is emphatic. 
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independent accidental omission is unlikely in all these witnesses. The presence of aE in D, 

adopted from a second witness from outside the bilingual tradition, has resulted in a unique 

reading in VL 75: to qui habet scientia[m]94 

A second potential "generalizing" reading is the omission of Qrl in the phrase Ev -rrl 

an yvwaf (8: 10) by B alone. However, in this case the omission is likely accidental since it 

is read only by B and can be accounted for by accidental leap: ENTHCH. 

Finally, you following a8EA4ov is omitted twice at 8: 13 by FG 77 78 Cyprian. 

However, the first person pronoun attached to a form of a6cA4oq is highly unusual. The only 

other example in the Corpus Paulinum is 2 Cor. 2: 13, where Paul describes Timothy as "my 

brother. " When speaking of a "brother" in a hypothetical situation every other example uses 

either the second person (Rom. 14: 10,15,21) or third person (1 Cor. 6: 5; 1 Thes. 4: 6). 

Accidental omission of the pronouns is not likely. While Zuntz claims that "the omission of 

the first µou (before ou) is a mere scribal error, "95 a more likely accidental omission would 

have been the loss ou, not µou. Furthermore, this cannot account for the loss of the second 

µou; had the first omission been accidental, how could the scribe have intentionally omitted 

the second? More likely is the addition of the pronoun to match the first person verbs (4ayw, 

axav&Ataw) with which Paul transitions to the concrete example of his own "putting aside 

of rights" in 9: 1-18. This would account for Clement's text, which reads µou after the second 

occurrence of a6cA4ov but not the first (Paedagogus 2,1,10,4), since both verbs occurs 

between the first and the second a6EA4ov. Accounting for the reading D VL 89, which reads 

the first pronoun but not the second, is more difficult. However, since VL 75, D's Latin 

94Though shared also by Amst(A), another indication of the close relationship 
between these witnesses. 

95Zuntz, p. 244 n. 1. 
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counterpart, lacks the pronoun in both places, and FG agree with VL 75, one is strongly 

inclined to identify their reading as that of the mutual ancestor of these manuscripts. 96 

"Generalizing" tendencies, therefore, seem to be less of a factor in causing variation 

than harmonization to the near context. 

8: 9.41 

The visual similarity between &Ce6NEC IN and XCAENOYC IN created the 

possibility for corruption, even though rarely does one find adjective/verb substitutions in the 

manuscripts. Nowhere else in Paul, however, does an indicative verb follow an article. The 

reading aa6Evouaiv (L 'P 88 915) must therefore be secondary. 

8: 10.45 

8: 10.46 

Aa6Evgi ouaa (255 256 489 1319 2127) harmonizes to the same wording at 8: 5. 

The placement of the object (Ta Et&)A000Ta) between the article and the infinitive 

(cp46 NAB pm) is not paralleled in Paul. In the eleven examples of a preposition + articular 

infinitive taking an object, the object is in the position immediately following the infinitive 97 

Furthermore, only in Rom. 13: 8 (t. ui6 vi µr18Ev 6# ASTE Et IT,, ro, &AArjAouq ? Xyar äv) is 

the object in the position between the article and the infinitive. Even here, however, the 

object is a reciprocal pronoun, which implies that it functions both as subject and object. 

96Vogels ("Der Codex Claromontanus, " p. 290) also sees the text of FG VL 75 as 
representing that of the parent manuscript of these witnesses. 

97Rom. 11: 11; 15: 8; 1 Cor. 10: 6; 2 Cor. 4: 4; Gal. 4: 17; 1 Thes. 2: 9; 3: 2,5,10,13; 4: 9; 
2 Thes. 3: 8. None of these have any variation in word order in the manuscripts. 
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The alternative word order, Etc To caOtity Ta Ct6WA000Ta is attested only in DF 

G, the entire Latin tradition (ad manducandum idolothyta/immolata) and the Peshitta 

though in the latter the object is in the singular. 98 Only two explanations are 

possible for this data: Either an ancestor of the Latin and the Peshitta made the alteration, 

with the Latin then influencing DFG; or, this reading is that of the same mutual ancestor, 

which is now preserved in all strains of the "Western" text. 99 In the latter case one must then 

determine whether or not it is also the archetypical reading, a question made more difficult 

by the fact that no patristic citation of this passage is preserved until the fourth century. 

Given the Pauline usage described above, one would be led to argue that Etc TO 

£Q6tcty Ta Et& )ÄOAUTa is more Pauline and hence the archetypical reading. However, there 

is no obvious reason for the shift of -ra ELSwaoO0Ta in the rest of the tradition, particularly to 

a word order which is so unusual. This unusual placement of the object may have been the 

result of Paul's desire to place emphasis on the action of eating, hence -aOtcty is placed at 

the end of the sentence. On the other hand, one may wish to conjecture that -ra Et6wAoOurra 

is instead a marginal note which was later interpolated into the text in different locations; 

were this the case, however, one would expect instead the singular form (ct6wAo00TOV) 

found in 8: 7. The most likely explanation in this case is therefore that a shift in word order 

was made in a shared ancestor of the "Western Text" in order to produce a smoother, more 

typical reading. This is one of several examples of secondary word order in these witnesses. 

The reading of DFG in this case is not the result of Latinism, but a reading inherited from a 

Greek ancestor. 

98So also VL 61: ad manducandum immolatum. 

99An argument that sees both the Latin and the Peshitta as simply making independent 
translational choices does not sufficiently account for their agreement here nor throughout 
the epistles. 
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8: 11.47 

The variation of the form of the verb can be attributed to phonological variation in 

both Greek and Latin. The two most commonly attested Greek forms are easily confused: 

atroactTat (F GL pm), the future indicative form of &noXuw; and aitoAAuTat" ' (346 k* AB 

D* K 33 1739), the present indicative of änöÄÄupt. The Latin forms are even more 

confundable. The perfect form of pereo could be written either as periit (Cyprian, 

Cassodiorus) or perivit. '°' The former is easily confused with the present form perlt (VL 61 75 

89 Augustine) and the latter for the future form peribit102 (VL 77 78 VG Ambrosiaster Jerome 

Pelagius). This could also be written as periet103 (Irenaeus; cf. Sapientia 4: 19), which itself is 

easily confused with both periit and perlt. It is little wonder that Latin support can be found 

for every Greek form, and that the Greek witnesses do not show typical groupings (apart from 

1P 46 K* B 33, discussed below). 104 The future is likely produced by assimilation to 

oixo6oµrIOI aETat in the previous clause. 

8: 12.51 

FG frequently omit the article (see chapter on DF G). The omission of xat (also F 

G) is likely secondary. Examples can be found of one or more predicate participles being 

governed by the same verb yet without any conjunction (Rom. 12: 10-13; 2 Cor. 3: 2-4; Gal. 

'°°Compare also alToAuETat (1831), the present indicative form of &TroAüw. 

101 Oxford Latin Dictionary, s. v. pereo. 

'o2See R. Kühner, Ausführliche Grammatik der lateinischen Sprache, 2. Aufl., 1. Bd.: 
Elemetar-, Formen- und Wortlehre (Hannover: Hahnsche, 1912), pp. 42-43. 

103 Lewis & Short, s. v. pereo. 

104The Syriac (both the Peshitta and Harclean), which typically agrees with DFG and 
the Latin tradition, reads the Peal (perfect) form of the verb. 
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4: 4; Eph. 5: 18-21), which makes the shorter reading at least plausible. However, the omission 

is likely the result of the layout of the DFG ancestor, which was written in sense-lines. 105 G, 

which retains vestiges in the lineation through capitalization of the initial letter of each line, 

divides the text as follows: 

OyT(WC AE &M&PTMONTEC E31 C &A6> 4OyC 
TynTONTEC öYTWN TI-1 CYN IA CC IN &CeeNOYCM E31 C XN 
ö. M&PThNNET& 

While VL 75, like its ancestor, lacks et, D reads the Kat. However, agreement among VL 75 

89 FG is traceable to their ancestor. The addition of at in D from a second source has 

contributed to an unusual lineation: 

OYTWC1 EXM&PTÖ, NONTEC 
EI CTOYCa, 1¬ MOYC 
KI TYIITONTCC&YTWN 
THNCYN I AHC I N&Ce¬NOYC .N 
EICXNäMäPTäNETE 

si autem peccantes 
infratres 
percutientes ipsorum 
conscientiam infirmam 
in xro peccatis 

While the lineation in D is shorter than that of its ancestor, the addition of Kai has 

contributed to the length problem with the result that auTwv no longer stands on the same 

line as the noun which it modifies. 

8: 12.52 [discussed at 8: 7.33] 

105VL 89 also retains indications of sense-lines; these match those in G, indicating a 
shared tradition. 
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Notes on Chapter 9 

9: 1.1 

Arguments could be made for either sequence. ArroaToAoS may have been placed in 

the initial position due its perception as the more important element. On the other hand, 

arroc-roaog may have been removed to the latter position so that it could stand near 9: 1b, 

which contains one of the descriptions of an apostle (one who has seen Christ). J. Weiss 

considers o6K Pipi : Ac3Ocpoq to be an interpolative gloss, based on what he sees as the 

difficulty of identifying precisely from what this freedom consists. Both the shifting position 

of the two clauses and the split in the Western tradition' are considered to be evidence for 

this conjecture? While the problem remains of identifying the point in the transmission 

history of the letter when the gloss would have been inserted into the text, ' this would not be 

the only potential example. 

Nevertheless, word order variation involving similar words and clauses is common in 

the manuscript tradition. The closest parallel to the situation in 9: 1 is the variation at 3: 5,5 

where' ATroAM; ... Ilaüao; was transposed out of deference to Paul. While either reading 

could explain the other, the reading of DFG and the Latin tradition, which is prone to word 

order variation, causes one to be reluctant to trust its witness in these situations. 6 Of 

'Tertullian (De pudicitia 14,7), Ambrose (Epistulae 37,2 1), and the Vulgate support 
sequence liber ... apostolos. 

2J. Weiss, p. 232. 

'See Lietzmann, p. 39. 

'Cf. Zuntz, pp. 16-17, who sees similar such glosses (though not this one) arising 
from the hand of the compiler of the Corpus Paulinum. 

'Comparison may also be made to 13: 1, where 1241 transposes ayyEXwv and 
avOpwtrwv. 

'Cf. also Lietzmann, p. 39. 
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additional interest here is relationship between the "Byzantine" and "Western" lines of the 

text; this is yet another example which shows the former's reliance upon the latter, as 

opposed to the "Alexandrian" tradition. 

9: 1.6 

1241 interchanges the first person for the second person pronoun three times in 9: 1-2 

(see also 9: 2.8; 9: 11.32; 9: 12.37; and the confusion at 9: 11.35). 

9: 2.8 [noted at 9: 1.61 

9: 2.9 

The reading µou TfS anoaroATlc (K BP 0150 33 104 181 467 1739 1875 Or) results 

in the genitive pronoun modifying either Q4paytq or aTroaToAi1 
.' The latter would be 

somewhat unusual, though not as unusual as indicated by Zuntz8 since it occurs several times 

in Paul (Rom. 11: 14; 1 Cor. 9: 27,11: 24; Phil. 2: 2; 4: 14). On the other hand, DFG had 

difficulty with the genitive personal pronoun preceding the noun it modifies. These 

manuscripts alone move the pronoun to the position following the noun at Rom. 11: 14 and 

Phil. 4: 14, though in both cases influence from the Latin may have occurred. Given the 

ambiguity of µou TT1 alToQTOAT)S and the variation apparent in similar examples, it is likely 

that this is the archetypical reading, with -rllg EI. U S anoa7oAqS (cp46 v'd 9DFGKL `P 056 

71t modifies a4paylc according to Thiselton, p. 663; &rroaioAf according to 
Schrage II, p. 278,290. 

BZuntz, p. 125. 

9cpa6 reads: J[a4 p aytc Tiic] gµnc acrroaTo[ATIS 
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0142 0151 5 610 81 88 326 424 614 876 915 1175 1241$ 1834 1881 sy) clarifying the 

grammar by assimilation to the phrase rl i µ' Zxnoaoyta, which stands in the next clause. 

9: 4.13 [discussed at 10: 7.26] 

9: 5.14 

The witnesses preserve only two readings: a8EA4 rev yuvatxa and yuvatxac. The 

former is attested by the overwhelming majority, with the plural form read only by FG and 

the Latin tradition. The first issue to be resolved is the split between D and F G, specifically, 

whether or not has FG been adapted to the Latin text. The lineation of D, however, shows 

that the FG reading is the reading of the shared ancestor of DFG. In G, its corresponding 

Latin text (VL 77), and VL 89 the lineation the entire clause stands on a single line: 

numquid non habemus potestatem mulieres circumducendi 
µTI oux EXoµr; v c ourtav yuvatxag TrEptayety 

However in D both the lineation and the Latin text are disrupted, so that aSEA4riv / sororem 

is separated from it predicate, yuvatxa / mulierem: 

MH OYKEXOMENEIOYC I äN öA E\cH numquid non habemus potestatem sorore 
ryN&I Kö. CIIEP I& FE IN muliere circumducendi 

Both the disruption of the sense lines and the singular reading muliere points to a secondary 

adaptation in D. " This is similar to the corruption produced in this manuscript at Rom. 

16: 25-27 and 1 Cor. 9: 20, both additional examples of secondary adaptation to readings 

found now in NAC. The agreement of FG VL 77 78 89 (as well as 61 Amst Sedul) points to 

mulieres as the archetypical D-text reading. In this instance, therefore, FG is not adapted to 

the Latin but preserves the original Greek and Latin readings of this shared tradition. 

'°von Soden cites 6 as reading µou -rtlS aITOGTOAT1S. 

"Vogels, "Der Codex Claromontanus, " p. 290. 
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In addition to the evidence of F G, the patristic evidence is critical here. Zuntz in 

particular, who argues for yuvaixac, claims: 

The authority of this Western reading is immensely strengthened by the agreement of 
Tertullian, Clement, and particularly Aphraates (the latter in a long and precise 
quotation). No one, I suppose, will maintain that the ̀ Persian Sage' used this wording 
upon some special information from Carthage or Poitiers; it must then have originated 
a long time before separate Western, Alexandrian, and Syrian texts came into being. 12 

The evidence is not entirely clear, however. For example, Zuntz notes that Clement twice 

cites the passage with the reading ä6cA44v yuvaixa, 13 yet still sees significance in 

Clement's uses of the passage in Paedagogus 2,1,9: 

Therefore the natural use of food is a matter of indifference. "For neither if we eat do 
we benefit, " it says, "nor if we eat not are we worse off. " However, it is not rational 
for those deemed worthy to share divine and spiritual food to "partake in the tables of 
demons. " "Do we not have the right to eat and to drink, " the apostle says, "and to take 
along wives" (Kai yuvaixac rrcptäyEaOat)? But clearly by conquering pleasures we 
prevent lusts. 

However, this citation of 1 Cor. 9: 5 is an adaptation, making assimilation to the number of 

the verb'EXoµcv more likely outside the context of 1 Cor. 9. In addition, the fact that whether 

or not the wife is a "sister" is not decisive to Clement's argument, so its omission is not 

surprising. Given his two other citations of this passage, it is likely that the reading yuvaiKaq 

in Paedagogus 2,1,9 is not evidence of a shared line of tradition with FG but represents an 

independent adaptation. 

Zuntz also finds significance in Aphraat's use of the passage. The Syriac manuscript 

tradition is united in supporting the traditional reading (Aau? Ifni = aS&A riv yuvatxa). 

Aphraat, however, from whom is preserved the only pre-Peshitta citation of this passage, 

12Zuntz, p. 138. 

13Stromata 3,6,53,2; 4,15,97,4. 
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cites 1 Cor. 9: 4-5 with the reading of FG (ß. x$ = yuvatxag). "The citation occurs in the 

midst of a discussion of biblical figures who abstained from sexual contact with women, such 

as Elijah and the Shunamite. The final example he brings up is Paul and Barnabas (Dem. 

I, 264,27): " 

Furthermore, the holy apostle said concerning himself and concerning Barnabas, 
"Why is it not permitted to us to eat and to drink and to take along wives with us? " 
But it was neither seemly nor proper. 

Aphraat's citation is precisely matched by the Peshitta of 1 Cor. 9: 4-5, apart from the ellipsis 

of 4 4,1x sä s ci ("is it not a right to us") in 9: 5 and the critical substitution of ve. 5ea 9vea 

(= , Kai yuvatxac) for tai, ust vVLa (= a&&Acrly yuvatxa). In fact, the Peshitta is so similar to 

Aphraat's citation they matches in the use of the prepositional phrase , era ("with us") 

following the infinitive ("to take along"). It is likely, therefore, that Aphraat is citing 

his pre-Peshitta Old Syriac text carefully. While Aphraat does not here focus on whether or 

not the wives are Christian but whether they are present at all, the preciseness of the citation 

makes adaptation to the context unlikely. This would be yet another example of the shared 

heritage of the Old Syriac tradition and the Latin/"Western" tradition. 

The earliest evidence for the passage is Tertullian, whose witness to the reading 

uxores is consistent. In De monogomia 8,5-7 he notes that the word is translated a Greek 

word which in Latin could mean either "woman" (mulier) or wife (uxor) and argues that the 

former should be understood here rather than that Paul was married. In De exhortatione 

castitatis 8,3 he cites 1 Cor. 9: 5 with the reading uxores, here focusing on Paul's refusal to 

use the right to marry. The rest of the Latin tradition, apart from the Vulgate and witnesses 

14Vööbus (Altsyrische Paulustext, p. 45) translates with "mulieres. " 

"Cited in NTSU according to the Pierot edition: 1/264,27. 
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influenced by it, reads mulieres. The significance of the interpretive issues between "wives" 

and "women, " particularly in the West, will be discussed below. 

As a result, the only witnesses supporting yuvatxa; are F G, the non-Vulgate Latin 

witnesses, and Aphraat. However, both the context of 1 Cor. 9 and a review of the use of this 

passage in the early church shows that more than simply the weight of numbers must be 

considered. 

The first question to consider is whether or not Paul elsewhere qualifies yuvTl with an 

adjective or a predicate when discussing "Christian wives. " It is perhaps striking that Paul 

rarely uses ä&A4nj with the meaning "female member of the Christian community. " Two 

examples are found in greeting sections of his letters: Rom. 16: 1 (Phoebe) and PhIm. 2 

(Apphia). 16 The only other example is 1 Cor. 7: 15, where Paul argues that neither an &86oq 

nor an ä8EA4j are bound to remain married to an unbeliever. In the immediately preceding 

context, however, ä6EA46c is used for the believing husband (7: 12,14) but only yuvrj for the 

believing wife (7: 13,14). Although the context is quite clear that this is a "believing" wife, at 

7: 14 several witnesses (D FG 629 syp and, in different ways, virtually the entire Latin 

tradition) add the adjective iii trtQTTI based on the ärrtaioS of the same verse. In spite of the 

insertion, it is clear that Paul is able to use either &ScA4 ij or yuvtj to describe a Christian 

wife. However he does not elsewhere qualify yuv7l with an adjective or a predicate to make 

clear that she is a member of the Christian community. 

Next, one must determine whether the argument of 1 Cor. 9: 5 requires the additional 

qualification that a wife accompanying an apostle be a Christian. 9: 4-6 is comprised of a 

series of questions in which Paul describes the "rights" that he has but of which he has not 

16ä8EA4rj is also used to describe a family relationship in Rom. 16: 15 and, if 

considered Pauline, 1 Tim. 5: 2. 
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made use: Food and drink at the expense of the community, the right for one's wife to 

receive the same, and being provided for in such a way that work is not necessary. These 

"rights" are stated rather broadly, and the addition of qualifications to them would have 

undermined the force of the argument. This has already been pointed out regarding the 

"right" of food and drink (9: 4). While there may be a background reference to the eating and 

drinking of something that is cißwAöOuTOS, "the main thrust of 9: 4-27 is that of renouncing 

"rights" in more general terms, and the allusion to food sacrificed to idols remains indirect. 

Otherwise the force of the argument loses momentum as it moves on to a series of broader 

examples. "" The same holds for 9: 5. The argumentation in chapter 7 would leave little room 

for an interpretation of 9: 5 which would see Paul as implying in any way that he would 

assume the "rights" of an apostle to include being accompanied by a non-Christian wife. As 

we have already seen above, Paul twice uses yuvrj without explicit qualification to refer to a 

Christian wife, and we have seen that some users of the manuscripts felt the need to add such 

qualification at 7: 14. Such qualification is not necessary here, and in fact may detract from 

the force of the argument by raising an issue that is not relevant to the situation - it is hardly 

possible that anyone was accusing Paul of have a non-Christian wife. Therefore, while the 

passage may be mined for the information that it provides regarding the practices of early 

Christian itinerant preachers such as Paul, '8 it is clear that providing such information is not 

the goal of the argument of 9: 4-6.19 However, these practices are precisely what drew the 

''Schrage II, p. 291 and Thiselton, p. 679, who references for this argument Hering, 
Lang, Wolff, and Sent. 

18For these implications see Schrage II, pp. 292-3; Thiselton, p. 680-681. 

"Indeed, the commentators who read aS-A4niv hardly draw attention to this 
additional "qualification": J. Weiss (p. 234) merely places translates the word as "eine 
(christliche) Schwester" and moves on without further mention. Schrage (II p. 292) mentions 
it only in a subordinate clause ("unzweifelhaft Christennen") while discussing early Christian 

practice, not the passage itself. Robertson and Plummer (p. 180) discuss the history of 
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attention of early Christian writers to this passage. One must consider that this very 

information, secondary to the thrust of Paul's argument, is what led to the alteration of the 

text. 

Turning from 1 Cor. itself to the use of this passage in the early church, we find that 

the second century saw a change in attitude toward marriage and continence from the NT 

writings. In 1 Corinthians 7, for example, a temporary continence is encouraged, but 

marriage is not denigrated nor to be avoided. 20 However, by the beginning of the third 

century permanent continence, the avoidance of marriage, and particular emphasis placed on 

the "purity" of the clergy were major marks of Christianity, whether of an "orthodox" or 

"gnostic" orientation. The causes of this shift were likely numerous. J. Massingberd Ford 

finds it in the influence of middle-Platonic and Philonic thinking, " K. Neiderwimmer in the 

blending of an eschatological perspective with an emerging catholization of the church, 22 and 

Peter Brown in an early Christians desire to disassociate themselves from the prevailing 

culture. 23 While this development cannot be reviewed here, the early writers themselves show 

a struggle to apply specific passages from the NT, and particularly 1 Cor. 9: 5, to these 

changing Christian attitudes. The use of this passage in the debates of the second century 

interpretation, but do not mention the a6cA4gv when discussing the meaning of the passage. 

20For a summary of the issues, see Gordon D. Fee, "1 Corinthians 7: 1-7 Revisited, " in 
Paul and the Corinthians. Studies on a Community in Conflict, ed. T. J. Burke and J. K. 
Elliott, SNT 109 (Leiden: Brill, 2003), pp. 197-213. 

21A Trilogy on Wisdom and Celibacy (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 
1967). 

2'Askese und Mysterium. Über Ehe, Ehescheidung und Eheverzicht in den Anfängen 
des christlichen Glaubens (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1975). 

23The Body and Society. Men, Women, and Sexual Renunciation in Early Christianity 
(Columbia University Press, 1988). 
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church supports the conclusion that the reading yuvatxas would have been problematic in 

many contexts, but that a6cA4riv yuvaixa resolves every one of the potential issues. 

One difficulty with the plural was that it might be taken to imply that Paul is 

permitting women being held in common. This was apparently a practice of the 

Carpocratians, or at least was described as their practice by Clement of Alexandria: 

The followers of Carpocrates and Epiphanes consider women (yuvaixac) to be 

common property, from which has flown the greatest blasphemy against The Name 
[of Christ]. 

The noble Carpocratians teach these things. They say that these and some others who 
are eager for the same evil things gather for meals (for I myself would not call their 
gathering a "love-feast"), men together with women, then after they have stuffed 
themselves ... 

having knocked the lamp which gives off the light out of the way in 

order to mix together, however they want, with whatever women they wish, and so 
practicing in this "love-feast" common ownership. 24 

Similar charges were apparently made by Celsus25 There is also evidence that the itinerant 

missionaries of the post-NT period faced charges of sexual impropriety as a result of 

traveling with women who were not their wives. The Acta Philippi, a fourth-century 

composite but containing earlier material, 26 describes a charge made against Mariamne: 

"And the tyrant said to the priests, ̀ Make an announcement around the city so that all 
men and women may come to see her shame, for she travels around with these mages 
[Philip and Bartholemew] and likely commits adultery with them (TtavT SS o"Tt 

"27 vot)(£Ü£Tat ÜTT' a6TWV). 

240r perhaps "sexual intercourse" is implied with -rrjv xotvwviav. 

25See Origen, Contra Celsum 6,40. 

26See Aurelio de Santos Oro, "Later Acts of the Apostles" in New Testament 
Apocrypha, vol. 2, rev. ed., ed. Edgar Hennecke and William Schneemelcher, trans. R. McL. 
Wilson (Cambridge: James Clarke; Louisville: John Knox, 1992), p. 125, who mentions in 

particular the martyrdom section (which includes section 125) as likely pre-dating the final 
composition. 

27Acta Philippi 125. 
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To a scribe/reader familiar with such complaints, the plural yuvatxac would be much more 

troubling than would the singular a&Ea4rjv yuvatxa. 

The commentaries by Robertson and Plummer and by Schrage28 draw attention to a 

second way in which this passage may have been affected by early church practice. Clergy 

marriage was an issue already in the second century; a text which described the apostles as 

married would have caused difficulty in some Christian circles. Tertullian (De monogomia 

8,5-7), who reads here mores, suggests that instead mulieres should be understood: 

For should we not, if by the Greeks"women" [mulieres] and "wives" [uxores] are 
easily named with a common vocable by virtue of custom-but there is a proper 
vocable for "wives"-therefore interpret Paul in such a way as if he demonstrates that 
the apostles had wives? For if he were discussing marriage-which he does in what 
follows-where the apostle would have been better able to name some example, it 

would appear proper to say: "Do we not have the authority of taking along wives 
[uxores] just as the rest of the apostles and Cephas? " Yet where he connects these 
things which show his refraining from provision of sustenance, saying: "For do we 
not have the authority of eating and drinking? " he does not demonstrate that wives 
[uxores] were led about by the apostles, and those who do not have them nevertheless 
have the authority of eating and drinking, but they simply have women [mulieres] 

who ministered to them in the same way as the institution by which also they 
accompanied the Lord. 

This interpretation is standard in the western church. It is reflected in the Vulgate's sororem 

mulierem as well as the D-text's mulieres. Most clearly expressing this interpretation, and at 

the same time showing some of the difficulties with the plural form, is Jerome (Adversus 

lovinianum 1,26 29) : 

If, however, [Jovian] set this before us to prove that all the apostles had wives: "Do 
we not have the authority of taking along women [mulieres] or wives [uxores] (since 
yuvrj in Greek signifies both) just as the other apostles, and Cephas, and the brothers 
of the Lord, " let him add that which is in the Greek copies: "Do we not have the right 
to take along sisters who are women [sorores mulieres] or wives [uxores]? " From 
which it is apparent that he refers to other holy women who, according to Jewish 
custom, served teachers from their own means just as we read that even the Lord 
himself practiced. Now also the sequence of the words signifies this: "Do we not have 

"Robertson and Plummer, p. 180; Schrage II, p. 292 n. 79. 

29MPL 23, p. 277. 
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the authority of eating and drinking, or taking along women sisters? " Where he places 
first the things concerning eating and drinking, and then introduces things concerning 
women sisters, it is clear that we are required to understand not "wives" [uxores] but 
those, as we said, who served from their own means.... Or at least if we take 
yuvaixac as "wives" [uxores] not "women" [mulieres], that which is added to it, 
"sisters" [sorores] annuls "wives" [uxores] and shows that she is a sister in spirit, not 
in marriage. 

Jerome may attest to a reading no longer found in the manuscript tradition: a&A4aq 

yuvatxac. 3° His argument, however, is for the presence of "sister" in the text and not a 

discussion of the singular and plural forms. It should also be noticed that he seems to know 

the reading sorores uxores, which is also, however, absent from any other Latin witness. It is 

therefore most likely that he is not citing an actual known reading but simply adapting 

sororem to the plural form. 

A second developing issue is clergy marriage. In the late second century, neither in 

the east nor in the west is there particular difficulty with the apostles being married. This 

married person, however, was to lead a life of continence. According to Tertullian (De 

exhortatione castitatis 8,3): 

Also, it was permitted to the apostles to marry and to lead around wives [uxores], and 
it was permitted to be sustained according to the gospel. But the one who on occasion 
did not use this right also, it is certain, calls us to his example, teaching that approval 
is in this, in which "permission" lays the foundation for the test of abstinence. 

Other western writers, such as Hilary of Potiers (Tractatus in Ps. 118, Nun 14,14) show a 

very similar understanding of the passage. Brown summarizes a possible motivation for this 

interpretation: "The continence of its clergy and of its spiritual guides announced to the 

Roman world of the late second century that the church was a new form of the public 

body. "3' 

"Cited as such, with uncertainty, in the apparatus of the NA27. 

"Brown, p. 100. 
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If these issues did impact the reading of 1 Cor. 9: 5, it is clear that merely shifting 

from the plural to the singular would not resolve all the issues. The addition of the vocable 

&864 4, however, does. This word is used in the second century with very specific references 

beyond merely "Christian sister" as it is generally understood by modern commentators. One 

way in which this word was used is seen as early as the Shepherd of Hermas: men are 

encouraged to consider their wives to be "sisters": "But make these words known to all your 

children, and to your wife, who is about to become like a sister to you. s32 Significantly, 

Hennas is not yet able to consider his wife a sister until the visions increase his knowledge. 

This practice is only for the "mature" believers, precisely what Paul would have been 

considered. Clement also would have the husband consider his wife as a "sister" through 

sexual renunciation, though in this context "sister" does not mean "Christian" but "as if 

having the same father. " Clement argues that as the "gnostic" assimilates to God, matters 

pertaining to the world are viewed in the proper perspective (Stromata 6,12,100,3): 

He will consider the good life to be best all, preferring neither children nor marriage 
nor parents to love of God and righteousness in life. After begetting children the wife 
is considered a sister by this man (MEX. l SE To&rw t yuvtj ... KpivETat), as if 
she had the same father. 

This use of äöcAcnj may reflect that of 1 Tim. 5: 2. Admittedly, the word order of the reading 

at 1 Cor. 9: 5 (äöEA4hv yuvaiKa) must be understood as "take along a sister as wife, " not "a 

wife as a sister. " It is also clear, however, that some early church writers (and most modem 

translations) understood the double accusative as an adjective, i. e., "sisterly women, " most 

notably Jerome (Adversus Iovinianum 1,26, cited above). The reading atEAýrly yuvatxa 

326,3; translation from M. W. Holmes, ed. and trans., The Apostolic Fathers. Greek 
Texts and English Translations (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1999). Hermas also considers a 
Christian woman, Rhoda, as his "sister" (1,1; 1,7). 
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may therefore be the result of an attempt to describe the apostles as having wives but 

remaining continent. 

A second use of the term ä6EA4nS in the second century is to denote a woman who is 

in a kind of a "spiritual" marriage, where a Christian man and woman live together. Irenaeus 

(Adversus Haereses 1,1,12) makes mention of the practice, though in a critical way: "But 

again, others of them who at first pretended to live with them as sisters in a holy manner, 

after the passing of time were disgraced when the sister became pregnant by the brother. " By 

the beginning of the fourth century, this practice was specifically condemned by the council 

at Ancyra (314), Canon 19: "We prohibit virgins living together as sisters with a man. , 33 In 

Canon 3 of Nicea (325) clergy in particular were forbidden the practice (using the term 

auvEIQaKTOS): "This great synod absolutely forbids a bishop, presbyter, deacon, or any other 

clergy to keep a woman who has been brought in (auvciaaxTOV) to live with. 9,34 The 

presence of aöEAcijv at 1 Cor. 9: 5 may be the result of this second century practice, an 

attempt to portray Paul and Barnabas as living only in a "spiritual marriage. " 

The only argument based on internal evidence in favor of aSEA4rjv yuvatxa is that 

yuvatxac represents an assimilation to the number of the verb ('EXoµEv). 35 This scenario, 

however, does not account for the loss of aScA4rlv, 36 for no witnesses read the plural 

aScA4ac yuvatxaq or its equivalent. Furthermore, given Paul's usage and the argumentation 

of 1 Cor. 9: 4-6, a6EA4r1v appears to be a foreign element to the text. Finally, given the 

33Text in Friedrich Lauchert, Die Kanones der wichtigsten altkirchlichen Concilien, 
nebst den Apostolischen Kanones (Frieburg: J. C. B. Mohr, 1896). 

"Translation from Norman P. Tanner, ed., Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, vol. 
(London: Sheed & Ward; Washington, D. C.: Georgetown University Press, 1990). 

"Fee, p. 397 n. 1; J. Weiss (p. 234 n. 1) dismisses it as a "pedantische Korrektheit. " 

36Zuntz, p. 138. 
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developing attitudes towards marriage and sexual practice in the second century and the 

specific attention paid to the examples of the apostles and to this very passage, it is far more 

likely that a8cA4rly yuvatxa is the result of an intentional alteration of yuvatxag than that 

the latter is a clumsy correction. 

9: 6.16 

A form of EXw + infinitive is found four times in 1 Cor. 9: 4-6. Only in the last 

example is there variation regarding the presence of an article before the infinitive (Too 1111 

epy4EaOat D' KLT 056 0142 0150 0151 5 88 104 326 424 614 876 1241$ etc) 37 The use 

of the genitive article + infinitive following E4ouaia is found in the NT only at Luke 10: 19, 

with the article omitted by Wf. None of the other NT examples show variation, 38 including 

the only other Pauline example (Rom. 9: 2 1). The rarity of the use of the articular infinitive in 

Paul and the NT speaks against reading it at 1 Cor. 9: 6, even though assimilation to the 

previous anarthrous infinitives would also have been a possibility. The use of -roü + infinitive 

following ouaia does match classical usage 3' and may considered an example of a 

sporadic attempt to conform the NT text to such. 

9: 7.18 

37The use of the gerundive in the genitive with potestas at 9: 4 (manducandi, bibendi), 
9: 5 (circumducendi) and 9: 6 (operandi) reflects standard Latin usage, so that neither hoc non 
operandi (Vulgate, Tert Amst) nor operandi (rel) can be seen as supporting the addition of 
the article. 

38Matt. 9: 6; Mark 2: 10; 3: 15; Luke 5: 24; 12: 5; John 10: 18; 19: 10; Acts 9: 14; Rev. 
11: 6; Rev. 16: 9. 

39Cf. Liddell and Scott, s. v. i 4ouQia for examples; two examples not cited there but 
similar to 1 Cor. 9: 5 are Isocrates, Areopagiticus 20: waO' tjyEia9at ... Ttjv 8' LXouaiav 
Too -raüTa notEiv EO6atµoviav; and Demosthenes, In Aristogitonem 2 7: xai T6 Sixatov 
EXouaiav nap' 6µ6)V TOO rrapavoµFiv Eiarl4&ra. 
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The reading EK -rou Capnou ( 46 k2 D' KL `P 056 0142 0150 01515 6 88 104 326 

424 614 876 915 1241s 1834 1881; de fructu art vg"'ss: A' F' L0PW Amst Amst(A) Spec 

Aug) is likely assimilation to Etc Tou yaAaxcroq, which follows later in the verse 40 This 

reading also softens the expression somewhat, clarifying that the worker gets a portion of, not 

all of, the fruit. 

The Latin tradition is confused here; both fructum and defructu are found, but so also 

is defructum (VL 75 89 vg"'ss: A' F' R V°) which is grammatically improper. This reading 

may be a conflation; ` if so, its presence in both 75 and 89 as well as the Vulgate witnesses 

generally closest to the D-text attest to its early origin. 

9: 7.20 

The addition of at ntvrt in DFG attest an expansion typical of these witnesses. It 

matches precisely 1 Cor. 11: 29 and may have been influenced by µßj oüx 'Exoµev E4ouaiav 

4ayety xal rrEiv; at 9: 4, but the more likely motive for the expansion is to match the 

context, for typically one might expect to drink the fruit of the vine. The addition is confined 

to the bilingual tradition, without even VL 89 or the Ambrosiaster tradition attesting it. 

9: 7.21 

While several commentators have attempted to locate other examples of a series of 

three questions in Paul, no passage matches the examples at 1 Cor. 9: 7 closely enough to help 

determine whether or not the archetypical text read the conjunction. Zuntz notes that 1 Cor. 

15: 29f. and 2 Cor. 11: 29 consist of only 2 clauses; neither are 2 Cor. 6: 14 and Eph. 1: 18 

precisely parallel. He then argues that, without parallels for comparison, one must fall back 

40Zuntz, p 50; Fee, p. 397 n. 2. 

41Vogels, "Der Codex Claromontanus, " p. 278 in a discussion of the text of VL 75. 
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on the observation that removal of original asyndeton is characteristic of the tradition 42 

Güting and Mealand, however, believe that Pauline parallels have influenced the textual 

tradition, concluding that q was added as an adaptation to Pauline style "There are Pauline 

parallels for this lack of diversity, compare for instance 2 Cor. 11: 29. A rhetorical question 

develops two parallel metaphors without varying the particle used. "43 They further argue 

when a particle is used to introduce that last of a series of questions, the final question is 

distinguished from the others. " It is questionable, however, to cite a classical usage as 

decisive, particularly since we have no comparable examples by our author. 

Clabeaux dismisses the shorter reading, seeing its origin in a desire to avoid the 

repetition of similar sounds: EaOtEt T1.45 Yet the manuscripts that attest the longer reading do 

not avoid, and in fact create, similar strings of vowels in other places: aatw rl Et (1 Cor. 9: 8 

F G; AaAw n rel); E4ouata auTT (1 Cor. 9: 12 F G; E kourta TauTil rel. ). 

sp46 has already shown an interest in the conjoining of questions: At both 1: 13 and 

5: 13 µr1 is altered to rl. In these examples the alteration ensures a proper answer to a 

rhetorical question, but also provides aa conjunction in the last of a series of questions. Its 

addition here may match the classical usage described above, or, as Zuntz argued, simply the 

result of a distaste for asyndeton 46 

9: 7.22 

42Zuntz, Text of the Epistles, pp. 104-5. 

43Güting and Mealand, p. 50. 

44Güting and Mealand, p. 61, citing Denniston, pp. xliv and 104. 

45Clabeaux, p. 105. 

46Fee (p. 397 n. 3) argues that rl "was removed by an early scribe to conform the 
preceding clause to the preceding one, " though again the lack of parallel examples for the 
sake of comparison makes either proving or disproving this argument impossible. 
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1241 substitutes the diminutive noiµvtov for rroiµvgv. In the patristic writings these 

two words are virtually interchangeable47 The Apostolic Constitutions, for example, uses the 

diminutive form three times in 2,10, then the normal form five times in 2,20 before one 

example of lroiµvtov at the end of that section. This interchangeability is the result of the 

use of both forms in the NT: noiµvtov occurs four other times without alteration of the 

diminutive (Luke 12: 32; Acts 20: 28,29; 1 Pet. 5: 248) and rroiµvrl four times without alteration 

to the diminutive4' (Matt. 26: 31= Zech. 13: 7; Luke 2: 8; John 10: 16; 1 Cor. 9: 7s°) 

Assimilation of irotpvtov to the following Trotµvrly at 9: 7 is a possibility, but had rrotpvtov 

stood in the archetypical text, one would have expected assimilation of the lrotµvrlg at 9: 7b 

to the diminutive form at 9: 7a. In fact, 1241 reads allTTI; for TTJ; rrotpvqS at 9: 7b. Since 

rrotµvllc is the archetypical reading (see below), trotpvtov must be considered another 

example of the erratic copying habits of 1241 (cf., inter alia, 9: 1.6; 9: 2.8). 

9: 7.23 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

The reading of X46, which lacks either -rr1S ttotµvq; or aurrqS, is another example of 

parablepsis in this manuscripts' 

9: 8.24 [discussed at 6: 5.15] 

47Cf. Lampe, s. v. Trotpvtov. 

48At 1 Pet. 5: 2 K reads Evuµvtov, a difficult form but nevertheless not a shift from 

noiµvtov to Troiµvrl. 

a9Hence, this interchange is not discussed in J. K. Elliott, "Nouns with Diminutive 
Endings in the New Testament, " Novum Testamentum 12 (1970) pp. 391-8. 

"The bilinguals and a few other witnesses read au-r>1S for T1IS Trotµv%; see below. 

51Royse, 255; Cf. Zuntz, 19, who labels it simply a "blunder. " 
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9: 8.25 

The relationship between the two questions in 9: 8 first is awkward. Fee, explaining 

the text as it stands in q)46 NABCD 33 81 181 255 1739 2127 syh pc, writes: 

It begins with the negative particle µrj, thus indicating a negative response (I do not, 
do I? "). The tj xai (_ "or also") both joins the two contrasts ("I Accaw these 
things"/"the Law AEyEt these things") and recommends the second alternative (cf. 
Rom. 4: 9). The awkwardness results because the recommended alternative, which is 

still part of the original sentence, expects a positive answer. 52 

He goes on to explain that the "Majority Text" "cleans all this up" replacing the ou before 

Acyct with out before vat, thereby creating a question that expects a positive answer. He 

does not, however, note a third possible reading, to which we now turn. 

FG have an impossible reading which must go back to their shared immediate 

predecessor manuscript: i Et Kai 0 voµoc TONTa AEyct. This text is then matched by their 

Latin counterparts VL 77 78: an si et lex haec dixit, an equally impossible reading in context 

which can only be another example of the slavish adaptation of the Latin text of immediate 

ancestor of FG to the Greek. The reading 11 Et is clearly an error, but one which may stem 

from more than one cause: either a corrector's annotation has been adopted into the text as a 

conflation rather than as a replacement, or this may be another example of the doubling of 

vowels shown by these manuscripts (EyEvflOfl 11 ao4ta 1 Cor. 1: 30; ouGOU oux 2: 9; Sr:. 

Eýrji t 7: 29), with the repeated q in a subsequent copy altered to Et. The predecessor form of 

this text (Ti xat o voµoc TauTa AEyEt) has survived in several witnesses. ̀Y preserves this 

exactly. This manuscript, in spite of a somewhat thorough revision toward the Byzantine text, 

occasionally preserves unique readings found otherwise only in the "Western Text. " So too 

do several Latin manuscripts: VL 61 89 H (an et lex haec dicit). VL 89 is a descendant of the 

"pre-grecized" D-text (see chapter on DF G). If this form of the text is that of the DFG 

52Fee, p. 405.46. 
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archetype, then D VL 75 can be accounted for as another example of correction toward the 

text now found ink A. A third supporting witness is the Peshitta, which can only have been 

based on this reading: kme Ocs v&cu: u «i ("Lo! Even the Law says these things. "). 

The Harklean, on the other hand, differs from the Peshitta only in the addition of the negative 

(4) before the verb, thus matching the reading of cr46 kABCD. Finally, the reading is 

found in the textual tradition of Epiphanius' Panarion as a possible reading of Marcion. The 

convergence of these lines of tradition confirms that the reading of'P and, in corrupted form, 

F G, must be early. 

But which reading is archetypical? The reading rl out xat o vollos -rauTa AEyet 

cannot have given rise to either of the alternatives, but could have been derived from either 

form of the text. It therefore must be secondary. As with other secondary readings in the 

Byzantine text unsupported by the DFG line, the gp46 B line, or any version, this reading 

must be a late development in the tradition. The decision between the two other alternatives 

is more difficult. We have already seen several examples of the editing of rhetorical 

questions (e. g., 1: 13; 5: 13); in both cases it is X46, virtually alone, which alters µtß into rl in 

order to clarify the proper response to the question. FG and the Latin tradition have not 

shown this tendency. Furthermore, the reading ou Acyct matches the three preceding 

questions in 9: 6-7 in the placing of the negative before the main verb at the end of the clause 

(oüx 'EXoiEv 9: 6; oüx EaOku 9: 7 bis); assimilation to the near context is therefore a strong 

possibility. On the other hand, several factors speak in favor of the reading rj icat o vopog 

TauTa AcyEt. As Fee has pointed out (cited above), tj xai joins two contrasts and 

recommends the second. But a closer parallel to the structure of 1 Cor. 9: 8 is found in 1 Cor. 

9: 9-10. There a rhetorical question is also introduced with Llj, the disjunctive ij proposes the 

alternative, and, most importantly, the alternative is not expressed as a negative question, but 
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as a positive: A 8t' hµä; TrävTw; A yEt; Immediately following this positive statement is an 

affirmation (St' 11iäS yap Lyp(i4rj). This is precisely parallel to 9: 8 in FG `P VL 61 89 syp, 

with the affirmation following in 9: 9: yEypäTrTat yap (see below). On the other hand, no 

parallel exists for the p46 kABCD text of 9: 8. Similar is 9: 4-6, with VT' introducing two 

questions (9: 4-5) and ij a third (9: 6) which has the negative particle before the verb (oüx 

i XoVEv) as does the 346 KABCD text of 9: 8. However, in 9: 6 the anticipated answer is 

negative, while in 9: 8 the anticipated answer is positive. Furthermore, no affirmation follows 

the question in 9: 6 as we find in 9: 8-9 and 9: 10, naturally, since a negative response is 

expected. This makes the (p46 MABCD text of 9: 8 unique in Paul; no example of two 

questions, one anticipating a negative response introduced by µrj and one anticipating a 

positive response connected to the previous question by tj exists in Paul. In conclusion, either 

the FG `P text or the P46 KABCD text of 9: 8 may have been adapted to the near context. 

However, the three negative questions which precede in 9: 6-7 are more likely to have caused 

an insertion than the single question which follows in 9: 10 to have caused a deletion. The 

lack of a parallel in Paul to the latter's structure casts further suspicion on it. Finally, it will 

be argued that the addition of oü caused the corruption in the immediately following clause 

in 9: 10, to which we turn below. 

9: 9.26 

The introductory phrase in 9: 9 has spawned more variation than any other such 

formulae in Paul. The greatest number of witnesses supports the longest readings: Ev yap Tw 

pwaf: wc voµw yEypaiTTat (k ABCKLP `P 056 0142 0150 0151 56 88 424 614 876 1241` 

1739) and Ev yap Tw voµw µwGCwc yEypaJTTat (915 pM53) X46 alone among the Greek 

"von Soden's K` group supports this reading. 
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witnesses, 54 but with the support of VL 89 Amst, reads the same phrase without pwacwg. 

Finally, DFG read simply yF-ypatrrat yap. 

Those who regard the longer reading (and specifically the KABC form) as 

archetypical do so for two reasons: First, this form is considered the most difficult reading, 

and, second, the DFG reading is the result of assimilation or adaptation to Pauline style. " 

The reading of cp46 has not received consideration as the source reading. 56 

Zuntz is inclined toward the shorter reading, listing it as one of a handful of example 

of original readings found only in the "Western text. " The longer readings are suspicious 

because 1) there is variation in word order; 2) "Law of Moses" is never used elsewhere in 

Paul; 3) only at 1 Cor. 14: 21 is "it is written" modified by a reference to the book; 4) the 

"shorter reading is a stylistic improvement"; and 5) the shorter reading is paralleled in Gal 

3: 10 and 4: 22.57 

Because the reading of DFG and their counterparts VL 75 77 78 is not supported by 

the rest of the Latin tradition (including VL 89) or the Peshitta, one may immediately suspect 

a unique alteration attributable to their shared ancestor. However, similar alterations are not 

made by this group of witnesses when encountering longer introductory formula. 18 

54It is difficult to be certain of Marcion's here, since the passage is cited differently 

twice (Panarion 42,11,3 and 42,12,3) and Epiphanius is discussing his text of both 1 Cor. 9: 8 

and 9: 9. Schmid's reconstruction of his text and explanation of the discrepancies is most 
plausible (Marcion und Sein Apostolos, pp. 159-161): Ev (yap) -rw Mwüatwq v6py 
(y£ypa1TTat). Clabeaux's reconstruction (A Lost Edition of the Letters of Paul, p. 66-7) fails 

for several reasons, not least of which is a failure to account for all the Greek manuscript 
data, including sp46. 

"Fee, p. 398 n. 5; Güting and Mealand, p. 39. 

56Royse, p. 266, considers the omission of pwaEwq an assimilation to vopos at 9: 9. 

57Zuntz, p. 138. Cf. Kilpatrick, "The Text of the Epistles, " p. 57. 

58Güting and Mealand (pp. 39-40) point to 1 Cor. 15: 45 as a parallel example, but 
there the variation is dissimilar from that at 9: 9 in that shorter readings are involved: ouTwg 
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Furthermore, support for the DFG reading may be found in Origen, whose three citations of 

this introductory formula are inconsistent. In Contra Celsum 2,13 it matches the kAB 

reading, in Contra Celsum 4,49 it matches X46, and in Deprincipiis 4,2,6, in a long a precise 

citation, matches DFG: 59 

Deprincipiis 4.2.6: Tft 6 wS äcv dis ýuj v &vayoiEvTj 6t jytjaEwq 7Tapa8Etypa 
Ta Trapä TO IIaüaw EV T 1TPLST 1 1rpaS KoptvOtouq xddJEvov. yFyparrrat 
yap- 4nirty oü oipwcers, Boüv äiowvra. 'EnctTa 8trjyoüpcvoq ToO rov Tdv 
vöpov Errs#'pwt" pi) rcZIv jBoc v piaer rw OeQ; rj St' rj raS rrävrws A -Cy-Cl; 81 ' 
�päc yap lypddq, örr ö eI er Irr' Lirri8r 6 äporptwv cýporpiäv Kai 6 cMowv 
1 TT' £L 71181 TOO /JET£, Y£t v. 

The placement of 4rlaty immediately following the first few words of a precise scriptural 

citation takes place routinely in De Principiis. Compare: 

"ISWVEV SE Kal TO' £K Toö EÜayy£Atou, Tt 6 QWThp ÖTTOxp(VETat TrpÖs TOÜS 

TruOoµivouc, Stä it Ev TnapaßoAaiS ToIS TroAAoiS aoa£iS" Iva $gaiv 
ßß£Tlovr£S p4 61E=011, Kai äKOÜOVr£S äKoUWt7i Kai p4 ovvtlilo't "N PO rl re 

£rrtorpeciwm, Kai dceOa aürois. [Mark 4: 10] (3,1,7) 

yn ýr1Qty rj 7r1oüua 743V iýT' aüriJ Fpwöpt£vov 
... [Heb. 6: 7] (3,1,10) 

a/yenn trot 4rlQiv of 67th vopov Otiiovres e? vai, rdv vöpov oüx dKoü£r£; [Gal. 
4: 21](4,2,6) 

Origen's use of the introductory formula in De principiis 4,2,6 must therefore be taken as 

evidence of the circulation of the reading yEypanTat yap prior to the DFG bilingual 

tradition. 

This reading should be regarded as archetypical for several reasons, in addition to 

those listed by Zuntz and Kilpatrick. First, if assimilation to Pauline style was at work in the 

reading, the more likely assimilation would have been xaOwq ycyparrrat, which occurs far 

xat yqpalUat and xaOwg yEypanTat (which would be, unlike 9: 9, alteration to the more 
common Pauline formula). 

59This citation is not noticed by Hannah, Origen's Text of 1 Corinthians, pp. 94-95, 
who goes on to exclude the reading of cp46 VL 89 from his tabulations because it is a 
"singular" (sic) reading, not noting the additional support of Ambrosiaster. 
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more frequently than ycyparrrat yap. Second, the examples of assimilation in DFG do not 

delete but make additions. Comparison may be made to 9: 7, where these manuscripts add xat 

tttvr; t from the near context and 1 Cor. 11: 29 (see above); neither at 9: 4 or 11: 29 is xat 

ntvet(v) lost by assimilation to 9: 7. Third, the context itself provides motivation for the 

lengthening of the text, but not for a shortening. In 9: 9 Paul cites a text which is clearly from 

Deuteronomy. In 9: 10 however, he uses yap Eypa4 fl on to introduce another passage which 

is clearly not from a scriptural source. 60 In order to clarify that at 9: 9 a scriptural text was 

being cited, but that at 9: 10 an unknown source was being used, the addition was made for 

the former. This would account for the unique nature of the corruptions in this passage, 

which are unparalled in the Corpus Paulinum. Furthermore, it would rule out the argument 

that Imam; should be read, for a reader concerned that a text regarded as authoritative not 

be overlooked would be prone to add the identifier, which, as we saw above, is a non-Pauline 

expression. Its relatively late attestation (4t' century, apart from one citation in Origen) may 

coincide with the introduction of marginal equipment, typically the diple, to mark citations. " 

This leaves only yEyparrrat yap and Ev yap -rw vopw ycyparrrat as viable options. Both 

have the advantage of matching Pauline usage, though the latter only at 1 Cor. 14: 21. The 

adaptation of xrIµwaEtc to 4tvpwci tc in the citation itself (see below) already in cp46 shows 

that even at this early stage of transmission the text of this passage was compared with and 

60Fee (p. 409 n. 68) argues that 9: 1Ob is a Pauline creation, not a citation of a now lost 
source; Fee cites here the author's who consider it a citation, to which may now be added 
Schrage II, 302. Schrage notes, contra Fee, that Eypal l is used to introduce scriptural 
citations, e. g. Rom. 4: 23. 

61As far as I can determine, B is the earliest Pauline manuscript to use these; I have 
not been able to locate a discussion of the history of the use of diple in biblical manuscripts, 
but their use in manuscripts other Greek texts is analyzed in Kathleen McNamee, 
"Marginalia and Commentaries in Greek Literary Papyri" (Ph. D diss., Duke University, 
1977), pp. 105-109. 
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altered to the LXX citation; this comparison may have led also to the expansion to the 

introductory formula. As a result, yEypaTrrat yap is most likely the archetypical reading. 

9: 9.27 

Very little distinguishes KTIpow from 4tpow semantically. The critical issues involved 

in this passage are the influence of the LXX (Deut. 25: 4) and whether one or the other is, 

using Lietzmann's terminology, "unliterarische. "62 Zuntz, who does not see this issue as 

settled on the "literariness" of a given term, notes that the Byzantine lexica attest urlµöw. 63 In 

fact both verbs are found in here: Pseudo-Zonaras lists this verb with the gloss xaAtvaywyw, 

Photius with the glosses 4tµoüv and xaAtvoov. Hesychius and the Suda have entries only 

for the noun form. But at the same time Hesychius provides an entry for 4 tµoi, giving the 

µýuEt . ("fetter"), Eµ4Pa ("block up�), oc ayXEt ('compress�), and EntQTOji glosses: SEa--rEt ý Et 

("bridle"). Entries in the Suda and in Photius are identical to each other, providing the last of 

these two glosses. This evidence is therefore divided. The usage in literary texts is also 

divided. T` It is therefore difficult to determine which verb is, in fact, "less literary, " which for 

the NA text is apparently the decisive argument, since in fact neither verb is well-attested. 

However, given the apparent familiarity with the verb in Philo, Josephus, and the Testament 

of Job, no doubt drawn from its use in the Septuagint, it would appear that it would be more 

12 is apparently the origin of the decisive argument for Metzger, Textual Commentary, 

p. 492, and repeated by the commentaries. Lietzmann, p. 41, notes simply: "Das 
unliterarische i(? jv6aEtc (so BDG von xrjµog der Maulkorb) haben die meisten 
Handschriften (zB. S [=fit] ACKL P) durch $tµiactc (=LXX) ersetzt. " 

63Zuntz, p. 37. 

64 xilµöw is used (in the infinitive) in Xenophon, De re equestri 5,3 and Pollux, 
Onomasticon 1,202; 4tp6w in Aristophenes, Nubes 592; Strabo, Geographica 3,2,6; Philo, 
De Virtutibus 145, but this in a reference to Deut. 25: 4; Josephus, De bellojudaico 5,32; 
Testamentum Jobi 27,3. 
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likely for alteration to take place in that direction rather than toward xrIµöw. In addition, Paul 

appears to alter his citations of the LXX slightly, as one finds also at 1 Cor. 1: 19 where 

&OC-rrjQw stands, without variation, in place of the xpü4w of Is. 29: 14; 3: 20, where vo4wv is 

used in place of Ps. 93: 11's ävOpwrrwv; and 15: 55, where TO' vixo; replaces the Tj Sixrl 

found in Hos. 13: 14. There appears to be no evidence which would alter Zuntz's conclusion: 

"In such cases it is on the whole a safe rule to regard as original that reading which differs 

from the Septuagint. In the present instance there is no special reason to suggest a different 

solution. " Only B* D' FG 1739 preserve the m1p6 Etc. 

9: 9.28 

DFG, the Latin tradition, and a handful of Greek minuscules (including 88 915) read 

the preposition ncpt before -rwv Pow. The only other Pauline occurrence of the impersonal 

verb µta£t (1 Cor. 7: 21) does not take an object, so comparison to the author's typical usage 

cannot be made in this case. In the NT, when this verb takes an object, the object is expressed 

either in the genitive alone (Acts 18: 17) or as a prepositional phrase governed by ntpt (John 

10: 13; 12: 6; and 1 Pet. 5: 7) 65 The DFG reading cannot be classified as a Latinism since the 

genitive case (eorum) without a preposition is used as the object of cura est at Acts 18: 17. 

Most likely, a tendency to add prepositions to strengthen the cases as well as the influence of 

other prepositional phrases in the near context (St' f iää 9: 10 bis; ETr' EATr(St 9: 11 bis) led 

to the addition here. 

9: 10.30; 9: 10.31 

65 Each time without any manuscript omitting Trtpt, though at 1 Pet. 5: 7, ünip 

replaces uEpi in several minuscules. 
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The citation of what is likely an unknown apocryphal writing66 in 9: 10 has produced 

three forms of the text: 

A: o4£tht £tr £Attt6t o apoTptwv apoTptav xat o cawv £Tr timst Tou 
µ£TEX£tV ( 46 K* ABCP 0150 33 88 915 1611 1739 Or Did syp syh`x) 

B: 0 ETT EX1T181 apOTptWV O4EtAEt apoTptav xat o aAwv Tilg Ealrt8og 
auTOU µETEXEIV (D (F G)67 VL 75 (77) 78 Syhmg) 

C: CTr CATrt6t o#tact o apoTptwv apoTptav xat o aAwv -rTjq EAmSo; 
auTOU I. rcxcty Err cATrtSt (ßt2 D' K LT 056 0151 56 424 614 876 1175 
1241 s syp Chr Cy Thret) 

Form C is derived from forms A and B. The presence in the second clause of both -rilq 

cArrtSog auTOu and Err cArrt6t point to a conflation. 68 There is conflicting evidence, 

however, as to whether form A or form B is the secondary form. First, the word order in the 

first clause of form A, o apoTptwv apOTptav, matches precisely Isaiah 28: 14, the passage in 

the LXX which is the closest in wording to 1 Cor. 9: 10. Second, the two clauses in form A 

match in the use of Eli Eam8t. As a result, this form may have been harmonized both the 

LXX and to the near context. On the other hand, the word order of the first clause in form A 

is more difficult than that of form B. With both the verb and the prepositional phrase standing 

before the subject, it is more likely that o4Eta£t was shifted to the position after the subject 

and Err £A1n6t into the "sandwich position" between the article and participle than that form 

B was altered to form A. 

66Lietzmann, p. 41; J. Weiss, p. 237; Schrage II, p. 302. 

67F G shows two alterations from D. First, £4 £arrtý£t (cf. X46) has been corrupted 
into two words: £#Arrt 8£t, for which VL 77 supplies the impossible in spe debet. Second, 
o4£tA£t is read both before o £4£Atrt and after apoTptwv. This is likely to have been added 
from the Vulgate, which reads debet before in spe. As a result, the first clause in 77 reads: 
debet qui in spe debet qui arat debet arare; 78, on the other hand, preserves the D-text 
reading with 75: in spe qui arat debet arare. 

68Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 492; Fee, p. 398 n. 7. 
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The variations in the second clause again show that form A was likely altered to form 

B. Both forms have Pauline parallels. While the former reflects his use of the articular 

infinitive, with -roü + infinitive modifying a noun, 69 both the simple infinitive (found in DF 

G) and iva + subjunctive are equivalent. 70 However, there is no potential difficulty with form 

B. Furthermore, in form A there is an ellipsis of aAoäv; " a scribe/reader who assumed that 

the o4 ctAEt of the first clause also governed the infinitive in the second, may have altered the 

prepositional phrase to the genitive and the article to a personal pronoun. 72 The lack of early 

citations of this passage by either Latin or Syriac fathers prevents determining whether or not 

form B was limited only to the Greco-Latin bilinguals. Since the reading is found in the 

margin of two manuscripts of the Syriac Harklean version, " it appears to have circulated 

elsewhere, though whether this is the result of an early corruption or a later comparison of the 

Harklean to the Latin tradition is not clear. 

9: 11.32 [noted at 9: 1.6] 

9.11.34 

The addition of the negative particle ou (D 330 2400; VL 75 89 Amst(A)) is another 

example of clarifying a rhetorical question (see 1: 13; 5: 13; 9: 8). The editing in D which 

produced this reading is discussed in the chapter on DFG. 

69See especially Moulton, Accidence, pp. 216-18. 

70BDR §4003. 

71BDR §4794. 

72While FG occasionally lose the article before the infinitive (1 Cor. 11: 22; 14: 39), 
attributing the corruption to this tendency would not account for the presence of the reading 
in D. 

73Das Neue Testament in syrischer Überlieferung 2,1, p. 376, n. 6. 
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9: 12.37 

The shifting of the possessive genitive to the position following the noun it modifies 

takes place also at 2: 7.23 in nearly the same witnesses (ao4tav Ocou LT 056 0142 614)74. 

The shift to the first person pronoun riµwv in 1241 is noted at 9: 1.6. 

9: 13.38 

The reading rroAAw before aXXov (0222"'d 255 330) matches several other Pauline 

examples in form (Rom. 5: 10,15,17; 1 Cor. 12: 22; 2 Cor. 3: 9,11; Phil. 2: 12'5). However, 

while nothing can account for its omission, its addition can be explained as an intensification 

of the question. 

9: 12.39 [cf. 7: 13.46] 

The shift from the demonstrative (Tau-rrI) to the personal (au-rrl F G) is likely the 

result of careless copying. Significantly the loss creates hiatus as it follows E oucta, 

indicating a less than careful concern for Greek style on the part of the shared ancestor of F 

G. A similar loss of initial consonant takes place at 3: 17: 4O pEt au-rov (A DF G) for 

Oe£PEI TOUTOV. 

9: 12.40 

The placement of the indefinite pronoun -nc when it is used adjectivally in attributive 

relationship to the noun it modifies is consistent in Paul. It is placed after the noun only in 

contexts where it makes little difference semantically (Rom. 15: 26; Col. 2: 23), and prior to 

the noun where the context requires the sense of "some" or "any" (1 Cor. 5: 11; 1 Cor. 7: 12; 1 

74K, which has the altered text at 9: 13, is not extant for 2: 7. 

"Without variation, apart from the insertion of ouv at Rom. 5: 15 by A. 
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Cor. 11: 18; Gal. 6: 1; Phil. 2: 1; Phil. 4: 8; 1 Thes. 4: 2). Only four examples show variation, 

either by addition/omission or word order: 

Rom. 1: 13 tva Ttva xaprrov axw 
tva KapiTov Tlva axw 

tva Kaptfov axw 

Rom. 8: 39 Ttq KTtatq 

KTtotS 

1 Cor. 9: 13 [cy]KOnrIv Tiva 

Tiva [£y]KOTnlly 

[EY]xorn v 
1 Cor. 16: 7 Xpovov Tiva 

TLva ovov 

rel (G -Xw; F lac) 
131 (cXw) 999 
L 
rel 
q3a6DFGpc 
DFGKLP`P056 0142 0150 01516 88 915 
Or76 
K ABC 0222"d " 33 81 104 181 255 263 326 
467 547 917 1311 1739 
Cl Or VL 77 78 
rel 
0142 

At Rom. 8: 39, the shorter reading in cp46 DFG has much to commend it, and should 

therefore not be cited as an example of Pauline usage. Both the omission of the pronoun and 

its shift in Rom. 1: 13 are likely examples of parablepsis, with -rtva following tva skipped 

over, but in a few manuscripts replaced after the noun when the mistake had been noticed. 

The singular reading of 0142 can be dismissed as a mistake of the scribe of this manuscript; 

its close relative 056, with which it shares a close common ancestor, reads the standard word 

order. This leaves only 1 Cor. 9: 13 as a problematic text. The omission of -rtva in Clement 

(Stromata 4,15,97,4) may be due to the use of the citation, " while VL 77 78 have an 

extremely confused text at this point due to the corresponding Greek text. G shows improper 

word division, with some of the Latin compressed to fit the available space above the Greek: 

ni4 thmdoffendicul7 demus 
µrß Ev xoTrflvTty aSwµEv 

76Origen only alludes the passage in Fragmenta ex commentariis in epistulam I ad 
Corinthios 40; his text at this point is not certain. 

"0222 reads: I iva µn [Ttva] I vxo[rn1v] I Swµ [v Tw] 

78Mees, p. 139. 
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F, by the use of medial points, shows the proper word division, but the attempt to formulate 

the possible Latin translations in the shared exemplar of FG must have led to the loss of 

quod; it cannot be traced to an early form of the text. 

Therefore, only the word order variation must be explained. Pauline usage would 

favor reading the adjectival pronoun before the noun ("that we not cause any hindrance"79). 

The shift of the position cannot be accounted for on simple transcriptional grounds, but may 

have been influenced by the noun-pronoun word order earlier in the verse (Til c4ouota 

TauTTj). 

9: 13.43 

While the article may have been lost simply "aus Nachlässigkeit oder zur 

Erleichterung, "80 there is likely intentionality in either the omission or addition. At issue is 

whether one eats, reading the article (k B D' FG6 1739 pc) "the sacrifices of the temple"" 

or, not reading the article, "on the basis of temple service. "82 Zuntz argues that Paul is not 

here referring to eating of the temple sacrifices, as is done in other contexts such as Mark 

2: 26, but to the earning one's living as a result of the service at the Jerusalem temple. Most 

commentators, however, do not see a reference to the Jerusalem temple but to typical Jewish 

and Greco-Roman cultic practices. 83 It is clear from the context that the addressees of 1 

Corinthians are familiar with such practices, whereas the Jerusalem temple and its sacrificial 

79While discussing the omission of itva in Clement, Mees (p. 139) notes that the 
pronoun is "dem Sinn entsprechende. " 

80B. Weiss, p. 75. 

81Lietzmann, p. 42; Conzelmann, p. 156 n. 2; Fee, p. 398 n. 8; Thiselton, pp. 691-2; 
Schrage II, 307-8. 

82Zuntz, p. 51; 

83Thiselton, p. 692; Schrage II, p. 307-8; Conzelmann, p. 157. 
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system receives little, if any, mention in this letter. 84 An early reader of the letter may have 

been uncomfortable with having the eating of idol sacrifices, which 1 Cor. 8-10 discourages, 

as a point of comparison (oürwc xai) for the provision of those who preach the Gospel and 

removing the -roc. The fact that the text without the article is in perfect parallel with 9: 14 (bK 

-roü EüayytAtou) provides an additional motivation to a scribe/reader for its excision. 

9: 13.44 

The variation between trap. Spcov-rE; (s346 K' ABCDP 0150 33 81 1175 1739 

2464) and 1rpoaE6pEuovTEc (k2 K LT 056 0142 0151 6 88 424 915) is another example of 

the interchange of the prefixes of compound verbs. The near context of 1 Cor. 9 does not 

provide an example of either preposition to which the form may have been assimilated. 

Rather, the alteration may be the result a shift in the use of the words. Ilapa6pEÜw is 

typically glossed as "wait, attend upon. "85 In ecclesiastical contexts it is used in the sense of 

to "gaze at" or to "sit beside" as at a vigil. " This usage overlaps with rrpoac6pe6w, though 

the latter term is that used in descriptions of the service of Levitical priesthood, " priests "at 

the altar, "" and of liturgical service. 89 Apart from direct citations of 1 Cor. 9: 13, napa8pctw 

"The only potential reference is to "Israel according to the flesh" and the eating of 
sacrifices, but this likely refers back to the Golden Calf incident referenced in 9: 7. See 
Thiselton, p. 771. 

"Liddell and Scott, s. v. napa6pcüw; it is also used in grammatical contexts as "to be 
preceded" according to Sophocles, s. v. TrapaSpcüw. 

"Lampe, s. v. napa6paüw. 

"E. g., Constitutiones Apostolorum 2,25 (twice); Cyril of Alexandria, De adoratione 
et cultu in spiritu et veritate MPG 68, p. 721. 

88E. g., Origen, Exhortatio ad martyrium 30. 

89E. g., Chrysostom, In Mattheum, Homilia 67,3. 
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is rarely used in the same contexts 9° While interchange of the prefixes of compound verbs is 

frequent in the manuscripts, this alteration is likely the result of the ascendency of the use of 

trpoaESpaüw in religious contexts. 

9: 15.46 

Shift in verb tense is a common variation, usually the result of the influence of the 

near context. This is likely the case also here, with the aorist cXpfcalEOa occurring earlier 

at 9: 12 and ou6Evt EX I1Uc prly -rouTwv (K L 056 0142 0151 6 88 915 1241) parallel to oux 

Eypaýa S& -rau-Ta in the following clause. These same manuscripts also shift ou&tc to the 

position before the verb, with the subsequent loss of ou. This is likely accidental. Parablepsis 

produced a skip from ou to ouSEtc, with the verb then supplied but the ou now superfluous. 

Elsewhere in Paul the partitive genitive is never separated from its head substantive by a 

verb 9' 

9: 15.47 

6 alone reads the future indicative yEvilvr-rat for the aorist subjunctive ycv at. The 

use of the future indicative following Tva is extremely rare in the Corpus Paulinum; only 1 

Cor. 9: 18 shows it without variation 92 

90Using the same criteria, only Gregory of Nyssa, De vita Mosis, 2,194 and Gregory 
of Nazianzenus, Orationes 26 (MPG 35, p. 1236) has been located, none in discussions of the 
Levitical priesthood. 

"Compare its use with Elq (Rom. 12: 5); oO E(S (Rom. 14: 7; 1 Cor. 1: 14); -rig (1 
Cor. 10: 7,8,9,10; 1 Thes. 2: 9); and Ivuaca-rog (Rom. 14: 12; 15: 2; 1 Cor. 1: 12; 12: 18; 16: 2; 
Eph. 4: 7; 1 Thes. 2: 11; 4: 4; 2 Thess. 1: 3; 3: 8). 

92See BDR § 369(2), e. g., Gal. 2: 4, where vowel interchange makes the choice 
between KaTaSwAouQty, KaTa&wAwaty, KaTa600AwocvTat, or KaTa8ouAwawvTat 
difficult, and 1 Cor. 13: 3.6tjaw at Gal. 2: 19 could be either indicative or subjunctive. Eph. 
6: 3 uses the future to indicate subsequent following a previous subjunctive, for which see 
BDR § 369(3). 
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9: 15.49; 9: 19.68 

The loss of yap, without obvious motivation, takes places frequently in later 

manuscripts: 

1: 11.33 206' 
1: 18.55 P 049 216` 326 328 1175 1836 
3: 2.8 81 915 
3: 4.20 941 
9: 15.49 1241 
9: 19.68 206 1912 

9: 15.50; 9: 15.51 [also discussed in chapter on DF G] 

The text of 9: 15 is difficult both syntactically and textually. The Byzantine text shows 

the least amount of difficulty: xaaov yap pot µaUov arroOavEty 11 TO xauXrlµa µou tva 

-riq KEvwari (K 'Y 056 etc. ). In this form of the passage the first clause is compared to the 

second by µaXXov ... ii, with tva ... xcvwarl parallel to arroOavEty 93 This form, 

however, because it is the least difficult, cannot account for the other readings. It must 

therefore be a secondary form. 

The most difficult form of the text is found in K' B Di 33 1739: xaaov yap pot 

pa7ºAov anoOavEty rj TO xauXflM [Lou ouSctS xavwaEt. In this form of the text, the 

syntax is disrupted after tl so that no comparative to the previous clause is supplied. A new 

clause then begins with -ro xauXTIVa. This disruption is called "anacoluthon" or 

"aposiopesis, s94 and is generally attributed to "strong emotion. "95 While other examples of 

93BDR §369. 

94The former by BDR § 3695; the latter by B. Weiss, p. 21; Metzger, Textual 
Commentary, p. 492. 

"Roger L. Omanson, "Some Comments About Style and Meaning: 1 Corinthians 9: 15 
and 7: 10, " The Bible Translator 34 (1983): 135-39. 
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anacolutha do occur in Paul, 96 this would be the only example where a comparison is not 

completed. 

While the vocables of this form of the text seem to require breaking off the sentence 

after p Aov TI, in fact the witnesses that provide indications that they understand the passage 

in a different way. Some break the text between pctXXov and TI: 1739 places a medial dot 

there and 33 places a small dot on the baseline 97 D, on the other hand, does not signal a break 

but conjoins the two clauses: 

K&XONf XPMO I M&X> ON 
äf1O6. NE I N-iTOK&YXHM&MOY 
OYAICKENWC¬ I 

bonum enim mihi est magis 
mori quam gloriam meam 
nemo exinaniet 

The relationship between D and both FG and NB will be discussed below; at this point it is 

necessary only to point out that even the witnesses which syntactically appear to require 

anacoluthon do not understand it this way. Perhaps, in these witnesses, the classical usage of 

Tj = "truly" is being understood, 98 a usage, however, which is not found elsewhere in the 

NT. 99 In any event, punctuation or lineation was used in these witnesses to soften the 

anacoluthon. 

Some manuscripts resorted to alteration of the wording to ameliorate the text. x)346 

shows its difficulty with the passage by altering the word order, producing a nonsense 

reading: xaAov yap pot anoOavEty Tj µaAAov Ti TO xauXTIVa µou ou&&t; xevwaet. The 

presence of one or the other of the examples of rl could construe, but not both. The alteration 

96See BDR § 466-70; Turner, Style, p. 86. 

9733 uses both a medial dot to indicate larger breaks and a smaller dot on the baseline 
to indicate subordinate clauses, e. g., before Eov at 9: 16 and µnaOov at 9: 17. 

98Denniston, pp. 280-81. 

99BDR §4415; Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 492. 
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may simply be another example in this manuscript of an accidental shift in word order that 

was not prompted by a similar endings of the words involved, "' or an intentional shift in 

order to resolve the breaking off of the sentence after arro9avEty by placing the infinitive 

prior to the VaMov q, so that the first clause is compared to the second. Other manuscripts, 

apparently independently, attempt a similar resolution: 205 209° 1837 read aTroOavcty il 

µaAAov without the repetition of ii. 1°' The copyist of JJ46, after making the word order shift, 

continued with the rl that stood following arroOavEty in the exemplar, but when pctXXov 

was reintroduced also wrote the rl which preceded -ro xauXTIVa. In the Latin tradition, 

Ambrosiaster102 and VL 89 loses the comparative altogether: gloriam meam nemo 

evacuabit. 1 °3 

A second way that the anacoluthon was softened was to alter the second clause rather 

than the comparative adverb and particle, thereby producing a comparison between 9: 15c and 

9: 15d. This takes place in three ways. First A 1175 add pq before xcvwact, which either 

produces an interrogative1 ' or, more likely strengthens the negative assertion. "' Second, FG 

10°Royse, p. 261. 

1°' The omission of mUov in 33 may be the result of parablepsis, made more likely 
by the fact that the particle ii was still present to make the comparison. 

1°2Ambrosiaster, Commentarius in epistulas Paulinas, ad 1 Cor. 9: 15. The lemma is 

not interrupted by comment here, so the lack of the particle is a firm reading. 

'o3VL 89, in what is a common error, reads the perfect evacuavit for the future 

evacuabit. Tertullian (Depudicitia 14) apparently supports the kB reading at 9: 15d, but as 
he cites only a portion of the passage it cannot be determined whether or not he read the 
particle:... et gloriam meam nemo inaniet. 

104B. Weiss, p. 21. 

'°5Conzelmann, p. 156 n. 6. Compare also iva -rig µr1 i vworl 181 and iva -rig ou 
pi lEvwaq 917 1836 1875. 
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read rr -ro xauXriµa µou -rig KEVwaCt. In the lineation preserved by F, '°6 xaaov extends into 

the margin and r is enlarged, thereby indicating the beginning of a new line and unit of 

thought. Third, KT 056 0142 56 88 915 1241 read tva + subjunctive instead of the future 

xEvwQEt: 11 TO Kauxrllta you tva Tic KEvwQ1l. This brings the verb in 9: 15d into parallel 

with the infinitive in 9: 15d, 1°7 which might appear to be dependant on the reading found in F 

G, 1°8 but this is argued against in the chapter on DFG, where influence from the Vulgate on 

FG is shown to be more likely. 

9: 16.52 

' alone lacks yap. According to Güting and Mealand, "We have evidence of some 

presumably very early loss of particles and the creation of secondary asyndeta in the tradition 

common to 1P 46 and D. " However, they also note that X46 is among a handful of manuscripts 

"that are unlikely to lose it [i. e., ydp]. s109 The authors do not provide a discussion to support 

their conclusion, but in a list indicate that cp46 alone preserves the original reading for this 

passage. "' Yet cp46 alone lacks the preposition in four other passages (Gal. 3: 28; Heb. 10: 26; 

12: 10; 13: 11). 1 " Furthermore, in this context the yap indicates that "Paul now intends to 

'°6G enlarges the initial letter in xocaov but no other letter until eav, so its lineation 

cannot be determined. 

117 BDR §3695. 

108B. Weiss (p. 21) implies that the reading of FG is dependant on that of K `P: "FG 

sogar das iva nicht mit aufnehmen. " 

109Güting and Mealand, pp. 102,104. 

1°Güting and Mealand, pp. 137-38. 

"'Royse, p. 258. 
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explain the final clause in v. 15. "12 Its loss in cp46 may be attributed to its corrupted text of 

9: 15, where the beginning of the final clause is not clear due to its earlier error. 

9: 16.54; 9: 16.59 

The variation among EuayyEAtýwµat, EuayyEAtýopat, and Euayycatawµat at 9: 16 

should be attributed confusion due to phonetic similarity. This is certainly the case in the 

bilinguals, since the read £uayyEAtcwµat twice but the D-text reading is the present 

evangelizem. In other examples of parallel conditional clauses in Paul, both clauses use either 

the present (Rom. 2: 25; 12: 20; Rom. 14: 8; 1 Cor. 13: 213 or the aorist tense (Rom. 7: 3; 1 Cor. 

7: 28; 8: 8; 13: 3; 14: 6). Zuntz argues that in this case the present tense should be read for the 

first example but the aorist for the second (found only in BC Vulgate) since in 9: 16a Paul 

refers to habitual action but in 9: 16b to a one time (potential) action. "' However, this time- 

based understanding of the tense system is no longer viable, particularly in the case of 

conditional sentences. "' Instead, the present tense is more likely given the npdaaw in 9: 17. 

9: 16.55 

The unusual cluster of witnesses reading Xaptc (k` DFG Amst) means that it cannot 

be dismissed as "Western. " Were it adopted here, there would be difficulty in determining 

precisely its meaning. It is used frequently to denote "thanks, " though since in Paul only God 

receives it (Rom. 6: 17; 7: 25; 1 Cor. 15: 57; 2 Cor. 2: 14; 8: 16; 9: 15) it is not likely to be the 

"'Fee, p. 418. 

13The perfect £166 does not alter the pattern since present tense forms do not exist for 
this verb. 

14Zuntz, p. 110; also Fee p. 414 n. 3. 

I I'See S. E. Porter, Verbal Aspect in the Greek of the New Testament, with Reference 
to Tense and Mood, Studies in Biblical Greek 1 (New York: Lang, 1989), pp. 294-304. 
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usage here. More likely should it be understood to denote "a favor" or "reward"116 which is 

found in Luke (1: 30; 2: 42) and Acts (7: 46) but not elsewhere in Paul. However, the context 

seems to require this meaning. In 9: 16 Paul argues that the reason he does not receive a 

"reward" for his activity is that he is under compulsion to preach. 9: 17 further clarifies (yap) 

this thought, that his preaching is not his choice, for if it were he would receive a wage 

(µnaoöc). But he does not receive this since his preaching activity results from a stewardship 

(oixovopfa) which has been entrusted to him (9: 17b). Therefore, pta96q in 9: 17 parallels 

whichever noun is adopted in 9: 16. Because this xauXtlµa would originate with Paul, it 

cannot stand in parallel to ptaNg whereas Xdpic, as something he receives, matches the 

flow of the argument. "' Furthermore, in Phil. 2: 16 Paul writes that he will have a xcni qµa 

as the result of his preaching the Gospel, whereas adopting that reading at 9: 16 would claim 

that he does not. The alteration from Xaptc to xauXgpa is not difficult to explain: An early 

scribe/reader may have misunderstood Xocp1S to mean "divine gift" and found difficulty with 

Paul writing that he does not have such a gift. The xauXilpa of 9: 15 provided a ready 

replacement. No plausible explanation has been advanced for the alteration from KauXrlµac to 

XaptS 118 

9: 16.57 

"'The suggestion of BDAG, s. v. xäpic 2b. 

I "Compare Fee, p. 415: " ... he is under divine compulsion to proclaim the good 
news (v. 16). But with that he adds a new wrinkle: Since he is under `compulsion, ' he cannot 
receive `pay, ' for `pay' implies voluntary labor. His labor has been `involuntary' in the sense 
of v. 16, that divine destiny has prescribed his task-he is a `slave' entrusted with a charge. " 
Where Fee sees a "new wrinkle" in 9: 17, the yap would suggest instead a clarification of the 
preceding statement. 

"'Fee (p. 414 n. 2) claims that xauXrlµa is "undoubtedly original, " though without 
explanation. Lietzmann (p. 180) explains that xauXrIµa would not contradict the argument at 
1 Cor. 1: 29 and 4: 7, but does not account for the reading Xapic. 
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A string of five sentences, each introduced by yap, begins in v. 16. The function of 

yap is not entirely clear in each case, however, and the argumentation of 9: 16-18 is not 

linear. "' In order to clarify the argument somewhat, 6c has been substituted in 9: 16d (k2 KL 

T 056 0142 0150 0151 88 876 1175 1241 etc). This creates a contrast between the 

statements iä(v yap EOayyEM( wpat OOK 'Ea rtv pot Kaüxrlµa and oüal poi FQTty E&V µrß 

cüayyEA(awµat, whereas the latter clause is better understood as a further explanation of the 

preceding äV&yKTi yap pot ETRKEvTat. 120 

9: 16.58; 9: 18.62 

At 9: 16, the future -aTat (F G) in place of the present has two potential sources. It 

may have been adapted to carat (D FG alone) at 9: 18, or conformed to the local Latin text 

used by the shared exemplar of these manuscripts. VL 77a'` (mihi est vel erit) 78 Amst(A) 

read erit; Amst the same in a different position (erit mihi). The original D-text reading (est 

mihi) is preserved in VL 75 77 (mihi est vel erit) 89. Aside from 77 78 Amst(A) the entire 

Latin tradition shares this reading, with only the second of Augustine's citations of the 

passage in De sermone Domini in monte 2,54 and Epistulae 1 of Agatho12' showing the 

future. These two exceptions likely demonstrate the suitability of the future in this context 

and is not evidence of a shared tradition with VL 77 78 Amst(A). Perhaps the future in VL 77 

78 may have been added to a text that lacked any verb form, as is now attested by VL 61 and 

Sedulius Scottus. In any case, it is possible that both assimilation to 9: 18 and influence from 

the Latin led to the alteration. 

19Fee, p. 415. 

120Fee, p. 418. 

12'Agatho, Epistulae 1 (MPL 87, p. 1169). 
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At 9: 18 only DFG and their Latin counterparts read the future. They are also the 

only witnesses which read the pronoun after the verb, though variation exists as to the case of 

the pronoun (see below). However, the future tense may have been influenced by Ogvw in the 

next clause. That these witnesses have a secondary reading in tense suggests that their word 

order here is also secondary. 

9: 17.61 

The addition of the negative particle (69 216' 440 1505) brings the apodosis into 

logical agreement with the protasis, for a ptaOöS should not be expected for something done 

willingly or freely (b«Sv). This local adaptation, however, disrupts the flow of argument, for 

9: 18a assumes that Paul has received a µtvOöS. 

9: 18.62 

Both you (K' ACK156 33 1739 2464 etc) and pot (; 346 N2 B` LPT 056 0142 

0150 0151 876 1611 etc) may have been influenced by the near context, with µou matching 

-rrI c4ouatq µou in the next clause and pot matching got Eo-rty at 9: 16c. 122 A handful of 

witnesses (B'123 254 and approximately thirteen others) do not read any pronoun. This 

"The DFG reading (&orrat pot) is discussed above. 

'23NTaP cites B as reading ouv you woity, Tischendorf, von Soden, and Swanson as 
ouv pot Eaity (none of whom note a correction or difficulty here), and NA27 only notes B 
as "incert. " In the manuscript itself an abbreviation follows ouv: mu is written in semi- 
minuscule style with the legs extending out on the baseline. A small omicron is written above 
the mu, and a single line extends downward from the lower loop of mu. This is, as far as I 
can determine, a unique abbreviation in B. Examples of similar abbreviations at the end of a 
line in the manuscript show a small omicron written to the right of the preceding letter as 
opposed to above it (as in Heb. 1: 3 xaOaptopov). Since no original ink is visible beyond this 
abbreviation, the line would not be abnormally short without the abbreviation, and the 
addition brings the text into line with the "Byzantine" text used by later correctors, the 
original hand is likely to have read TI; ouv Eo7ty. In any case, citing the manuscript as 
reading you is extremely doubtful, given the typical agreement of B with M6 33 1739, all of 
which read pot. 
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reading is initially attractive as the source reading which would explain the you/pot variation 

as independent additions. It would not in itself, however, account for the verb tense and order 

variation in DFG. In addition, none of the witnesses that share the shorter reading show 

regular patterns of agreement. Since B alone or with a handful of other witnesses frequently 

omits the possessive pronoun (see 7: 5.19), this reading is likely an accidental omission which 

does not materially alter the sense of the passage. Outside of the gospels, where the genitive 

is always used with pto8öS (Matt. 5: 12; 6: 2 10: 41,42; Mark 9: 41; Luke 6: 23,35; 10: 7 [LXX 

citation, also 1 TIm. 5: 18]), all of the examples use the indirect object when a µtoOOg is or 

will be given to someone (Rom. 4: 4, Rev. 11: 18) and the genitive when it is already 

possessed (Jam. 5: 4; Rev. 22: 12). The DFG reading (carat pot), limited to these witnesses 

and their Latin counterparts (see above), assumes this future reward but is likely based on the 

future tense of O aw in the next clause. The visual and semantic similarity between you and 

pot makes determining the archetypical reading difficult. Given the pattern of assimilation to 

the near context so prevalent in the tradition, it is likely that pot is the result of influence 

from the two examples in 9: 16. 

9: 18.63 

While Euacyyeatov Tou XptoTou (F GKLP 056 0151 6 88 424 876 915) appears to 

have been adapted from 9: 12124 (Tw -uayy£Atw TOU XPIQTOU), its omission cannot be 

explained. Its presence in FG cannot be attributed to influence from the "Byzantine" text, 

since although the D-text lacks christi (VL 75 89 Amst), it is found in Speculum 31, 

Hesyschius, and Jerome (Adversus Iovinianum 2,22). Furthermore, its presence in the Syriac 

points to an early origin for the reading. The reading of 0142 (Orgaw -ro EuayyEAtov Agaw 

'24Fee, p. 414n. 4. 
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iou XptaTOU) is an obviously impossible corruption of the reading of its sister manuscript 

056. 

9: 18.64 [discussed in the chapter on the "Alexandrian" witnesses] 

9: 18.65 

In the NT, the verb Xpaoµat takes a dative object (Acts 27: 3,17; 1 Cor. 9: 12,15; 2 

Cor. 1: 17; 3: 12; 1 Tim. 1: 8; 5: 23). KQTaWaoI. tat occurs only at 1 Cor. 7: 31 and 9: 18. In the 

former passage both verbs occur: xai of XpwµCvoi [TÖV Köaµov / Ty Köa[Iw] wS µtj 

xaTaXpWµEVOt, with the object expressed both in the accusative ('5 pah k' AB6 D* FG 33 

81 1739*)12S and the dative (K2 YKLP `P rel). The accusative form is the "more difficult"126 

with Xpacoµat, and likely the archetypical reading here, since the dative is more likely to have 

been conformed to the usage with Xpdopat because it occurs first in the sentence. Yet 

because xa-raXpoµcvot uses the same word as the object the use of the accusative case is 

legitimate-though by no means required-since xaTaXpaopat used in the sense of "misuse" 

or "abuse" may take a dative object. 12' 

At 9: 18 the cause of corruption is likely an attempt to clarify the grammar. The dative 

case may have been perceived as difficult for several reasons. First, it does not match the 

case expected with the compound verb (KaTa-). Second, the subject of the infinitive should 

be expressed in the accusative, but here the dative had ben used because of the verb stem. 

"'The addition of the demonstrative in DFG is discussed in the DFG paper. 

'26Schrage II, p. 175 n. 698, 

"'See Liddell and Scott, s. v. uaTaXpdopat (11.3). Similarly the Latin equivalents utor 
and abutor may take either the ablative or the accusative (see Glare, Oxford Latin Dictionary 
under the respective entries). For this reason, and because DFG read the accusative while 
VL 75 77 78 read the ablative at 9: 18, influence from the Latin on the Greek text of the 
bilinguals in this passage must be ruled out. 
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And third, the parallel in 7: 31 may have suggested itself. The fact that 6 shares the reading 

with DFG shows that the "improvement" may have suggested itself to more than one 

scribe. 12' 

Two minor variants exist: K' adds Ev before the article, perhaps in a random addition 

to strengthen the dative or, more likely, under the influence of the Ev -rw EuayyEAtw which 

follows. F reads pot for µou, one of a number of simple blunders unique to this manuscript. 

9: 19.67 

Two minor additions to TW EuayyEAtw are present in the tradition. D* (but not VL 75) 

1845 add µou, likely influenced by the preceding Try E4ouata µou. In the Hauptbriefe, 

EuayyEAtov is modified by the first person pronoun only at Rom. 2: 16.129 The second 

addition is Twv 4WTwv found in 1241. In the NT this noun never modifies EuayycAtov. Its 

addition here is neither random nor theologically motivated, but caused by the lectionary 

markings in the manuscripts. TWV 4wTwv is the title of the lection which follows 

immediately after 9: 19. Having mistaken the lection title for a correction (whether this stood 

in the margin or in the text itself, as it does in 1241), a previous scribe inserted it into the 

text. 

9: 19.68 [discussed at 9: 15.49] 

9: 19.69 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

9: 20.73 

128von Soden also cites 999 with this reading, though Swanson cites it with the mass 
of manuscripts. 

129Also Rom. 16: 25-27 (likely secondary) and 2 Tim. 2: 8. 
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At 9: 20-22 three consecutive sentences are governed by LyEvoµriv (9: 20), with the 

penultimate sentence repeating the same verb (9: 22) and a final summarizing sentence using 

the perfect form (yEyova 9: 23). All of these sentences are asyndetic apart from the first. A 

few witnesses lack this xcci (D' 69 326 1149 VL 89 sa). Güting and Mealand suggest that this 

may be the original reading since it would create five consecutive asyndetic sentences. 

However, the omission is more likely. The xat is used consecutively to introduce a result 

from what precedes, akin to examples in 2 Cor. 11: 9 and 33b. 13° Had the archetypical text 

lacked xai, there would appear to be little reason for its addition here. 

9: 20.74; 9: 22.85 [see also 13: 12.52] 

Two causes of corruption are possible. Either wS was added by assimilation to the 

parallel examples in 9: 20b and 9: 21a, 131 or omitted at 9: 20b due to discomfort over Paul 

styling himself as one who was only "like a Jew. "132 The use of this passage by early writers 

helps clarify what a scribe may have been likely to do. For example, Tertullian's citations of 

the passage leave some ambiguity. The allusion in Depraescriptione haereticorum 24,133 

because it paraphrases 9: 20b in such a way as to leave uncertainty as to whether or not wS 

was read there (as it is in all extant witnesses), cannot be used to determine his text. 

"'See further BDAG s. v. xat (1bß) and BDR §442 (2). 

"'Fee, p. 422 n. 5: "In this instance Paul did not use 6q, although it was added by 
some early scribes and became the MajT reading. " 

132This solution is proposed by Fee, p. 422 n. 2: "A few scribes ..., apparently feeling 
the dissonance of a Jew saying that he became like a Jew, omitted the tS" Apparently, Fee 
sees the omission as taking place independently, but, as we have seen elsewhere, the texts of 
FG and 6 424` 1739 often share unique readings. 

133upaul himself said that he became all things to all people, to the Jews and Jew, to 
the non-Jews a non-Jew, so that he might win all. " 
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Furthermore, both in Adversus Marcionem 5,3,5 he cites both 9: 19 and again 9: 20 without 

the equivalent of w "q: 

Therefore he temporarily conceded [in Galatia] as was necessary, and for this reason 
he had Timothy circumcised and having after shaved them brought some into the 
temple, which are described in Acts. This is so appropriate that it agrees with the 
profession by the apostle, that to the Jews he made himself a Jew (factum se iudaeis 
iudaeum) so that he might win the Jews, and he conducted himself under the law (sub 
lege agentem) because of those who conducted themselves under the law, as also 
because of those "secretly came in" [Gal 2: 4], and finally "he became all things to all 
men, that he might gain all. " 

Tertullian does not see any difficulty in Paul describing himself as "making himself' a Jew. 

A similar lack of concern over the phrase is shown by Clement of Alexandria, who uses 

' Eßpaioq to speak of the ethnic identity and ' IouSaiog to describe the practices: 

The noble apostle circumcised Timothy, although shouting out and writing that a 
circumcision done by hands is of no benefit. But so that he not, by tearing them away 
suddenly from the law to the circumcision of the heart by faith, compel those among 
the Hebrews (Twv `Eßpaiwv) who were listening - though still refusing to follow 

completely - to break the community, by accomodating himself "he became to the 
Jews a Jew C Iou6aiotq ' Iou6aioq EyLvETO), so that he might gain all. ""' 

Clement uses ' Eppaioq this way also in Stromata 1,2,21,3, where it replaces ' IouSaiot in 

an otherwise verbatim citation of 1 Cor. 1: 22. This is only one of dozens of examples of this 

use of vocabulary in his writings, and this is not a usage unique to him. 135 Furthermore, the 

Pauline writings themselves show this usage; both 2 Cor. 11: 22 and Phil. 3: 5 use' Eßpaioq of 

ethnic identity, and the treatise appended to the Corpus Paulinum was given the title IIPOE 

EBPAIOE. Even in Gal. 2: 15 ' Iou6aiot is modified with 46vEt, indicating that, for Paul, 

' Iou6ono; when unmodified, do not necessarily entail ethnicity. 

134Stromata 7,9,53,3. 

135Cf. Lampe, s. v. ' Eppaioq (A). 
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The assumption that Paul's identity was non-Jewish is so pervasive in the early 

church that even Chrysostom can describe Paul's reverting to the practices of Judaism as 

being unnatural to the apostle: 

"And I became, " he says, "to the Jews like a Jew, in order that I might win the Jews. " 
And how did this happen? When he was circumcised so that he might purify 
circumcision. For this reason he did not say, "a Jew, " but "like a Jew" - this was 
prudent. What do you say? The universal herald, who touch the heavens themselves 
and shined so brightly in grace, did he so quickly descend so far? No, for this is to 
ascend. For you are not to look to this - that he only descended; rather that he also 
raised up the one who was bent down and led him up to himself... For in order to 
turn those who truly were [Jews] against these things, he became [a Jew] himself not 
in reality, only appearing to be, but not really being nor doing these things because he 
had a mind so inclined. 99136 

Chrysostom's exegesis shows precisely why wS may have been intentionally added: Paul 

could not have stooped so low (in Chrysostom's thinking) so as to take up these practices 

again. The wS protects Paul from being too closely identified with Jewish practices, which 

he of course explicitly denounced elsewhere in his writings. Thus Chrysostom provides an 

example of the thinking which may have led to the addition of 6q. 

In addition to lexical and patristic evidence, the context of 1 Cor. 9: 19-23 supports 

understanding 'Iou&aioq as referring to certain practices, not ethnicity. The parallel 

statements are all governed by the kyEvoµrjv of 9: 20 and refer to not to states of being but to 

his actions: Paul became one who acted as if he were alternatively under the Law or Law-less 

or who did weak things. The verb rroiw in 9: 23 makes it even more obvious that he is 

discussing what a person is to "do. " The longhand sentence therefore implied by EyEvopgv 

Toic ' Iou6atot; wS ' Iou6aiog is "to those who do Jewish things I became one who did 

Jewish things. " The lack of the qualifying clauses µrß wv ' Iou6aioq and µrl wv äQAEvrjc at 

9: 22, for which there are parallels at 9: 20b and 9: 21a, can be explained by the fact that Paul 

'36Chrysostom, In epistulam I ad Corinthios, MPG 61, p. 184. 
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was in fact, at least to some degree, both' IouSaiog and &QOcv jq. 137 The former by virtue of 

his birth, the latter because of his "conscience" and refusal to exercise his "rights" as seen in 

the overall argument in 1 Cor. 8-10. 

This line of argumentation is found already in Origen. Origen's text is relatively firm 

due to the number of citations, the precision of the citations, and the comments made on the 

text. Only in Commentarii in evangelium Joannis 10,7 does wS appear (without variation in 

the manuscripts of this writing), but it does not appear in the comments on the passage which 

follow immediately: 

When he is shaved and presents an offering or circumcises Timothy, he is a Jew; but 

when he says to the Athenians, "I find on altar on which it is written, `To an unknown 
god, ' which you worship because you are ignorant, this one I proclaim to you; " and 
"as also some of your own poets have said, `For we are also his offspring; ` to the one 
without law he became like one without law, testifying godliness to the most ungodly. 

.. 
Even Paul himself "became to the Jews a Jew (Talc ' Iou6aiot; ' IouSa(toq), that 

he might win the Jews. " So also in the Acts of the Apostles it is written that he even 
presents an offering on the altar, so that he might persuade the Jews that he was not 
apostate from the law. 138 

The lack is even more certain in the margin of 1739, which preserves material purported to 

be from Origen's now lost Stromata: 

In the fourth book of the Stromata concerning the present passage it says this about 
the text: It must be noted that to the Jews and to the weak he became a Jew and weak. 
But to those under the law he did not become one "under the law" but "like one under 
the law" and to the lawless he did not become [lawless] but "like a lawless one. " But 
for this reason to the Jews he became a Jew and not like a Jew (' Iou6aiotq 

' Iou6aioq ytvETat xai o6X ws ' Iou6aio; ), otherwise it would say at this place "and 
I became to the Jews a Jew not being myself a Jew. " But also about the weak it does 
not say: "Not being myself weak. " For the one was a denial of his Jewishness in 

137With reference to the lack of the qualifying clauses in 9: 20b-21: "The rhetorical 
parallelism ... is nevertheless different in structure. He is a Jew. To the Gentiles he must 
become a Gentile. The problem is not how he can live in a Jewish fashion, but how he can 
live in a Gentile fashion. " Conzelmann, pp. 160-61 (emphasis original). 

138Origen, Commentarii in evangelium Joannis, 10,7. 
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secret, but the other a deception and not accepting the participation by all in the 
weakness of humans. 139 

The finding of significance in the lack of a qualifying p wv' Iou8aiog is remarkably similar 

(aside from Origen's last sentence) to comments recently made by Schrage. 14° Schrage, 

however, assumes the wS while Origen omits it. It is therefore doubtful that the presence or 

absence of wS would have made a significant difference in meaning. In fact, both Origen 

(who lacks 6q) and Ambrosiaster (who reads it)'4' use the identical examples from Paul's 

life to explain the passage and come to similar conclusions. 

Arguments may therefore be made either for the addition of ws or its omission, 

although with little or no early evidence of the thinking which would have led to the latter. 

Far more likely than an intentional alteration to "protect" Paul, the wS was likely added both 

at 9: 20a and 9: 22 by assimilation to the examples in 9: 20b and 9: 21. Were wS lacking in both 

places, the resultant text would show the symmetry so characteristic of Paul: the first and the 

final examples he provides lack both the comparative adverb (6q) as well as the qualifying 

clause ( µrß wv 
"" ")- 

The manuscripts preserving the lack of wS in 9: 20a are F G* 6' 326 424' 1739 and, as 

we saw above, Tertullian, Clement, Origen, and in addition Jerome and Sedulius Scottus. The 

fact that different witnesses preserve the shorter text at 9: 22 (46 k' AB 1739 VL: 75 89 F 

Ambrosiaster Cyprian Ambrose), and that in both cases so few avoid the addition, shows that 

the tendency to assimilation was very strong, and once added to the text would not have been 

likely to prompt enough concern to lead to its intentional deletion, as discussed above. 

'391739, f. 59v. 

'40Schrage II, 340. 

'41Ambrosiaster, Commentarius in Epistulas Paulinas, ad 9: 20. 
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The witness among the Pauline bilinguals is divided at 9: 20. F G* omit the adverb, but 

only VL 77' does so as well. VL 75 89 read quasi and VL 78 matches the Vulgate's 

tamquam, as is to be expected. A marginal note in G142 reads wS with a supralinear quasi. 

This note is likely reproduced from a mutual ancestor of DFG, most of which are 

corrections to the type of text found in RA (as discussed in the chapter on DF G). 

9: 19.71; 9: 21.82; 9: 22.87; 9: 22.91 [reading of D discussed in chapter on DF G] 

The alternative forms of the nasal stem verb xEpSatvw has caused confusion in the 

manuscripts. According to BDR, 143 Hellenistic Greek typically uses the termination -ava in 

the aorist, while noting also that the Attic termination -rjaa is also found in the NT. Other 

grammars do not see a preponderance of one form over the other. "' In addition, both Attic 

and Hellenistic Greek use -avw and -claw as future forms. Modem editors distinguish the 

future form from the subjunctive by means of accents. '45 

In the Pauline epistles the verb occurs only four times in 1 Cor. 9 and at Phil. 3: 8. The 

latter passages shows no variation in the manuscripts, though Cyril shifts from KEp8riaw to 

xEpSavw in two citations. "' In 1 Corinthians, neither example at 9: 20 shows variation, at 

"'The transcript of F by F. H. Scrivener, Codex Augiensis (London: Deighton Bell 

and Co., 1883) reads the same notation in that manuscript (and is followed in this by 
Wordsworth and White), but this must be the result of confusion with G, since nothing is 

visible here in F and no other editor finds such a note. 

143 BDR §72(1). 

1 Cf. Moulton & Howard, Accidence, p. 243; for classical Greek: Veitch, Greek 
Verbs Irregular and Defective, pp. 364-5. 

145E g, Westcott-Hort prints KCp8avw at 1 Cor. 9: 21, indicating a future indicative 
form; von Soden prints KEpSävw, indicating an aorist subjunctive. 

'46Thesaurus de sancta consubstantiali trinitate (MPG 75, p. 468) and Commentarii in 
Ioannem 3,6 (on John 6: 32-33). 
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9: 22 the only witnesses reading Qwaw are patristic writings, and at 9: 19 awvw is read by 

only a single witness (241). At 9: 2 1, however, the manuscript tradition splits between 

i pSr, Qw s 346 R2 DKL `Y 056 0142 0150 0151 56 104 296 429 436 467 1912 2298 etc and 

xEp6avw fit` ABCFGP 33 69 181 296 630 917 1175 1739 1836 1875 1881 1898. A 

decision based on Pauline usage would see wEp6 vw as the corruption, but it would be 

difficult to explain why it took place only here among the four examples that occur so closely 

together. On the other hand, assimilation to the near context would account quite easily for 

the shift from xcp6avw to xcpSriaw, but it would be difficult to account for Paul's unique 

use of this form for the third of four parallel examples. The alternative would be to conjecture 

the use of KCpSacvw in one or more of the occurrences in this context with only the third 

example preserved in the tradition, but this would amount only to guesswork as to which 

form should be read for each of the four occurrences. Given the propensity toward 

assimilation, the reading xEp6rlcYw is most likely secondary, though the archetypical reading 

is not satisfactorily accounted for. 

9: 22.89 [discussed at 12: 19.80] 

9: 22.90 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

9: 23.92 

The shift between iTavTa and louTO (K L `F 056 0142 0150 01515 88 326 424 614 

pm) is, so far as I can determine, unique in the Pauline manuscripts. While rravTa, it may be 

argued, could have resulted from assimilation to the preceding examples of näS in 19-22, it 

must also be noted that the of the singular demonstrative pronoun in this way is unusual. 

When referring to previous items, the plural is always used, whether rrävTa (1 Cor. 
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10: 31; 14: 40 ), TaOTa (1 Cor. 4: 6,14; 10: 6,11), or ttävTa 6 TaüTa (1 Cor. 12: 11147). On the 

other hand, the singular -roüTO is used to refer to specific items, such as a statement (e. g., 1 

Cor. 7: 6,26,29,35) or an action (e. g., 1 Cor. 4: 17; 7: 37; 9: 17). In fact, examples of the 

juxtaposition use of plural forms and the singular form of o rroq in the same context shows 

Paul's usual practice. In 1 Cor. 4: 1-13 Paul contrasts his behavior with that of the 

Corinthians, then in 4: 14 moves the argument along by using the plural for to summarize the 

previous material: oöu LvTptnwv üµäc ypä4w TaüTa. But in 4: 17, when explaining why he 

sent Timothy, he uses the singular: 6t& TOO'ro 'neµýa üµiv TtµöOcov. The referent of this 

pronoun is the fact that Paul is their "father. " 

The issue at 1 Cor. 9: 23, then, is whether the referent should be Paul's becoming "all 

things to all people, " necessitating the singular -rouro, or all of the actions described 9: 19-22 

(and likely more), requiring the plural rravTac. It could be argued that the meaning of the 

passage is not affected; 9: 23b is a summary restatement of 9: 19, and includes all the 

accomodating behaviors described in 9: 20-22a. Therefore the TOUTO, which grammatically 

refers only to 19: 22b, in so doing refers to all of 9: 19-2.148 However, as Schrage notes, Paul is 

explaining that the Gospel itself drives his accomodating behavior, and indeed all of his 

behavior. 149 9: 23 may be viewed instead as summarizing of all of the actions described in 

9: 1-22, and introducing the conclusion of the unit in 9: 24-27. The shift to -rouTO "narrows 

147v. 11. TauTa 8E TraVTa (D FG 181) and rravTa 8E (547 pc). 

148Fee, p. 423 n. 7. 

'a9Schrage II, p. 348. 
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Paul's perspective considerably, " and while grammatically acceptable, is likely the result of 

scrupulous conformation of the pronoun to a precise referent. )5° 

9: 24.94 [discussed at 7: 8.29] 

9: 24.96 

The clause Eyw S& AEyw uµty (F G VL 77 78) is not paralleled in Paul, but matches 

exactly six examples from the Sermon on the Mount (Matt. 5: 22,28,32,34,39,44). 15' 

Assimilation to either the near context or other Pauline passages must therefore be excluded. 

In both F and G, the Eyw and the subsequent ouiwg are written with the initial letter 

capitalized, indicating that the clause represents a full sense line. It cannot have been omitted 

from the X ancestor of DFG, however, for neither D nor any of the Latin tradition reads the 

clause. This must therefore be a creation of the predecessor of F G. While the motivation for 

the insertion must remain uncertain, it does match other examples of expansionistic, 

interpretive variation found in F G. 

9: 25.97 

The transitional (or resumptive) use of VE-'v oüv is found in both classical Greek"' 

and in the NT, 153 and specifically Pauline, writings (Rom. 11: 13; Phil. 2: 23). In all three 

"'Metzger, Textual Commentary p. 493, describes the motivation for -rouio in a 
desire "to define the meaning more precisely. " 

1s1Eph. 5: 32 (Eyw SE Acyw) is similar, though here it does not introduce a contrastive 
idea but a further clarification. 

'SZDenniston, p. 470-73. 

'53Turner, Syntax, p. 337. 
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Pauline examples where pEv oüv is used this way, '54 omission of the ouv can be found in the 

tradition: 

Rom. 11: 13 omit ouv L'P 056 0142 6 33 1739 2464 M 

omit IEv ouv DFG pc 
1 Cor. 9: 25 omit ouv K5 489 623 88 915 1912 1926 
Phil. 2: 23 omit ouv 1836 1875 

The omission of ouv is likely the result of a scribes lack of familiarity with the use of iEv 

oüv. If o5v is understood to have meaning independent of pEv, its omission is understandable 

in these contexts where an inferential meaning is inappropriate. 

9: 26.98 

1241 reads rrtOTEUW in place of Truxcrcuw. Since neither the verb rrtGTEUW nor its 

noun derivative has appeared in 1 Corinthians since chapter 2, assimilation to near context is 

not a possibility. Instead, this must be an example of replacing a less common verb with one 

that is more common. The resulting text in 1241 construes, though it loses the image being 

developed in this section: "Therefore I do not believe like one fighting the air. "indicate that 

1241 was copying by unit of thought, not by word or letter; the shifts in the number of the 

pronouns in 9: 1-2 are further evidence of this. 

"'For another use of µtv oüv, see discussion under 6: 7.24. 
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Notes on Chapter 10 

10: 1.1 

The reading 8& (K°K L `N 056 0142 0150 0151 5 88 104 424` 614 876 1241 1834 

1912 likely replaced yap in order to make clear the switch of topic in 10: 1 from that of 

chapter 9. This may have been encouraged by the textual divisions present in the manuscripts 

themselves. For example, L begins a new paragraph at 10: 1, with an enlarged initial omicron 

in the margin; 'Y enlarges the same letter and places a marker ("+") immediately before 10: 1. 

The lectionary system may have been a factor as well, since a new lection begins at this point 

(cf. 424 876). 

10: 1.3 [noted at 7: 13.47] 

10: 2.4 

Some commentaries put considerable weight on the difference between the middle 

£ßa11TtaaVTO 34601 BKLP 056 0142 0150 01515 6 424 614 876 1175 1241 1739 pm) and 

the passive EpaTrTtGO1JQav. Zuntz, for example, argues, "the Jews ̀ had themselves baptized', 

by cloud and sea, with inner assent; the divine miracle thus became an act of their own 

volition. Such meaningful subtleties do not arise from corruption, but they are easily 

obliterated by more commonplace variants - here by the passive. " While most commentaries 

are reluctant to place so great a significance on the middle form itself, 2 it should also be noted 

'The middle imperfect form EparrrtýovTo, found only in X46`, is unlikely since the 
aorist tense is used exclusively in chapter 10 until the yap in v. 4; it is likely a simple 
confusion of sound based on EpalTTtaavTO. 

'E. g., Conzelmann, p. 164 n. 1; Schrage II, p. 390 n. 44. 
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that all the verb forms in 10: 1-4 are active, not passive, indicating that to at least some extent 

Paul's point is that the people in the wilderness were not unwillingly brought along. 

Whatever the meaning of the middle voice in this context, it is more likely that this 

form would be altered to the passive. The aorist passive matches the standard Pauline 

formula Eig + followed by an aorist passive form of Parr tw (Rom. 6: 3; 1 Cor. 1: 13,15; 

12: 13; Gal. 3: 27; also Rom. 6: 3 ißaTrTIG01jVEV Eic). There appears to be little reason to 

change from the passive to the middle form. While the middle form of this verb never occurs 

in Paul, neither does he elsewhere discuss pre-Christian "baptizing" (whether or not he views 

such baptism sacramentally). Furthermore, as discussed above, the middle form better suits 

the context. 

10: 2.5 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

10: 3.6; 10: 3.7; 10: 4.8; 10: 4.9 

Parablepsis explains the loss of auto TOQYTO in cr46 A C' at 10: 3,4. ' The resultant 

text at 10: 3 would have been -ro ppwpa mEupaTmov. The anarthrous adjective following 

an arthrous noun occurs frequently in Paul in predicate constructions (e. g. 1 Cor. 3: 13; 

12: 12)4 or with the adjective functioning adverbially (1 Cor. 4: 9), but never as attributive 

except with 6Aoc and näss. The subsequent omission of auto at 4: 8, attested only by X46 A, 

may then be assimilation to the text produced by the previous error. 

10: 4.12; 10: 26.101 

3Zuntz, p. 65 n. 7; Fee 442 n. 3. 

4Cf. BDR §270. 

SExamples of which are found at 1 Cor. 7: 17; 13: 2; 14: 23 15: 7; 16: 20; cf. BDR §275. 
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The most likely direction of alteration at 10: 4 is from 'i nETpa SE (K B D'"2 (F G)6 

330 629 1739) to the normal position of the postpositive, rj Sc rrETpa. The former position 

may have been altered in the interest of removing harshness. ' Similar issues prompted 

alteration at 10: 26 from Tou xuptou yap (k BCDFG5 33 88 915 pc) to Tou yap xuptou. 

The manuscripts that make the change in both places include J46 AKL PT 056 0142 0150 

0151 6 81 104 424 614 876 1175 1241 pm. Comparison should be made to 1 Cor. 11: 7, 

where 11 yuvrl 5c is altered in a few manuscripts to T) yuvtj S& (1505 1611 1735 2495). 

10: 5.14; 10: 9.34 [cf. 12: 18.76] 

1 Cor. 10: 1-13 uses Penteteuchal imagery, themes, and symbols that are not found 

elsewhere in 1 Corinthians. While this has led some commentaries to conclude that this 

section is a pre-Pauline document, ' most accept that the unit is integral to the argument of 

8: 1-11: 19 Within this section the events of the wilderness wandering described in the 

Pentateuch are used as examples from which the Corinthians, those upon whom the "end of 

the age" has come, should learn. These events are described in terms of their eschatological 

fulfillment, 10 so that, for example, Christ was the rock that followed (10: 5). In two places, 

however, there is textual uncertainty as to whether it was Christ or it was "God" or the 

6The reading yuvil & in FG may have been influenced by the position of SE, but 
more likely reflects the tendency of these witnesses to lose the article (see DFG paper). 

IC. Caragounis, The Development of Greek and the New Testament. Morphology, 
Syntax, Phonology, and Textual Transmission, WUNT 167 (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2004), 
p. 426) notes that Paul uses both positions, but that writing the postpositive between the 
article and noun alleviates the "harshness" of the other position. 

8Conzelmann (p. 165) describes 10: 1-10 as a "piece of teaching that was already 
established before the composing of the epistle. " 

9Thiselton, pp. 722-23; Schrage II, pp. 384-85. 

'°Schrage II, pp. 407-8. 
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"Lord" who was active in the wanderings. It will be argued here that alterations took place in 

the interest of conformity to the Penteteuchal narratives" and within the framework of a 

growing distinction among the persons of the Trinity. The result is that "Christ" should be the 

implied subject at 10: 5 and read at 10: 9 as the archetypical text. 

The problem at 10: 9 is the less complex of the two, with the textual tradition dividing 

into three readings. The most widely attested is XptaTov, found in most Greek manuscripts 

(cpa6 DFGKL `P 056 0142 01515 6 88 424 614 876 915 1241 1739 pm), virtually the 

entire Latin and Syriac traditions, and such early witnesses as Marcion, 'Z Irenaeus (Adversus 

haereses 4,27,3) and a scholion attributed to Origen in the margin of 1739. A second reading, 

xuptov, is attested by fewer but "weighty" manuscripts (k BCP 0150 33 104 181 256 263 

1175 pc), scattered versional witnesses, 13 and Theodoret. 14 A third reading, Ocov, is found 

only in A 81 pc without any versional or patristic support. " 

Which reading best suits the overall context? Osburn argues that the context of 8: 1- 

11: 1 favors the reading XptQTOV, based on the reference to Christ at 10: 4, the statement in 8: 6 

that there is "one Lord, Jesus Christ, " and the conclusion in 11: 1 that the Corinthians are to 

imitate Paul as he imitates Christ. Osbum concludes, "the exhortation in 10: 9 was made in 

view of the fact that the Corinthians must reckon with Christ. " 

"The most obvious example is 10: 8, where 69 81 441 sy''' replace "23,000" with 
"24,000, " the exact figure provided in Num. 25: 9. 

12Cited in Epiphanius, Panarion 42,11,8; 42,12,3. 

"Including some a marginal note in the Harklean manuscript and some Coptic 
manuscripts. 

I4lnterpretatio in xiv epistulas sancti Pauli, MPG 82,304. 

'5OEog replaces other nomina sacra also at 1 Cor. 14: 37 and 1 Thes. 3: 12. 
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Furthermore, there are obvious motivations for alteration from XptaTOV. First, the 

fact that the event described in 10: 9 is summarized from Numbers 21. There the serpents 

were sent by the "Lord" (21: 7), clearly not Christ. " Second, the term Oco; may have been 

another attempt to resolve the historical difficulty, but may also have been the result of 

assimilation to 10: 5 (see below). 

On the other hand, alteration from xuptov or OEov to Xptv-rov would be difficult to 

explain. While some have argued that Marcion is responsible for the change, Osburn has 

shown both that XptaTov was not unique to Marcion in the second century and that 

Epiphanius' comment that Marcion was responsible for the alteration is incorrect, but simply 

a guess as to the cause of corruption. " As a result, the reading XptG-rov should be regarded 

as archetypical at 10: 9. 

Resolving this problem, and noticing the reasons for the corruption, help us to 

disentangle the issue of the presence of absence of o OEoq at 10: 5. This passage also refers to 

events in the Pentateuch, here to Numbers 14. Again, as at 10: 9, the Pentateuch obviously 

does not describe Christ as the one who strewed dead bodies in the wilderness. Yet the 

shorter reading assumes just this, with the Xptc o of v. 4 the implied subject. If one uses a 

text-critical method which places significant weight on "external evidence" this problem is 

easily resolved, for only two late Greek manuscripts and two early Greek fathers support the 

shorter reading (see below). As a result, Fee, for example, rejects the shorter text outright: 

"Textual variation needs a pedigree to be accepted as original, and this one has none. "" 

16Zuntz, p. 126; Schrage II, p. 400 n. 101. 

'7Carroll D. Osburn, "The Text of 1 Corinthians 10: 9, " in New Testament Textual 
Criticism. Its Significance for Exegesis (ed. Eldon Jay Epp and Gordon D. Fee; Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1981), pp. 201-212. 

18Fee, p. 442 n. 4. 
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Lietzmann accepts that the shorter reading may be original, but he hesitates given the 

manuscript evidence. Only Zuntz argues that the shorter text is archetypical. However, 

because the patristic witness is both early and clear, it cannot be dismissed without 

investigation. 

First, the witness of Marcion. His handling on the early part of 1 Cor. 10 is discussed 

by Tertullian (Adversus Marcionem 5,7,11-12), but only Epiphanius (Panarion 42,11,8) cites 

and discusses 10: 5. Nevertheless, several factors point to the shorter text having been 

Marcion's text. First, Epiphanius provides a long citation encompassing vv. 1-9 and 11 in his 

scholia section (Panarion 42,11,8). Marcion's text of 10: 5 in this citation matches the Greek 

manuscript tradition (which otherwise has only minor variation) apart from the lack of o 

eEoc. In addition, as Zuntz points out, one could assume that had Marcion read o Oco; in his 

text he would have highlighted the passage in order to show the cruelty of this god. 19 

Furthermore, that this is indeed Marcion's text, and not an error in the transmission of 

Marcion's writings, is confirmed by the comments Epiphanius makes on the passage in 

42,12,3 (ref. 17): 

But the apostle says that Christ was displeased with most of them, surely because of 
their lawless behavior. But if he was displeased with those who did things the Law 
calls lawless, then he was angry with such people because he himself had given the 
Law! And he teaches that the Law is his own Law, was given as a temporary measure, 
and served a legitimate purpose till his incarnation... Then again, "Neither let us 
tempt the Lord. " [1 Cor. 10: 9] In place of "Lord" Marcion put "Christ. " But "Lord" 
and "Christ" are the same even if Marcion disagrees, since Christ's name has already 
been used at the words, "The rock was Christ, yet with many of them he was not well 
pleased. " 

Here Epiphanius is contrasting both his text of Paul and his theology with those of Marcion. 

He does not highlight Marcion's assumption that the subject of the verb in v. 5 is Xpta-roS, 

and goes on to comment that Christ himself gave the Law, which functioned until his 

19Zuntz, p. 232. 
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incarnation. Clearly Epiphanius agrees that the text of 10: 5 lacks any explicit subject, and 

that the subject should therefore be XptaTO;. That this is not an oversight on the part of 

Epiphanius is confirmed by his care in pointing out that Marcion's text read Xptc rÖv in v. 9 

while Epiphanius' read Kuptov. It is not only clear, therefore, that Marcion's text lacked o 

Ocoq, but Epiphanius' manuscript likely did as well. Unfortunately, Epiphanius does not cite 

this passage elsewhere in his writings. However, the care with which he analyzes Marcion's 

text and his handling of the text points to the conclusion that certainly Marcion and perhaps 

also Epiphanius may be cited as witnesses for the shorter text at 1 Cor. 10: 5 

The other patristic witness for the shorter reading is Clement of Alexandria. As was 

the case also with Epiphanius and Marcion, the comments made by Clement show that his 

text also lacks an explicit subject in v. 5 (Stromata 7,6,104,4): 

"For I do not want you to be ignorant, brothers, " says the apostle, "that all were under 
the cloud and partook of spiritual food and drink, " proving clearly that not all those 
who heard the word found room for the greatness of knowledge in word and deed. 
Therefore he also supplied: "But he was not pleased with all of them. " Who is this? 
The one who said, "Why do you call me `Lord' and not do the will of the Father. " 
That is the teaching of the savior, which is our spiritual food, and drink that stops 
thirst, the ̀ water of life' of the gnostic. 

The fact that Clement asks the question, "Who is this? " makes clear that his text lacks an 

explicit subject in v. 5. Clement's answer, that the subject of the verb is Christ, not only 

matches his argument but also the way the shorter text reads at 1 Cor. 10: 5. 

The Greek manuscript tradition, however, is remarkably solid in agreement that o 

OEo; should stand in the text. Apparently, only the minuscules 547 and 1311 lack the 

subject 2° These, however, may have omitted the words either by oversight or by assimilation 

to the subject of v. 4; there is little evidence that their texts regularly carry early readings 

20While the information is provided only by von Soden these manuscripts are not 
cited by any other editor, so there is no reason to doubt his accuracy here. 
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which the rest of the tradition has lost. In addition, the Latin and Syriac manuscript traditions 

are also united in reading the equivalent of o OEog. There is also early patristic evidence for 

the longer reading, including Irenaeus (Adversus haereses 4,27,3) and, if the catenae tradition 

ascription is to be trusted, Origen (Fragmenta ex commentariis in epistulam I ad Corinthios, 

45). 

It must therefore be concluded that the both the longer and the shorter readings were 

circulating in the second century. For those who insist that the "best" or "most" witnesses 

must be decisive in textual decisions, the issue would be closed. However, the context of 1 

Cor. 1-13, the direction of corruption at 10: 9, and the most likely direction of corruption at 

10: 5 suggests that the shorter reading was indeed archetypical. The text of 1 Cor. 10: 1-13 as 

reconstructed here is consistent in describing the events in the wilderness as if Christ were 

present. It makes clear that the Corinthians, by also sinning in the presence of Christ, would 

face the same judgment if their actions continued. 

10: 6.16,10: 6.17 

Four manuscripts (181 1836 1874 1875) replace the predicate nominative -rufrot with 

a prepositional phrase (Etc -rutrov). At least two of these manuscripts (181 187421) also 

substitute the dative (rlpty) for the more difficult (riµwv) 22 While guttot may represent a 

prima facie assimilation to the plural -rau'ra, the apparent attempts to smooth the text in 

several ways points to both ýrunot and rlµwv as the archetypical readings. 

10: 6.20 

21181 cited from von Soden; 1874 from Swanson, 1 Corinthians. von Soden cites 
1836 as reading Etc Tunov rlµty but Swanson cites it as reading Etc -ruirov. I have not 
verified this manuscript. 

22Though it is unclear how precisely to take this genitive; see Fee, p. 451 n. 7. 
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This, according to Royse (p. 244), is the only example of cr46 avoiding crasis without 

additional support. Compare the discussions of crasis at 2: 1.1 and 13: 2.7. 

10: 7.22 

The itacistic reading ytvEaOat (F G pc) for ytvEaOc resulted in a shift from the 

nominative Et6wAoAarpat to the accusative Et6wAoAaTpaS, which now functions as the 

subject of the infinitive ytvEQ9at. 

10: 7.23; 10: 9.35; 10: 10.42 

The presence of xat after xaOw; is in question in three places from 10: 7 to 10: 10, a 

section full of structurally similar sentences. Paul is consistent in his use of adverbial will in 

this situation: Kai is found if the same verb is present in the two clauses which are being 

compared (Rom. 15: 7; 10: 6; 1 Cor. 10: 14; 2 Cor. 1: 14) as well as when the verb in the first 

clause is implied in the second (Rom. 1: 13; 1 Cor. 11: 1; 2 Cor. 11: 12). He is also consistent 

in not placing xai after xaOSS in four specific situations: when the two clauses have 

different verb stems (1 Cor. 1: 5; 4: 17; 5: 7; 11: 2; 12: 11; 12: 18; 15: 38,49; 2 Cor. 1: 5; 4: 1; 2), 

when one clause has a negative particle (1 Cor. 8: 2; 2 Cor. 8: 5); when xaOw'q is followed by 

o iTwS: (2 Cor. 8: 6; 10: 7), and when oüTW is used with a verb of speaking or thinking 

(passim). 

At 1 Cor. 10: 6-11, this pattern is followed for the first example of oüTSS at 10: 6 (no 

v. l. ). However, at 10: 7 only D' syl read a conjunction, not is it found in any witnesses at 10: 8. 

Given the pattern described above, a xat should have been expected in both places. Again at 

10: 9 and 10: 10 xai would be expected, but is attested only by KL and the typical 

23Cf. BDAG, s. v. xai (2c). 
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"Byzantine" witnesses. It is most likely that Paul used adverbial xai as he normally would 

for the first sentence (10: 6), but for the subsequent sentences broke his pattern and allowed 

the similar structure to make the comparison rather repeatedly employing xat. Adverbial xat 

is never omitted elsewhere in the Hauptbriefe, 24 and there is no reason to assume its omission 

here. The additions at 10: 7,9, and 10 are all explainable as assimilation to the near context. 

The variation between wS yEyparrrat and we ncp ycypairrat presents a unique 

problem, for neither has a parallel elsewhere in Paul. The only other interchange between wS 

and datrEp is at 8: 5,25 and that only in minuscule 38. Apart from deciding on the basis of the 

"weight of the witnesses" (wq is read by only CP 424 614 1241 pm but apparently also 

Marcion26 there is little upon which to base a decision. Three other readings here are easily 

resolved. First, D' sy" read xaOw; xat 'rtvES auTwv wS, likely assimilation to the near 

context (see 10: 7.23). Second, 33 reads xaOw; TtvCS auTWV xaOw;, clearly influenced by 

the immediately preceding KaOwS. Finally, A 1898 strengthen the genitive with the addition 

of E4. 

10: 7.26; 9: 4.13; 11: 22.82 

All three Pauline examples of the present infinitive of rrtvw show variation in 

spelling. While the differences are not significant in terms of meaning, the consistency of the 

witnesses which use the form nEty does point to an older tradition than those which use 

Trtcty. The four examples in the epistles are: 

24VL 75 and some mansucripts of Cyprian's Ad Quirinium 3,53 omit et (= Kai) at 1 
Cor. 13: 12; see discussion ad loc. See also 11: 19.75, where cr46 B D' 6 1739 add xat. This 
brings the two clauses of 11: 19 into closer parallel. 

25The variation at 4: 13 involves improper word division: wS ttEptxaOappara 
becomes wS TICpt xaOappaTa in G' 69 1927 and wa rcp xaOappa-ra in 327. 

26As cited in Epiphanius, Panarion 42,11,8; 42,12,3. See the discussion by Schmid, 
Marcion und sein Apostolos, p. 165. 
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Rom. 14: 21 rrcty B*27 D*; ntvEty FGI ittEty B` D2 rell (ýp46 lac) 
1 Cor. 9: 4 rrEty 46 k' B` D' ; ntv FG] rriEty k2 B2 D2 rell 
1 Cor. 10: 7 nEty cp46 K B' D0 FG] TriEty B2 D2 rell 
1 Cor. 11: 22 TrEtvFG876]rnvEty rell 

Before assessing the difference between TrEty and TnEty, the readings in FG must be 

explained. At Rom. 14: 2 1, rrtvEty is clearly a nonsense reading. 28 It can be explained, 

however, as the result of a misunderstood correction in the predecessor of F G. A similar 

misunderstood correction of vowels appears at 1 Cor. 9: 8, where FG read rl n xat o vopog 

TaUTa AcyEt, again a nonsense reading. The lrty at 9: 4 can therefore be explained as a 

"successful" interpretation of the same correction made at that place. As a result, FG may be 

cited at all three places as indirect support for the reading of D, which, of course, stems from 

the same ancestor manuscript as F G. There is, therefore, remarkable consistency among 

these witnesses (p16 KBDF G) in reading i tv. 

The differences in spelling can be attributed to a development in Greek itself. A 

"Hellenistic Contraction" developed around 100 BC which substituted a single i-sound where 

two occur consecutively. " Moulton and Howard suggest that the later NT writings are more 

likely to use the contraction than the earlier. For Paul they believe that inconsistency is the 

rule, perhaps reflective of the amanuenses of the individual letters. 0 This is unlikely for two 

reasons. First, because it is clear that the Corpus Paulinum was issued as a single collection, 

27B is cited incorrectly by Tischendorf, von Soden, and NTaP as reading Trtcty. The 
original hand was retraced as ncty, to which a corrector added a small superscript iota 
(Tr`ctv). Only Swanson cites the manuscript correctly. 

"While the form matches the present active infinitive of rrtvdw, Paul can hardly be 
advocated the right "to be dirty. " 

29See Schwyzer I, p. 194; Mayser I, 1, p. 64; Gignac I, 295; Moulton and Howard, 
Accidence, pp. 64-65; and BDR §31(2). 

"Moulton and Howard, Accidence, p. 65. 
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it is likely that such spelling inconsistencies would have been standardized. Second, they are 

working with incorrect information regarding the reading of B at Rom. 14: 21 (see note 21), 

and so accept (against Westcott-Hort) ntm at that place. The additional witness of 346 and 

clarifying the reading of B now shows the consistency of these witnesses. 

However, the Atticistic movement, beginning in the second century, rejected the 

Hellenistic contraction by urging again the use tct in place of Et. Pseudo-Herodian3' 

specifically rejects naiv: 

Those who say "I want to drink" (nCty) with one syllable are wrong, it is better to say 
"to drink (rnciv) with two syllables; for only in this way it was also said by the all 
ancients, and by the poet, "to drink whenever the heart desires. " (Iliad 4,263; 8,189; 
Odyssey 8,70). 

Similar concerns about this collocation of vowels are expressed by Moeris, who rejects üyEia 

(o 11). 32 While "merely" an alteration in spelling, it does show that Atticism is a genuine 

cause of corruption in some cases. It should be noted that only BDFG and, where extant, 

sp46 , avoids this corruption. 

10: 7.28 

The third person singular ocvcaTrI is suspect because, apart from the immediately 

preceding verb ExdOtccv, the singular with the collective noun Aäog never occurs elsewhere 

in Paul (here in a citation of Ex. 32: 6). The fact that both D and VL 77 78 read the plural 

surrexerunt indicates that the shift to ctvEaTT1 is unique to F and G. This corruption may have 

arisen from two different causes. Either the singular acvQE-rtl has been assimilated to the 

31De locutionem pravatatibus, cited from J. A. Cramer, ed. Anecdota Graeca e codd 
manuscriptis bibliothecarum Oxoniensium, vol. 3 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1836) 
[reprint Amsterdam: Hakkert, 1963], p. 261. Reference provided by BDR §312. 

32 Hansen, Dirk U., hrsg., Das attizistische Lexicon des Moeris, Sammlung 

griechischer und lateinischer Grammatiker, Bd. 9, (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1998). 
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previous verb, £xaOtaCv, or a simple blunder which lost the end of the verb. Additional 

examples of these types of corruptions are provided in the chapter on DFG. 

10: 8.27 

Five times in 10: 8-13 the bilinguals add a prefix to a verb. Of these, one is also 

witnessed by many other manuscripts and one is found only in F G: 

10: 8 ExtropvcuwµEV D' FG] nopvEotw/o]µev rell 
10: 8 E4£Tropvr; uaav D* FG 056 0142 4 81 385 424* 876 ] ErropvEuaav rell 
10: 9 e%E1r£tpacav KC D* FGP 33 69 81 104 181 206 256 263 326 917 1175 

1739 1758 2127 2464 al Or139 mg ] ETrctpaa{a/E]y gp46 AB D2 KL `P 056 
0142 0150 0151 56 88 424 614 876 915 1241 pm 

10: 13 ou xaTaaaßtl FG] oux EtATl#v rell 
10: 13 a4nlcct DFG] Eacct rell 

Zuntz suggests that the first example at 10: 8 has been influence by the LXX. 33 This is 

possible (for the second also) given that LKTropvE0aat occurs in the section of the Pentateuch 

upon which Paul's allusion is based (Lev. 25: 1). The third example, c4Ettcipaaav, may also 

have been altered under the same influence since it occurs in the LXX of Ps. 77: 18 (also in 

the context of Israel testing God in the wilderness). This Psalm, however, does not directly 

reference the Num. 21 account, so influence from the LXX is only remotely likely. Instead, it 

is more likely that E Eimpacav has been influenced by the immediately preceding 

£ £nclp4wµEV. 34 This influence from the near context explains the large number of 

witnesses that share the same error. 

The reading ou xaTaAaß11 at 10: 13, unique to F G, has likely been influenced by the 

Latin adprehendat (77 78 Vg). These manuscripts have several other examples of the 

addition of a prefix due its presence the corresponding Latin text (e. g., 7: 9; 8: 7; 8: 9, 

33Zuntz, p. 87 n. 2; he is correct in suspecting an error in von Soden's citation of 
1739, which in fact reads TropvEuwµcv. 

34B. Weiss, p. 34. 
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discussed in the chapter on DF G). The shift in tense from the perfect to the aorist is also 

attributable to the Latin even though adprehendat is the present tense, for the D-text (and 

usually the rest of the Latin tradition) regularly uses the present form of ad-/comprendo 

where the Greek KaTaAappävw is in the aorist, e. g. Eph. 3: 18; Phil. 3: 12a; and particularly 1 

Thes. 5: 14 (adprehendat for xaTaAaßr, 35) 

More difficult to account for is the reading a4nlact (D F G) at 10: 13. It is clearly 

secondary, since the only other examples of a4ttlµt in Paul are used to refer to marital 

separation (1 Cor. 7: 11-13). Since the same witnesses add so many prefixes in a short span of 

text, one gets the impression that the scribe/reader wished to add them wherever possible. 

10: 8.31 

Hellenistic Greek used prepositions to strengthen case usages more frequently than 

did earlier Greek, and the trend continued and increased through later Greek. 36 This resulted 

in a tendency to add prepositions in the manuscripts of Paul. Here only p46 K' B D' FG 

avoid the addition of Ev before Via. 

10: 9.40; 10: 10.44 

The interchange between the aorist form a TwAovTO (C DFGKLP `P 056 0142 

0150 0151 56 33 88 424 614 876 915 1241 pm) and the imperfect aTroXXuvTo (cp46 H Avid B 

81 330 794 1311 1739) forces one to decide whether Paul describes the plague of the serpents 

as a process (a TOXXUv'ro) or a single event (arrwAovro). The imperfect form is used in 10: 1- 

13 only at 10: 4, where the "rock that [habitually] followed" is identified as Christ. Even the 

35F G read xaTaaapot, but of for rl is a simple interchange due to similar 
pronunciation. See Jannaris, Historical Greek Grammar, §44. 

"Moulton, pp. 61-2. 
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eating of the manna (10: 3), the Israelites' drinking (10: 4), and Christ not being pleased (see 

discussion at 10: 5) are in the aorist, even though they are described in the Pentateuch as 

taking place over extended periods of time. While assimilation to the textually certain form 

of arrwaov-ro at 10: 10 may be cited as a cause of corruption, it would be more likely that the 

prior example would influence the second, as took place in A 1739 with the reading 

airwlºAuVTO at both 10: 9 and 10. Since assimilation to the LXX is apparent throughout 10: 1- 

13, it is possible that the imperfect is a secondary attempt to convey that the event described 

in Num. 21 took place over a period of time. 37 More likely, however, arrwAAuvTO is simply 

an accidental corruption due to the visual and aural similarity of the forms. The fact that s) 46 

reads only a single A (ccnwauvTo) shows even more clearly how the corruption could have 

been produced. 

10: 10.41 

In conformity to the previous first person plural indicatives (1ropvE6wpcv, v. 8; 

ExTrr; tpgwµr; v, v. 9), the imperative yoyyuýCTE has been altered to yoyyuýogv (K DFG 

33 999). 38 The imperative forms a small inclusio with the first verb of exhortation in the unit, 

yivEQOe (10: 7). 

10: 10.45 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

In another example of difficulties understanding the Greek in the predecessor 

manuscript of F G, oAE9pEu-rou is corrupted to o)EOpEu, apparently in the mistaken 

assumption that TOO was an article. These witnesses frequently drop the article (see the 

chapter on DF G). 

37Schrage II, p. 401 n. 105, though he assumes that the imperfect is the correct text. 

38Metzger, Textual Commentary (Pt ed. ), p. 560; cited by Fee, p. 451 n. 3. 
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10: 11.46 

The shifting word order has led to the conclusion that both -rawra SE rravTa (C KL 

PT 056 0142 0150 0151 56 88 424 614 876 915 1241 pm sy) and rravTa 8E rauTa (K DF 

G pc) are secondary additions to -rauTa S& (A B 33 630 1175 1739 1881 2464 Mcionr)39 

which "heighten the narrative. "" It is often further argued that the longer forms represent 

harmonizations to other examples in the epistles (e. g., 1 Cor. 12: 11). 4 1 However, this 

argument is not without difficulties. For example, at 1 Cor. 12: 11 DFG read travra 8E 

-raurra while the rest of the tradition reads -rauTra S& navTa. The word order variation there 

cannot be ascribed to an insertion since at that place no witnesses read -rauTa Sý. 

Furthermore, at 9: 23 the majority of witnesses replaces nav-ra with Trou-ro, they do not add it 

as is assumed at 10: 11. Finally, neither harmonization nor a desire to add emphasis caused 

any corruption at 10: 6, where -raufra SE stands without variation in an identical situation: it 

introduces Paul's inferences after a discussion of several episodes from the Penteteuch. Once 

the weaknesses of the arguments for the shorter text are pointed out, it become clear that 

Taula S& is easily explained as assimilation to the aua Sc of 10: 6,42 and that the word 

order variation has been caused by the similarity of -rau-Ta and rrav-ra. Because DFG alone 

read iravTa Sc TauTa at 12: 11 and at 10: 11 (joined only by k), and further because they are 

prone to word order variation, one should be suspicious of TravTa S& TauTa. 

39Zuntz, p. 166 n. 5; Fee, p. 451 n. 4. 

40 Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 494. 

41Lietzmann, p. 47; Zuntz (p. 166 n. 5) argues that the assimilation is to examples in 
the gospels. 

42Note that A also assimilates to the preceding context with the reading OEov at 10: 9. 
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10: 11.47 

As was the case at 10: 5, the early patristic evidence is crucial to the resolution of the 

problem here. Again the witness of Marcion is involved, but at 10: 11 his text is more 

uncertain that it was at 10: 5. Epiphanius (Panarion 42,11,8; 42,12,3) cites Marcion's text as 

reading -raun' aTurrwc, which some have taken to be a tendentious rendering by Marcion. 

Both Zuntz and Schmid have shown, however, that this reading is extremely unlikely, both 

because of the difficulty of the meaning of the word and its limited use elsewhere. 3 

However, this reading is more easily explained as improper division of the words, which 

should then be rendered as rau'ra runwg or, if their was an error in vocalization, -rau-ra 

'rurTog. The latter reading is found also in the Greek manuscript tradition (1973 2143). 

Zuntz uses the evidence of Marcion (which he amends to Tacu-ra Tunog) to argue that 

the presence of three different readings early in the tradition points to three separate 

conjectures. The archetypical text, he claims, read simply aua [SE rravTa] auvcpatv[E]v. 

He rejects Tuttot and Tuiroq as additions prompted by 10: 6 and -rurnxwq as a further 

adaptation "which does not occur anywhere in the oldest Christian literature. "' Yet this 

argument can be turned around, for if there is no evidence of its early use, why would it have 

been introduced into the manuscripts? 

The word TurrtKwc is clearly not impossible. It occurs, as Liddell and Scott indicates, 

in medical writers, glossed as something "conforming to type. s4' It is similarly used in a 50' 

a3Zuntz, p. 233; Schmid (pp. 224-25) further points out that the proper term would 
have been ävTiTUrroc. 

'Zuntz, p. 233. 

45LSJ cites Oribasius, Collectiones medicae (8.47.11), to which could be added 
Stephanus, De magna et sacra arte, vol 2, p. 249. 
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cen. commentary on Plato 46 So while the term is rare, it is clearly attested. It finds a new 

usage, however, in some manuscripts of 1 Cor. 10: 11. Rather than meaning "typically, " it 

now becomes a terminus technicus for a mode of interpretation. One of the first firm 

examples of the term used in this way is Clement of Alexandria, 47 Excerpta ex Theodoto 

4.66.1: 

The Savior taught the apostles, the first things typologically and mystically, the later 
things parabolically and, the third things clearly and uncovered, privately. 48 

Clement is a bit creative here. The adverb vtyµ -vwc, formed from the perfect passive 

participle of aviampat, is rarely attested elsewhere, 49 while yupvwc is not listed in LSJ. 

Their forms, however, are derived from common adjectives. The adverb µuaTtx3S has only a 

few examples listed in LSJ. The other terms, rrapapoAtxwS and aa4wS (elsewhere aa4 6S), 

are quite common. These common terms may have led to the ad hoc creation of the forms 

Tjvtyµ£vwc and yupvwS in this passage, perhaps to provide some balance to the couplets 

Clement has formed. TulrtxwS, while an attested form, is not used with the meaning "as a 

type" prior to Clement. After Clement, however, and especially beginning with Origen, it 

becomes a standard term to describe a form of Christian exegesis. 5° 

46proclus, In Platonis Parmenidem pp. 847,848. 

"It should be noted that Clement alludes to 1 Cor. 10: 6 (Paedagogus 2.10.89 and 
2.10.101), in the latter example using the term -runot, but he never cites the passage. He 
neither cites nor clearly alludes to 1 Cor. 10: 11. 

484 0 EWTI'jP TOUg ' AirocnÖAOUS ESISaaK£v, Ta µ£v TTp 3Ta TUTTnK(WS Kal 
1UQTtKÜS, TCl SE iaTEpa 1TapaßoAWCOS Kai jvtyµ£vwc, T& S£ TPtTa a#WS Kal 
yuµv&S xaTä µöva;. 

49LSJ provide only a single reference to Plotinus for the term. 

"See the numerous references in Lampe. 
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Origen makes significant use of the term and in particular 1 Cor. 10: 11. Not only does 

he cite or allude to the passage 6 times, " he also uses the term to describe his interpretative 

method. 52 At least one use of the term occurs in proximity to a citation of 1 Cor. 10: 11 . 
53 The 

use of this passage by Origen is significant, since it is more likely that Origen found the term 

in 1 Cor. 10: 11 and then adopted it for use in the interpretation of other passages than that he 

imported a foreign term into his exegetical method. Ronald Heine summarizes: 

There is a cluster of Pauline texts (Rom. 7: 14; 1 Cor. 2: 10-16; 9: 9-10; 10: 11; 2 Cor. 
3: 6; 3: 15-16; and Gal. 4: 24) to which Origen appeals whenever he finds it necessary 
to discuss or defend the way in which he reads the Bible. His frequent citations of 
these texts demonstrate that he was convinced that he was following the Pauline 
model found in the Scriptures themselves when he looked for the deeper meaning. " 

Origen is not the only father to use 1 Cor. 10: 11 in this way. Similar use is made by 

Hippolytus when commenting on the Susanna" account and by both Athanasius and 

Chrysostom when commenting on David and Absalom in Psalm 142.56 The widespread and 

consistent use of 1 Cor. 10: 11 and TUMWoS by early writers suggests that they adopted a term 

which they had already found in their texts of Paul. 

51 Contra Celsum 4,43; De principiis 4,2,6 (2x); Commentarii in evangelium Joannis 
1,6,34; Fragmenta in Lucam (in catenis) 125; Philocalia 1,13. In addition, references in 
Fragmenta ex commentariis in epistulam i ad Corinthios (in catenis) 34 and 46. 

"Contra Celsum 6,70. 

53E g. a discussion of temple worship (based on John 4) in Commentarii in 
evangelium Joannis 1,6,35, which follows shortly a citation of 1 Cor. 10: 11 at 1,6,34. 

54Cf. Ronald Heine, "Reading the Bible with Origen, " in The Bible in Greek Christian 
Antiquity, ed. and trans. by Paul M. Blowers (Notre Dame, IN: Univ. of Notre Dame Press, 
1997), p. 136. 

55Commentarium in Danielem 1,16,3. 

56Athanasius, Expositiones in Psalmos MPG 75,541; Chrysostom, Expositiones in 
Psalmos MPG 55,452. 
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The Greco-Latin bilinguals are the most "significant" manuscripts witnessing to the 

reading Türrot. Their reading cannot be dismissed as having been influenced by the Latin 

here, which reads infigura. While all editions cite infigura as supporting -rurrtx3S, the 

identical translation is used at 10: 6, where, aside from a handful of minuscules, 57 the Greek 

reads the predicate nominative: Türtot ipv EyEvrjOr1Qav. This, however, is translated in 

figura (acta sunt nostri (vg); infigura nostrifacta sunt (f g); or in figura factam sunt nostri 

(d). Only Tertullian (Adversus Marcionem 5,7) uses the nominative here, though of a 

different vocable: exempla nobis Bunt facto. The reading of DFG must therefore be 

considered a viable Greek reading. 

In contrast, T61709 was frequently used in the early period. Already in the Epistle of 

Barnabas we find regular use of the term when discussing OT events. 58 Numerous other 

examples are provided in Lampe. This provides further support for the argument that Tunot 

was the more familiar term, and as such replaced TUTTIKw; at 1 Cor. 10: 11. 

The question in Cor. 10: 11 then becomes this: Was TruntxwS part of the terminology 

of Greek Christian exegesis already by the mid-2nd century, and then written into the text of 

1 Corinthians? Or did the early scribes conform this passage to the earlier, nearly identical 

phraseology of 10: 6 by replacing Trunot with TUTUKWS? One difficulty with the first 

argument is that the term was not introduced into the text at 10: 6 in a virtually identical 

construction. Therefore, the latter is the more likely explanation. This is further confirmed by 

57The only variant associated with Tutrog at 10: 6 is the alteration of the predicate 
nominative into the prepositional phrase Etg 'rurrov in 181 1836 1875 (which finds a parallel 
in the Latin witnesses: infigura, both at 10: 6 and 11). All three manuscripts read TutrtxtS at 
10: 11, hence no need to alter the predicate nominative. 

587,3; 7,7; 7,10; 7,11; 8,1; 12,2; 12,5; 12,6; 12,10; 13,5. Lietzmann (p. 45) provides 
most of these references; he also cites Visiones pastoris IV, 1,1 (=22,1); IV, 2,5 (=23,5); and 
IV, 3,6 (=24,6). Barnabas also uses the term at 19,4; 51,2; and 87,1-2, but none of these refer 
to OT events, and in fact the examples in 87 refer to impressions of stones made in plaster. 
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the fact that Paul elsewhere "creates" or "adapts" vocabulary (e. g., 1 Cor. 2: 4), so that 

-rurrtxwc does not need to be viewed as impossibly difficult. DFGL joined by the 

Byzantine minuscules read TuTrot; harmonization to the preceding context is not at all 

surprising in these witnesses. 

In addition, the substitution of the adverb with a noun caused a second corruption. In 

order to match the predicate nominative, auvcpvatvov replaced auvEßatvcv, 59 thus 

matching the number of -runot. This reading has additional significance for the tracing of the 

history of the text, for a large portion of the "Byzantine" text (L 056 0142 0150 56 424 876 

1241 pm) follows the DFG line of the text and not the c46 ABC line. 

10: 13.54 

The word order EaaEt trctpaa8rivat upac (B 69 1175) would be unique in Paul. 

When the pronoun functions as both the object of a finite verb and the subject of an infinitive 

the word order is always verb-pronoun-infinitive, as in [EaaEt/a$rraet] upa; itctpaaOilvat 

(e. g., Rom. 11: 25; 1 Cor. 10: 13; 14: 34; 2 Cor. 1: 8; 2: 8, etc. ). B. Weiss attributes the 

alteration to a simple scribal error in which uµag was skipped initially but then written after 

the TrEtpaG9llvat. 6o 

10: 13.55 

The reading uTIEp o ou SuvacOat6' urrEVEyxEty (F G alone) is immediately 

suspicious for several reasons. First, Suvaa8at unEvEyKCty is clearly modeled on the same 

words at the end of the verse. Second, the resultant text ("God will not allow you to be tested 

59BDR § 1335. 

6"B Weiss, p. 128. 

618uvaaOat is a phonological alteration of SuvaaOc. 
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beyond what you are not able to endure") is nonsense in context. Third, the reading is not 

found in any of its near relatives (D VL 75 89), but is the basis of the reading id quod non 

potestis in VL 77 78 (their Latin counterparts), which has regularly been adapted to F G. The 

immediate suspect in the case of nonsense is some kind of error in copying. Here the error 

was likely caused by a skip to the ou SuvaaOat u11EVEyxEty at the end of the verse. 62 

Perhaps the skip was made from YnCP0 to TOYAYN&C6ö. l I. While this skip is not 

immediately obvious, it is more understandable when these same types of errors are found 

throughout F G. 

10: 13.58 

The addition of uµaq before uitEvEyKEty (H2 D2 K `Y 056 0142 0151 5 104 326 614 

876 1175 1241 pm) not only clarifies the subject of the infinitive phrase Tou SuvaaOat, 63 it 

also matches the uµac rrEtpaaOgvat earlier in the verse. 

10: 15.61; 10: 15.62 [reading of D discussed in chapter on DF G] 

Two phonological errors are found here. First, Ki 1241 replace upEt; with upac, 

which however is nonsensical since Paul is not judging the Corinthians here but asking them 

to evaluate his argument. Second, 876 changes the same pronoun to tlµctc, a common change 

in the manuscripts but apparently the only time this interchange occurs in this manuscript in 1 

Corinthians. 

10: 16.64; 10: 16.67 [discussed at 7: 22.82] 

62F retains the paragraph division by beginning enlarging the initial letter of StonEp 
(10: 14) and placing it in the margin. 

63Fee p. 351, n. 5 sees the motivation for the insertion as "to make a more readable 
sentence. " 
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10: 16.66 

Several witnesses avoid the inverse attraction of the noun to the relative pronoun" by 

shifting -rov apTOV to the nominative o apTOS (`P 5 256 1611 pc). The same was avoided 

with the neuter To tro-rTIptov earlier in the verse since the nominative and accusative forms 

are identical. 

10: 17.68 

The non-Vulgate Latin tradition and DFG make clear that both the cup and the bread 

are "shared" in the Eucharist (aprou xat rou [Evocl nolflptou). While the omission may be 

the result of a scribal leap, an addition is more likely. Its presence may have been suggested 

by the mention of both the cup and the bread at 10: 16 or - perhaps lest a reader forget - to 

make clear that both the cup and the bread are part of the sacramental meal. 65 

The bilinguals are not united here. D separates itself from F G66 and both differ 

slightly from the Latin. The reading of the Latin counterparts to FG has been adapted to the 

Greek by the omission of the preposition de; this helps clarify in a small way the relationship 

between the Greek and Latin texts, for assimilation was accomplished by omission in the 

Latin, not addition in the Greek. D's text, which lacks Evog before TroTrlptou, is likely to be 

an omission unique to this scribe, for uno is present in its Latin counterpart (75) and the 

entire D-Text, including 89. Furthermore, since 77 78 lose de due to influence from the 

Greek, it is more unlikely that the editor would have added evog based on the Latin. 

"'BDR §295. 

65Fee, p. 462 n. 2 attributes the reading to a "growing liturgical consciousness. " 

66G' reads ap- ou xat iou cvog apTOU noTrlptou. This is an obvious dittography 
which was caught by the original scribe, probably when the Latin interlinear translation was 
added. 
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10: 18.70 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

10: 19.72 - 10: 20.80 [see also 10: 28.112] 

Two similar questions in 10: 19 were the cause of both unintentional and intentional 

alteration. The potential for the loss of one of the questions by accidental leap was realized 

by several manuscripts: ̀Y skipped over the first question (o-rt [EthwAov / Et6wAoOu-rov] rt 

£GTty) while cp46 K* A C' 6 33 915 al lost the second ('i oTt [£t6wAov / ct8wAoeuTov) -rt 

ECTtv). While Clark argued that "the witnesses favoring omission are too early, too many, 

and too respectable for the omission to be dismissed as homoioteleuton, "67 all editions and 

most researchers have recognized that accidental loss is more likely than intentional 

addition. 68 In making this argument, however, Clark provides a likely motivation for several 

intentional alterations: 

If the omission is genuine, Paul refrains here from dismissing the idol itself as a 
nonentity, notwithstanding his declaration in 8: 4. This more cautious, and more 
confusing, explanation of Paul about meat offering, idols, demons, and the many 
gods, gave way later to a sweeping and inclusive renunciation of all. 69 

This need for a sweeping renunciation was apparently felt by several scribes/readers. 

Wishing to be certain that Paul (T' oüv ýrlµi; ) could not be misunderstood to leave open the 

question of whether or not an idol or idol sacrifice was "anything, " the rhetorical questions 

were altered into negative assertions. 

67Clark, "Textual Criticism and Doctrine, " p. 60. 

68Zuntz, p. 140 n. 5; Fee, p. 462 n. 3. 

61Clark, p. 60. 
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This took place in three different ways. First, Several witnesses (489 927 1827) add 

ouX before the first on; this turns two questions which assume negative answers into explicit 

negative statements. 

The second alteration is found in DFG and the Latin tradition (apart from the 

Vulgate), which replace rj with ouX and drops the OTt at the beginning of 10: 20. This turns 

the second question into an answer for the first: "That an idol sacrifice is anything? Not that 

an idol7° is anything, but what they sacrifice .. ." The reading is not limited to the 

"bilinguals, " for it is found twice in Tertullian, " in a lengthy citation in the Speculum and in 

Ambrosiaster'S72 commentary, both witnesses that typically agree with the D-text. 

Furthermore, Augustine twice cites the passage with the negative73 while at other times 

matches the Vulgate. 74 This widespread attestation indicates that the reading is very early in 

the Latin tradition. This alteration had the additional effect of making the oTt at the 

beginning of 10: 20 superfluous, so it was omitted (D FG VL 75 77 78 89 pc). 

A third attempt to remove the ambiguity is found in the Peshitta, which resolves the 

difficulty in a unique way by placing the negative at the beginning of v. 21: 

70F G read Et&&ÄoOuTov both in the first clause and the second; this is clearly another 
example of accidental assimilation to the near context, for D and VL 75 78 89 read Et&wAov / 
idolum, and even 77 reads idolum vel idolithitum in an attempt to match the corrupted Greek 
text. 

71De spectaculis 13 and De corona 17,8. Tertullian cites only the "answer" ("Not that 
an idol is anything"), not the question. This, however, is unlikely to be the result of a text 
without the question, for only he needs only the "answer" to make his point in both passages. 

72The lemma in the Amiens manuscript of Ambrosiaster's commentary omits the 
question (quia simulacro immolatum sit aliquid), but this was likely lost due accidental leap 
from quia to non quia or from aliquid to aliquid. Similar such leaps are present in this 
manuscript (e. g., 14: 21 aliis et in labiis aliis . 

73De moribus ecclesiae catholicae et de moribus Manichaeorum 14,34 and De 
doctrina christiana 2,36. 

74 Contra Adimantum 3 (p. 152); Epistula 102,19. 
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tdvev! ncm -,: +n AuMm sx me acma t' v". , M: t ("Is an idol anything, or 
is a sacrifice of an idol anything? No, but ... "). 

The use of 4d«ss matches the translation used for oO tW in Rom. 3: 27. The placement 

of the negative particle at the beginning of. v. 20 is not based on any known Greek witnesses, 

nor can it have been adapted from DFG and the Latin (with which it frequently agrees), for 

two reasons. First, the particle is in a different location in the Peshitta. Second, the Peshitta 

consistently translates ouX OTt (non quod or non quia) with either aci v d(2 Cor. 1: 24; Phil. 

3: 12; 4: 11; 2 Thes. 3: 9) or simply '(2 Cor. 3: 5; Phil 4: 17). Therefore, the Peshitta is a third 

independent attempt to resolve the rhetorical questions in 10: 19. 

It is extremely unlikely that scribes/readers would turn a clear statement against idols 

into open-ended, unanswered questions. In addition, this passage is only one of several 

rhetorical questions in 1 Corinthians that have been altered for the sake of clarification (Cf. 

1: 13.39; 3: 5.27; 5: 6.15; 5: 12.36; 5: 12.37). 

Additional evidence of the secondary nature of the text of this passage as found in D 

FG can be seen in the word order variation, which twice move TI to the position following 

Laity. These witnesses also move it to the position after the verb in 1 Cor. 2: 2 and 10: 31. 

Latin is not an influence, for at 10: 31 DFG do so against their Latin counterparts. 

10: 20.81; 10: 20.82 

As B. Weiss has shown, the manuscript tradition betrays obvious tampering here. " 

The implied subject was supplied, resulting in 6uouaty Ta EOvrl ( 46 kACP `I' 33vid 69 81 

104 256 1175 1241 1611 1739 2127 2464 al sy Origen). That the addition is found in 

75B. Weiss, p. 81; also Zuntz, p. 102. Zuntz is followed by Metzger, Textual 
Commentary, p. 494; Fee, p. 462 n. 4; and Schrage II, p. 445 n. 378. 
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witnesses typically regarded as "early" and "significant" certainly bears mention. Later, 

scribes altered the number of both examples of the verb in the sentence to match the 

collective noun (Ouct ra cOvrl K 056 0142 0151 56 88 326 424 614 876 915 917 1881 pm). 

The archetypical text for this part of 10: 21 is preserved in the Greek manuscript tradition 

only by BDFG, but also VL 75, Marcion, 76 the Ambrosiaster commentary, and the 

Speculum (44). Furthermore, an allusion to the passage by Tertullian is probably based on the 

same text: -Not that an idol is anything, ' as the Apostle says, but that what they do they do to 

demons who actually live in the consecrated idols, whether of dead people or - so they think 

- of gods. " (De spectaculis 13). 

The development of the readings for the second half of the verse is not so easily 

untangled. The singular Oust is clearly secondary (K L 056 0142 0151 56 88 104 424 614 

876 915; see above). But the word order variation is more complex (Kai ou Ow Ououcty k 

ABCP `P 33 69 81 181 256 630 1241 1739 1875 2127; 9uoucnv Kai ou 9Ew cp46 D (F) G 

104 330 385 460 1108 1505 1611 1838 1898 1912 Mcion sy). The shifting position of the 

verb, without any possibility of parablepsis as the cause, immediately suggests an 

interpolation. This is made all the more likely by the fact that the only Greek manuscripts to 

avoid the addition earlier in the verse split here, with B placing the verb last and DFG the 

verb first. 

The suggestion of an interpolation is strengthened by the fact that some of the 

witnesses that preserve the archetypical text in 10: 20a have a shorter text here. Marcion may 

have read only Kai ou A£w, with 9uouaty perhaps omitted with the assumption that the 

previous example would be supplied by the reader. The evidence is too uncertain too 

76Cited in Epiphanius, Panarion 42,11,8 and 42,12,3. 
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decide. " On the other hand, two witnesses which preserved 10: 20a accurately read only 

immolant (=Ououriv): Ambrosiaster's commentary78 and the Speculum, aside from the 

allusion in Tertullian (cited above), which makes to reference to God. Furthermore, because 

neither Ououatv nor xat ou Ocw / et non deo could have been accidentally omitted by a 

leap, the possibility of an addition to the text must be considered. 

Additional support for the reading Ououvty / immolant is provided by a precise 

citation from Porphyry's Contra Christianos. After deriding Paul's argument in chap. 10 as 

full of contradictions, he cites (Aiywv) 1 Cor. 10: 20: ä Ot ouaty, Satµoviotc Ououcrty" oü 

9EAw SE 6prXg Kotvwvo6g Twv Satµovtwv ytvEuOat (fr. 32). Since there is no obvious 

motivation for the omission of at ou 9Ew, and his text is otherwise identical to many Greek 

manuscripts, this witness adds to the support for the shorter text. 

While no motivation can be described for an omission, the LXX is a potential source 

for the addition. The phrase xat ou OEw is found three times in contexts where worship of 

idols is contrasted with worship of God. The closest parallels to 1 Cor. 10: 20 are Deut. 32: 17 

and Odes 2: 17, both of which read 'EAuaav Satµoviotc im' oü Ocw OEoiS 0% oütc 

jj6Etaav. This raises the possibility that at ou Ocw was added to 1 Cor. 10: 20 in order to 

conform to the LXX. Some commentators have argued that Paul is actually citing Deut. 

32: 17 here, thus accounting for the language. 79 This argument is strengthened by the allusion 

"Epiphanius, Panarion 42,11,8 and 42,12,3. Schmid (p. 180-8 1) hesitates to 
reconstruct Marcion's text here with certainty: "In v. 20 hatte der marcionitische Text das 
Oüouct2 mit großer Wahrscheinlichkeit nicht nach 8atµovia tS gelesen. Ob es gänzlich 
gefehlt hat, is nicht zu entscheiden. " (emphasis original). 

78Vogels reconstructs the text this way in Das corpus Paulinum des Ambrosiaster; the 
editors who completed his edition in the CSEL series place et non deo in brackets, indicating 
that it is omitted in the primary manuscripts. 

79Conzelmann, p. 170; Thiselton, p. 775. 
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to another passage from the same chapter (Deut. 32: 21) at 1 Cor. 10: 2 1. But it remains 

unlikely for two reasons. First, the wording and word order is different, with Ououaty 

standing before Satpovtotc in the LXX but after either Saipovioiq or 9Ew in the 

manuscripts of 1 Corinthians. " Second, Paul nowhere else speaks of "sacrifices to God" as 

ritual performances, but as something done outside any kind of temple (Rom. 12: 1; Eph. 5: 2; 

Phil. 2: 17; 4: 18). 8' While Paul's reference -ro -rov ' IapariA Ka-r& Qdpxa (1 Cor. 10: 18) 

clearly invokes a Pentateuchal background for this section, 82 this does not require that Deut. 

32 must be a citation (rather than an allusion) at 1 Cor. 10: 20 any more than it does at 10: 22, 

which is clearly only an allusion. Third, not reading at ou OEW would match 10: 1-13, also 

a passage with numerous allusions to the Penteteuch. There Paul named only Christ/Lord 

(not God); without Kai ou 0Ew the same would hold true for 10: 14-22 (cf. 10: 16,22). 

Therefore, the most viable argument on internal grounds is that xat ou OEw is a 

secondary addition from the LXX to Satµovtotc Ououatv, with its shifting position as they 

primary evidence. A correction or marginal note would account for the fact that B and DFG, 

which preserved the archetypical text earlier in the verse, split here, and that even cp46 reads 

here with DFG and not its usual allies RAB. With this form of the text, the allusion to 

80Thiselton misinterprets Nestle-Aland's use of brackets around 9üoucty when he 

claims: "Even the secondary addition of a second Ououoty in some MSS suggests an early 
failure to recognize the quotation. " (p. 775) In fact, no manuscript omits the verb (only the 

uncertain witness of Epiphanius omits the verb, and this is not cited by NA27), and the 
introduction to NA27 (p. 49) lists this unit of variation as an example of the use of brackets to 
indicate uncertainty in word order. 

81Schrage II (p. 444-445) argues that xat ou 9£w should be understood as "to a no- 
god. " This understanding, based on the LXX, is possible, but in 1 Cor. 10: 20 the plural 
Satµovtotc would require the plural 0£ot (cf. Ps. 95: 5: ÖTt irdcVT£S of 0£o1 Twv LOvwv 
Satµövta). Otherwise the text would be unclear as to the identity of the "not-god": "What 
they sacrifice, they sacrifice to demons and they sacrifice to a not-god. " 

82Thiselton, p. 775, etc. 
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Deut. 32 remains intact, the odd use of "sacrifice to God" (or "a god") is dealt with, and 

Paul's usage of divine names matches 10: 1-13. Although the witnesses with this reading are 

not generally recognized as "significant, " they are among only a handful of witnesses to 

preserve the archetypical text for the first part of 10: 20. It may therefore be safely concluded 

that Paul reminded the Corinthians in 10: 20 that "what they sacrifice, they sacrifice to 

demons. I do not want you to be participants with demons. " 

10: 23.91; 10: 23.95 

The two examples of addition/omission of got in the clause 1 avTa got E EQTty are 

related to the same phrase in 6: 12. There, all witnesses apart from C* read the not, whereas at 

10: 23 it lacking in P46 K' AB C* D (F G)83 81 181* 424° 1739*84 2125 2464 pc VL 75 (77 78) 

89 Vg. Since the pronoun was not frequently omitted at 6: 12, there is no reason to assume 

that it has been at 10: 23.85 Instead, assimilation to 6: 12 is the likely motivation for the 

insertions at 10: 23.86 

10: 23.92; 10: 23.94 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

10: 24.96; 10: 24.97; 10: 24.98 

83Because parablepsis has occurred in FG and VL 77 78, they cannot be cited for the 
second example. 

84A corrector adds a supralinear pot in the first example, but not the second. 

85Schrage, "Ethische Tendenzen, " p. 381 argues that the omission of got by C* at 
6: 12 is an example of a "generalizing" tendency in the tradition, but he does not make the 
same argument for the examples at 10: 23. As discussed at 6: 12, there is little to support the 
argument of a widespread "tendency" toward generalization in the tradition. 

86Fee, p. 475 n. 1; Metzger, Textual Commentary, 494-5. 
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A similar statement in Phil. 2: 4 (FITZ T(X hIUTWV EKaaTo QKoTrouvTES &AAÖ Kcd Tä 

iTEpwv Exac-rot) has influenced the text here. A and Tertullian87 read the plural at both 

places where the singular To is read. 88 This may have come from Phil. 2 or, more likely, to 

get around the problem that it is not obvious what "one thing" one should not seek for 

himself, but for his neighbor. Two other readings are more likely to have been directly 

influenced by Philippians: the addition of xai after aAAa in a handful of witnesses (424* 876 

pc syP) and the addition of Exacrrog in most manuscripts (K LT 056 0142 0150 0151 5 104 

326 424* 876 917 1836 1875 1898 sy). 89 The widespread use and familiarity of the Carmen 

Christi of Phil. 2: 5-11 would account for the familiarity that scribes/readers would have had 

with Phil. 2, thus resulting in its influence on the text of 1 Cor. 

10: 25.99; 10: 27.109 

The alteration of the prefix of a compound verb is common. AtaxptvovTEq at 10: 25 

(P 915) and at 10: 27 (L) may both have been influenced by the examples of 8 ta which 

follow immediately each occurrence. 

10: 26.101 [discussed at 10: 4.12] 

10: 27.102 [see also 8: 2.3] 

After Paul states the principle which should guide the Corinthians' behavior in 10: 23- 

24, he introduces two situations in which food associated with idols may be encountered: the 

87De cultu feminarum 2,2, using the possessive pronoun vestra. 

88A and the Coptic tradition makes a similar change in number at 10: 24: 106: navTa 
Ta rrapaTtOFµcva for nav To rrapaTtOcIEvov. 

89Fee, p. 475 n. 2 argues that addition is secondary because it is "against all early 
evidence" without explaining a motivation for the alteration. 
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macellum 10: 25-26 and at a private home (10: 27-28). Both of these are introduced 

asyndetically, with the SE at 10: 28 marking the contrast between the things that might happen 

during the meal at the home. Although the behavior advocated in 10: 27 does not contrast 

with that advocated in 10: 25-26, many manuscripts add S& at the beginning of v. 27 (C D2 H 

K LT 056 0142 0150 0151 5 33 88 104 326 424* 614 876 915 1241 1912 pm). This is 

apparently an effort to distinguish the two situations but failing to see that Paul draws the 

contrast between the responses (w. 27 and 28), not the situations (vv. 25 and 27). 

10: 27.103; 10: 27.106; 10: 27.111 

Further examples of Tip- / up- variation in 1241; see the discussion at 9: 1.6. 

10: 27.104; 10: 29.118 [discussed in the chapter on DF G] 

10: 27.108 [discussed in the "Alexandrian Witnesses" chapter] 

10: 28.112; 10: 19.74; 10: 19.78 

Assimilation to the preceding context affected a NT hapax legomenon at 10: 28, 

where the manuscripts present us with di& Aa OuTOV (C DFGKLP `P 33 88 1739` syh Tert) 

or iEpOOuiov ( 46 NABH 1739'syp). We find Theodore of Mopsuestia, for example, using 

the two interchangeably, even when he comments on 1 Cor. 8: 13 (where icp6OurroS never 

occurs as a variant in the manuscript tradition): 

Therefore look with contempt on the food even if it is not a sacrifice to an idol 
(1Epö0urov). For the one not eating will not have anything lesser before God, nor 
will the one eating have more abundance of things. To the one who will ask me why 
I, being an apostle, do not eat a sacrifice to an idol (dd3wA6OuTOV), I answer this: So 
that I will not scandalize them. For even though I have the right also from the Gospel 
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to eat and to drink as also the Lord commanded, and to take about a wife, I will do 
none of these9° 

What does distinguishes these terms, however, is the writers that use them. EiSWXOOuTOS is 

the term of LXX and other NT writings (twice in Acts) and is far more common in literature 

written and used by early Christians 9' 1Epö9uToq never occurs in the LXX or NT aside from 

the textual tradition of 1 Corinthians, but is much more common than d&iAöOuTOS outside 

of these writings. On this basis Zuntz sees Ei& )A000Tov as a corruption at 10: 28: "He was 

quoting an interlocutor. The Jewish-Christian coinage E1& A600TOV, which Paul normally 

uses, has in most witnesses displaced this peculiarity of his diction. s92 One should note, 

however, that it is not the mere rarity of a term which causes corruption, but the repeated 

used of a similar word in the previous context, which then is introduced in place of the "less 

common" word. This accounts easily for the reading Ei8wa00uTov at 10: 28; it has made its 

appearance already in 8: 1,4,7,10 and 10: 19. 

However an additional factor may be involved in this corruption at 10: 28. Far from 

being unfamiliar to scribes the word appears to have been quite well known, and in fact 

rejected as inappropriate by both grammarians and church fathers. Phrynicus rejects the 

90Fragmenta in epistulam 1 ad Corinthios: KaTa4povEiTc oüv ßpwµaTOS Käv VT'l 
i£pöOuTOV fy OÖTE yap V' 4ay6VTES EAaTTOV TI "4o. EV napä Oc , 

OTC ýayOVT£S 

TT£ptaaOT£POU TIV6g (uoAataoiEv. TOIL, ipWTWQI plc Sta it OÜK iaOtw Ed6wAdOUTOV 

ä1TÖQTOAoc WV, TOOTO &ToAoyoOpat "i va pt) ÖLÄAoug OXav8aAicw. xal yap -Xwv 

E4OUaiav xai LK TOO cüayyEAtou EaOicty xai T1(V 1v wS Kai 6 KuptOS WTa EV, xai 
yuvaiKa 1TEptäyCty, o66iv Toü-rwv Trotw TravTaXou QuµTrviwv Tw EüayyEAiw. Cited 
from Staab, Pauluskommentare, 184. 

91E. g., 4 Maccabees 5: 2; Didache 6,3; Justin Martyr, Dialogus cum Tryphone 34,8; 
35.1; Irenaeus, Adverses Haereses 1,1,12; Sybilline Oracles 21.96 

92Zuntz, p. 134. 
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term, 93 though he does not suggest ci8wA6Ou-roq as an improvement. More significant, 

however, may be the way Origen handles the distinction between these terms: 

Let us see what Celsus further says of God, and how he urges us to the use of those 
things which are properly called idol sacrifices (EiS&AoOOTwv), or, still better, 
offerings to demons (SatpovtoO&rwv), although, in his ignorance of what is truly 
holy (`tepöv), and what sacrifices are well-pleasing to God, he calls them "holy 

94 sacrifices" (icpo8UTwv) 

After these things Celsus discusses what is said by Jews and Christians when 
defending abstention from idol sacrifices (E'SwAotüTwv), that is, by saying that one 
who is dedicated to the most high God must not eat with demons. What he says 
against these has been discussed. Concerning food and drink, we think that a man can 
only be said to eat and drink with demons when he eats what are called by many 
"sacred victims" (TQ KQAoupcva Tr peX Td -1; noAAolS iEp60UTa) and when he 
drinks the wine of libation to the demons 95 

It is clear that Origen sees the term as inappropriate theologically. Similar discomfort with 

i£pöOuTOS may have contributed to the alteration of . cpöOuTov at 1 Cor. 10: 28. Lack of 

familiarity with the term can hardly be the cause; rather the term was thought to be 

inappropriate from both a linquistic and a theological perspective. The five previous 

occurrences of Ei6wAöOuTOS in 1 Corinthians provided a convenient, even if in some 

manuscripts accidental, solution to this difficulty. 

93Eclogae 130 'ApöOurov OÖK EpEiS, ä7A' «pXa(wc OEOOuTOv. Also: 
Praeparatio sophistica 74.7OecWura ä of TroAAoi icpöOuTa KQAOOat. KpaTivoS. -rä 
'roiS OEoiS OuöµEva ipCta. 

"Contra Celsum 8.21: 'ISwµEv S? xai -rä iI KtAaq XEyovEva trEpi 9coü, xai 
WS trpo-rPEITEt Tipa; Lilt TTIV -rwv wS pEv Trpöc &Ar)eEtav d8WA00UTWV Xptjaty tj, iv' 
oüTWS övoµäaw, SatµovtoOUTwv, wS S' ako% npoaayoptücat äv, LTC µtj Ei&iS, Tt 
-ro &Ag83S iEpöv, xai Tro6anal al napä ToüTq Ouoiat, iEP006Twv. 

"Contra Celsum 8.31: M£TQ TaOTa Ö KEAQOS TO" 311oAoyouiEvwc ürro 
XplaTtaVWV Kai ' IouSaiwv W£YOVEVOV Tt01JQ1V, IXTTOAoyoUµ£VWV 1T£pl rf c TWV 

EiSwAoOU'Twv ärrox c Kai ýaax6vTWV µrj S£-1v auv£aTtäaOat 8aiµoat TOO; sýTsiv 

Ixvax£tµ£vouS TO Ent nöcQt 9Ew" npo; 
no 

EtnE Tý a EKKEtµEva. 
eHi£ic 

iEvý ouvT, o&Ov 
£n, ßpwµaQt xai nöµaat, Tou auv£aTtäaOat 8aiµovt Tpötrou; äAÄouS oüx ioµEV TI 
KaO' ocg - KaAoupEva 1Tap& Toig, TToAAol tEp60UTa EaO Et Tt; Kai TTIVEt TÖV TWV 

nap& Tali; SatµoVlotc ytvo. Evwv alTov UJv olvov- 
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Turning to 1 Cor. 10: 19 one encounters a remarkable amount of variation, of which 

the major variants and their present-day manuscript evidence is as follows: 

1. OTl E18WXOV it EQTty 'P 945 1831 1881 1912 
2. OTt E18WA000TOV TI EO'TwV 46 A C' 6 1836 
3. OTl EtSWA000TOV EaTiv K' 
4. oil EtSWAOV it EQTIV Ti Oil ElSWA000TOV Tl EUTIv KL 056 0142 0151 88 

326 915 1912 
5. OTl EISWAOOUTOV TI TI EG71V OTL EISWAOV Tl EQT1V Ke B C°P 69 81 104 

181 256 263 441 467 917 1175 1319 1739 1834 1875 1898 
6. OTl EISWAOeUTOV EQTIV TI OUX OTt EISWAOOUTOV £QTIV Tl FG 

Among the earliest patristic witnesses one finds citations only in Tertullian and Marcion, 

neither of which matches up with the "major" Greek manuscripts. Tertullian's text is 

apparently only one clause in length; 96 Marcion has a unique form of the text. Epiphanius 

cites his text as: ÖTt lcpÖeUTOV TI £QTtV; Tl O'Tt EL8WÄ60UTÖV Ti EQTIV. How is this to be 

explained, as this is the only now extant witness to the reading iEpöOUTOv at 10: 19? At first 

this appears attractive as a possible source for the readings listed above. 1 Cor. 10: 19 is 

similar to 10: 28 in that it may be referring to a "slogan" of Paul's opponents; using Zuntz's 

argument above, that in the mouth of the opponents one should expect . ¬pö9uTOV, as well as 

the discomfort with the term outlined above, one might be persuaded to adopt that reading 

here as well. Zuntz, however, does not. He argues that an ancestor of the manuscript used by 

Marcion had written the icpö0uTOV from 10: 2897 into the margin, and a subsequent copy, 

this one used by Marcion, inserted it into the text in place of c"SwAov(! ). As Schmid points 

out, this could only have taken place if the sequence of 10: 19 now found in the Majority text 

96Tertullian, De spectaculis 13 reads: non quod idolum sit aliquid, the equivalent of 
reading 1 above. The reference in De corona 7 is likewise of only one clause, though clearly 
a paraphrase. 

97This requires, of course, this ancestor to be related to c1 46 KABH 1739, among the 
few witnesses to EpoOUTOv at 10: 8. Unfortunately Marcion's text of 1 Cor. 10: 28 has not 
been preserved. 
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was the basis; " Zuntz, however, was unable to do this, 99 positing instead a rather strained 

scenario: "In the copy which Marcion used, the marginal variant, instead of replacing 

E'S&AöOuTöv in ver. 19a, had occupied the place of E'8wAov in ver. 19b. s10° 

A more plausible explanation is that the text used by Marcion was only one clause in 

length: öTL Ei& A6OUTÖV it LaTty. A marginal note posited by Zuntz could well have 

existed, but instead of being read as an explanation of Ei&JAöOuTÖv it was added in the form 

of an additional, identical question. This resulted in the repetitive: öTt icpöOuTOV -ri Ev-rty; 

tj öT1 Ei&)Aö8uTÖV Ti EQTty. This reading might find support as being the one giving rise 

to the others as it would have been an invitation to alteration. However, similar examples in 

the Pauline epistles of a virtually verbatim repetition of a question or statement are not to be 

found, and it would be difficult to see a need for this repetition here. Marcion's O'Tt 

icpOouTov Tt kaTty should therefore be considered an addition, '°' and this text which 

suffered the corruption yet another witness to this verse existing only as a single clause in the 

second century. 

What appears to be the simplest solution at 10: 19 is parablepsis that one or the other 

clause was omitted, resulting in the shorter text. 102 Yet in this case there is an extremely large 

number of manuscripts that witness to the shorter text, far more than one normally finds in 

"Schmid, 188. 

"Perhaps because this is the sequence of the "Byzantine" witnesses against B 1739, 

while ýp46 Kr A suffer from (apparently) parablesis. In other words, none of the manuscripts 
that read LEp6Ou-rov at 10: 28 have the word order that would suit this reconstruction at 
10: 19. 

10°Zuntz, p. 229. 

''The way Epiphanius himself treated it. See above. 

"'So Metzger in the first edition of the Textual Commentary, p. 560; the note was 
dropped in the second edition. 
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these types of variants. The data can be accounted for in this way: &rt E'tSwXoou-rov -rt' 

LQnv stood alone after Ti oüv 4rµ1. The Ei6wAöOuTOV was accidentally shortened to 

E(&wAov due to the influence of the context, where the issue not what is eaten so much as at 

whose table one is eating. This also explains the problem of the shift in the sequence of 

E1&wX6OuTov and 616wAov, 103 which is best seen as separate conflations of two shorter 

readings which produced the different sequences. An additional factor is the similarity to the 

wording of 8: 4, where the issue of TES ßpuivcwc Twv E18WA000TWV is raised, and resolved 

immediately with the strong assertion that oi6aµEv oWv Ei8wAov 1v xöQµw xai OTt 

066&I; OEÖS di µrß rig. To raise only the rhetorical question of whether Ei8waö00TÖV Tt 

ja-rty may have been perceived, as Clark explains, as a "more cautious, and more confusing 

explanation Paul about about meat offerings, idols, demons, and the many gods gave way 

later to a sweeping and inclusive renunciation of them all. " 04 

Therefore, lEp60UTOq has been corrupted into Ei6WÄ6OUTOS at 1 Cor. 10: 28, but 

caused a corruption at 10: 19. Its removal from the text at 10: 28 is due not to the unfamiliarity 

of the scribes with the term but to the influence of numerous preceding occurences of 

d 8wAöOUT0c in 1 Corinthians as well as a discomfort with the appropriateness of the term 

itself. Not surprisingly, DFG, here joined by numerous witnesses, suffer from assimilation 

to the near, preceding context. X46 RABH 1739* syp avoid this corruption. 

10: 28.113 

1°3The reading of F G, OTl E15WA000TOV EGTIV TI OUX Oil £ISWXOAUTOV caTIV it, 

should not be attributed to familiarity with the reading of Marcion, but to harmonization to 
the preceding context (a common fault in these witnesses). 

104Clark, "Textual Criticism and Doctrine, " p. 60. 
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The long addition in the majority of manuscripts (H° K LT 056 0142 0151 56 88 

104 105 326 424 614 876 pm sy'') is simply adopted from 10: 26.1° Its omission cannot be 

accounted for either as accidental loss or intentional excision. Zuntz makes comparison to a 

similar addition by repetition at 16: 15 (adopted from 16: 17) in virtually the same 

witnesses. '°6 The archetypical text was St EKEtVOV TOV µrivuvavTa trat [6ta] TTIV 

auvC18TIaty (K ABC (D) H* P 0150 33 81 181 256* 630 1175 1241 1739 2127 2464 a1 

syp). Parablepsis has affected witnesses which often betray such errors; X46 preserves only St 

E1 tvov and FG only Sta Trly QuvEtSrIQty. 

10: 29.116 [discussed at 14: 4.14] 

10: 29.118; 10: 30.119; 10: 28.117 

Without any textual evidence, J. Weiss and Zuntz argue that v. 29 is a post-Pauline 

interpolation. "' The fact that no response is given to what is presumably an interlocutor's 

questions is the key difficulty. While the numerous interpretations offered by commentators 

attest to this difficulty, 108 recent work on rhetorical argumentation has shown that these 

questions are not out of place here. 1°9 

The difficulties in sorting out the function of the questions has impacted the textual 

tradition. For example, one manuscript (1827) omits the difficult yap at 10: 29b. In addition, 

"'Metzger, Textual Commentary. 495. A corrector of C adds the same phrase after 
10: 31. 

'o6Zuntz, p. 163. 

1°7J. Weiss, pp. 265-66; Zuntz, p. 19. 

"'See esp. Thiselton, pp. 788-93. 

1°9See esp. Duane F. Watson, "1 Corinthians 10: 23-11: 1 in the Light of Greco-Roman 
Rhetoric: The Role of Rhetorical Questions, " Journal of Biblical Literature 108 (1989), pp. 
301-18. 
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several witnesses, including much of the Latin tradition (33 VL 61 78 89 Vg) add an 

inferential particle at the beginning of 10: 30 in order to bring that question in line with that of 

10: 29b. Finally, a few late manuscripts (242 629 1908) but also 346 add Se, which apparently 

misunderstands the question at 10: 30 as contrasting with the previous one. "o; p46 is not 

overly prone to adding SE against all other witnesses; examples are to be found only at 1 Cor. 

8: 1 and Phil. 4: 18. "' 

10: 31.120 

An example of addition by assimilation in L, which reads CITE OUV EaOtETE CITE 

ouv ntvE-rE; it is the only witness to read the second ouv. 

10: 31.121 [discussed at 10: 19-20] 

10: 31.122 [discussed at 10: 28.113] 

10: 32.123 

Paul use of conjunctions in the phrase "Jews and Greeks" is consistent: 

Rom. 1: 16 tou6atW TE [TrpWTOV] xat EAATjct ) tou8atw TTPWTOV Kat CAAT)Gt N' 
Rom. 2: 9 tou6aiOU TE TTPWTOV xat £Aarlvog 
Rom. 2: 10 tou6atw TE TTPWTOV Kai £AA1lVt 

Rom. 3: 9 tou6atoug TE xat EXAilvac ] tou6atous TE 1TPWTOV xat EAATjvaq A 

Rom. 10: 12 tou6atou TE xat £AATIvog ] tou6atw xat £AATlvt D 
1 Cor. 1: 24 too6atotq it at SAAT atv ] touSatotq xat EAAT CJty FG 104 489 

927 

1°Güting and Mealand (p. 50) argue that Sc is secondary because "cp46 is a sole 
witness here and cp46 is known to transmit secondary particles elsewhere. " While there are 
other witnesses that also read Sc, the agreement is not likely to be the result of a shared line 
of transmission. 

"'Royse, p. 252. 
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All these examples come when only' Iou6onoq and "EAArly are coordinated. In 1 Cor. 

10: 32, however, three items are coordinated, which requires a different use of conjunctions. 

This is preserved in the reading xat tou8atot; ytvEQOE xat Wilat xat -rte EKKAT1Qta 

(sp46 K' ABC 33 69 81 326 1175 1241 1739 pc). Other witnesses, however, ignore the 

factor of the third item and force the standard Pauline formula on the text: yLv£QOC Ka 

tou6atot; ... (KZ DKLPT 056 0142 0150 0151 88 424 614 876 915 pm) and ytvEQOE 

tou6atotc -rE xat ... (F G). The altered passages also move the verb in order to preserve 

the formulaic sequence. 

10: 32.124 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

10: 33.128 [discussed at 7: 35.122] 
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Notes on Chapter 11 

11: 1.1 

0150 omits xaOwg, the only example of a manuscript omitting this adverb in 1 

Corinthians. The omission is likely the result of parablepsis (Kä6WCKä I). 

11: 2.3; 15: 31.129 

Paul frequently addresses his hearers as aSEA4ot. The noun in the vocative is found 

without variation at 1 Cor. 1: 10; 10: 1; and 16: 15. In several other passages where direct 

address is used, this frequent use of a6cacot has resulted in its addition in the manuscripts: ' 

4: 16 Trapaxaaw ouv uµac aSEA4ot 365 1319 1573 
TrapaxaAw ouv uµac rell 

10: 14 aSEA4ot 642 1827 
ayarni of rell 

11: 2 Erratvw SE uµac x1346 MABCP 81 181 206 630 1175 1739 2464 pc 
Erratvw SE uµac a6EAc of DFGKL `P 056 0142 0150 0151 56 33 88 104 
326 424 614 876 915 1241 s pm 

15: 31 xaox otv rev EXw 346 DFGL `1'049 056 075 0142 0243 6 1739 1837 pm 
xauXjaty aSEA4ot rev EXw MABKP 0150 0151 33 43 69 81 88 104 256 
263 915 1175 1241s 1611 2110 2127 2400 2464 al 
xauXrrrty rev EXw aSEA4ot 61 326 

Similar additions are found at Rom. 15: 15 (n346 DFGLPT 056 0142 0150 0151; a8cA4ot 

µou 049) and Eph. 6: 102 (F G'F; a5cA4 of µou k2 KLP 049 056 0142 0150; aßEAcot post 

Ev6uvaµouUAc A 0278). In each of these cases, Zuntz's conclusion is certainly correct: : 

"The pronoun all but called for the addition. Had the vocative been there originally, its 

omission .... would be inexplicable. "' What is of note in these examples is no manuscript 

'The only passage where it has been omitted is 7: 24 (by 104 206' 241 255 326 1831), 
likely the result of the plural a6cA4ot following the singular E xaaTOS. This also prompted D 
FG to move a8EA40t to the position following the verb. See discussion ad loc. 

2Discussed by Zuntz, pp. 176-177. 

3Zuntz, p. 176. Cf. Fee, p. 498 n. 24; Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 495. 
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avoids the insertion in every place. Some are less prone to it than others, however. ; 346 adds it 

only at Rom. 15: 15 while KB do so only at 1 Cor. 15: 31. FG has the highest number of 

insertions with four (D avoids it at Eph. 6: 104). 

11.2.4; 10: 33.126 [see also 12: 19.80] 

At 11: 2, as at 9: 25 and 10: 33, TravTa is used not as the object of the verb but to 

indicate the circumstances under which the action of the verb takes place. 5 Hence the Latin 

manuscript tradition renders 1ravTa at 10: 336 with per omnia and at 11: 2, in many witnesses, 

either in omnia (vg"': C N* T) or per omnia (VL 78 vgmss: BD F'G' O° KLMN`0PSU 

VW Z). A few Greek witnesses also attempt a clarification. At 10: 25 FG read xaTa travTa, 

though this is more likely assimilation to the Latin than in independent Greek reading. At 

11: 2 P 1242 2004 2464 match this modal or attendant circumstance use of rravTa by 

replacing it with the adverb navToiE. ' 

11: 2.6; 11: 2.7 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

11: 3.9 

Paul typically uses the phrase oü O Aw SE [or yap] üpa; äyvotiv to introduce a 

teaching or practice which his audience does not accept (Rom. 1: 13; 11: 25; 1 Cor. 10: 1; 12: 1; 

2 Cor. 1: 8), but at 1 Cor. 11: 3 OLAw R Ei vat is comparable. The 8 is most likely 

4This may have been under the influence of the Latin, for it is also lacking in VL 75 
89 and Lucifer. 

SBDR § 1543; for 11: 2 the translations "in allen" or "in jeder" are suggested. 

6VL 78 offers both in omnia and secundum omnia as options. 

7Schrage ("Ethische Tendenzen, " p. 381) argues that naVTOTE at 11: 2 reflects a 
"generalizing" move. However, it more likely reflects a clarification of the use of rravTa, 
particularly since the manuscripts show difficulty with the same usage at 10: 33. 
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adversative, but could be understood as a consecutive. ' In similar contexts where SE is not 

obviously contrastive FG and the D-Text omit or alter the conjunction. In addition to this 

passage (omit SE FG VL 77 89), the same witnesses virtually alone alter the SE at 1 Cor. 

7: 32 FG VL 75 77 78 89 (omit S& after 9cAw) and read xat 9EAw for 9ctw 8E at Rom. 

16: 19 (D FG VL 75 77 78 89). ' This tendency toward a smoother text might be viewed as a 

Latinism, with FG altered to match. However, q)46 reads a conflation at Rom. 16: 19 (Kat 

OEXw 6E), showing that the reading existed in Greek in the second century. 10 This tendency 

must therefore be attributed to the shared ancestor of DFG and to the Greek basis of the D- 

Text. D departs from this form of the text by adding the S& that had been omitted in its 

ancestor at 1 Cor. 7: 32 and 11: 3. This is the result of correction to a Greek witness similar to 

K A, and shows again that FG more faithfully preserve the shared ancestor of DFG than 

does D. 

11: 3.11; 11: 3.14 

When confronted with the choice of whether or not to read the article before XptaTog, 

Zuntz tentatively offers this suggestion: "I suspect that the omissions are genuine and the 

additions spurious. "" He notes that DFG omit the article at Rom 15: 3 (with 1739) and 1 

Cor. 11: 3 (with B' al), while FG alone add it in Rom 15: 18 and 1 Cor. 5: 7, to which 1 Cor. 

4: 1 should be added. Typically FG omit the article, probably under the influence of the 

'Fee (p. 501 n. 36) argues that the 6 must be adversative to v. 2, but notes that the 
NIV suggests a consecutive ("now"). 

9F G and the Latin tradition retain the conjunction at 1 Cor. 14: 5, where it is omitted 
for the same reason in by 131 1734. 

"Discussed, with other examples, in the chapter on DFG. 

"Zuntz, p. 103 n. 2. 
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Latin's lack of an equivalent. However, the article may have been added in these manuscripts 

due to the presence of the nomen sacrum. 

At 11: 3 the situation is more complex because there are two separate units of 

variation involving a nomen sacrum. B. Weiss suggests that the article was added in most 

manuscripts (not read by B` D' F Gpc) under the influence of Tou XPI TOU later in the 

sentence. 12 However, this -rou is not read by most manuscripts (including cp46 CFGKL P'P 

056 0142 0150 0151 56 104 424 614 876 1241' 1739), making assimilation unlikely. Weiss' 

argument would hold true, however, at 1 Cor. 1: 17. There TOO XpICrTou occurs later in the 

sentence, with BFG (along with cp46 pc) adding the article before xpta-roq. As the following 

list demonstrates, the manuscripts show almost no consistency for this type of variation. 

Article lacking in few manuscripts: 

1 Cor. 1: 9 6Eog c 
1 Cor. 2: 12 To C1 Ocou 489 927 945 1243 
1 Cor. 2: 12 Ta Ex Ocou 489 927 

-ra uTro 9cou 945 
1 Cor. 2: 14 Ocou 1506 1827 1875 
1 Cor. 3: 19 6cw CDFG 440 
1 Cor. 4: 5 9coq D' 
1 Cor. 4: 5 arro 9cou D 1243 1611 pc 
1 Cor. 10: 32 9cou F (auTOU 9cou G) 
1 Cor. 11: 3 XptaToc B` D* FGP 1243 1874 2147 
1 Cor. 11: 13 Ocw `P 330 2400 
1 Cor. 11: 23 rrapa xuptou D (atto TOO xuptou rell) 

aTro 6cou FG 
1 Cor. 11: 23 xuptog 5 
2 Cor. 11: 3 XP1UTOV NFG 075 0121 0243 
Eph. 2: 13 XptGTOU cp46 B 
Phil. 1: 17 XptaTOV N' BF G'P 0278 (cp46 lac) 

Article read by few manuscripts: 

1 Cor. 1: 17 o XptaTOS lp 46 BFG pc 
1 Cor. 3: 11 o Xptcrrog 1505 2495 

'ZB. Weiss, p. 73. 
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1 Cor. 3: 16 
1 Cor. 4: 1 
1 Cor. 8: 6 

-rou Ocou (1) 

-rou ecou 

traouS 0 XptGTOc 

378 104 1315 1874 1912 
FG 
P 614 2412 

Rom. 9: 28 
Phil. 3: 8 
1 Thess. 4: 1 
2 Thess. 2: 13 

Manuscripts divided: 

o xuptog 
TOU XJHQTOU 1T000 

TW KUPLW 

TOU xupLOU 

B 
M46 M61 B 
tRA075 

( 46 lac) 
RAT ( 46 lac) 

1 Cor. 11: 3 TOU WIQTOU KABD 33 43 69 81 88 181 256 263 436 915 917 
1175 1319 1611 1834 1836 1837 1875 1898 2127 Cl Eus Chr 
XptaTOU p46CFGKLP'1'056 0142 0150 0151 56 104 326 424 
614 876 1241' 1739 1912 

1 Cor. 11: 32 -rou xuptou KBC 0150 33 69 104 234 436 547 618 1175 1738 1831 
1838 
xupiou 346 ADFGKLP 'Y 056 0142 01515 6 81 88 104 181 326 
424 614 915 917 1241' 1739 1834 1836 1875 1881 1898 1912 

I Tim. 5: 5 OEov CFGPY 048 0150' 
Tov Ocov k2 A D2 KL 056 075 0142 0151 
Ocou 0150' 
Kuptov K' 
TOV KUp1OV D* 

11.3.12 

Three consecutive clauses with similar structure led to two adaptations to the near 

context. G* writes Xpta-rou after xE4oari Sc (1), the result of a skip to xE4a ,, SE XptaTOu 

in the next clause. " P omits the second S& (Kr; aA l yuvatxo; ), thereby matching the 

previous clause. 

11: 4.16; 11: 10.42 

'3The nomen sacra has been marked out with a line for deletion, nevertheless xri is 
written supralinear. 
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The opaqueness of both the meaning and significance of having one's head covered in 

11: 2-16 has resulted in slight disruption to the tradition. 14At 11: 4 several witnesses (216 424' 

440 999 1315) fill in the missing object with the noun xaAuµµa. This noun does not occur in 

this context, though a cognate verb, KaTc AÜTrTW, occurs several times at 11: 6-7. Again at 

11: 10, a few bohairic manuscripts, some Vulgate manuscripts15 (N 0° PW Z4) and Latin 

fathers, including Irenaeus, 16 replace E4oucFtav with xaAuppa. At both places the motivation 

is a desire for clarity. Furthermore, both cases must have been the result of intentional 

editing. As at 6: 5, the Greek manuscripts are content to let a difficult passage stand, but the 

versional and patristic witnesses make the alterations in order to produce a more readable 

text. 

11: 5.18 

11: 4 and 11: 5 stand in structural parallel. In each, Paul expresses the (presumably) 

shared understanding of the significance of a man (v. 4) or a woman (v. 5) praying or 

prophesying with the head either covered or uncovered. However, the manuscripts (and some 

14This section is viewed today as one of the most difficult passages in Paul, and has 
been the subject of much recent study. The passage was not, however, frequenly used by the 
ancient writers. This may have been because the issue of head covering was unique to the 
time or situation of 1 Corinthians, while it was not an issue to later users of this text. In any 
case, the lack of the use of 11: 1-13 has resulted in relatively few variations, and none that 
significantly affect the interpretation of the passage. 

"Lorenzo Valla in the sixteenth century noted the reading in some manuscripts of the 
Vulgate, commenting: "Melius in aliis codicibus legitur `potestatem' non `velamen"'. In 
Collatio novi testamenti, ed. Alessandro Perosa, Studi e Testi, I (Firenzi: Sansoni Editore, 
1970), 207. 

16Augustine, De Genesi contra Manichaeos 2,40; Jerome, Commentariorum in 
Hiezechelem 13; Commentariorum in Matheum 3; Irenaeus, Adversus haereses 1,8,2. This 
last citation is describing the teachings of the Valentinians. In the introduction to the citation 
of 1 Cor. 8: 10, the antecedent of Eirrov-ra / dicentem appears to be Paul, but may be the 
Valentinian teacher Ptolemy. The citation is understood in the latter way by Zuntz (p. 143) 
and the 27 apparatus. In either case, Irenaeus does not comment on any difference between 
his text and that of the Valentinians. 
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modem translators and commentators) are undecided as to whether v. 5 stands in 

contrastive" or consecutive" relationship. Most Greek witnesses read Sc, which would favor 

(though not require) a contrastive relationship. A consecutive relationship is understood by 

several witnesses, however. A and the Peshitta read at / -e, while P and Ambrosiaster lack 

any conjunction. 

The fact that several readings are attested here causes Güting and Mealand to adopt 

the shortest as archetypical. " After noting that the sequence in the vast majority of witnesses 

"is inconspicuous and in harmony with frequent stylistic patterns" they nevertheless accept 

the witness of P for two reasons. First, the asyndeton matches other examples of parallel 

phrases, each with asyndeta (1 Cor. 3: 14; 7: 18,27). Second, they argues that the reading in A 

(Kai) indicates a disruption in the tradition, with the original asyndeton removed either with 

the addition of Sc or Kat. However, this reconstruction is unlikely. On stylistic grounds, the 

Sý parallels other similar examples such as 1 Cor. 7: 8,12-15,21,32,39; 14: 4 (all of which 

they cite on pp. 40-4 1), since these examples, like 11: 4-5, are contrastive. Furthermore, the 

witnesses that attest the minority readings are not innocent of altering conjunctions 

elsewhere. P alone removes SE (prior to yuvatxog) also at 11: 3; A syp (with a few other later 

witnesses) replace i with xai at 11: 27; and the Peshitta, as do most translations, often uses 

conjunctions which are more natural in that language, and not necessarily identical to their 

common Greek equivalents (e. g., ; LA "for" at 1 Cor. 4: 4 and 13: 8, the latter where the Greek 

"Fee, p. 508; Schrage II, p. 489 translates with "aber" (without discussion); 
Conzelmann, p. 181, translates with "however" without discussion; Lindemann, p. 241 labels 
5a an "entgegengesetze Aussage. " 

"Fee, p. 508 n. 66 lists the English translations that assume a connective relationship; 
most, however, assume a contrastive. Thiselton, p. 800, does not translate a conjunction, 
thereby assuming a consecutive relationship. 

i9Güting and Mealand, p. 44-5. 
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uses 6k). Instead of pointing to an early insertion, the readings of A sy' and P Ambrosiaster 

more likely reflect attempts to clarify the relationship between w. 4 and 5. 

11: 5.21 

The personal pronoun regularly stands for the reflexive; 20 similarity in sound and the 

tendency of the stronger vowel sound to supplant the weaker21 leads to frequent confusion of 

the pronouns in the NT manuscripts. At 11: 5, while assimilation to the preceding -rrlv 

xEýa Tjv auTOU is a possibility, 22it is more likely that a desire to clarify whose head is 

shamed led to the alteration to Eau-rflS. Notably, BD6 join a small number of witnesses that 

make the clarification. 

11: 6.25 

The replacement of xE1paaOw with xcipEaOw is likely simply a confusion of sound, 

though the shift from the aorist to the present may have been influenced by the present 

imperative 1(aTaxaAurrrEQ9w at the end of the sentence. The near context has also influenced 

a reading found only in B, which adds ii 4upaaOw after xetpaaOw. This can only be an 

addition from 11: 6b, where the same verb is found in the infinitive form. The fact that it is 

changed to the imperative to suit its new context indicates intentional editing. B. Weiss 

points to two similar examples of intentional additions in B which were based on the near 

20Jannaris § 1405. 

21Jannaris §150c. 

22B. Weiss, p. 26. 
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context: the addition of xat Tats cmOupatg at Eph. 2: 5 (from Eph. 2: 3; also read by 'Y) and 

the addition of xat TO Xpuaouv 6uptaTTIptov at Heb. 9: 2 (based on 9: 4). 23 

11: 7.29 [discussed at 5: 3.7] 

11: 7.30 [discussed at 10: 4.12] 

11: 9.36 

1241 alone omits at yap. This may have been caused by the fact that a new lection 

begins at this place, making the conjunctions unnecesary. 

11: 9.40 

g346 alone replaces av6pa with avOpwnov, a word that shares semantic overlap with 

ävTlp but does not appear elsewhere in this context. 

23B. Weiss, p. 127. 
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11: 10.41 

At both 11: 8 and 11: 9 Paul uses the word order verb-subject. There is no obvious 

reason to depart from that word order here, therefore the reading 11 yuvq o4 tAct (H 33 69 

255 256 263 1108 1311 1319 1611 2127) was likely made in order to place the subject before 

the verb, as was done at 10: 5 (see also 12: 18.76). 

11: 11.44 

In 11: 4-9, in his comparison between of the significance of a man's praying or 

prophesying with his head covered and a woman doing the same, Paul always discusses the 

man first (vv. 4-5,7,8,9). However, at verse 10 the argument shifts to the reasons that a 

woman ought to pray with her head covered. Since the focus of the argument has shifted, the 

woman is discussed first at w. 10-12, followed by comparison to the man. At 11: 10,12 this 

sequence is preserved without variation. At 11: 11, however, the majority of witnesses discuss 

the man first (ouTE avTlp Xwpic yuvatxoc ou-rE yUVq Xwptc acv8pog D' K LT 056 0142 

0151 56 69 81 88 104 181 424 876 915 pm). This is likely the result of assimilation to the 

sequence found in 11: 4-9, but disrupts the shift in focus that has taken place in v. 10. 

11: 12.48 

The shift from 8ta to cK (K 0151 33 pc) was caused either by the similar meaning in 

this context or from the influence Ex Tou Ocou at the end of the sentence. 

11: 13.49 [discussed in the chapter on DF G] 
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11: 14.53 

Paul never introduces a question that expects a negative answer with jj o68E. His 

consistent (as also in the other writings of the NT) formula being tj oüx (Rom. 9: 2 1; 2 Cor. 

13: 5), especially in the phrase f o6K otSarr (Rom. 11: 2; 1 Cor. 6: 2,15,1624). The 

conjunction ri may have been added here either to remove the asyndeton or under the 

influence of the examples of TI oüx of&aTE earlier in the book. 25 More significantly, it 

matches the tendency of the "Byzantine" witnesses to add conjunctions in order to clarify 

Paul's logical argumentation. 

11: 14.54 

The NT follows classical usage when aü-rös in the predicate position functions as an 

intensive modifier to a noun. 26 Several examples may be found in the manuscript tradition of 

the Corpus Paulinum: 

Rom. 8: 16 auTo To itvcuµa ] To TrvEuµa 1827; au-ro; To TrvEuµa 33 
Rom. 8: 21 aui tj KTLOLC ] alTTI KTIQt; FG 

Rom. 8: 26a TO TtvEupa (1) ] allTO TO 1TV£Uµa 173527 

Rom. 8: 26b allTO To TrvEuµa ] allTO nvE uµa 489; TO mEuµa 1004 
1 Cor. 11: 14 rj 4uat; F G; t 4uvt; aUTTI (aUTrlc ip46) ] atrrq 'n 4uat; D' KL 1N 

056 0142 01515 6pm] 
1 Cor. 15: 28 auTo; o utog ] auTo; 205 Te Ir Hipp Amst 
2 Cor. 8: 19 aUTOU TOO KUPtOU ] alTTjV TOU KUPLOU P 0243; IOU Kuptou BC 

D*FGL28 
2 Cor. 11: 14 auTO; yap o aaTava, 

14 For the examples in 1 Cor. 6 see the discussion at 6: 2.5. 

25Güting and Mealand do not account for the addition but simply dismiss based on 
manuscript authority: "Good and widespread tradition lacks the addition here. " (p. 51). 

26BDR §288; Kühner-Gerth, §468. 

27A clear example of assimilation to the following occurrence. 

28cp46 has a lengthy parablepsis here, which prevents its citation for this unit of 
variation. 
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I The. 3: 11 auTog 6c o Ocog 
1 The. 4: 16 auTog o xupto; 
1 The. 5: 13 auTog 6E o OEoS 
2 The. 2: 16 auTog 6c o xuptog 
2 The. 3: 16 auTOg S& o xuptog ] au-ro; 8E o xuptog FGL 

Two of these examples may be confidently dismissed as secondary introductions of the 

pronoun 29 The addition at Rom. 8: 26a has been inserted based on the identical wording later 

in the sentence, while at 1 Cor. 3: 13 (already discussed) the auTO is not intensive but a 

reflexive pronoun referring back to TO Epyov. Three other examples are questionable based 

on Pauline usage. Having removed 1 Cor. 3: 13 from consideration, 1 Cor. 11: 14 stands out as 

the only example in the manuscripts of the pronoun standing after the noun. This deviates 

from both classical and Pauline usage, which suggests that the position is secondary. 

However, it is more likely that this unusual position would have been altered than that the 

pronoun would have moved from the normal position. Therefore, the archetypical text of 1 

Cor. 11: 14 likely read rl 4uatc auTTI, with some witnesses moving the pronoun for stylistic 

reasons. 
30 

11: 14.55; 11: 18.70; 11: 20.78 

Further examples of 1241 shifting from uµ- to r, µ-. 

11: 14.57 

yap never occurs in a clause introduced by ö-rt in the Corpus Paulinum. The o-rt (K' 

1243) makes sense only if Sit is taken as ö it (the neuter form &of rrtS so that the passage 

is understood in this way: "Does not nature itself teach us something? For if a man ... " 

29The reading of F G, which lack the auT11, cannot be archetypical since it was 
omitted in this witnesses by adaptation to the Latin text. See the chapter on DFG. 

30This wording preciselly matches Rom. 8: 2 1, though assimilation to that remote 
parallel is not as likely as alteration for stylistic reasons. 
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While the reading construes, it is more likely a scribal adaptation based on a misreading of 

OTt than the archetypical text. The Corpus Paulinum shows only one example of &rrtS in a 

question (Rom. 6: 2). 

11: 14.58 

FG lost the initial letter of aTtµta, turning "dishonor" into "honor" and resulting in 

the opposite argument to what is being made in the context. The alpha may have been lost 

because the preceding word ends with the same letter (xopa), but both the lineation in D and 

the fact that G capitalizes the initial letter of -rtµta makes clear that the two words stood on 

separate lines. The loss of the letter may have been a simple blunder, though again it shows 

that the editing of FG was done by someone who was not entirely certain of what the Greek 

text read. A comparable example is aµop4a for µop4a at 12: 2.4. 

11: 15.61 

Zuntz argues that the addition of auTrl here destroys the argument by analogy that 

Paul develops based on Stoic thinking. That Paul's argument can be attributed to Stoicism 

has been denied by many commentators 31 Furthermore, it is doubtful that the presence of 

aural results in a significantly different understanding of the passage. 32 Apart from any 

question of the meaning of the passage, it is more likely that the pronoun has been added by 

assimilation to the near context. The preceding question (11: 15a) uses the same form, 

prompting its addition here. Furthermore, the presence of the pronoun in some manuscripts 

before the verb and in some following the verb points to independent and secondary 

'E. g., Thiselton, pp. 844-46, who provides references to other discussions. 

32Conzelmann, p. 190 n. 95, responding directly to Zuntz: "In reality it [the presence 
of aulT)] makes no difference. " 
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insertion. 33 Finally, addition by assimilation to the near context is not unkown in the 

witnesses that read the pronoun. A very similar situation occurs ar 2: 4, where only 346 FG 

avoid the insertions, whereas KAB and the rest of the Greek tradition make various 

additions based on 2: 13. 

11.17.64 

The addition/omission of a single letter (v) at the end of both TrapayEAAw[v] and 

ElTatvw[v] caused considerable confusion in the tradition, with every combination of forms 

found in the manuscript tradition. B and D have the least sensical texts here. B writes both as 

participles (TrapaycAAwv ouu ETraivwv) while D writes them as indicatives. 34 As Lietzmann 

points out, the reading that is necessary in the context is trapacyEAawv oux crratvw, for in the 

succeeding clause Paul rebukes but does not command 35 

11: 17.65 

Atticism has played a role in several variations involving the spelling of comparative 

adjective and adverbs. Moeris favors itrrw as the Attic form and rejects flaaova as 

Hellenistic 36 The manuscripts read as follows: 37 

33Zuntz, p. 127; Fee, p. 524 n. 2. 

34Vogels ("Der Codex Claromontanus, " p. 278) D's reading as a conflation, but it is 
more likely a copying error. It is found also 81 263, but also in VL 89's praecipio non laudo. 

35H. Lietzmann, Mass and the Lord's Supper (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1979), p. 55; cf. 
also B. Weiss, p. 51; Fee, p. 534-5, n. 15; Conzelmann, 192 n. 1; Barrett, p. 258 n. 1. 

36Moeris, Atticistica, rr 10. See also J. K. Elliott, "Moeris and the Textual Tradition of 
the Greek New Testament, " 148-9. 

37For the purposes of this list, only variations involving -Ga- / -IT- are not; differences 
in spelling involving vowels are not. 
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1 Cor. 7: 9 KpEtaaov ACFGKLP`1'056 0142 0150 0151 614 
Kp£tTTOV 1P 46 KBD 33 69 81 206 321 429 1175 1739 

1 Cor. 7: 38 xp£toaov all witnesses apart from 69 (KpEtTTOV) 
1 Cor. 11: 17 Kp£tGQOV KABC D' FGP 0150 33 81 104 181 917 1175 1241' 1739 

KpEITTOV D2 KLW 056 0142 0151 56 88 326 424 614 876 915 
1 Cor. 11: 17 rlaaov XABC D' P 0150 33 81 104 181 917 1175 1241' 1739 

TITTOV D2 K LT 056 0142 01515 6 88 424 424 614 876 915 
EAaTTOV FG 

1 Cor. 12: 31 pctýova 1J46 kABC 0150 

KpEtTTova KL `Y 056 0142 0151 
Kp£taaova DFG 

2 Cor. 12: 15 rlaaov 1P 46 K* AB D* P 0243 
TlTTOV K2 D2 KL `1' 049 056 075 0142 0150 0151 0295"'d 614 876 915 
EAaaaov FG (minus) 

Gal. 4: 17 4gAOUT£ + ý1TAOUT£ 8E Ta KptTTW XaptvµaTa DFG lat 

NA27 simply follows the "best manuscripts" by printing -QQ- in the two examples at 11: 17 

but -TT- at 7: 9. In the Corpus Paulinum, only at 1 Tim. 5: 9 is -TT- found without variation 

(EAaTTov; r1TTOV 056 0142). Otherwise, A always writes -av-, which is the preferred reading 

in each place, while the "Byzantine" text prefers -TI-. This type of variation is very helpful in 

clarifying the relationship among D and FG (see the discussion in the chapter on DF G). 

11: 17.67; 11: 18.69 [discussed at 7: 13.47] 

11: 18.68 [discussed at 5: 3.7] 

11: 18.72; 11: 19.74; 11: 19.76 

In three consecutive clauses there is variation involving Ev uµty. At 11: 18, all 

manuscripts read the phrase, though DFG and both the Latin and Syriac tradition place the 

phrase after the verb. Ev uptv here functions adverbially (modifying anapXcty) not 

adjectivally (modifying aXtapaTa), therefore the position after the verb should be expected 

(cf. 1 Th. 2: 13 EvtpyETat Ev üµiv). However, Paul typically places the prepositional phrase 

after the noun when the verb is El [it' or its equivalent (e. g., 1 Cor. 1: 11 'ptSzq Ev üpiv 
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cirty; 1 Cor. 14: 25 ö OcöS Ev üµiv i arrtv). The shift to aXtaµaTa unapXEty Ev upty may 

represent a tendency among these witnesses, particularly DFG and the Latin, to avoid 

having the verb stand at the end of the clause. Similar shifts take place at 10: 19 (twice) and 

11: 13. The Syriac tradition makes the same shift at 11: 19a against all Greek witnesses, again 

moving the prepositional phrase (ýcI. ) to the position following the verb. 

At 11: 19 there are two places where the presence of Ev upty is in question. The first 

(after atp£QCtc) involves issues of both assimilation and meaning. AtpEQEtq is used in the 

NT to refer to either a "group that holds tenets distinctive to it" or to "that which 

distinguishes a group's thinking. 9938 However, in the post-NT period the term was used of a 

group's teaching which differed from Christianity's to such an extent that, from the 

perspective of the users of the term, they had removed themselves from Christianity. Already 

in the letters of Ignatius this latter usage is found, clearly at Trallians 6,2 and likely at 

Ephesians 6,2. This usage is continued by Origen39 and, if the catena tradition is to be trusted, 

Ammonius (presumably of Alexandria), who understand aipEQtS in Acts 28: 22 to mean 

"heresies, " even though the context makes clear that it should be "sects: " 

The Jews call faith in Christ a heresy, "because everywhere it is spoken against. "40 
Look! even the Jews testify that Christ is proclaimed everywhere, except not all, it 
says, receive the proclamation, but some Jews or Greeks condemn it, or also other 
heretics who do not agree with the true faith. For it is necessary that there be heresies, 
so that the proven ones might shine, and so that what was prophesied about Christ by 
Simeon the prophet might be fulfilled through them, who said about him: "Behold, 

38BDAG, s. v. aipcrtc. 

39Also Origen, Contra Celsum 3,13 after citing 1 Cor. 11: 19 (with Ev upty read 
twice) at the beginning of the section, he concludes: "But it may be that Celsus has come to 
know of certain heresies which do not share with us even the name of Jesus. Probably he had 
heard of the so-called Ophites and Cainites, or some other such doctrine which has entirely 
abandoned Jesus. " 

40Acts 28: 22; aipcQts occurs earlier in the verse, in the sense of "sect. " 
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this child is chosen for the falling and rising of many in Israel, and a sign which is 
spoken against. "4' 

It should be noted that Ammonius does not read cv upty at either potential location. He may 

have lost it either because he is only paraphrasing or because he wished to apply the passage 

in his own day. 

It is this later understanding which may have influenced the text of 1 Cor. 11: 19. 

Zuntz argues that the omission of Ev uµty "gives to the sentence a generalizing character 

which may have suited some readers or scribes but does not fit the context. 9942 We have 

already seen this as a possibility in Ammmonius' citation. Though not noting the variant, 

Schrage argues that the presence of Ev uptv speaks against reading this passage as speaking 

of future atpcactc. But earlier users of 1 Corinthians applied the passage generally even 

though they read E: v upty. And if applied generally, beyond the situation in Corinth, readers 

and interpreters would likely have had difficulty with Paul saying that "heresies are 

necessary. " 

Evidence of this difficulty is found in both Greek and Latin writers. A comment 

ascribed to Theodoret argues specifically that aipEQEtS should not be understood to refer to 

teachings: 

"He means "divisions" not "teachings, " but these are the things of those who lust for 
power, which things he spoke against at the beginning of the epistle. But he very 
prudently tempers an excessive accusation. For he did not say simply "I believe, " 
rather "partly I believe it. For it is necessary that there be divisions among you, so 
that the proven ones be evident among you. " aipEaEtS means those who love strife, 
not those who differ in teachings. But the 6E1 is not compulsory of the matter, but is 

41Catenae Graecorum patrum in Novum Testamentum, vol. 3, p. 415. 

42Zuntz, p. 141. 
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prescient. This was also spoken of by the Lord, "It is necessary that scandals 
[aKdvöaAa] occur. "43 

In the Latin tradition, the equivalent of Ev upty is lacking in virtually all witnesses and 1 

Cor. 11: 19 is universally understood to refer to "heresies. " Elsewhere in the NT, äipcQcS is 

understood both in its NT sense (translated with secta at Acts 24: 5; 26: 5; 28: 22, Gal. 5: 20 VL 

78' Vg; 2 Pet. 2: 1) as well as the later sense (hereses at 1 Cor. 11: 19; Gal. 5: 20 VL 61 75 77 

78c 89). Already with Tertullian, however, we find 1 Cor. 11: 19 used numerous times in his 

apologetic writings, always understood to refer to "heresies. " His concern about the import of 

this passage is expressed pithily, in the midst of a discussion of Marcion and Valentinus: 

"For it is necessary that there be heresies. And yet although they are necessary, it does not 

follow that heresies are a good thing. "45 It is evident here that Tertullian understands this 

passage to refer to circumstances beyond Corinth. He is unlikely to have intentionally omited 

the equivalent of cv upty, however, since he never includes it in any reference or citation to 

the passage. He does, however, read the phrase in a citation of 11: 18 (De baptismo 14,2). 

Beyond Tertullian, perhaps the most obvious sign of difficulty with this passage is an 

insertion in the Codex Ulmensis, a ninth century Vulgate manuscript. Immediately following 

hereses appears a note from the commentary of Cassiodorus explaining how heresies could 
' 

be "necessary. 

43lnterpretatio in xiv epistulas sancti Pauli MPG 82, p. 316; similar comments are 
found in Chrysostom, In epistulam i ad Corinthios MPG 61, p. 225. 

The Syriac tradition, in contrast with the Latin, accurately renders atpcactS with 
4rw ("contention, strife") in the Peshitta and the plural of quAýCl in the Harklean. The latter 
is built on the verb stem ',; c ("quarrelsome, contentious"). 

45De praescriptione haereticorum 30.1 Cor. 11: 19 is also cited in the same book at 
section 39 and at De resurrectione mortuorum 63. 

46Reference and text from Wordsworth-White, ad loc, though the editors do not 
indicate the source of the insertion (MPL 68, p. 533). 
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This lengthy review of the use of this passage has been necessary to demonstrate that 

there was difficulty with the meaning of the word aipEat;. Early Greek writers understood 

the term in the sense of "heresies, " and, as a result of a poor translation choice (which was, 

however, consistently followed), so did the Latin writers. However, whether understood as 

"divisions" or "heresies, " the writers sought in way or another to clarify that heresies, 

although "necessary, " were not welcome. Theodoret and Chrysostom did so by appealing to 

the context of 1 Corinthians itself. The presence of ev upty in their texts aided this line of 

argumentation, for the aipEaEtc could then be seen as a result of the situation in Corinth. 

Given the difficulties that the Latin tradition had with the claim that (as they understood it) 

"heresies are necessary, " it seems extremely unlikely that either Ev uµty would have been 

intentionally ignored in translation, or that in vobis would have been intentionally omitted. It 

is more likely that the Latin tradition was based on the text now found in DFG, and that its 

writers could not appeal to the prepositional phrase because it was not available to them. 

Since intentional omission is not likely, a far more likely cause of corruption is 

insertion of the phrase from the near context. In the preceding sentence, as we saw above, Ev 

uµty occurs after axtopaTa. 

The question of the addition/omission of Ev uµty at the end of the verse (omit X46 C 

2464) is less difficult. The addition of Ev upty in the previous clause made this occurrence 

superfluous, resulting in its loss in these few witnesses 47 In similar fashion, cp46 loses upaq at 

11: 22,48 which was redundant after the preceding clause (TI Etrrw u uv). 

47According to Fee (p. 535 n. 17), the phrase was omitted "probably because it comes 
at the end of Paul's sentence, which would have been complete in the scribe's mind without 
it. " 

48Royse, p. 266, attributes the loss to harmonization to the following clause. 
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11: 19.75 

"Iva xai is common in the epistles, yet rarely sees variation. 49 Zuntz sees the xat as 

secondary, since iva Kai assumes a "longish, unwritten sentiment leading up to the notion 

of `that also', which is properly ascribed to iva xat in other Pauline passages. "50 Yet others 

argue that the xat was more likely deleted than added. " What has not been observed, 

however, is that the two clauses of 11: 19 have influenced each other through addition and 

omission. As seen above, most witnesses bring the two into parallel by the addition of Ev 

uµty to the first clause. This raises the issue of whether xat after tva was added to bring the 

two clauses into parallel (no witness omits the first xat), or whether reading a at in two 

consecutive clauses was perceived as difficult with the result that the second was omitted. 

Confirming this are several observations. First, as discussed 10: 7.23, adverbial xact is 

nowhere else omitted by the manuscripts in the Hauptbriefe. Second, xai ... iva xai occurs 

nowhere else in the epistles. " Finally, the likelihood of influence from the near context 

makes it more likely that the xcn was added (46 B D* 6 1739) than omitted. 

11: 20.77 

After a digression regarding the presence of divisions in the community (10: 19), Paul 

returns to the topic under discussion, the gatherings for meals. This is signaled most clearly 

49In the Hauptbriefe: Rom. 8: 17 (46 omit wt); 11: 31; 14: 9; 1 Cor. 4: 8; 7: 29; 14: 19 
(323 omit xat); 16: 16 (1881 omit xat); 2 Cor. 4: 10,11; 8: 7,14. 

50Zuntz, p. 211. 

51B. Weiss, p. 112; Lindemann, p. 250. 

52At Rom. 14: 9 (Eic ToGTo yap XptuTog äi 8avEv Kai 'Eýrlmv, iva Kai ... ) the 
first xat is copulative, not correlative, as at 1 Cor. 11: 19. 
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by a repetition of vuvcpXoµEvov (10: 18,20). 53 When reintroducing a topic, oüv is frequently 

used as a consecutive coordinating conjunction (compare 1 Cor. 8: 4), 54 matching the usage 

here. 55 Its loss in cp46 D* FG (and the non-Vulgate Latin tradition) can be attributed either to 

an accidental leap (CYNEPXOMCNCUNOYN)56 or to confusion over the function ouv. When 

used as it is here, oüv functions as a structural marker and is frequently left untranslated or 

rendered with a loose connective. 57 Since it did not significantly contribute to the meaning of 

the passage, it may have been overlooked by an early scribe. The fact that the loss is shared 

by q 46 D* FG is likely not accidental, but another example of the close relationship among 

these witnesses. 

11: 20.79 [discussed in DFG section] 

11: 21.81 

The substitution of prepositions takes place regularly in the manuscripts. Since cm + 

infinitive never occurs in the Corpus Paulinum, the reading of DFG has little possibility of 

being archetypical. Instead, it is most likely the result of assimilation to Ent To alTO of the 

preceding clause. " A few witnesses (3 33 1108 1611) read Etc TO 4aycty. In the NT there is 

53W. Schrage, Der Erste Brief an die Korinther, 3. Teilband 1 Kor 11,17-14,40. 
Evangelisch-Katholisch Kommentar zum Neuen Testament (Zürich: Benziger, 1999), p. 22 
[hereafter Schrage III]. 

54BDR § 4512; BDAG, s. v. oüv 2a. 

"Fee, p. 535 n. 18 and Güting and Mealand, p. 36 n. 45. 

56So Zuntz, p. 192. 

57Schrage (III, p. 8), for example, translates with "nun (so)"; Lindemann (p. 247) with 
"also'; Barrett (p. 259) with "so then. " 

58The infrequent use of km leads Jannaris (§ 1583) to suggest that "there is strong 
reason to suspect that its post-christian record was due, at least since [the Transitional Period 
AD 300-600], to an Atticistic or scholarly zeal. " These dates, however, are too late to have 
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overlap between Ev and dc 59 The alteration, however, is probably the result of the growing 

use of EiS in place of kv which began already in the Hellenistic period. 60 Assimilation is also 

possible, since EtS TO EaOtEty (11: 22) and Etc TO 4ocyEty (11: 33) are also found in this 

context. However, the fact that all witnesses retain dic in these places - and none harmonize 

to 11: 21- shows that cic is more likely to substitute for Ev than Ev for replace E!;. 

11: 22.82 [discussed at 10: 7.26] 

11: 22.84 

In the Hauptbriefe the neuter interrogative pronoun is followed by the verb or the 

subject thirteen times, " in addition to numerous examples of brief questions consisting of 

only the interrogative and verb. Especially relevant, because it also uses Atyw, is Rom. 11: 4 

ýTL A£yEt a6TW 6 XprjµaTnapoc; ). 62 The only exceptions to this pattern are Rom. 4: 3, a 

citation of Is. 29: 6, and 1 Cor. 14: 6. In statements where Paul uses AEyw, the verb may either 

precede the indirect object (Gal. 4: 21; 5: 2,21) or follow it (Rom. 11: 13; 1 Cor. 15: 34,51). 

This may have influenced the wording upty AEyw, though similar witnesses also shift upty 

to the position preceding the verb at 1 Cor. 3: 1 (upty AEyw D'"2 LP tY 048vid 049 0150 01515 

6 88 104 251 489 623 915 1739 1827 1912 2143). 

influenced the shared ancestor of DFG. 

59Cf. BDR §§205-6. 

60Jannaris §§1548,1549. 

61Rom. 4: 1; 8: 31; 11: 2,4; 14: 10; 1 Cor. 3: 5 (2x); 4: 7; 10: 30; 15: 29,30; 2 Cor. 12: 13; 
Gal 4: 30. 

62Cf. also 2 Thess. 2: 5 (TaOTa EAcyov Üµlv; ), which is also question but does not use 
the interrogative pronoun. 
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11: 22.85 [also 1: 15.50; 1: 16.51] 

The similarity of the forms of the verbs at 11: 22 is remarkably parallel to the situation 

at 1: 15. There, two forms of ßacn-riýw stand consecutively. The manuscript tradition reads 

either Epalr taa Eparrrtaa (L P ̀ Y 049 056 0142 0151 88 326 614 al syrp), EpawrtQa 

ßcßaTrnxa DFGbdfg Amst(A), or E 3attTtaOrITC Eßarr-rtoa cp46 kAB C- E 0150 56 33 

69 81 88 104 206 4241 429 436 441 614 1175 1739 al. In that passage the preceding context 

has likely created the reading Epan1rLQOgrrE cpaTrrtaa, for the same forms stand in two 

consecutive clauses at 1: 13-14, both of which are similar to 1: 15 and 16a. In addition, the 

first person E awrtaa is difficult at 1: 15, thus providing motivation for assimilation. 63 The 

reading eßaTrrtQa Eparrrtaa has also likely resulted from assimilation, with the first form 

preserved correctly but the second altered to match 1: 14b. The reading most likely to have 

caused the others is EpanTLQa ßcßarrrtxa. The perfect form is unique in this context, but 

Paul frequently uses a perfect form "in a past context, often parallel with other past-referring 

verb forms. "' Comparison may be made to 1 Cor. 15: 3 Ey>1YEpTat, which is preceded by two 

and followed by one aorist verb forms. The difficulty of cßawrtaa at 1: 14 and the uniqueness 

of pEßanTtxa in this context invited alteration by assimilation to the near context. 

Similar verb forms also stand together at 11: 22. The present tense form Ettatvw 

stands at 11: 3 and 17, and again in the final clause at 11: 22. In the fifth clause at 11: 22, q 46 

BFG, joined by the entire Latin tradition (apart from a few late Vulgate witnesses), read the 

present tense £rratvw (laudo) 65 The vast majority of witnesses, however, read ErratvEaw, 

"Lindemann, p. 42. 

64Porter, Verbal Aspect, p. 260, with Pauline examples on pp. 262-3. 

65The defection of D from FG VL 75 and the D-text indicates another correction 
away from the shared ancestor of DFG under the influence of a Greek witness similar to A. 
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which may be either an aorist subjunctive or future indicative form. The tendency toward 

assimilation makes it likely that Eitatvw is the secondary reading. 66 This is confirmed by 

comparison to other examples of questions in Paul. After a question such as "what do we 

say? " Paul frequently follows with another question, the answer to which is clearly negative. 

The verb in the second question is typically in the subjunctive: 67 

Rom. 6: 1 ErriµE VwµF-v ABCDFG `P 33 A 88 489 424-; 
EntµEvogEv NKP 049 6 1739 

Ent .i you .iv 
056 pc 

Rom. 6: 15 a papT1IQw4Cv KABCDKL PT 049 056 33 88 1739 pm 
a1ap-rrlaoµcv 6 424 489 629 1881 al 
gliapirlaapcV FG 

1 Cor. 4: 21 EAOW rell 
EAOEty 630 1827 

1 Cor. 11: 22 cnatvcaw KACD 
Erratvw cp46 BFG 

11: 23.93 [discussed in chapter on "Alexandrian" witnesses] 

11: 23-25 

These passages are among the most likely to have been corrupted in the course of 

transmission. Not only are the normal scribal alterations possible, but also likely is 

harmonization to the parallel accounts in the synoptic gospels, in particular the very similar 

account in Luke 68 This can be seen in some manuscripts directly. Several witnesses (G 5 

66B Weiss, p. 41; Zuntz, p. 92; Fee, p. 535 n. 20. 

67The example at 1 Cor. 10: 19 must use EQTty (cf. Rom. 8: 3 1; 9: 14, where the EQTty 
is assumed) since it is in a predicate nominative construction. 

68The textual uncertainty of Luke 22: 19a-20 has long been discussed. Westcott and 
Hort considered it to be a secondary adaptation based on 1 Cor. 11 (Introduction to the New 
Testament in the Original Greek, Appendix, pp. 63-4. If it were clear that the Lukan passage 
is adopted from 1 Cor. 11, we would have the earliest evidence for the text of 1 Corinthians. 
However, the wording in the longer text of Luke appears to be too distinct, particularly in the 
use of 6180µcvov and T6 üni p üµwv bKXuvvöµ£vov without Paul's TOÜTO 1T O1EIT E El 
TAv £µrly «vccµvrIQty, to be accepted as clearly derived from 1 Corinthians and useful in 
making textual decisions for this passage. 
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1739) place a reference to Matthew in the margin at this place. Though this is too late have 

caused the harmonization, it does show that at least some users of 1 Corinthians saw the 

passage as parallel to Matthew. Furthermore, this passage (along with the accounts in the 

Synoptics) was taken up almost immediately, it appears, for use in Christian rites. This means 

that adaptation to wording familiar from a worship context is a potential source of corruption. 

Each of these potential causes of corruption will be examined for each unit of variation, 

though because of its unique role in the transmission of these passages, the possibility of 

liturgical influence will be examined in detail. An additional complication in this section is 

that Paul indicates that the material recorded in these verses is not his own, and scholarship 

has universally accepted this claim. 69 Therefore, appeals to Pauline usage are not able to 

resolve textual problems in this section. 

Influence from liturgical texts is regularly assumed, 7° though verifying it is extremely 

problematic for several reasons. First, there is no single line of liturgical tradition nor a single 

"primitive" liturgy which can be reconstructed. " If the wording of worship rites were to 

impact the transmission of the NT it would have been to a local usage, with the result that 

whatever readings would creep into the manuscripts would vary based on the worship 

practices of the scribes/readers. One would therefore expect wide variation in the NT 

manuscripts and many singular readings, not a few readings with widespread attestation. 

69E g., Schrage III, pp. 29-30; Thiselton, pp. 866-7. Joachim Jeremias (The 
Eucharistic Words of Jesus, trans, from the third German edition by Norman Perrin 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1977), p. 104) lists nine specific lexical and syntactical features 
of this passage that are not found elsewhere in Paul. 

70E. g, Fee (p. 545 n. 1) notes that AaßETrC 4ayvm at 11: 24 has been borrowed from 
Matt 26: 26, but at the same time is a "`liturgical' assimilation. " 

"See, inter alia, Gregory Dix, "Primitive Consecration Prayers, " Theology 37 (1938): 
261-83 and Paul F. Bradshaw, The Search for the Origins of Christian Worship, 2"d ed. 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), pp. 139-43. 
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Second, liturgical prayers were oral, not written, during the period during which the text of 

Paul was in the most flux. Bradshaw observes, 

In most cases, these [eucharistic] prayers probably circulated orally rather than in 
written form until perhaps the late third or even the early fourth century, when the 
relatively fluid prayer traditions began to crystallize, and more stable, written texts 
began to appear. The increasting use of written texts at that time would have ben 
encouraged both by pressures towards doctrinal conformity and by the desire to 
provide more elevated and polished forms appropriate to the new surroundings 
created by the building of large city churches. 72 

The oral element introduces even more potential variation. It also cautions us against easily 

identifying the source of a reading in the Pauline manuscripts with a specific liturgical 

document. The third difficulty in the use of these texts is that recent research has cautioned 

against identifying individual texts with specific locations and dates. A prime example is the 

case of Hippolytus and the Apostolic Tradition, ostensibly the earliest extant liturgical text. 

There is now uncertainty as to the identity of Hippolytus, whether or not a work titled 

Apostolic Tradition was actually attributed to him in antiquity, the original provenance of the 

document, and, most significant for the purpose of comparison to the text of 1 Cor. 11, its 

date. " Bradshaw summarizes, 

[We] judge the work to be an aggregation of material from different sources, quite 
possibly arising from different geographical regions and probably from different 
historical periods, from perhaps as early as the mid-second century to as late as the 
mid-fourth... We thus think it unlikely that it represents the practice of any single 
Christian community. 4 

Were the entire document to be of mid-second century origin, the Apostolic Tradition would 

provide a potential source for readings that have entered the transmission of the manuscripts 

72Bradshaw, The Search for the Origins of Christian Worship, pp. 142-3. 

73Full discussion of these issues is provided in P. F. Bradshaw, M. E. Johnson, and L. 
E. Phillips, The Apostolic Tradition. A Commentary (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2002), 1- 
15. 

74P. Bradshaw, "Hippolytus Revisited: The Identity of the So-Called Apostolic 
Tradition, " Liturgy 16 (2000), 9-10. 
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of Paul. However, as a composite document that underwent continuous revision it just is as 

possible that its text was adapted to then current NT texts. The other liturgical texts, aside 

from those that may lie behind brief citations in Justin and Origen, are too late to have 

influenced the earliest period of transmission. However, these may be based on earlier forms, 

thus making comparison to the readings now found in the NT manuscripts necessary. A final 

difficulty is technical. The Greek and Latin texts are usually published without a critical 

apparatus, though this is remedied in more recent editions of the most significant texts. 

Furthermore, many texts originally written in languages other than Greek or Latin have never 

been published except in translated form (usually Latin). ` 

Before analyzing the liturgical texts we note the earlier patristic evidence. However, 

the usual difficulties in the use of patristic material are amplified here, especially since these 

earliest citations of the Lord's Supper narratives are invariably drawn from the synoptics. 

Justin Martyr's citation of the words spoken at the meal (Apologia 1,66,3) are explicitly 

attributed to the gospels: "For the apostles in the records composed by them, which are called 

gospels, in this way passed down what was commanded them. " His citations, however, do 

not match a specific gospel writing. The words over the bread show some independence: 

TOÜTO TTOI£LTE £lS TTjV CNÖ(ýivr cV 1OU. TOÜTO EQTI TÖ QUJL( 11ou. This is closest to the 

Lukan version, but the command to remembrance is spoken first, the phrase -rö ünip upwv 

SthöµEvov is absent, and the personal pronoun is modifies -rtiv &vöcµvtjQiv in place of the 

possessive adjective. The words over the cup, however, match Matthew and Mark: TOOTO 

EQTIV TO" a il Vou. 

75On these difficulties cf. J. Duplacy, "A propos d'un lieu variant de 1 Co 11,24, " in 
Le Corps et le Corps du Christ dans la Premiere Epitre aux Corinthiens. Congres de 
l'ACFEB, Tarbes, 1981 (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1983), p. 34. 
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Origen (In Jeremiam, homilia 12,2) likewise shows adaptation from the synoptics, 

though again in a conflated form and with a few additions, one from 1 Cor. 11: 25 and one 

unattested in the NT manuscripts: 

Ad PETE, TRETE, TOOTO µoü LQTt Tö aapa, Tö ünip üµwv JKXuvdpEVOV Etc 
äýwwty äµapTtwv' TOOTO 7TOLE1TE, aadKts £(V n(VT)TE, Elc TAV Lgir v 
&va tvnaty, xai' äjii v AEyw üµiv, ou µrß Trtw a6T6 &7T6 TOO vüv, Ewg a6T6 niw 
µE6' üµwv Katvöv Lv Tq paatAC(cX TOO OEOO. 

These earlier "citations" are therefore of little assistance in identifying either second century 

liturgical texts or of specific readings in 1 Corinthians. 

The earliest extant writing with liturgical elements is the Didache, which, whether 

dated to the late first or second century, falls within the period of the earliest transmission of 

the Pauline writings. While the document has a section that begins TrEpi Sý Tn ; 

cOxaptaTtac (9,1), its prayers spoken over the cup and bread (in that sequence) do not 

include any words attributed to Jesus. It therefore cannot have influenced the transmission of 

1 Cor. 11: 23-25, though the use of the word "eucharist" is significant for the variation at 

10: 16. 

The Anaphora of Mark, used in the patriarchate of Alexandria, is preserved in 

fragments dated as early as the fourth century. The earliest of these, P. Strasbourg gr. 254, 

does not preserve the historical narrative section. But the Der-Balizeh fragment (4`h-5`h cen. ) 

and P. Ryl. 46576 (6`h cen. ) both preserve this section with nearly identical wording. In this 

document, the sayings over the bread and cup are based primarily on Matthew. Some 

additions are made, however, from 1 Cor. /Luke: where Matthew uses cuAoytlaag and 1 Cor. 

EuXaptaTlJaac, this liturgy reads EuXaptaTnaac cuaoyqaaq. Other evidence of conflation 

76C. H. Roberts, Catalogue of the Greek and Latin Papyri in the John Rylands 
Library, Manchester vol. 3: Theological and Literary Texts (Manchester: University Press, 
1938), pp. 25-28. 
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is the addition 1 Cor. 11: 26 after the cup saying. There are also conflations made in this text 

which are not found in the manuscripts of 1 Corinthians, for example Etc ac qC tv aµapTtwv 

is added to the words over the bread and Aaßc-rE METE is added to the words over the cup. 

Of particular importance for one place of variation is the presence of -ro uttEp uµwv 

SISoµEVOV after To awpa in the Der-Balizeh fragment. " The use of 8t8opEvov shows, 

however, that the passage has been adopted from Luke and not 1 Corinthians. 

One strain of the liturgical tradition, however, does use significant portions of the 

narrative in 1 Corinthians. The Anaphora of Serapion was identified by Lietzmann as the 

"oldest admittedly Egytian text, " dated to c. 360.78 The saying over the bread begins with the 

introductory of 1 Cor. 11: 23, but quickly resorts to conflation, with the result that the sources 

of only individual phrases can be identified: 

ÖTl b KUptoc 'ITJQOÜS XPtQTO; LV [j VUKTI 7TapEMSOTO EAaß£v 6tpiov Kal 

Exaaacv xai ESi6ou Toi; µaOllTaic LauTOÜ XEyCov- A6ß£T£ Kal 4dyETE, TOÜT6 
LQTIV TÖ G La µOÜ TO ÜTT£P Ü jCOV KhipEVOV Ell; äýEaty c papTtwv. 

The text begins with the 1 Corithians narrative; every word from STi to äpTOV is found in 

the NT manuscripts (though it matches perfectly no single manuscript). However, after 

dropping xai £Oxapta-rfiaac this liturgy shifts to the synoptic wording, with the addition of 

a form of St6wµt79 and -roic . taOflTaiS i aoioO. 8° This continues with Ad1ETe Kai ýayETE, 

found (without xai) in Matthew and in manuscripts of Mark, though also in manuscripts of 1 

Corinthians. The word order TOOTO i my Ta a pa poü, also drawn from the synoptics, is 

absent from the Pauline witnesses. The phrase £iS Q4 EGLV äµap-rtwv is also from the 

"There is a lacuna for this portion of P. Ryl. 465. 

78Lietzmann, Mass and Lord's Supper, p. 29. 

79L8(Sou is found in manuscripts of both Matthew and Mark. 

80aOTOO is found in only a few manuscripts of Matthew. 
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synoptics and not Paul, but has been added here from the saying over the cup. The phrase Td 

ürrip üµwv xAwµcvov, however, is absent from Matthew and Mark but clearly Pauline; 

xAwµEvov is found in most witnesses where Luke uses StSöpcvov. If Lietzmann's 

identification of the provenance of this text is correct, it is striking that the wording adopted 

from 1 Corinthians is, with one exception (Ev ý vui rI) adopted from "Byzantine" witnesses 

and not those often regarded as "Egyptian. " 

The saying over the cup in the Anaphora of Serapion is likewise conflationary. The 

introduction is Lukan (though conformed to the saying over the bread) but the words of Jesus 

are a conflation of the synoptic accounts with additional expansion: 

OTt b KÜptog 'I1jaOOS XptaTOq AaßWV TÖ 1TOTtjptOV PET& TÖ SEITrv aat EX£Y£v 

TOTS EaUTOÜ VaOTjTa c A6ßETE, TRETE, TOÜTO LQTtV TÖ aapa pOU T1 ; 

8taOI KrlS TO ütiip üµwv LKXuvvopEVOV £ic ä4 caty lapTnWV. 

The Anaphora of Serapion is not unique in its eschewing the Pauline formulations. G. Dix 

notes in a discussion of the institution narrative in the Anaphora of Addai and Mari, 

But one notices that though in later times most rites incorporate other details of S. 
Paul's wording, no known rite has the words of institution over the chalice in quite 
his primitive form, `This cup is the New Covenant in My Blood'. It looks as though 
all the institution narratives have been suggested by they gospels, even though they 
fuse them with matter from S. Paul, and treat them in other ways with great 
independence. " 

Since the Pauline form of the narrative had so little contact with the formulations used in 

worship, it is not surprising that the extant liturgical forms have not directly impacted the 

transmission of the manuscripts of 1 Corinthians. This is most clearly shown by the 

numerous smaller additions/alterations to the wording of the narrative that appear in patristic 

citations and the earliest liturgical texts but are not present in any manuscripts of 1 

, 
"Gregory Dix, The Shape of the Liturgy (London: Dacre Press, 1945), p. 233. 

Emphasis original. 
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Corinthians. These are presented below, with the text of 1 Corinthians given in the first line 

of each example: 82 

11: 23 napc6tßoTO AC AS Al / rrapESt6CTO 
rrapEStSou £au-rov ... AM(Ro) AM(Ry) ACh AB 

11: 23 apTOv 
apTOV Tat; aytatc xat aµwpot; alTOU X£paty Kai avapAE4ag rrpo; cE, 

Tov Ocov alTOU Kai 1TaTEpa, Kai KÄaca; ESWK£V Toig paOTrTatc 
aUTOU £t1TWV TOUTO TO iuair ptOV irj xatvil; StaOrixi S AC 
AM(Ro) 

Other lengthy additions: AM(Ry) Al 
Based on Matthew: SC ACh 

11: 24 EuXaptaTTlaac AT(E) 
Euxapta-rrlaac aot AT(L) 
EuxaptaTnaac cuAoyrlcac AM(Ro) AM(Ry) AB Al 
LuXaptarrloac xat EuAoyr, oa, ACh 

11: 24 aiµan µou / quiv atµan 
+ £tg a? eaty aµaprtwv AC AS AM(Ro) AM(DB) AB Al 

11: 25 Toui ° Cyp 

aaß£Tt rrtETC TouTO Or AS CyJ 

11: 26 -rou Kuptou Cyp 
giov AC AM(Ro) AM(Ry) AM(DB) 
iou utou iou av8pw1Tou AI 

The obvious expansionistic passages, such as the additions to Jesus' actions with the bread, 

would have required an intentional addition, such as a marginal note, in order to have entered 

the NT manuscripts. The fact that such examples are not found indicates both that they tend 

to reflect later developments (though some are found in Apostolic Constitutions) and, more 

significantly for our purposes, that this type of overt interpolation was not carried out at any 

"Abbreviations for this table are as follows: AB = Anaphora Basili Caesariensis; Al 
= Anaphora Iacobi; AS = Anaphora Serapion; AT(L) = Apostolic Tradition, Latin text; 
AT(E) = Apostolic Tradition, Ethiopic text; AC = Constitutiones Apostolorum; ACh = 
Anaphora Ioannis Chrysostomi; AM(DB) = Anaphora Marci (Der-Balyzeh fragment); 
AM(Ro) = Anaphora Marci (Codex Rossanensis); AM(Ry) = Anaphora Marci (Papyrus J. 
Rylands); Cyp = Cyprian, Epistula 63; JM = Justin Martyr; OR = In Jeremiam, homilia 12,2. 
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stage of the transmission. In addition, the significant interpretative alterations are completely 

absent from manuscripts of 1 Corinthians. This in spite of the fact that alterations such as the 

use of the active for the middle/passive of rrapaStSwµt and the use of the first person for the 

third at 11: 26 (thus making the verse into words of Jesus rather than interpretation of Paul) 

are not untypical of alterations made elsewhere in Paul's letters. Most strikingly, no 

manuscripts add either the imperative ME-rc or the prepositional phrase Etc a4 Eaty 

opapTtwv to the saying over the cup. These are not only common in the liturgical forms but 

also found in the synoptics. That the manuscripts of 1 Corinthians avoid several types of 

potential alterations indicates that the liturgical forms that have been preserved have not been 

a major cause of alteration in the manuscripts of the Corpus Paulinum. 

11: 23.92 

Ev Trl vuKTt il AM(Ry) AB Al 

EV il VUKTI AC AS Cyp 
Tlr vuKTI 1 AM(Ro) ACh 
lac AM(DB) 

There are two possible positions of the relative pronoun when that pronoun modifies a 

noun in a prepositional phrase. The pronoun may be placed either between the preposition 

and the noun83 or after the prepositional phrase. 84 However, in temporal contexts the NT uses 

only the former position (John 9: 14; Acts 7: 20; Col. 1: 6,9), once with variation: 

John 9: 14 Ev ri ilµ£pa 66 3" NBLW 33 579 a1 
oTEADKMNUA O All `Ppm 
£v Tri rlµcpa OTE 0141 vg' sy1 mg 

83 Five times in the Corpus Paulinum, but only using two phrases: &4' fjq iµ£pa; 
(Col. 1: 6 (rig nµ£paS F G), 9) and St' rev aiTICIV (2 Tim 1: 6,12; Tit. 1: 13). 

84Rom. 16: 17; 1 Cor. 7: 20 (Ev Tl1 KATjY£l EV Tj 315) 2 Cor. 1: 4; 7: 7; 13: 10; 2 Thes. 
3: 6. 
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In the same contexts the LXX shows both sequences in roughly equal numbers, 85 though 

again the textual tradition shows difficulty with the sequence cv 11 trµcpa 86 

At 1 Cor. 11: 23, the only Greek witnesses attesting the reading cv T1 vux-rrl are D* F 

G 1912. However, the entire Latin traditions' and the Peshitta also support this sequence, 88 as 

well as two liturgical texts (Apostolic Constitution, Anaphora of James). 

The phrase Ev Tri vuucn rj is more stylistically elegant that Ev T vuKTt. A search 

using TLG found only one example89 prior to the ls` cen. AD of the relative preceding 

, jµ£p«9° (Aeschines Socraticus, Fragmenta 8). At the same time, or -rj ii 
.i p¢ j and Ev -r f 

-- "Preposition-relative pronoun-noun 39 times; preposition-article-noun-relative 

pronoun 35 times. 

"The phrase is altered to £v rlIEpa rl by various witnesses at Ex. 38: 26; Lev. 7: 15. 
35; Ez. 16: 4,5; 31: 15; to Ev rl av riµcpa at Num. 3: 1,13; and to cv rlµcpa at Num. 3: 1, 
13; Ez. 16: 4,5; 31: 15. Some examples may have been influenced by the presence of the 
relative in Hebrew, e. g., 1WK Dial-1? at Ez. 31: 15. 

87The Latin nearly always matches whatever word order is found in the Greek. The 

only variations are found at 1 Cor. 7: 20, where VL 77 78 read in vocatione qua against the 

rest of the tradition's in qua vocatione; Col 1: 6, where VL 75 77 89 read ex qua die (= a4' 
'iS y1pcpag) against the Vulgate's ex ea die qua; 2 Tim. 1: 6,12, where Ambrosiaster reads 
qua de causa and quarr ob causum against t the rest of the radition's propter quam causam 
and ob quam causum (both = St' rlv atTtav); and Tit. 1: 13, where ob quam causam departs 
from St' rev at-nav. 

88In the Corpus Paulinum the Peshitta does not always attempt a one-to-one 
correspondence between the Greek parts of speech and the Syriac. For example, when the 
Greek word order is preposition-article-noun-pronoun, three times the Syriac does not use a 
distinct pronoun (Rom. 16: 17; 2 Cor. 13: 10; 2 Thes. 3: 6). Once the pronoun is placed before 
the noun (2 Cor. 1: 4) and twice the word order is parallel (1 Cor. 7: 20; 2 Cor. 7: 7). When the 
Greek sequence is preposition-pronoun-noun the Syriac either does not use a pronoun X (Col. 
1: 6,9) or it matches the Greek sequence (2 Tim. 1: 6,12; 2 Tim. 1: 13). This last sequence is 
that of the Peshitta at 1 Cor. 11: 23, the basis for which must have been Ev tl vuxrq. 

89LXX and NT examples, as well as Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs 7,6,4 and 
Philo, De opificio mundi 129; De sacrificiis Abeli et Caini 118; De posteritate Caini 65 were 
excluded because of the likelihood of semitic influence. 

90No examples of either word order were found with vüx-rt. 
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hµ£pc h are not uncommon 9' On the other hand, the reading Ev rl TIPEpa is more in keeping 

with the NT and LXX usage, and should be considered archetypical, with £V TTj VUKT1 il a 

stylistic improvement. 

11: 23.93 

napEStboio AC AS Al 
TTapcßt6ETo 

napEStSou EauTOV ... AM(Ro) AM(Ry) ACh AB 
lac AM(DB) 

In the post-Attic period, -µt class verbs were assimilated to -w class terminations 92 

One such example is 1TapE6töETo, which many witnesses (B2 LP tP 056 0142 0151 6 424 

1739) restore to its "proper" form: TtapESt6oTO. It is striking that Trapc8töETO is not found in 

any liturgical texts. This again indicates, as we saw in the reading Ev -rte VUXIL ii, that these 

texts favored a more classical style of Greek. 

11: 24.95 

EtTrEV Cyp 
EtrrEv AaßET£ 4ayETE AT ACh AM(Ro) AB Al 
£11T£V AaßcTE Kat 4ay£T£ AS 

£tTrwv AaßET£ E4 auiou 4ar/ETE AC 

Et1TEV Äaß£TE 4ayETE 
... 

AM(Ry) 

The imperatives are limited to manuscripts of the Byzantine type and the Syriac 

tradition. There is no obvious reason for mechanical or accidental loss. Neither, clearly, is 

there any theological motivation for omission, since the words are found in every liturgical 

text. A similar addition took place in the manuscripts of Mark, where 4ayETc was added to 

91E. g., Thucydides Historiae 4,78,5; Antiphon 21,3; Plato, Phaedo 57, a; Xenophon, 
Anabasis 5,7,17. 

92BDF §94(1); Jannaris §775. 
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Accßc-rE (Byz f 3) 93 The shared origins of the Lukan and Pauline accounts and the absence of 

the words in Luke also argues that this is a secondary addition. The only question is whether 

the addition is from liturgical texts or from the text of Matthew. Because the same additions 

were made to the other synoptics, and because no other reading in 11: 23-25 is adopted from 

liturgical forms, it is more likely that this reading has been assimilated to the Matthean 

account (Matt. 26: 26) 94 Such additions are not infrequent in the "Byzantine" witnesses, as 

discussed in the concluding chapter. 

11: 24.96 

TOUTO LOU £QTiV TO Qwpa AM(DB) AB Al 
TOUTO £QTIV CLOU TO Qwpa 

TOUTO £GTtV To Qwpac µou AT AC AM(Ro) syP Cyp ACh 

The Synoptic parallels all read, without variation of word order, " -rowro EQTiv To 

awpa µou (Matt. 26: 26; Mark 14: 22; Luke 22: 19). No manuscript of 1 Corinthians adapts to 

this word order. This shift of the pronoun in cp46 (µou To owµa) is an attempt to place it near 

the noun it modifies and not harmonization to the parallels. 96 Neither the liturgical texts nor 

the synoptic parallels have affected this unit of variation. 

11: 24.97 

. ro un£p uµwv xAwpEvov AS AB 

93At Luke 22: 19, A (apparently alone) adds AaPETE. 

14Westcott and Hort, Appendix, p. 116; Zuntz, p. 165; Fee p. 545 n. 1; Lietzmann, 
Mass and Lord's Supper, p. 57. 

95W omits r; Q-nv at Mark 14: 22. 

96Royse (p. 263) considers the reading of 346 harmonization to the synoptics because 
it shares the reading TOUTO EQ-nv. However, if harmonization to a specific passage had been 
the cause, one would have expected the pronoun to stand after vwµa, as it does in the 
synoptics. 
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-ro utrEp upwv OpunTopcvov AC AT? (confringitur) 

To utrcp uµwv Cyp ACh 
-ro utrcp uµwv KAwpEvov xat StaSLSoµEvov AM(Ro) Al 
-ro uii p upwv StSopcvov AM(DB) 

This addition/omission of the participle is the most difficult textual problem of this 

section. The available evidence shows that both readings existed in the tradition by around 

200; Cyprian has the earliest citation with the shorter reading, and 346 attests a corruption of 

it. At the same time the rest of the Latin tradition, the Peshitta, and perhaps the Apostolic 

Tradition-in addition to all but a handful of Greek manuscripts-show the early origin of the 

longer reading. 

The Greek manuscript tradition does not provide decisive evidence. The "weight" of 

the manuscripts attesting the shorter reading is impressive (; p46 N* AB C* 6 33 424° 1739), 

but because all closely related, the shared reading immediately raises suspicion of a single 

error. However, Cyprian of Carthage also shows the shorter text (quod pro vobis est; Epistula 

63,10,1) without variation in that manuscript tradition. This reading in Cyprian's text cannot 

be dismissed as a theological adaptation due to distaste for the identification of the 

eucharistic bread as the "body of Christ, " for he makes this connection several times in this 

letter (e. g., 63,4,1; 63,13,4-5) The Latin commentary tradition is another potential witness to 

the shorter text. The important Amiens manuscript of Ambrosiaster's commentary matches 

Cyprian9' (the rest of that tradition reads the Old Latin frangitur) as well as the commentary 

of Pelagius. The shorter text is also found in a liturgical text, the Anaphora of Chrysostom. Its 

origins are nearly impossible to define, 98 yet the liturgy that became predominant in Eastern 

97Ambrosiaster's commentary on the text does not provide a clue as to whether or not 
the participle was present. 

98J C. D. Jasper and G. J. Cuming, Prayers of the Eucharist: Early and Reformed 
(New York: Pueblo, 1980), pp. 129-30. 
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Orthodoxy has the shorter -ro utrrp upwv in its statement over the cup. The presence of this 

reading is surprising here given the conflationary nature of the rest of the narrative. But is the 

reading traceable to the Greek manuscript tradition, or to some other source? One liturgical 

scholar suggests an ecclesial compromise: "the unsatisfactory uTri p üµwv steers a middle 

course between the expressions adopted at Antioch and (as we have suggested) at Ephesus, 

and may therefore well be a later compromise. "" It appears, however, the "compromise" 

more typically resulted in conflation, not omission; one may compare the -ro uttwp upwv 

xawpEvov xat 8ta8t6oIEvov found in the Anaphora of Mark, the Anaphora of James, and 

the Syriac Anaphora of Peter the Apostle. 

Indirect evidence for the shorter reading may be found in the reading of several early 

versions (Coptic, Ethiopic, and Armenian1°°) and the Vulgate, all of which read the 

equivalent of Luke's 8t6oµr; vov. While substitution for KAwpcvov is a possibility, it is more 

likely that the Greek texts upon which these translations were based lacked any participle and 

that the "missing" element was supplied from Luke. 

All other witnesses, apart from D`'s OputrropEVOV (see below) attest to 

xawtEvov. 'o'This includes the rest of the Latin tradition, though no evidence prior to Cyprian 

is available, and the Syriac. The evidence of the liturgical documents is discussed below. 

The text with KAt . Evov is well-suited to the context. It matches the statement at 

10: 16 (Tov äpTOV 6v xawpEv) and the action described earlier in the passage ('xaocacv). 

"Robert Douglas Richardson, "A Further Inquiry into Eucharistic Origins, " in li. 
Lietzmann, Mass and the Lord's Supper (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1979), p. 259. 

"If Tischendorfs citation of "Euthalius" (=1834)in his apparatus is reliable, then a 
single NT manuscript also has this reading. 

'°'The citation of Cyril of Alexandria, which lacks TO urrcp upwv as well as any 
participle, should not traced to a Pauline manuscript. Duplacy, noting other omissions in 
Cyril's citation, labels it a "Phantom Variant. " Cf. also Tischendorf's apparatus, ad loc. 
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However, this evidence cuts both ways, for assimilation to these examples of the verb is a 

strong possibility. At the same time, however, the synoptics unanimously read Waacv but 

no manuscript adapts the subsequent wording to that verb, even manuscripts of Luke, which 

(with one exception, see below) read St8opEvov. 

On the other hand, the shorter reading may also have been influenced by the context. 

Most obviously, its loss may have been a simple error of parablepsis (YMWt KAwMEN0N1 
. 

Duplacy discounted this possibility, 102 but since the shorter reading is found only in a cluster 

of closely related Greek manuscripts this argument does have merit. Intentional omission is 

also a possibility. The loss of the participle may have resulted from a desire to bring the 

statement over the bread into parallel with the statement over the cup: LaTty Tö awpa Tö 

ün£p üpwv and Ec'rIv Ev TOOL) ip4 a"patt. By omitting the article following awµa, cp46 both 

removes the difficulty of the article without a head noun or participle103 and brings the two 

prepositional phrases into closer harmony. This again shows that q)46 cannot be considered 

the best witness of this strain of the text, but often shows corruptions of readings found in 

R`A B6 424- 1739. 

Within the larger context of the Corpus Paulinum, affinity with Pauline style has been 

cited as a key argument in favor of the shorter reading. 104 Indeed, the use of the article as a 

relative followed by a prepositional phrase is not uncommon in Paul. The prepositional 

phrase functions adverbially to modify an assumed verb, which in most cases would be a 

form of £iµi (Rom. 3: 24; 16: 1; 1 Cor. 2: 12; 1 Cor. 16: 1; 2 Cor. 9: 1). These is not precisely 

102"Une disparition accidentelle par homoioteleuton n'est guere vraisemblable. " 
Duplacy, p. 42. 

1O3sp46 also drops the relative pronoun before xat at 11: 23. 

104Metzger, Textual Commentary, p. 496. 
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parallel to the shorter reading at 1 Cor. 11: 24. However, a similar example may be found at 

Rom. 4: 11: xal QrlµEiov EAapEv trEpvroµtjc Q$payi8a -rf; StxatoaüvTjq it n(ar . wS 

-rf1 Ev -rfi äxpopuaTia. Here the assumed verb would be a form of Aappavw, which occurs 

earlier in the sentence, whereas at 1 Cor. 11: 24 the assumed verb would be a form of the 

KAdW that had already been used. Yet this appears to be the only strong parallel, and at Rom. 

4: 11 no manuscript saw the need to fill in the assumed verb. In addition, the longer reading 

also has Pauline parallels at Rom. 14: 20 and, though outside the Hauptbriefe, Eph. 4: 24. An 

argument that one reading or the other matches "Pauline style"cannot contribute to the 

resolution of the problem at 11: 24. 

1 Cor. 11: 23 makes clear that Paul is citing material that is familiar to the Corinthians 

and likely used in a worship context. This material is also similar to the narratives in the 

gospel texts. The possibility of assimilation to some form of this material from outside 1 

Corinthians must therefore be considered. 

It is perhaps surprising, given the amount of harmonization between the synoptic 

accounts of this episode, that no Greek manuscript has assimilated the Pauline text to the 

gospels. The most obvious source would have been the similar wording in Luke (ExAaa£v 

Kal ESWK£v aÖTOI A£yWV TOÜTÖ LQTtV TO' QW1td $10U TÖ ÜTIEp Ü$1WV 8t8öpcVOV). Yet 

no potential adaptation, such as the addition of xai ESwx£v aOTOi;, the word order Tot3Tö 

£QTty r6 cops pou, nor the addition (assuming the shorter text) or substitution (assuming 

the longer text) of 8t86µ£vov has found its way into the manuscript tradition at I Cor. 11: 23- 

25. Assimilation to the gospels must therefore be dismissed as a cause of corruption here. 

Much more difficult to assess is the potential influence of liturgical formulae on the 

text of 1 Corinthians. In one case, however, liturgical influence is undeniable. A singular 

reading, OpUr1TOµ£vov, is preserved in D*. The reading is also found in one strain of the 
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liturgical tradition. The Apostolic Tradition (4, preserved only in Latin) uses con fringitur 

while the Greek text of the same, 105 as preserved in the Apostolic Constititions (8,12,36), uses 

Opurrroµcvov. 1°6 The word is undoubtedly a liturgical adaptation; Jesus' body being "broken 

into fragments" matches well the action of the breaking of the bread in the Eucharist. 

However, it makes little sense on the lips of Jesus "on the night he was betrayed. " Further 

evidence of liturgical origin is the fact that both the Apostolic Tradition and the Apostolic 

Constitutions use the Matthean word order immediately prior to this word (TOUTO cam To 

awpa pou). Therefore the Apostolic Tradition is not based on the Pauline version of the 

narrative, but produced its version based on the synoptics with other adaptations. Its presence 

in this form of the liturgy led to its insertion in D. Had we more certain information regarding 

the date, provenance, and locales which used the liturgical forms found in Apostolic 

Tradition, we would be able to rather confidently locate the origins of our unique Pauline 

mansucript. However, as described above, the uncertainty regarding almost every aspect of 

the origins and the development of this text precludes any firm conclusions. What is 

significant, however, is that this is the first, and as we will see only, reading to have clearly 

moved from the liturgical forms into the Pauline manuscript tradition. 

Did xAw IcVOV also creep into the Pauline manuscripts from liturgical sources? As 

observed above, three liturgical forms use the Pauline word order TOUTO µou ccrnv TO 

-------------- 
'°5W E. Pitt, "The Anamneses and Institution Narrative in the Liturgy of Apostolic 

Constitutions Book VIII, " Journal of Ecclesiastical History 9 (1958): PP. 1-7 argues (p. 6) 
that 9pWnTOµ£vov was the reading of the Greek version of the Apostlolic Tradition. 

106 The D-text uses frangitur (VL 77 78 write frangetur in order to move closer to the 
Greek) while VL 89 reads confringitur. Both frangitur and confringitur may be based on 
either 6pu7TTOVEVOv or xAwµEvov, and given the relationship between DFG and the D-text 
it is more likely that frangitur presumes 1cXwjicvov. Cf. Duplacy, p. 33. Confringitur in VL 
89 is likely an independent corruption offrangitur, much like Bede's making the same 
alteration same centuries later (In Lucae Evangelium expositio 6). 
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awµa (Der-Balyzeh fragment, Anaphora of Basil, and Anaphora of James). Two of these also 

read iAwpcvov (Anaphora of Basil; Anaphora of James read uAwµtvov xat StaStSoNEVOV) 

while the Der-Balyzeh fragment switches to the Lukan St6oPEVOV. Influence from liturgical 

texts is a possibility here as it was in the singular reading OpunrroIEVOV. However, several 

factors argue against a similar influence in the addition of xAwii vov. First, only one 

manuscript has been clearly impacted by liturgical texts for the entire section of 11: 23-25. 

None of the expansionistic wording has crept into the Pauline manuscripts. Second, 

xawµ£vov did not find its way from the liturgical forms into the text of Luke, where it could 

have replaced 8t6oiEvov. 1°7 Finally, the widespread use of KAwµCvov in the liturgical texts 

makes it more likely that the participle found its way into the liturgical texts from 

manuscripts of 1 Corinthians than that the influence moved in the other direction. 108 

Adaptation to a specific written text or remembrances of the performance of the 

liturgy is unlikely to have led to either the addition or omission of the participle. However, 

the influence of Eucharistic terminology and thinking must certainly have played a role, for 

the text with xAwµcvov results in the "body" being easily identified with the "broken" bread. 

"Breaking of Bread" is used with likely reference to a eucharistic meal in the NT 

(Acts 2: 42; 20: 7,11; 27: 35)1® and other early Christian literature. 10 It is also found in early 

liturgical prayers. For example, the prayer over the bread at Didache 9,3 is introduced with 

"'The reading KAwµcvov is found at Luke 22: 19 only in 1071. 

10SThis is also the conclusion of Duplacy (p. 37), who adds the helpful caveat, "Mais 

c'est une simple possibilite qu il serait de toute evidence imprudent de transformer en 
donnee. " 

"Ernst Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1971), p. 
191. 

1°E. g., Acta Pauli et Theclae 5; see further Lampe, s. v. xAda a 1. 
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Trrpi Si Too KAdapaToc (parallel with rrcpi TOO TroTrlpiou at 9.2). The prayer which 

follows also uses the noun, drawing upon the image of harvested grain being brought 

together: "Just as this broken bread [KAäapa] was scattered upon the mountains and then was 

gathered together and became one. " The Der-Balyzeh has very similar wording, though using 

apTOS in place of xAaaµa: "As this bread was scattered on the mountains and hills, and was 

mixed together and became one body ... " This image of broken bread, however, may have 

been drawn from the verb ExAaaEv, which is an action of Jesus found in all the synoptic 

accounts as well as 1 Cor. 11: 24, and not specifically from the xawIEVOV of 1 Cor. 11: 25. 

Speaking of "broken bread" in a sacramental meal is different, however, from 

speaking of a "broken body, " particularly in the context of 1 Cor. 11. Spoken by Jesus "on 

the night he was betrayed" the words are particularly difficult, for how might they refer to his 

suffering on the cross? Clearly his "body" was not "broken. " Indeed, John 6: 36 sees the 

unbroken broken bones as the fulfillent of prophecy. Was XAwµEvov omitted from 1 Cor. 

11: 24 in order to match the Johannine account? "' This is unlikely, since the allusion, based 

on either Ex. 12: 10,36 or Ps. 33: 21 uses a form of vuvTpißw, not the xAdw of 1 Cor. 11. The 

Latin tradition resolves the difficulty of the time reference, while retaining a translation of 

xawµEVOV, by using the future form frangetur (VL 77 78`) or confringetur (VL 89), 12 and 

tradetur in the Vulgate (though adapted from Luke). 

"'Richardson ("A Further Inquiry into Eucharistic Origins, " p. 413 n. 4) claims, in a 
discussion of the Roman Canon: "In finally rejecting the word "broken", the Roman church 
was governed not only by compromise but by care not to violate the words of Scripture: cf. 
"Not a bone of his shall be broken". I was not able, however, to locate an argument which 
produces evidence for this statement. 

"2VL 75 reads the present form frangitur; since -i- and -e- are easily confused, one 
cannot be certain as to which form originally stood in the D-text, though the fact that the 
Greek counterpart of VL 75 (D) also makes an alteration here speaks against the testimony of 
this manuscript. 
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There may have been greater difficulty with xXwpcvov than merely sorting out the 

time reference. Duplacy argues that the Eucharistic celebrations of early Christians were 

equated by opponents with rituals of the mystery religions. Minicius Felix (Octavius 9), for 

example, recounts that Christians were charged with deceiving unsuspecting neophytes so 

that they would participate in cannibalistic ritual infanticides, thereby guaranteeing their 

participation and silence since they would be associated with the vile crime. The deliberate 

suppression of xawpEvov, according to Duplacy, would make less likely such 

misunderstandings of the Christian rituals. "' This, for Duplacy, is the main argument for 

accepting xAwpEvov as the archetypical text. 

While arguments alleging the need for a disciplina arcana in order to hide key 

practices from outsiders are occasionally invoked in the resolution of textual problems, 114 

there are difficulties with regarding this as a regular practice of the scribes/readers of the 

manuscripts of the gospels and epistles. First, it is doubtful that the intentional omission of 

KAwpEvov would, in itself, remove potential misunderstanding. 1 Cor. 10: 16 was not altered 

for these reasons, yet was certainly capable of being understood in a sacrificial manner, 

particularly when discussed in the context of "the eating of sacrifices" (10: 18). In addition, 

the imperatives AaßeTc 4ayrrE were added to many witnesses of I Corinthians (11: 24) and 

the synoptic narratives. The command to "eat my body" would certainly be open to similar 

misunderstandings. Second, early apologists, such as Justin Martyr, spoke freely about 

13Duplacy, "A propos d'un lieu variant de 1 Co 11,24, " pp. 42-3. 

"4E. g., Acts 8: 37 in W. A. Strange, The Problem of the Text ofActs, SNTSMS 71 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), pp. 69-77, esp. 69-71; Luke 22: 19b-20 in 
Joachim Jeremias, The Eucharistic Words of Jesus, pp. 132-6 and 156-9. Were the arguments 
in these two cases accepted, one would have the same manuscript, Codex Bezae (and its 
direct descendant Codex Laudianus), concealing a Eucharistic text but revealing a baptismal 

confession. 
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Christian rites - even revealing the words of Jesus over the bread and cup (Apologia 1,66,3; 

discussed above). That the omission of KAwµEvov alone single word can be attributed to a 

desire to conceal Christian rites is unlikely. 

The widespread use of KAdW in Eucharistic prayers and in discussions about the 

significance of the Eucharist make more it likely that the word was added to the context than 

that it was removed. This was prompted by the difficulty of the iro unep upwv and the 

EicAaaEv which preceded it. Though not a direct insertion from a liturgical text, when the 

passage is understood as a Eucharistic text the addition is natural, even necessary. 

Furthermore, no clear basis for its omission can be identified, whether intentional or 

accidental. 

11: 25.102 

Epw atµaTt Cyp 
atµaTt you 
o CQTIV To atpa µou AS 

TouTO wart To atpa µou AM JM AM(Ro) AM(Ry) ACh AB 
TouTO you EGTL To atµa AM(DB) CyJ Al 
AS reworks, removing reference to cup, based on Matt 

Either qiw atµaTt or atµaTt you may have resulted from assimilation. Tw atµaT, 

µou parallels Luke 22: 20, but there is no evidence of influence from Luke's account in 1 

Cor. 11. The personal pronoun is also found at Matt. 26: 27, though atpa is in the dativc cast 

there. Finally, the parallel saying over the bread uses pou, though as we saw above in a 

different position. The reading Tw cµw atµaTt is therefore unique in the transmission history 

of the eucharistic narratives. It may have been influenced by Ttly Epgv avcgiVqaty at the 

end of both 11: 24 and 25. It is more likely, however, that the statements over the bread and 

the cup were brought into congruence, particularly when the synoptic accounts use the 

personal pronoun in both statements. Assimilation to the near context produced a shift in the 
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opposite direction - from the pronoun to the adjective - at 1 Cor. 9: 2, where q46 D FG KL 

T pm shift from you Trlc arroaToauis to Trig qnr anoaioXyl;. 

11: 25.103 

oaaxt; FE)av TrtvTITE 

omit AT AC AM(Ro) AM(Ry) 
Not used AS AC 

A leap from notEtTC to ntvT r£ caused the loss of these words (P 5` 69 81 at). 

Because this passage is not found in the synoptic accounts, harmonization is not a factor here. 

Most liturgical texts omit the phrase. Its loss in these texts, however, is more likely the result 

of using the words as a command to observe the entire meal, not only the drinking of the cup. 

A clear example is the Anaphora of Mark, where the ToOlo ttotE1 rE dc .rv tphV 

&väµvTIGIV is separated from the saying over the cup by a congregational response and 

attached to a statement based on 1 Cor. 11: 26. 

11: 26.108; 11: 27.114 

rro-rTlptov -roUTo AC AM(Ro) AM(Ry) 
noTIIp t ov 
Not used AT AS AC 

The reading -ro 1T0TflptOV Tou-ro ()46 PZ2 C3 D' KLP `P 056 0142 0150 01516 424 

1739mg) is based on the immediately preceding TOV ap-rov 100TOV. »»5 The pronoun could not 

have been lost by accidental leap, and since -rourrov was not dropped, either intentionally or 

accidentally, one may not postulate a distaste for the demonstrative. As in the previous unit 

of variation, harmonization to the synoptics is not a possibility since this passage is unique to 

I Corinthians. Since such assimilations to the near context are so common in the NT 

""Fee, p. 545 n. 3. 
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manuscripts, it is more likely that the pronoun found its way into the liturgical texts from 

manuscripts of 1 Corinthians than that the influence was in the other direction. 

Addition for the same reason occurs at 11: 27, with many witnesses adding'outov 

following apTov and one (2815) after both apTOv and 1ToTi1ptov. 

11: 26.111; 15: 25.99 

Av is added after apt(q) ou (k2 D2 1KL P056014201515688424 915 pm) 

which balances with oaaxic yap av in earlier in the sentence. The same addition of av 

following apt(q) ou is made by virtually the same witnesses (k2 D2 KLY 049 056 0142 

0151 6 424) at 15: 25. 

11: 27.113; 11: 27.116 [discussed in DFG section] 

11: 27.115 

The disjunctive l in caOtrl 10V apTOV T ntvr) To TTOTTIptov is altered to xat (A 

181 sy) under the influence of EQ6tt1TE 'rov apTOV TOUTOV Kai -ro noTtiptOV ntVTITF in 

the preceding sentence. 

11: 27.118 

The addition of -rou xuptou to ava4twq (K DZ L 056 326 1175 sy") is an interpretive 

gloss based on the end of the following clause (EvoXoc 'Ea-rat roo a iaToq Kai Toi 

aiparroc Toü xupiou). The addition clarifies the ambiguity of the adverb. 116 

11: 28.122 

116 Fee, p. 558 n. 2. 
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The word order imperative - subject - object potentially occurs only herc in the 

Hauptbriefe, but the word order imperative - object - subject occurs elsewhere only at Rom 

15: 11. Nevertheless, it is more likely that the subject has been moved closer to the verb than 

that the object has been moved closer, particularly given the unusual combination of 

witnesses with the reading EauTov avOpwitoq (C D [+ o] FGP 81 1241). 

11: 29.124; 11: 29.127 

Further assimilations to the near context are made at v. 29. The adverb avoc twq is 

added to the actions of eating and drinking, just as it stands at 11: 27 (K2 C2 DFGKLP `1' 

056 0142 0150 0151 6 424. "' Likewise, TOO KUptou is added to TO Qwpa from 11: 27 (Tou 

awpaTOS Kat Tou atµaTo; TOO Kuptou). "8 As Fee points out, this result of the additions is 

to have v. 29 make essentially the same argument as v. 27.19 

11: 32.135 [discussed in chapter on DF G] 

11: 34.139 [discussed at 6: 12.46] 

11: 34.140 

The subjunctive form 8taTa wpat (A DFGK `Y pc) is likely simply the result of 

vowel confusion from 8taTaýopat. 120 The range of witnesses supporting the reading is 

unusual, making it likely that the reading is the result of independent error. 

"'206` 429 1969 make another addition at 11: 27 of irou xupIou. 

""Fee, p. 558 n. 3. 

"'Fee, p. 562. 

120The D-text reads the future tense ordinabo, preserving the original tense form since 
a similar vowel confusion cannot happen in Latin. 


